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and flaking skin. Worried it
might be a deadly heart condi-
tion common to Great Danes,
the vet ran a series of blood
tests.

Baloo’s heart was fine,
“Thank God,” Ms. Kingston
says. But the lab results—
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It has been a stunning fall
from grace for Exxon Mobil
Corp.

Just seven years ago,
Exxon was the biggest U.S.
company by market capital-
ization. It has since lost
roughly 60% of its value, with
its market cap now at around
$160 billion, after the pan-
demic crushed demand for
fossil fuels.

Analysts estimate Exxon
will lose more than $1 billion
this year, compared with
profits of $46 billion in 2008,
then a record by an American
corporation. The company’s
removal from the Dow Jones
Industrial Average in late Au-
gust, after nearly a century
on the index, marked a mile-
stone in its decline.

At the heart of the prob-

lem: Exxon doubled down on
oil and gas at what now looks
to be the worst possible time.
While rivals have begun to
pivot to renewable energy, it
is standing pat. Investors are
fleeing and workers are
grumbling about the direc-
tion of a company some see
as out of touch and stubborn.

Two years ago, Chief Exec-
utive Darren Woods unveiled
an ambitious plan to spend
$230 billion to pump an addi-
tional one million barrels of
oil and gas a day by 2025. So
far, production is up slightly
since 2018, but the added
spending has weighed down
the company, which recently
posted two consecutive quar-
terly losses for the first time
in more than 20 years.

Exxon believes the world’s
growing population will need
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BY CHRISTOPHER M. MATTHEWS

BY GEORGIA WELLS
AND AARON TILLEY

Evacuations Grow as theWest’s DeadlyWildfires Rage On

HAVEN: Shayanne Summers left her home near Molalla, Ore., several days ago to take refuge at an evacuation center in
Oak Grove. Gusty winds contributed to extreme fire conditions Sunday in parts of northern California and Oregon. A3
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Oracle Corp. won the bid-
ding for the U.S. operations of
the video-sharing app TikTok, a
person familiar with the matter
said, beating out Microsoft

Corp. in a deal to salvage a so-
cial-media sensation that has
been caught in the middle of a
geopolitical standoff.

Software maker Oracle is set
to be announced as TikTok’s
“trusted tech partner” in the
U.S., and the deal is likely not
to be structured as an outright
sale, the person said.

The next step is for the
White House and the Commit-
tee on Foreign Investment in
the U.S. to approve the deal,
the person said, adding that the

participants believe it satisfies
the concerns around data secu-
rity that have been previously
raised by the U.S. government.

The move by Beijing-based
ByteDance comes days after the
Chinese government threw ne-
gotiations into doubt when it is-
sued new export restrictions
late last month on the kind of
artificial intelligence technology
TikTok uses. The algorithms,
which determine the videos
served to users and are seen as
TikTok’s secret sauce, were con-

sidered part of the deal negotia-
tions up until the Chinese policy
change raised questions among
the parties involved in negotia-
tions over how to value the so-
cial-media business.

Two people familiar with the
Oracle deal said it was more ap-
propriate to call it a partner-
ship, rather than an acquisition,
suggesting that there was not
an exchange of significant as-
sets. At least some of Byte-
Dance’s existing investors, in-
cluding U.S. investment firms

Sequoia Capital and General At-
lantic, will get stakes in the ven-
ture as part of the deal, said
people familiar with the matter.

The possibility that a deal
might not involve an outright
sale was previously reported by
The Wall Street Journal.

President Trump has said re-
peatedly that he would shut
down TikTok in the U.S. if it
isn’t sold to a U.S. company by
Sept. 15. In an Aug. 6 executive
order, the White House gave
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OracleWins Bid for TikTok in U.S.
Chinese-owned app
picks company over
Microsoft; deal faces
White House review

Gilead Sciences Inc. has
agreed to pay $21 billion to buy
biotech Immunomedics Inc. and
its prized breast-cancer drug,
the company said Sunday, a
sign of the value of the cancer-
drugs business.

Immunomedics has a market
value of about $10 billion fol-

lowing a recent surge in its
stock, meaning that Gilead is
paying up to secure ownership
of the company.

Gilead agreed to pay $88 a
share in cash for Immuno-
medics, whose shares closed at
$42.25 Friday. That represents a
108% premium.

The Wall Street Journal re-
ported Saturday that Gilead and
Immunomedics were nearing a

more than $20 billion deal.
The deal will help Gilead ac-

celerate its efforts to diversify
into cancer, Chief Executive
Daniel O’Day said.

“It’s allowing us to fast for-
ward the work we’ve done over
the past several years in devel-
oping a true franchise and
portfolio in cancer, and it’s re-
ally not complete until you
have a marketed product,” he

said in an interview.
Immunomedics, based in

Morris Plains, N.J., sells breast-
cancer drug Trodelvy, which
would be attractive to several
large drugmakers, many of
which have set their sights on
adding more fast-growing oncol-
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BY CARA LOMBARDO
AND JONATHAN D. ROCKOFF

Gilead Acquires Cancer-DrugMaker

Sitting in the veterinarian’s
office last summer with her
dog Baloo, Beth Kingston
braced for bad news. Just four
years old, her Great Dane-black
Labrador mix had been acting
lethargic, with a runny nose

BY HILARY POTKEWITZ

Runny Nose? Sneezing? Yes, Your
Dog Can Be Allergic to Your Cat

i i i

Pets are irritated by grass, dust, each
other; feline and dander shots

Exxon’s Bet on
Oil, Gas Drags
Down U.S. Titan
Investors flee, some workers grumble

about direction of company

TEL AVIV—Israel is to be-
come the first developed coun-
try on Friday to impose a sec-
ond nationwide lockdown as its
government struggles to contain
a fresh coronavirus outbreak
that has hammered the econ-
omy and divided the nation.

The lockdown, which will last
at least through early October,
aims to prevent mass gatherings
during the Jewish holidays that
begin at sundown Friday. It will
extend through Rosh Hashana,
Yom Kippur and Sukkot—holi-
days that typically involve mil-
lions of Jewish worshipers at-
tending synagogues and
gathering for prayer services. If
deemed effective, Israel will
later move to localized lock-
downs of coronavirus hot spots.

Israel has one of the worst
rates of daily coronavirus infec-
tions per capita in the world,
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BY FELICIA SCHWARTZ
AND DOV LIEBER

Israel to
Reimpose
Covid-19
Shutdown

� Heard on the Street: Gilead’s
gamble for shareholders... B10

� AstraZeneca resumes U.K.
vaccine trials.............................. A5

� Alaska charts own path to
fight virus.................................... A6

Austrian Captures U.S. Open

Dominic Thiem rallied from two sets behind to defeat Alexander
Zverev of Germany in five sets in Sunday’s tennis match. A14
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The sale of Arm Holdings to
Nvidia Corp. for $40 billion
would have wide-ranging im-
plications for the global semi-
conductor industry, further el-
evating one of its highest fliers
and unwinding another big bet
by SoftBank Group Corp.

The Japanese technology

conglomerate said Sunday that
it has reached a deal to sell
Arm to Nvidia for a mix of
cash and stock, confirming a
report Saturday by The Wall
Street Journal. Nvidia will pay
$21.5 billion in stock and $12
billion in cash. SoftBank may
also receive as much as $5 bil-
lion in cash or stock subject to
Arm hitting financial-perfor-
mance targets.

Nvidia will also issue $1.5
billion in stock to Arm employ-
ees.

Nvidia, which makes graph-
ics processors, and Arm, which
designs microprocessors that
power most of the world’s
smartphones, may not be
household names, but they are
some of the biggest players in
the chip industry.

A union would instantly lift
Nvidia, whose stock has been
one of the market’s best per-
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By Cara Lombardo,
Maureen Farrell and

Asa Fitch

Nvidia
To Buy
SoftBank
Chip Unit
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What’s
News

� Israel will begin a second
nationwide lockdown Friday
as it struggles to contain a
fresh coronavirus outbreak
that has hammered the econ-
omyanddivided thenation.A1
�Trump signed an order to
cut the cost of prescription
drugs for U.S. seniors bymore
closely aligning prices with
those charged elsewhere. A4
� Colorado won a tempo-
rary restraining order block-
ing the Postal Service from
sending households a post-
card about voting by mail,
after its secretary of state
said it was misleading. A4
�The Los Angeles County
Sheriff’s Department said the
county board authorized a
reward leading to the arrest
and conviction of a gunman
who shot two deputies. A3
� Tropical Storm Sallywas
bearing down on the Gulf
Coast of Louisiana and was
expected tomake landfall late
Monday or early Tuesday. A2
� China’s arrest of 12 Hong
Kong pro-democracy activists
at sea last month is fueling a
new war of words between
Washington and Beijing. A8
�TheBelarusian capitalwas
the scene of one of the largest
demonstrations yet to pres-
sure the country’s leader. A8

Oracle won the bidding
for the U.S. operations

of video-sharing app TikTok,
beating out Microsoft in a
deal caught in the middle of
a geopolitical standoff. A1
�Gilead will pay $21 billion
to buy Immunomedics and
its prized breast-cancer drug,
Trodelvy, a sign of the value of
the cancer-drugs business.A1
� SoftBank’s sale of Arm
to Nvidia for $40 billion
would have wide-ranging
implications for the global
semiconductor industry. A1
� Investors are trading stock
options and chasing fast-ris-
ing shares at record rates,
activity expected to jolt mar-
kets through the election. B1
� Two Boeing executives
who oversaw its development
of the 737 MAX told House
investigators the design pro-
cess wasn’t flawed, a contrast
to other leaders’ concessions
of past engineering errors. B1
� China’s central bank re-
leased rules that will sub-
ject fintech giant Ant and
other conglomerates to new
financial regulations. B1
� ViacomCBS is close to
selling CNET to Red Ven-
tures as it off-loads parts
of its business to focus on
video streaming. B1
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Notice to readers
Wall Street Journal staff

members are working remotely
during the pandemic. For the
foreseeable future, please send
reader comments only by email
or phone, using the contacts
below, not via U.S. Mail.

LOUISIANA

Sally Set to Make
Landfall on Coast

Tropical Storm Sally bore
down on the Gulf Coast of
Louisiana and was expected to
make landfall late Monday or
early Tuesday, possibly as a
Category 2 hurricane.

“It’s going to be really
close,” said Mike Efferson, a
meteorologist with the Na-
tional Weather Service office
in Slidell, La., which covers
New Orleans and Baton Rouge.
“Right now we have it at a
strong Category 1, but we’re
trying to message people to
prepare for a Category 2.”

Category 1 hurricanes have
sustained winds of 74 to 95
miles an hour, and Category 2
storms have sustained winds
of 96 to 110 mph. Sally is the
18th named storm of this
year’s Atlantic hurricane sea-
son. This season reached 18
named storms faster than any
other previous season.

Located off Florida’s West
Coast on Sunday, Sally was ex-
pected to reach hurricane
strength on Monday. It was
forecast to make landfall near
the mouth of the Mississippi
River and pass over New Or-
leans, dumping 10 to 20 inches
of rain and with a storm surge
of 7 to 11 feet.

“We’re not expecting any
impacts on the federal levee
protection system” in New Or-
leans, Mr. Efferson said. “It’ll

give those pumps a good test,
for sure.”

He said the heavy rains will
lead to flash flooding in some
areas and river flooding north
of New Orleans.

The slow-moving system is
exacerbating the risk of flash
flooding over southeastern
Louisiana, southern Mississippi,
southern Alabama, and the
Florida Panhandle through
Wednesday morning, the Na-
tional Hurricane Center said.

—Joe Barrett

MONTANA

Small-Plane Crash
Kills Pilot, Passenger

Two people have died and
one has been hospitalized after
a plane crash in Montana.

The crash happened Satur-
day night north of Seeley Lake
Airport, the Missoula County
Sheriff ’s Office said. Authorities
located the damaged plane
early Sunday morning.

The pilot and the passenger
who died were identified as
Charles E. Wolff, 67, of Green
Valley, Ariz., and Wayne D. Ca-
hoon, 59, of Seeley Lake, Mont.
It wasn’t clear who was flying
the plane.

A second passenger was
transported to a hospital. Au-
thorities didn’t provide details
on the passenger’s condition.

The National Transportation
Safety Board said it was inves-
tigating the crash of the air-
craft, which it identified as a

Cessna 172, a single-engine,
four-passenger plane.

—Associated Press

NEW JERSEY

Gunfire Near Rutgers
Leaves Two Dead

An early-morning shooting
near Rutgers University’s cam-
pus in New Brunswick killed
two people and wounded six
others, authorities said Sunday.

Middlesex County prosecu-
tors and New Brunswick police
said officers responding to the
scene shortly before 1:30 a.m.
Sunday found eight people
with apparent gunshot
wounds.

The victims were taken to
various hospitals and two male
victims were pronounced dead
at Robert Wood Johnson Uni-
versity Hospital, police said.

Police and prosecutors said
the investigation so far indi-
cates that “there is no affilia-
tion with Rutgers University or
its students,” but the area is
known for student housing and
accompanying parties.

—Associated Press

SOUTH DAKOTA

State Official Involved
In Fatal Car Accident

South Dakota Attorney Gen-
eral Jason Ravnsborg was in-
volved in a traffic accident that
led to a fatality, Gov. Kristi
Noem said Sunday.

buying Treasury securities
and mortgage bonds. They
could do this by spelling out
inflation and labor-market
conditions that would war-
rant tighter monetary policy.

Forward guidance and as-
set purchases helped lower
long-term rates after the
2008 crisis. But they may
provide less zip today, be-
cause long-term yields are
much lower—a reflection of
how investors already expect
a longer period of low rates.

As a result, “the Fed can-
not assume that forward
guidance is going to do very
much,” said Andrew Levin, a
former Fed adviser who co-
wrote a paper last month on
the limitations of such poli-
cies during the pandemic.

Even if the Fed had the
ability to make deeper rate
cuts, increased government
spending would be more ef-
fective than monetary stimu-

lus, according to new research
from Michael Woodford, a Co-
lumbia University economist
who is influential in central
banking circles.

T extbooks say when a
downturn hits, central
banks can stabilize the

economy by lowering interest
rates to offset declines in
spending and demand. But
Mr. Woodford says this stabi-
lization tool isn’t as effective
in boosting spending when
certain sectors of the econ-
omy aren’t able to operate for
noneconomic reasons.

The coronavirus pandemic
“provides a particularly clear
example of this kind of case,”
he said during a presentation
at last month’s virtual Fed
symposium. Think of the
economy as a network of pay-
ments. A plunge in income
concentrated in a few sec-
tors—for concerts, hotel

THE OUTLOOK | By Nick Timiraos

Seeing Trouble, Fed Prods Congress
Federal Re-

serve officials
don’t like to
wade into po-
litical debates,
which is why

it can be a distress signal
when they do.

In normal times, central
bankers generally avoid mak-
ing specific recommendations
on hot-button spending, tax
and other policy matters han-
dled by elected officials, be-
cause they want to preserve
their autonomy to manage
monetary policy with minimal
interference.

These aren’t ordinary
times. Fed Chairman Jerome
Powell has delicately but res-
olutely said in recent months
he expects Congress will need
to do more to compensate for
income losses sustained by
unemployed workers and rev-
enue holes facing hard-hit
businesses and city and state
governments because of the
coronavirus pandemic.

Some colleagues have been
more outspoken. “Trouble is
brewing with the expiration
of these relief policies,” Chi-
cago Fed President Charles
Evans told reporters in early
August after temporary fed-
eral unemployment benefits
lapsed. A month later, after
little congressional progress
on a new financial assistance
package, Mr. Evans cited par-
tisan politics as a threat to
the economy.

The economy has re-
bounded this summer, but
some easy gains were ex-
pected. The ranks of tempo-
rarily laid-off workers have
fallen by two-thirds, or

around 12 million, since the
spring. Officials are uneasy
because more than two mil-
lion Americans have perma-
nently lost their jobs, and
these numbers seem likely to
increase as vulnerable busi-
nesses shut down.

F ed officials are eager
for a fiscal booster shot
for two reasons. The

first reflects the limits of
their tools that became ap-
parent well before the pan-
demic-induced downturn. The
second stems from the unique
nature of the current shock.

Officials will wrestle at
their two-day meeting that
concludes Wednesday with
how to put meat on the bones
of their new average inflation
framework. The changes were
a response to a deficiency in
their old framework, which
failed to account for more
frequent and extended epi-
sodes at the so-called lower
bound, where interest rates
can’t be lowered once falling
to near zero.

If the central bank targets
2% inflation and consistently
falls short once rates are
pinned that low, expectations
of future inflation can slide,
causing inflation and rates to
stay low. The new policy tries
to break this vicious cycle by
seeking somewhat higher pe-
riods of inflation after peri-
ods of below-target inflation.

With the Fed unwilling to
cut rates below zero, officials
are focusing on how to pro-
vide more stimulus through
“forward guidance” specifying
how long they plan to keep
rates very low and continue

rooms or restaurant dining—
can spill over to others for
reasons unrelated to the pub-
lic-health threat. If business
owners can’t pay rent, land-
lords have less money to
maintain their staffs and cit-
ies face a bigger erosion of
their tax base, prompting
more layoffs.

“These later steps in this
chain of effects are all sus-
pensions of economic transac-
tions that are in no way re-
quired by the need to stop
supplying in-restaurant meals
and theater performances,”
said Mr. Woodford in his pa-
per. Government spending,
even if poorly targeted, re-
sponds more directly to stop-
ping the disruption of such
flows of payments.

Many Fed officials have
said they would prefer to
know more about how the
economic recovery is unfold-
ing before making decisions
about how or whether to
ramp up more stimulus.

But some analysts say the
central bank should follow
through promptly on its
framework face-lift by deliv-
ering more specific guidance.
New projections that officials
will release this week are
likely to show they expect the
economy to run below their
employment and inflation
goals for several years.

“Maintaining a policy sta-
tus quo in this context would
be akin to throwing in a
towel, which would under-
mine the credibility of the
new framework right out of
the gate,” said Aneta
Markowska, chief economist
at Jefferies LLC.

Inflation-adjusted yields on
the 10-year Treasury have hit
new lows

Investors see the Fed
maintaining the current
setting for the federal-funds
rate into 2024

Sources: Federal Reserve via St. Louis Fed (yields); TD Securities (federal-funds rate)
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RECESSION

Tuesday: China is set to re-
lease August data on industrial
output, fixed-asset investment
and retail sales.

U.S. industrial production is
expected to show an increase
for August, led by a rise in man-
ufacturing output.

Wednesday: Japan’s Ministry
of Finance is set to release
trade data for August. Econo-
mists expect exports to remain
weak, although the pace of de-
cline may be slower than July’s.

The Organization for Economic
Cooperation and Development’s
forecasts for global economic
growth may include improved
projections for this year, reflect-
ing a stronger rebound from lock-
downs than was anticipated.

U.S. retail sales surpassed
prepandemic levels in July as
consumers purchased more
goods—often at the expense of
spending on services. August’s
figures are expected to show
another rise in outlays across an
array of categories, including
electronics and food services.

The Federal Reserve isn’t ex-
pected to change interest rates
at the end of a two-day meet-
ing, its first since forging a new
framework governing how to
conduct policy over the long run.
Officials will update their eco-
nomic and interest-rate projec-
tions, and Chairman Jerome
Powell will answer questions
about the economic outlook.

Thursday: U.S. weekly jobless
claims have largely flattened at
historically high levels in recent
weeks, a sign the labor-market
recovery is losing steam six
months after the pandemic hit.
Economists forecast a slight de-
cline in new claims for the week
ended Sept. 12, still leaving the
overall number of people receiv-
ing unemployment benefits well
above the pre-pandemic record.

with the exception of its Xbox
videogaming business.

TikTok has soared to around
100 million monthly users in the
U.S., from about 11 million in
early 2018, and they are consid-
ered among the most lucrative
in the app’s global user base of
about 689 million, though the
app still loses money.

Oracle wasn’t as obvious a
winner in the race for TikTok
as Microsoft. While both tech
companies have sizable cloud-
computing operations and tech-
nical capabilities, Oracle is
mainly focused on serving busi-
ness clients and has virtually
no experience running a major
consumer-facing business.

President Trump in August
voiced support for a potential
Oracle bid. “Well, I think Oracle
is a great company and I think
its owner is a tremendous guy,
a tremendous person. I think
that Oracle would be certainly
somebody that could handle it,”
the president said when asked
about its potential interest.

Oracle co-founder Larry Elli-
son earlier this year threw a
fundraiser at his house for the
president. Chief Executive Safra
Catz also worked on the execu-
tive committee for the Trump
transition team in 2016.

The Trump administration
has pushed for a sale for
months, expressing concern
that TikTok could pass on data
it collects to China’s authoritar-
ian government. TikTok has
said it hasn’t been asked to
share data with Beijing and
wouldn’t do so if asked.
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Sinovac Biotech Ltd. said
it offered Covid-19 vaccina-
tions to its employees in or-
der to ensure their safety. A
Page One article on Saturday
about Chinese companies
testing vaccines incorrectly
said Sinovac offered its vac-
cine to employees because
they were at a higher risk of

Readers can alert The Wall Street Journal to any errors in news articles by
emailing wsjcontact@wsj.com or by calling 888-410-2667.

CORRECTIONS� AMPLIFICATIONS

U.S.WATCH

The accident happened about
10:30 p.m. Saturday in Hyde
County, authorities said. Ms.
Noem announced that Secretary
of Public Safety Craig Price will
oversee the Highway Patrol’s in-
vestigation into the accident.

Mr. Price didn’t release any
further details on the crash.

Ravnsborg said in a state-
ment, “I am shocked and filled
with sorrow following the
events of last night.”

—Associated Press

AUCTIONS

Lock of Lincoln’s Hair
Part of $81,000 Sale

A lock of Abraham Lincoln’s
hair along with a blood-stained
telegram about his 1865 assassi-
nation have been sold at auction
for more than $81,000.

The items were sold during
an auction that ended Saturday,
according to RR Auction of Bos-
ton. No information about the
buyer was disclosed.

The roughly 2-inch-long lock
of hair was removed during Lin-
coln’s postmortem examination
after he was fatally shot at
Ford’s Theatre in Washington by
John Wilkes Booth.

It was presented to Dr. Ly-
man Beecher Todd, a Kentucky
postmaster and a cousin of
Mary Todd Lincoln, the 16th
president’s widow, according to
RR Auction. Dr. Todd was pres-
ent when Lincoln’s body was ex-
amined.

—Associated Press

A couple in Gulfport, Miss., filled sandbags in preparation for the tropical storm, expected to strike the Gulf Coast Monday or Tuesday.
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ByteDance a 45-day deadline be-
fore it would ban the app, which
the Trump administration says
poses an economic and national-
security threat to U.S. interests,
if it isn’t sold to a U.S. buyer.
That gives the parties until
Sept. 20 to seal a deal.

Microsoft, which had teamed
up with Walmart Inc., said ear-
lier Sunday it was notified ear-
lier in the day of the decision by
TikTok parent ByteDance Ltd.

“We are confident our pro-
posal would have been good for
TikTok’s users, while protecting
national security interests,” Mi-
crosoft said in a statement.

In a statement Sunday, Wal-
mart suggested it is consider-
ing joining the Oracle group.

Oracle’s interest in TikTok is
primarily driven by kick-starting
its fledgling cloud computing
business, which remains far be-
hind market leaders Ama-
zon.com Inc. andMicrosoft, peo-
ple familiar with the matter said.

Microsoft’s plans were more
ambitious than Oracle, said one
person. Owning TikTok would
give Microsoft more presence
among everyday consumers, an
area it had mostly abandoned
to chase after corporate users

ContinuedfromPageOne

Oracle
Wins in
TikTok Bid

.
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of 2020 isn’t as strong as for
the prior two years’ classes, it
is in line with that for the class
of 2016.

“There’s still strong demand
in a lot of areas, and that’s
where I see recent high-school
graduates have an opening,” said
Jack Van Tiem, vice president
overseeing the northern U.S. and
Canada at staffing company
Kelly Professional & Industrial.

Mr. Van Tiem said some peo-
ple, including parents dealing
with child-care concerns and
older workers, have opted out of
the labor force, creating more
opportunity for high-school
graduates who want to work.

Jesse Sanchez, who gradu-

ated in June from high school in
San Antonio, is among those
finding job opportunities. He
didn’t want to attend college, es-
pecially after struggling with the
pandemic-induced shift to online
classes.

A cleaning company hired
him on the spot without even
asking for a résumé for a part-
time job this summer, he said.
Mr. Sanchez plans to enter a 10-
month program to learn hair-
cutting. “Honestly, I’m not really
worried,” Mr. Sanchez said, add-
ing that his local barbershop has
stayed busy in recent months. “I
feel like I’mmaking the right de-
cision for myself.”

The number of weekly open-

need to connect online as some
districts choose a blended model
that mixes in-person and remote
classes. Counties may also be re-
quired to halt in-person classes
if case levels rise too high.

Logan County has had 536
cases of Covid-19 and 36 related
deaths.

Last week, GOP Gov. Jim Jus-
tice lifted a $50 million cap on
how much the state can receive
from a fund created by the FCC
to bring high-speed broadband
to rural areas. It isn’t clear how
much the state will ultimately
receive and how long it will take
providers to connect homes.

Meanwhile, Sen. Joe Manchin
of West Virginia, a Democrat, is
seeking federal funding to set up
broadband hot spots across the
country to aid remote learning.

“This is a short-term fix to a
long-term problem, but until we
treat access to broadband like
the need for electricity was
treated in the 1930s, our stu-
dents will fall behind,” he said.

In Logan County, which is
blanketed by rugged mountains,
nearly a quarter of residents live
below the federal poverty line,
according to census data. At Lo-
gan High School, the hallways
and classrooms are empty, and

live video, in case they don’t feel
comfortable having their home
appear on screen.

The Logan County school dis-
trict is using a $375,000 grant
from the state to get students
connected. Patricia Lucas, the
district’s superintendent, said as
many 40% of K-12 students in
the county might not have inter-
net at home.

In Harts, where the road
narrows to a single lane and
homes are spread between the
hills, students have been driv-
ing to relatives’ homes a half-
hour away or traveling with
parents to work to attend
classes online.

Sy Tomblin, 15, rides a four-
wheeler each morning across a
mountain to log in to classes at
his uncle’s house, where there
is fast internet.

“They’re having an awful
time,” said Alma Blair, Hollee’s
grandmother. “They’re having
to go here, there and yonder to
get their internet to get their
lessons done.”

Ms. Blair, who drove a
school bus for 30 years, pointed
to a box on a utility pole where
she said the area’s internet ser-
vice ends, a few miles short of
many homes.

HARTS, W.Va.—Just before 9
a.m., Hollee Blair sat in her boy-
friend’s Toyota Tacoma in the
parking lot of Chapmanville Re-
gional High School and waited
for attendance to be taken.

With no broadband internet
at home, Ms. Blair, a 17-year-old
honors student who plans to
study nursing after high school,
used her boyfriend’s iPhone to
connect to the school’s Wi-Fi for
an hour-long orientation over
Zoom.

“I’ll do whatever it takes to
keep up,” said Ms. Blair, shield-
ing her eyes so she could see the
phone’s screen. “If it means do-
ing this every day, I’ll do it. It’s
worth it.”

Much of southern West Vir-
ginia had already been strug-
gling with a drug epidemic and
persistent poverty before the
pandemic took hold here. Now,
as students return to school on-
line, the region is coming up
against another longstanding
challenge: a lack of broadband
internet access.

Nationwide, about 21 million
people lack access to broadband,
according to the Federal Com-
munications Commission. When
people with slow or unreliable
internet connections are in-
cluded, the number swells to 157
million, nearly half the U.S. pop-
ulation, according to a study by
Microsoft Corp.

Providing service in sparsely
populated areas is typically
more costly and less profitable
than in suburbs and cities. In
Appalachia, the terrain has made
it difficult to install and main-
tain infrastructure necessary for
broadband.

In West Virginia, between
30% and 50% of K-12 students
don’t have internet access at
home, according to the state De-
partment of Education. By the
start of school on Tuesday, the
state had set up nearly 850 Wi-
Fi hot spots at schools, libraries,
National Guard armories and
state parks for students.

So far, nine of West Virginia’s
55 counties, including Logan
County, where Ms. Blair lives,
are teaching all classes remotely
after spikes in Covid-19 cases
pushed them above a threshold
for new daily cases set by the
state.

But in the state’s other 46
counties, many students will still

BY KRIS MAHER

Online Classes Are Offline for Many

teachers are troubleshooting
tech problems as they begin
broadcasting their classes to
students.

Jennifer Stillwell, a history
teacher, said some poorer stu-
dents won’t have transportation
to get to a hot spot. She is giv-
ing students the option to use a
photo of themselves rather than

Logan County, W.Va., at top, is
offering only online instruction
because of Covid-19. Above, Sy
Tomblin rides a four-wheeler
each morning to an uncle’s
house for a fast internet
connection.

Internet subscriptions per 1,000 households* by county

Logan County, W.Va., has an
estimated 730 Internet
subscriptions per 1,000
households, below the
national rate of 820.

Many rural parts of the country suffer from a lack of access to broadband internet.

500 600 700 800 900 No data

*Residential fixed high-speed connections over 200 kbps in at least one direction, as of Dec. 31, 2017
Source: Federal Communications Commission Lindsay Huth/THE WALL STREET JOURNAL
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of the state.
California’s death count is

now at 22, with 12 deaths tied
to the North Complex fire, ac-
cording to Cal Fire.

In Oregon, the death count
reached at least 10, according
to the state’s Office of Emer-
gency Management, while one
death was reported in Wash-
ington last week.

More than 3.3 million acres
have burned in California so
far this year, and, since mid-
August, 4,000 structures have
been destroyed, according to
Cal Fire. Over the weekend,
more than 16,700 firefighters
worked to contain more than
two dozen big wildfires. At
least 42,000 residents were
still evacuated Sunday.

Five wildfires that are still
burning in California are al-
ready among the top 20
largest fires recorded in state
history. Compared with this
time in 2017, so far there have
been about 1,500 fewer fires
but more than double the
acreage burned, said Ms.
Round of Cal Fire.

And there are still months
left in California’s fire season.
“We need our residents here in
California to be on alert for
actually the remainder of the
year,” Ms. Round said.

President Trump is ex-
pected to visit California on
Monday.

On Friday and Saturday,
firefighters took advantage of
cooler temperatures to help
contain blazes.

Cal Fire officials said 13
new wildfires erupted Friday
but only one, in Siskiyou
County, grew beyond the con-
trol of initial response fire-
fighters. Officials said some
fires were quickly approaching
full containment.

Before winds picked up,
firefighters worked to bolster
containment lines and douse
hot spots near communities
affected by the North Complex
fire, which is made up of sev-
eral fires and managed by fed-
eral and state agencies. More
than 1,800 firefighters worked
to contain the flames Sunday,
slightly more than in days
prior, said Robert Foxworthy, a
Cal Fire public information of-
ficer for the incident, as crews
from out of state help bolster
operations during the unprece-
dented fire season.

“We are continuing to get
resources. It’s just we can’t say
we wouldn’t have more should
this be the only fire burning,”
he said. “It’s just lengthening
the process to get our fires
completely contained.”

On Sunday, in Southern Cal-
ifornia, the spread of the Bob-
cat Fire in the Angeles Na-
tional Forest prompted new
evacuation orders for resi-
dents in parts of Arcadia,
about 20 miles northeast of
downtown Los Angeles.

—Alicia Caldwell
and Joe Barrett

contributed to this article.

Nearly 100 wildfires raged
in the West over the weekend,
as high winds and dry condi-
tions were expected to fan
some of the fast-moving
blazes in the coming days in
states reeling from a death toll
of at least 33 people and
struggling for resources.

The region faces one of the
most dangerous and over-
whelming fire seasons in his-
tory, and some parts braced
for more fires as crews
worked to build containment
lines before critical fire
weather returned in the com-
ing days or weeks. A Red Flag
Warning, which indicates ex-
treme fire conditions with
gusty winds and low relative
humidity, was in effect on Sun-
day in parts of northern Cali-
fornia and Oregon.

The National Weather Ser-
vice warned the weather “will
likely contribute to a signifi-
cant spread of new and exist-
ing fires.”

Assistance from the federal
government and out-of-state
fire crews have helped to bol-
ster firefighting efforts. The
Federal Emergency Manage-
ment Agency brought supplies
to Oregon over the weekend.
Fire crews and equipment
from New Jersey flew to Cali-
fornia to help suppress the

blazes, according to the Cali-
fornia’s Office of Emergency
Services. About 3,000 fire-
fighting personnel from 27
states and Puerto Rico were
helping efforts in Washington
and Oregon as of Saturday.

But some operations were
already stretched thin as si-
multaneous fires—many large
and aggressive—broke out in
Western states.

“We have most of our fire-
fighters out there,” said Lyn-
nette Round, information offi-
cer with the California
Department of Forestry and
Fire Protection, or Cal Fire.
“Not only do we have our fire-
fighters out there fighting fires,
but they’re actually having to
do their normal 911 emergency
responses. We’ve had over
40,000 emergency incidents all
while fighting these fires.”

Additional resources and
personnel allow these firefight-
ers to take breaks, she said.

Officials in California said
Saturday night that the re-
mains of three more people
were discovered as the
258,496-acre North Complex
fire burns across three
counties in the northern part

BY JENNIFER CALFAS
AND LESLIE BRODY

High Winds
Likely to Fan
Fires in West

The region faces
one of the most
dangerous fire
seasons in history.

able to radio for help and were
transported to St. Francis
Medical Center, where they
each underwent surgery, ac-
cording to the officials.

The sheriff’s department
said on Twitter early Sunday
morning that protesters had
blocked the entrance to the
medical center’s emergency
room and shouted, “We hope
they die,” referring to the
wounded deputies. Two people
were arrested after the sher-
iff’s department ordered the
protesters to disperse, the de-
partment said.

The sheriff’s department
has been facing sometimes vi-
olent protests since the killing
by deputies of Dijon Kizzee, a
29-year-old old Black man,
who had been stopped last
month for violating traffic
laws on his bicycle, according
to media accounts. A grainy
video of the incident has been
widely shared on social media.
It shows a struggle between
Mr. Kizzee and deputies, and
shots fired as he runs away.
The sheriff’s department
didn’t respond to a request for
details on that case.

The Los Angeles County
Sheriff’s Department said Sun-
day that the county board au-
thorized a $100,000 reward
for information leading to the
arrest and conviction of a gun-
man who shot two deputies
multiple times in an ambush
Saturday night.

Both deputies suffered crit-
ical injuries, officials said.

The deputies, who worked
in the department’s transit
services bureau, were shot
while sitting in their parked
patrol vehicle near the Comp-
ton station of the Metro A
Line, a light rail in Los Ange-
les. The gunman walked past
the passenger side of the car
shortly before 7 p.m., the offi-
cials said, then turned around
and fired several rounds from
a pistol into the vehicle. He
then fled on foot, the officials
said.

The assailant was last seen
heading north away from the
scene in a black, four-door se-
dan.

The wounded deputies were

BY JAMES FANELLI
AND JOE BARRETT

Two Deputies Shot,
Suspect at Largeings for jobs requiring no post-

secondary education and mini-
mal on-the-job training, such as
supermarket and delivery jobs,
were 14% above their pre-pan-
demic level at the end of August,
according to job-search site
ZipRecruiter.

“Many of the entry-level jobs
like warehouse jobs and cashier
jobs are doing extremely well,”
ZipRecruiter economist Julia
Pollak said.

Still, a lot of young people
aren’t working. The number of
people in that age group who
are employed remains about 12%
below pre-pandemic levels, sug-
gesting many are opting not to
look for a job.

While data on economic ac-
tivity and job growth suggest
the recovery began in early sum-
mer, some teenagers with jobs
say they still face uncertain fu-
tures. Lily Gentile, an 18-year-old
in Portland, Ore., had planned to
go to part-time aesthetician
school. That changed when the
pandemic caused the school to
close temporarily. She recently
was able to increase her hours at
a Starbucks to about 27 a week.

“I’m not financially where I
want to be,” she said. “But I’m
lucky to have what I do.”

Lily Gentile of Portland, Ore., is working at a Starbucks after the
aesthetician school she planned to attend closed temporarily.
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High-school graduates en-
tered the labor market this sum-
mer during a deep economic
downturn, but while that pre-
sented a serious hurdle—espe-
cially for those not pursuing col-
lege—many of these flexible
workers are finding jobs.

Teen workers were among
the hardest hit by the pandemic
because they are concentrated in
fields that suffered the most
from coronavirus-induced shut-
downs and restrictions: low-
wage, in-person service jobs. But
since April, teen employment
has grownmuch faster than that
of the overall workforce, in part
because some older workers are
reluctant to take entry-level jobs.

Job openings for those with
just a high-school education
and little work experience are
on the rise, according to job
boards and staffing companies.
The unemployment rate for
those aged 16 to 19 fell to 16.1%
in August—just below the long-
run average since 1948—from
31.9% in April, according to the
Labor Department.

Last month’s teen unemploy-
ment rate suggests that while
the labor market for the class

BY KIM MACKRAEL

JobsAreOutThere forHigh-School Grads

.
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as a better economic steward
than Democrat Joe Biden
nonetheless say they don’t
plan to vote to re-elect the
president. In last month’s
Journal/NBC News poll, 48% of
voters said Mr. Trump was the
candidate better-suited to han-
dling the economy, but only
41% of voters said they
planned to vote for him. While
some 38% said Mr. Biden
would be better on the econ-
omy, 50% said they would vote
for him.

Charles Franklin, a Mar-
quette University professor
who runs a poll of voters in
Wisconsin, said he is surprised
Mr. Trump hasn’t played to
economic themes more ag-
gressively. “It is still clearly
his strong suit,” he said.

The economy was a center-
piece of many past campaigns.
Ronald Reagan in 1980 asked,
“Are you better off than you
were four years ago?” That
helped him beat the incum-
bent, Jimmy Carter. A message

used inside Bill Clinton’s 1992
campaign—“It’s the economy,
stupid”—is credited with help-
ing him defeat George H.W.
Bush.

“This is an election in
which other issues, which in-
clude tribal affinity and loyal-
ties, are overshadowing eco-
nomic factors that used to
create swings in the elector-
ate,” said Patrick Murray, who
runs polling at Monmouth Uni-
versity.

Mr. Murray said he used to

ask a question on whether in-
dividuals felt that they were
better off or worse off, but
stopped asking in recent
months because the answers
stopped correlating with other
indicators of how individuals
were doing personally. Instead,
those answers lined up mostly
with their political affiliations.
He said he is now asking more
questions about social issues.

Wall Street Journal/NBC
News surveys underscore the
point. In 2016, the end of the
Obama era, 88% of Republi-
cans said the economy was
poor or fair. Today, 96% of
Democrats describe it that
way. Those numbers flipped
even though overall percep-
tions of the economy for the
nation as a whole were little
changed.

Mr. Trump’s personal style
generates strong loyalty and
opposition, and some voters
say that is a factor in placing
other matters ahead of their
economic interests.

A Gallup poll in August
found that 35% of the public
saw the coronavirus as the
most important issue facing
the nation, and that 22% saw
government leadership as a
key problem. Economic mat-
ters such as unemployment or
the economy in general ranked
third, at 12%, just ahead of
race relations.

0ptimus Analytics, a data
firm whose clients include
hedge funds and political cam-
paigns, is changing its predic-
tion models as a result of
shifts in household percep-
tions. In its models, the parti-
san tilt of a state is mattering
20% more than in the 1990s,
while economic factors such as
unemployment matter 60%
less.

“Where a staunch Republi-
can may have once crossed
party lines in the wake of a job
loss, that voter may now seek
to instead place greater blame
on their disfavored party,”
said Scott Tranter of 0ptimus.

U.S. NEWS

An old saying in politics is
that people vote with their
pocketbooks, so a strong econ-
omy normally helps an incum-
bent and a weak one hurts.

In the 2020 election cycle,
however, that convention has
lost much of its power, making
the economy’s role in the elec-
tion uncertain.

Views about the economy
are driven not by its actual
performance, according to
polling data, but by party affil-
iation. Voters tend to see the
economy as strong when their
party is in power, and vice
versa. At the same time, other
issues including the Covid-19
pandemic, leadership styles
and race are factoring heavily
in the election choices of vot-
ers, diminishing the weight
people say they place on the
economy.

Added to that, the economy
itself has become challenging
to read. A record-long expan-
sion marked by exceptionally
low unemployment and rising
stock prices turned into what
will likely be recorded as the
deepest and shortest downturn
after the pandemic hit the U.S.
A recovery has started, but its
trajectory is unknown, and it is
accompanied by large amounts
of government borrowing.

For President Trump, there
is good and bad news in the
disconnect between the econ-
omy and the campaign. The
good news for him is he isn’t
being heavily blamed by voters
for this year’s economic crisis.
In July, 54% of those surveyed
in the Wall Street Journal/NBC
News poll approved of his han-
dling of the economy, up from
49% in August 2019.

The bad news for him is
that some people who rate him

BY JON HILSENRATH
AND AARON ZITNER

Economy Loses Heft as a Campaign Issue

Joe Biden departing a church in Wilmington, Del., on Sunday.
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ment, creating a heavily
contested battleground with
stalwarts Novartis AG and
Roche Holding AG.

The desirability of cancer
treatments, especially those
like Trodelvy that have already
passed muster with regulators,
has sent premiums soaring.

Trodelvy is among the
brightest cancer-drug pros-
pects, showing signs of success
in treating lung and other can-
cers, too. At a medical confer-
ence this coming week, Immu-
nomedics is expected to present
data on Trodelvy’s performance
against bladder cancer.

The therapy could ring up $3
billion to $5 billion a year in an-
nual sales if it proves to work
safely against other cancers,
Jefferies & Co. analyst Michael
Yee wrote in a note to investors.

Though Gilead is paying a
big premium, “we would favor
a deal as it adds a blockbuster
cancer drug and builds a signif-
icant commercial and R&D on-
cology biz,” Mr. Yee wrote.

In April, Trodelvy was ap-
proved in the U.S. to treat a

form of the disease that has
spread to other parts of the
body and is known as triple-
negative breast cancer.

Triple-negative breast can-
cer is an especially aggressive
form of the disease that phar-
maceutical companies have
struggled to treat because it
lacks the molecular targets that
drugs can home in on. It ac-
counts for 10% to 15% of breast
cancers, according to the Amer-
ican Cancer Society.

Discussions between Gilead
and Immunomedics were ini-
tially centered around a part-
nership before shifting to a full-
fledged takeover negotiation
and other suitors including
Merck & Co. also expressed in-
terest, people familiar with the
matter said.

Gilead, an antiviral-drug
leader, has been seeking for
years to increase its portfolio of
therapies for other diseases. An
acquisition would give the com-
pany a foothold in the fast-grow-
ing cancer drugmarket, allowing
it to build up its commercial in-
frastructure for selling a wider

portfolio of therapies.
And Gilead doesn’t take on

any risk that regulators won’t
approve the drug since they al-
ready have done it.

The Foster City, Calif., com-
pany is best known for its
blockbuster hepatitis C offer-
ings and HIV therapies. Most

recently, Gilead has drawn no-
tice for Covid-19 drug remdesi-
vir, which the U.S. authorized
for use in July and is expected
to significantly boost the com-
pany’s revenue this year.

Cancer drugs, however,
promise to provide Gilead a
more enduring business that
could help the company offset
declining sales of its hepatitis C
drugs and competition for its

HIV franchise.
Mr. O’Day, who took the

helm in March 2019, has since
been inking deals designed to
bolster the company’s portfolio.
Up to now, Gilead has focused
its firepower on drugs still in
development.

Earlier this year, it paid
about $5 billion for biotech
company Forty Seven Inc. and
its blood-cancer drug. And in
June, it spent $275 million for a
nearly 50% stake in another
company focused on cancer
treatments, privately held Pi-
onyr Immunotherapeutics Inc.

“We have done more than 13
deals in oncology over the past
two years,” Mr. O’Day said.
Trodelvy “really is a foundation
product for us.”

Trodelvy belongs to a rela-
tively new class of cancer agents
called antibody drug conjugates.
These drugs consist of an anti-
body that hunts down cancer
cells and carries payloads of
chemotherapy that is deployed
to destroy the tumor target.

In 2017, Immunomedics had
planned to sell the rights to the

drug to biotech Seattle Genetics
Inc. But activist investor venBio
Select Advisor LLC, which then
had a large stake in Immuno-
medics, stepped in and blocked
the deal, saying it wasn’t in in-
vestor interests.

The husband-and-wife team
that ran Immunomedics re-
signed from the company and
the activist, now called Avoro
Capital Advisors, gained repre-
sentation on the company’s
board. Avoro owns a roughly 11%
stake in the company, according
to FactSet.

In 2019, the FDA postponed
approval of Trodelvy, which Im-
munomedics said stemmed
from chemistry and manufac-
turing issues. An FDA inspec-
tion found testing and record-
keeping problems.

Immunomedics’ share price is
up 99% so far this year. Trodelvy
rang up $20.1 million in net
sales in its first two months on
the market. In 2022, Jefferies
analysts estimate, Trodelvy sales
will reach $480 million.

—Dana Cimilluca
contributed to this report.

doctors’ offices and hospitals,
while Part D drugs are those
purchased by American se-
niors.

“When the Federal Govern-
ment purchases a drug cov-
ered by Medicare—the cost of
which is shared by American
seniors who take the drug and
American taxpayers—it
should insist on, at a mini-
mum, the lowest price at
which the manufacturer sells
that drug to any other devel-
oped nation,” the order says.

The proposed executive or-
der would appear to be of
limited immediate effect. Ex-
perts see the order as the ad-
ministration’s effort to show
it is taking steps to lower
drug pricing, as the president
seeks reelection.

Drug-pricing experts say
that the best way to lower
prices under Medicare is to
grant the agency the legal au-
thority to directly negotiate
prices with drug companies.
This measure wouldn’t do

that. Currently, the federal
Medicare agency, the Centers
for Medicare and Medicaid
Services, cannot by law di-
rectly negotiate prices with
drug companies.

“European countries pay
less because they negotiate
and set basic disciplines on
the prices that drug monopo-
lists can charge. A direct way
to lower medicine prices in
the U.S. would be to give
Medicare negotiation powers,
as candidate Trump pledged
back in 2016,” said Peter May-
barduk, director of the global
access to medicines program
at the consumer group Public
Citizen.

“Instead, this executive or-
der aims to incorporate Euro-
pean benefits by reference,”
he said.

Mr. Maybarduk added that
the drug industry is likely to
challenge the effort.

Indeed, the drug industry
quickly criticized the order,
with Stephen Ubl, the chief
executive of industry group
PhRMA calling it a “reckless
attack on the very companies
working around the clock to
beat Covid-19.”

“Rather than emulating
countries that allow politi-
cians to arbitrarily decide
what medicines are worth and
what diseases are worth in-
vesting in, we should use ex-
isting trade enforcement tools
to prevent them from free-
loading off American innova-
tion,” he said in a statement.

WASHINGTON—President
Trump signed an executive
order on Sunday to reduce
the cost of prescription drugs
for U.S. seniors by more
closely aligning prices with
what pharmaceutical compa-
nies charge in other coun-
tries.

The order, part of Mr.
Trump’s broader focus on
prescription drugs ahead of
the November election, is un-
likely to have an immediate
effect because it requires fed-
eral rulemakings that could
take months to complete. But
if Mr. Trump wins a second
term and goes ahead with the
rules with wide applications,
the move could be significant,
since most developed nations
have far lower drug prices
than the U.S. does.

“The days of global freerid-
ing at America’s expense are
over,” Mr. Trump wrote Sun-
day on Twitter.

The order calls on the
Health and Human Services
Department to implement a
pair of rulemakings that
would test a new payment
model. Under it, the cost of
Medicare Part B and Part D
drugs wouldn’t exceed the
price that a pharmaceutical
company charges in wealthy
nations with similar per cap-
ita gross domestic product as
the U.S. Medicare Part B
drugs are generally given in

BY ANDREW RESTUCCIA
AND THOMAS M. BURTON

Executive Order Aims at Drug Prices

President Trump’s order is unlikely to have an immediate effect.
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ogy therapies to their portfolios.
Breast-cancer treatment is

one of the most lucrative seg-
ments of the world-wide can-
cer-drugs market, which
EvaluatePharma pegs at $157
billion this year.

The market has become
among the most precious in
pharmaceuticals because ad-
vances in understanding the dis-
ease have opened up new op-
portunities for drugmakers to
find treatments that can help
patients, and the therapies can
command high prices.

As a result, the biggest drug-
makers including AstraZeneca
PLC, Pfizer Inc. and GlaxoSmith-
Kline PLC, have moved to estab-
lish beachheads in cancer treat-

ContinuedfromPageOne

Gilead to
Buy Cancer
Drug Firm

Ms. Griswold and the state
of Colorado filed suit against
the Postal Service and USPS of-
ficials on Saturday. The tempo-
rary restraining order will re-
main in effect until Sept. 22
and could be extended, Judge
William J. Martínez of the U.S.
District Court of Colorado
wrote in the order, which ap-
plies only to that state.

The legal tussle marks the
latest round of tensions be-
tween election officials and the
Postal Service, heading into an
election where historic num-
bers of Americans are expected
to vote by mail amid the coro-
navirus pandemic.

Last month, some secretar-
ies of state from both parties
voiced concerns that recent
changes at the Postal Service
might slow voting by mail. The
Postal Service has said it has
ample capacity to deliver all
election mail and is committed
to coordinating with election
officials.

Postmaster General Louis
DeJoy, a former logistics exec-
utive and Republican fund-
raiser, has drawn scrutiny, par-
ticularly from congressional
Democrats, since he assumed
the role in June. A Democrat-
led House subcommittee is to
hold a hearing Monday to ex-
amine what Democrats view as
Mr. DeJoy’s potential conflicts
of interest and concerns about
mail delays.

Colorado won a temporary
restraining order blocking the
U.S. Postal Service from send-
ing the state’s households a
postcard about voting by mail,
after its top election official
said the information on the
mailer was misleading.

Colorado Secretary of State
Jena Griswold, a Democrat,
said in a statement that the
mailer included multiple inac-
curate statements about the
state’s voting process. One is-
sue, she said, was with a line
that said: “Request your mail-in
ballot (often called ‘absentee’
ballot) at least 15 days before
Election Day.”

Colorado mails all registered
voters a ballot, so they don’t
need to request one. “For states
like Colorado where we send
ballots to all voters, the infor-
mation is not just confusing,
it’s WRONG,” Ms. Griswold
tweeted Friday.

The Postal Service said the
mailer wasn’t intended to be
state-specific; it had planned to
send the information to every
American residential and post-
office-box address. Many house-
holds have already received it,
the agency said. “Our mailer
was intended to be general all-
purpose guidance on the use of
the mail, and not guidance on
state rules,” the Postal Service
said in a written statement.

BY ALEXA CORSE

Postcard on Voting
Blocked in Colorado

A Partisan Lens on the Economy
President Trump is nearly alone in drawing higher marks for
handling the economy than for overall job performance.
Republicans more than other voters have viewed the economy
as strong under his leadership.

Approve of president’s... Percentage that rated the
economy as excellent or good

*Clinton's job approval exceeded his economic approval until 1998.
Note: Presidential data show the full-term average.
Sources: Gallup (presidents); WSJ/NBC News polls (March-Aug., 2020); CNBC (all prior dates)
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Trodelvy is also
being tested to treat
lung and bladder
cancer.
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nonprofit food pantry in Roma,
tried to help fill the gap. They
leaned on friends Sergio and
Blanca Gonzalez.

In late July, Mr. Gonzalez
and another pantry volunteer
became sick, the Silvas said.
The last time they saw him, he
was flashing them a thumbs-up
sign as he boarded an ambu-
lance. He died of Covid-19 on
July 31, at age 47, leaving an
unemployed wife and 10-year-
old son.

Most around here can rattle
off a list of people they know
who have died from the virus.
Mrs. Perez’s mother, Enedina
Rivera, was the first on June 6.
She had picked crops to sup-
port her four children after her
divorce and, once retired,
loved to walk, travel, garden
and play the maquinitas, local
slot machines.

It must have been a family
member who unknowingly
brought Covid-19 to Ms. Rivera
while dropping off groceries,
her daughter said. Six of them
tested positive. The Perezes
drove to Washington state af-
ter Ms. Rivera’s death to visit
their daughter and grandchil-
dren. From there, they watched
the virus spread back home
through social media.

“It was like ‘Dad, look who
died,’ and the next day, ‘Dad,
look who’s in the hospital,’ and
the next, ‘Dad, look who else
died,’ ” Mr. Perez recalled.

Then, Mr. Perez saw a storm
forming in the Gulf of Mexico.
He tracked its progress as it
developed into Hanna and
moved southwest from Corpus
Christi. He got a call from a
neighbor with bad news. “I
looked at my wife and I said,
‘We don’t have a house,’ ” Mr.
Perez said.

Mr. Perez, a retired school
bus driver, and Mrs. Perez, a
coordinator for domestic-vio-
lence assistance, don’t have in-
surance, or the $36,000 they
estimate they would need for
another mobile home. For now,
they plan to move in with their
son, they said.

RIO GRANDE CITY, Texas—
Delia Perez could barely stom-
ach stepping inside the de-
stroyed shell of her home last
month.

Her mother was the first
Covid-19 fatality in a county
that would soon see among the
virus’s highest per capita death
rates in the state. Then, as the
virus raged across South
Texas, Hurricane Hanna ar-
rived, reducing to rubble the
mobile home where Mrs. Perez
and her husband, Gracian
Perez, had lived for 37 years
and raised two children.

“Covid left me an orphan
and the hurricane left me
homeless,” Mrs. Perez said.

Mr. and Mrs. Perez aren’t
alone in experiencing multiple
crises that have affected lower-
income and Latino populations
harder than the country as a
whole. Where they live in Starr
County, a border county of less
than 65,000 on the western
edge of the Rio Grande Valley,
one in 20 people has caught
Covid-19 and, since June, one
in 445 has died from it. That is
by far the highest deaths per
capita of Texas counties with
more than 10,000 people.

Those deaths came as the
region took an economic blow
from the closing of the U.S.-
Mexico border, an increase in
existing poverty and hunger as
schools closed, and a physical
beating from the storm. Starr
County, a sprawl of ranches
and towns upriver from the
more populous areas of McAl-
len and Brownsville, is 99%
Hispanic and among just 1% of
U.S. counties with a poverty
rate higher than 35%.

Covid-19 is declining now in
Texas overall, and state leaders
are cautiously hopeful that the
worst has passed. But the virus
remains widespread in the
hard-hit border region, where
Lilly Lopez-Killelea, president
of the region’s United Way,
worries that the layering of
challenges will make recovery
slower than elsewhere.

When virus cases jumped,
the sole hospital in Starr
County was so overwhelmed
that leaders began making
plans for an ethics commission
to determine whom to treat if
they needed to choose between
patients. Dozens of helicopters
evacuated the sick to hospitals
as far away as Oklahoma and
New Mexico, county officials
said. The county’s top health
official resigned when local
leaders declined to boost his
$500 monthly stipend to a full-
time salary.

Then came the hurricane, a
Category 1 storm strong
enough to bring flooding and
ripping winds across South
Texas. Hundreds of homes
were damaged or destroyed by
the storm, but none of the af-
fected counties have confirmed
damage severe or widespread

BY ELIZABETH FINDELL

Covid Hit Texas County;
Then a Hurricane Came

Gracian Perez and Delia Perez in their home damaged by Hurricane Hanna in Starr County, Texas.
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enough to qualify for assis-
tance from the Federal Emer-
gency Management Agency,
said Eduardo Olivarez, chief
administrator of the health de-
partment in neighboring Hi-
dalgo County. He said the pan-
demic hindered efforts to
confirm damage to homes.

Ms. Lopez-Killelea said she
feared in March that the virus
would compound crises in an
already-vulnerable area. “It
was the perfect storm,” she
said.

Calls for help to her organi-
zation, which used to reach up
to 400 on their highest days,
averaged 700 daily as the virus

spread. Calls have now risen to
about 1,200 daily since the
hurricane, she said.

Most callers are asking for
help with rent, food and
Covid-19 testing. The virus has
hindered the operations of
nonprofits trying to address
hunger. Locals’ Facebook time-
lines are filled with GoFundMe
appeals of people trying to
fundraise to pay for a family
member’s funeral.

In Roma, a small city on
Starr County’s western side,
the school district continued
handing out food bundles to
about 3,500 families weekly af-
ter in-person school lunches
ended in March, its leaders
said. But the district was
forced to halt the food distri-
bution when workers in two
cafeterias came down with
Covid-19. A 44-year-old ele-
mentary school teacher had al-
ready died.

Pastor Luis Silva and his
wife, Michelle Silva, whose
Bethel Mission Outreach Cen-
ter church includes the only

‘Covid left me an
orphan and the
hurricane left me
homeless.’

AstraZeneca said Tuesday it
paused trials globally of a vac-
cine it licensed from the Uni-
versity of Oxford after a vacci-
nated woman in the U.K.
experienced the illness, which
a U.S. official described as a
spinal cord problem.

The pause gave independent
committees and country regu-
lators time to evaluate the
case and determine whether it
would be safe for testing to
begin again. A U.K. committee
concluded its investigation and
recommended to the U.K. Med-

icines & Healthcare products
Regulatory Agency it would be
safe to resume the trials. The
regulatory agency confirmed it
was safe to resume, the com-
pany said. The MHRA couldn’t
be reached for comment.

AstraZeneca said it couldn’t
disclose further information
about the study subject’s ill-
ness. Oxford, which is running
a U.K. study of the vaccine,
said it couldn’t disclose medi-
cal information about the ill-
ness for reasons of participant
confidentiality.

AstraZeneca PLC said clini-
cal trials for its experimental
coronavirus vaccine have re-
sumed in the U.K. after regula-
tors concluded it was safe to
do so, following a pause in
studies globally after a person
who received the vaccine had
an unexplained illness.

Trials in other countries,
including the U.S., remain
paused while AstraZeneca
works with national health au-
thorities, the company said.

BY PETER LOFTUS

AstraZeneca Resumes U.K. Vaccine Trials
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tion, and 1,108 people died.
“We want to curb the surge,”

Prime Minister Benjamin Netan-
yahu said after the cabinet voted
to back the lockdown on Sunday.
“We are not going to be able to
be together with our extended
families, and some are going to
see damage to their businesses.”

Some other countries such as
the U.K. have reimposed strict
limits on gatherings as the
threat from the virus persists or
worsens. But Israel’s total na-
tional shutdown is the strictest
re-impositions of such measures.

The new shutdown has al-
ready drawn criticism from re-
ligious leaders who said the re-

and officials warn hospitals risk
being overwhelmed ahead of the
coming flu season. Over a recent
24-hour period, Israel had 2,715
new infections and 38,008 ac-
tive cases overall, according to
the health ministry. There were
513 patients in serious condi-

ContinuedfromPageOne

Israel to
Reimpose
Shutdown
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The U.S. State Department
contacted Alaska Gov. Mike
Dunleavy’s office in late Janu-
ary, warning that it was evacu-
ating 201 Americans out of Wu-
han, China, on a flight that was
going to make a brief stopover
at Anchorage’s main airport.

“Something’s not right
here,” Mr. Dunleavy says he
thought at the time. He and his
staff quickly realized that the
coronavirus outbreak in China
was bigger than they had real-
ized.

The last comparable pan-
demic, the 1918 Spanish Flu,
had devastated the state’s Na-
tive American population, and
Mr. Dunleavy wanted to make
sure that didn’t happen again.
“We stood up our disaster
team,” he says.

As the coronavirus pandemic
surged across the U.S. this
spring, Alaska faced a raft of
unique obstacles. Despite the
hurdles, Alaska was able to
carry out what proved to be a
robust testing program.

During the summer surge of
cases, Alaska was testing more
people per capita than any
other state in the U.S., accord-
ing to Worldometers. It cur-
rently ranks No. 2, behind
Rhode Island, and has the na-
tion’s lowest Covid-19 deaths
per capita. While there have
been a few outbreaks at fish-
packing plants, Alaska has
largely avoided the surge of
positive cases and deaths many
other states faced this summer.

Alaska stands out as an ex-
ample of a state that, in the ab-
sence of a centralized testing
operation by the federal gov-
ernment, managed to cobble to-
gether a program that helped
state and tribal officials track
the outbreak. Spurred by its
tragic experience a century ago,

Alaska scrambled to fortify its
testing platform even before
there were signs the virus was
spreading in the state.

Moving tests across the bar-
ren expanses of Alaska proved
especially difficult, since sam-
ples need to be refrigerated.
Some tests taken in fishing
communities were placed in re-
frigerated boxes used to trans-
port fish. Other tests were
placed in the noses of airplanes
to keep them cool, according to
Anne Zink, Alaska’s chief medi-
cal officer. Testing materials
and samples were also trans-
ported in snowmobiles and
trucks, officials say.

While Alaska’s population of
about 730,000 people is small
relative to most states, its citi-
zens are spread out over a vast
territory, from Native American
tribes in the far north to fishing
communities in the southwest.
Residents living in the state’s
far-flung places often have little
or no access to ground trans-
portation or medical facilities.

Now, winter is coming to the
icebound state, posing a new
concern, says Mr. Dunleavy.
“People head indoors,” increas-
ing the risk that the virus
spreads. “We’re going to con-
tinue to ramp up testing,” he
says.

Testing for the virus, seen as
key to tracking and containing
it, proved especially challeng-
ing in Alaska. The big commer-
cial laboratories that have con-
ducted half the tests for
coronavirus in the U.S. don’t
operate in the state, and Alaska
had a hard time getting swabs,
state officials say.

At several points during the
late winter and early spring,
the state’s situation seemed
grim. One night in March, Dr.
Zink got a panicked call from
the biggest hospital in Anchor-
age. Providence Alaska Medical

Center had only about half a
dozen swabs that could be used
for Covid-19 tests.

“You just felt blind and
handicapped,” Dr. Zink says. “I
can’t see what’s happening be-
cause I can’t test anyone.”

To solve the shortage, the
state contracted with a local
manufacturer to deploy 3-D
printing technology to produce
plastic swabs, Dr. Zink says.
Since the big commercial labs

wouldn’t accept the swabs be-
cause they don’t work with
their machines, the state used
its own public health labs to
process the tests.

In April, RavnAir Alaska, the
state’s largest rural airline, filed
for bankruptcy and grounded
its fleet, stranding rural com-
munities that are only accessi-
ble by plane. Yukon-Kuskokwim
Health Corp., a tribal organiza-
tion that administers health

care to some 30,000 Alaskans
in 58 rural communities, was
desperate. Without the airline,
it couldn’t deliver tests or col-
lect samples in some 18 vil-
lages. It scrambled to charter
private flights and educate vil-
lage-based health-care workers
to administer tests.

Around late April, Coleman
Cutchins, a pharmacist in
Alaska’s Department of Health
and Social Services who leads

the state’s testing efforts, real-
ized it would be impossible to
keep using standard lab tests in
the state’s far-flung villages.
The turnaround time for get-
ting results could be a week or
more, and the state’s labs were
reaching capacity.

The solution: rapid tests.
The state began to deploy de-
vices that can produce results
in minutes, such as Abbott
Laboratories’ Abbott ID Now.
Working with the Alaska Native
Tribal Health Consortium, a
nonprofit tribal health group,
the state created a curriculum
to train health aides in villages
to operate the machines, Mr.
Cutchins says.

These steps and others
helped Alaska avoid the sweep-
ing breakdown in testing that
plagued a number of other
states in late June and July, Mr.
Cutchins says. By having a
more diverse testing regime—a
combination of state and tribal
labs, rapid tests and out-of-
state capacity, Alaska was less
vulnerable to supply-chain is-
sues or mechanical failures, he
says.

BY SCOTT PATTERSON

Alaska Charts
Its Own Path
To Fight Virus

The seafood industry in Seward,
Alaska, was hit with Covid-19
cases. Passengers are screened
and tested at Ted Stevens
Anchorage international Airport.
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formers this year, into a domi-
nant force in the market for
smartphones and a big sup-
plier of technology for a range
of other devices from smart
speakers to fitness trackers.

The deal, one of the largest
semiconductor takeovers ever.
marks a win for SoftBank and
its chief executive, Masayoshi
Son, which bought Arm four
years ago for $32 billion and
had struggled to jump-start
growth in the business.

For Nvidia Chief Executive
Jensen Huang, it is the biggest
gamble since he helped co-
found the chip maker in 1993.

Nvidia is a fast-growing in-
dustry player best known for
making the graphics chips that
power videogames like on the
wildly popular Nintendo
Switch. The chips have been in
hot demand during the pan-
demic as lockdowns keep peo-
ple at home.

Nvidia’s chips also go into
data centers that are increas-
ingly in demand as remote
work has taken off, and they
have become the workhorses

ContinuedfromPageOne

strictions will prevent tens of
thousands of people from at-
tending services during the
most important holidays of the
year. The decision to impose a
second lockdown is expected to
be scrutinized by other coun-
tries around the globe dealing
with a rise in Covid-19 cases.

Under Israel’s new lockdown
measures, people must stay
within about one-third of a mile
of their home unless shopping
for essential goods or seeking
essential services. Those busi-
nesses considered essential, such
as pharmacies and supermar-
kets, will remain open. Private
businesses that don’t interact
with the public will also be al-
lowed to remain open and so
some people will continue com-
muting to work—unlike restau-
rants, hotels or gyms, which
must close. Gatherings will be

limited to as many as 10 people
indoors and 20 people outdoors.

The government also re-
leased guidelines that will limit
holiday prayer services.

Mr. Netanyahu said his gov-

ernment is looking to approve
additional financial aid to help
those affected. The pandemic
has spurred a steep recession
in the country, with the Bank of
Israel in late August estimating

unemployment at 12%, after a
peak at about 27% in May.

Facing new curbs, many com-
panies said they would struggle
to stay afloat. “The meaning of
any further shutdown of the
economy is a significant decline
in the standard of living for Is-
raeli citizens for the next de-
cade and a passing on of great
debt to future generations,” the
head of the Israeli manufactur-
ers association, Ron Tomer,
wrote in a statement Sunday.

Israel was a world leader in
confronting the first wave of
the coronavirus after Mr. Ne-
tanyahu moved quickly to shut
the country’s borders and insti-
tute a quarantine for all return-
ing travelers. But it then re-
opened schools and businesses
in May and June, fueling a sec-
ond outbreak that has wors-
ened over the summer.

of artificial-intelligence calcu-
lations that have grown as
more businesses embrace au-
tomation.

Success in those markets
has driven investor enthusi-
asm that has led Nvidia to
generate record sales in its
most recent quarter and its
shares to double this year.
With a market capitalization of
about $300 billion, Nvidia is
the most valuable U.S. semi-
conductor company after over-
taking Intel Corp., whose stock
has slumped amid production
missteps.

The deal would add around
$1.9 billion in annual sales to
the $11 billion Nvidia, based in
Santa Clara, Calif., posted for
last year.

It would also add breadth to
its relationship with custom-
ers, including the world’s larg-
est smartphone makers,
namely Apple Inc. and China’s
Huawei Technologies Co.,
which would owe Nvidia li-
cense fees for the use of Arm
technology.

But buying Arm also carries
risk for Nvidia.

Arm, founded in 1990 as a
spinoff of a joint venture that
included Apple, designs blue-
prints for clients, including
other chip companies, to make
smartphone processors. Its de-
signs are used in processors
that power around 90% of the
world’s smartphones and in
many other types of mobile

chips.
Following a sale to Nvidia,

customers like Samsung Elec-
tronics Co., Apple and Qual-
comm Inc. would face the
prospect of one of their chip-
making competitors owning
Arm, potentially undermining
its attractiveness as a neutral
supplier.

Analysts have said that a
Nvidia purchase of Arm
wouldn’t go down well, with
Bernstein Research’s Stacy
Rasgon writing in a note that
any single company acquiring

Arm “would wield enormous
power over competitors,” call-
ing the outcome “an unpalat-
able situation.”

The deal also is likely to
face regulatory scrutiny, par-
ticularly given the heightened
tensions between the U.S. and
China that have led to close
reviews of semiconductor
deals. President Trump
blocked Broadcom Inc.’s $117
billion takeover bid for San Di-
ego-based mobile- phone chip
maker Qualcomm Inc. in 2018,
amid fears that it could ham-

per U.S. dominance in emerg-
ing 5G technology. Qualcomm’s
proposed $44 billion purchase
of Dutch chip maker NXP
Semiconductors NV fell
through after China failed to
give its approval.

Nvidia’s biggest acquisition
to date, a $7 billion deal for
Mellanox Technologies Ltd.,
faced delays because of pro-
tracted regulatory scrutiny in
China. It closed in April.

China could bristle at the
idea of Arm, a company used
by many Chinese smartphone
makers, falling into the hands
of an American company.
Arm’s ownership, first as a
publicly traded British com-
pany and later as a subsidiary
of Japan’s SoftBank, largely
kept it outside the fray of
Sino-American friction.

The transaction, which
would make SoftBank one of
Nvidia’s largest shareholders,
is one of a series of big asset
sales by the Japanese firm.

It had been under pressure
to shore up its flagging stock
price and promised some $40
billion in asset disposals. Most
or all of that is already under
way or completed, and Soft-
Bank shares are up more than
20% this year.

Among the sales: big
chunks of its holdings in
China’s Alibaba Group Holding
Ltd. and T-Mobile US Inc. fol-
lowing the wireless provider’s
merger with Sprint Corp.

Nvidia,
SoftBank
In Deal

Coronavirus tests were administered near Jerusalem on Sunday.
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The deal is one of
the largest ever in
the semiconductor
industry.
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On Sunday, people marched
along the wide thoroughfares of
central Minsk and at one point
toward Mr. Lukashenko’s resi-
dence before they were stopped
by police, leading to a tense
standoff, according to activists’
Twitter accounts. Witnesses
told news agency Interfax that
more than 150,000 people at-
tended. The Belarusian Interior
Ministry said it had detained
400 people by evening.

The demonstrations took
place days after opposition
leader Maria Kalesnikava was
allegedly abducted in central
Minsk and later detained on
the border with Ukraine after
apparently foiling her forced
exile by ripping up her pass-
port. Ms. Kalesnikava faces
charges of calling to over-
throw the government, Belaru-
sian authorities say.

A day before Mr. Lukash-
enko’s meeting with Russian
President Vladimir Putin in

Sochi, where the Belarusian
president will be eager to show
he has the situation under con-
trol, security forces cordoned
off public spaces in central
Minsk with barbed wire and
boosted riot-police presence.

“Lukashenko is trying to im-
prove his negotiating positions
before talks in Sochi that will
be very tough for him,” said Ar-
sen Sivitski, director of the Cen-
ter for Strategic and Foreign
Policy Studies in Minsk, adding
that Mr. Lukashenko fears the
Kremlin could consider throw-
ing its weight behind a con-
trolled transition in Belarus.

Demonstrations in the
weeks since the vote have
been orderly and mostly non-
violent, focused on new elec-
tions as opposed to the over-
throw of Mr. Lukashenko.

So far, Mr. Lukashenko has
been unflinching. Over three
decades in power, he has built a
power structure that revolves

around him personally by expel-
ling or imprisoning opponents
and building a security appara-
tus that surveils allies and ri-
vals alike for signs of disloyalty.

“All positions, all those in
the branches of government
are chosen by Lukashenko, and
for that very reason they’re
ready to go down with him,”
said Valery Karbalevich, a polit-
ical scientist and biographer of
Mr. Lukashenko. “The protests
have failed as of yet to create a
split in the Belarus elite, and
for that very reason, they ha-
ven’t yet been successful.”

Some analysts say a part of
Mr. Lukashenko’s staying
power—and brinkmanship in
the face of protests—is rooted
in his close, albeit problem-
atic, ties with Moscow.

Last Tuesday, Mr. Lukash-
enko gave a nearly two-hour
interview to several state-
backed Russian journalists,
telling them that he had stabi-

WORLD NEWS

lized the situation and had no
intention to step down.

In the interview, Mr. Lukash-
enko said there might have
been excesses in the initial
crackdown on protesters, but
defended riot-police behavior.

Mr. Weiss said the inter-
view aimed to show his allies
and security officials that he
still had sway in Moscow and
prove he “won’t go down with-
out a very serious fight.”

Even now, there are ques-
tions over Mr. Lukashenko’s
trust in his security services.
Since the Aug. 9 election, he
has replaced the prosecutor
general as well as the head of
his state security agency,
which still carries its Soviet
moniker, the KGB, with hard-
liners likely to follow orders,
Mr. Karbalevich said.

“It’s a standard authoritar-
ian playbook,” said Nigel
Gould-Davies, former U.K. am-
bassador to Belarus.

More than 100,000 people
poured into the streets of Be-
larus’s capital Minsk, sparking
a show of force and mass de-
tentions by riot police on Sun-
day in one of the largest in a
string of demonstrations aimed
at keeping pressure on Presi-
dent Alexander Lukashenko.

In the month since a vote
maintained Mr. Lukashenko’s
hold on the presidency—a bal-
lot his critics say was neither
free nor fair—protesters have
proven their staying power,
and Sunday’s demonstrations
were among the most ener-
getic yet, but the protests ha-
ven’t forced him to yield
power and call new elections.

Instead, with no new victo-
ries for either side, they are in a
stalemate, one that could erupt
in violence and may increase
the prospect that Russia could
intervene to maintain order.

Of the uprisings that have
shaken the countries of the
former Soviet Union over the
decades, few have been as big
as the demonstrations in
Minsk over the past month.

However, the president—
who has accumulated enor-
mous power in Belarus over 26
years as leader—and his secu-
rity services have worked to
halt momentum behind opposi-
tion leaders and their support-
ers through violence, deten-
tions and forced exile. The
result is an uneasy and poten-
tially dangerous deadlock.

“What we’re seeing is a so-
ciety in revolt and a regime
that’s hanging together—that
standoff is both very danger-
ous and could be quite persis-
tent,” said Andrew Weiss, the
vice president for studies at
the Carnegie Endowment for
International Peace. “There is
no true leadership so the real
risk is that some protests
could get out of hand.”

BY THOMAS GROVE

Belarus Activists, President Dig In
Lukashenko refuses to
hold new elections as
protests escalate and
riot police crack down

A protester stared down riot police during an antigovernment protest that drew more than 100,000 people in Minsk on Sunday.
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HONG KONG—China’s ar-
rest of 12 Hong Kong pro-de-
mocracy activists, nabbed as
they tried to flee the city by
boat in the face of an intensi-
fying crackdown on dissent, is
fueling a new war of words be-
tween Washington and Beijing.

On Sunday, Chinese Foreign
Ministry spokeswoman Hua
Chunying said on Twitter that
the people detained weren’t
seeking democratic freedoms
but were “elements attempting
to separate Hong Kong from
China.” Other Chinese officials
this weekend accused the U.S.
of meddling in China’s internal
affairs.

U.S. State Department offi-
cials on Friday called on China
to ensure that the activists re-
ceive due process of law. Secre-
tary of State Mike Pompeo said
the group had been denied ac-
cess to lawyers and said China
had yet to say what charges
they face or to provide infor-
mation about their welfare.

The detentions have rattled
nerves in Hong Kong, where
many were on edge after China
imposed a new national secu-
rity law on June 30, leading to
more than a dozen of arrests,
many opposition voices to fall
silent and some to flee abroad.

China’s handling of the case
has rekindled fears about the
mainland’s opaque legal sys-
tem—one of the main drivers
of mass protests in Hong Kong
last year that ultimately led to
China’s crackdown.

Police in the southern Chi-
nese city of Shenzhen on Sun-
day said they had taken the 12
into custody for illegally
crossing the border into Chi-
nese waters—the first such
public confirmation by main-
land authorities. The detain-
ees’ legal rights would be re-
spected, the police said.

BY WENXIN FAN
AND JING YANG

U.S., China
Spar Over
Arrests of
Activists
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WORLD NEWS

Representatives of the Af-
ghan government and the Tali-
ban sat down to kick off a his-
toric round of direct talks this

week aimed at ending the two-
decades-long conflict, a day
after delegations met for the
first time in a hotel in Qatar.

The meetings over the
weekend, brokered by the
Trump administration as part
of efforts to withdraw troops

By Sune Engel
Rasmussen in London
and Ehsanullah Amiri

in Kabul

the president has logged in his
20 months in office. That is up
from 32% in June, when more
than 1,200 people were dying
of Covid-19 daily versus about
700 per day in the past week.
Yet majority approval eludes
him, with many Brazilians still
skeptical of a man long seen as
a demagogue and rabble rouser
with little interest in the work-
ing poor. Still, the Datafolha
poll shows that 47% don’t
blame him for the fast-rising
death toll, even though

Mr. Bolsonaro compared the
disease to “a little flu” and
forced out two health ministers
as the disease spread fast.

Mr. Bolsonaro has calculated
that, with the economy sinking,
voters would remember that he
had fought to keep people work-
ing, thus softening the political
cost, some analysts said. While
the president has minimized the
perils of the pandemic—even in
July when he said he, too, had
tested positive—he has notably
muted his public belligerence,

giving fewer combative inter-
views and curtailing his public
criticism of the supreme court
and other institutions.

“Bolsonaro’s popularity
grew for two reasons: one was
the emergency cash and the
other is that he kept his mouth
shut,” said Renato Meire-
lles, president of Locomotiva, a
research firm focused on the
country’s working classes. “In
a very skillful and shrewd
manner, Bolsonaro found a way
to avoid taking any responsi-

bility and incurring a political
cost for the economic crisis
caused by the pandemic.”

More than 67 million peo-
ple, 32% of the population,
have received monthly checks
providing between $113 to
$226, a program that has cost
$38 billion through August.
The aid, part of the biggest fi-
nancial pandemic-crisis pack-
age in Latin America, has
helped poverty fall by 21%—or
13.1 million people—this year,
said Marcelo Neri, an econo-
mist and poverty expert at the
Getulio Vargas Foundation, a
research institution in Rio.

In one of Rio’s biggest
slums, Complexo do Alemão,
Elaine Cirino, a 35-year-old
who for years has toiled in the
informal economy, said the aid
is helping her and her four
children survive at a time
when there is no work.

“If he continues this, he has
my vote,” she said. “People on
my street like him a lot.”

Luis Jose, 50, who also lives
in Complexo and works at a
recreation center, said he
didn’t fault the president for
Covid-19’s hit to Brazil. “If
anyone is to blame, it’s us,” he
said, referring to people who
didn’t avoid crowds.

Mr. Jose instead might sup-
port Mr. Bolsonaro if he starts
addressing social problems in
the community. “I didn’t vote

for him [in the past election]
but I believe in him,” he said.

Another Complexo resident,
Catia Maria Pontes Ferreira,
50, said she doesn’t trust the
government and thinks Mr.
Bolsonaro is only providing
aid to get votes. “This govern-
ment worries me a lot because
our lives are in their hands,”
she said. “He’s not doing any-
thing for any of us for free.”

The federal program has
helped the administration par-
ticularly in the northeast, a
poor region that strongly sup-
ports the leftist Workers’ Party,
which won elections with the
help of a generous cash-hand-
out program called Bolsa Fa-
milia. Now, Mr. Bolsonaro’s
emergency handouts show that
those rejecting his presidency
have fallen from 52% to 35% in
the northeast, and even more
so among the lowest socioeco-
nomic group, Datafolha says.

Despite criticism of the
costs, many social-policy ex-
perts in Brazil said the assis-
tance was needed after tens of
millions of informal workers
lost their work as businesses
shut to meet local social-isola-
tion requirements. A poll in
late August by Locomotiva,
the research firm focused on
the working classes, found
that 92% of respondents used
the cash to buy basic food sta-
ples and groceries.

RIO DE JANEIRO—Covid-19
has killed more than 130,000 in
Brazil, second only to the U.S.,
and hammered the economy.

Still, the administration of
President Jair Bolsonaro, who
has lashed out at governors
who ordered businesses to close
and clashed with health experts
over social-distancing measures,
is more popular than ever.

With millions of Brazilians
unable to work, Mr. Bolson-
aro has since March vowed to
keep Latin America’s largest
economy alive. Breaking with
earlier promises to tightly
control spending, his govern-
ment in April began funneling
generous cash payments to
millions of poor to help them
ride out the economic storm.

Six months after the pan-
demic began to batter this
country, the president’s ap-
proach of playing down the dis-
ease while raising public spend-
ing appears to be paying off,
even in regions where support
for his leftist rivals has been
historically rock solid. The shift
could augur well for Mr. Bolson-
aro and his allies ahead of No-
vember municipal elections and
the presidential vote in 2022.

In a recent Datafolha poll,
37% percent of respondents ap-
proved of the Bolsonaro ad-
ministration, the best numbers

BY VINOD SREEHARSHA

Brazil Leader’s Popularity Rises as Cases Surge

President Jair Bolsonaro has funneled cash to Brazil’s poor to help them ride out an economic storm.
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from America’s longest war,
marked a diplomatic break-
through. Yet the talks have
also exposed wide gaps be-
tween the warring sides on key
issues, which will likely take
months, if not more, to bridge.

“It is important that both
sides continue the negotiations
patiently until a peaceful solu-
tion is found,” Abdullah Abdul-
lah, the head of the govern-
ment delegation said at a press
conference in the Qatari capital,
Doha, on Sunday. “The continu-
ation of violence and increase
in casualties will have a nega-
tive impact on peace talks.”

While the Afghan govern-
ment insists on an early cease-
fire and protection of the con-
stitution and human rights,
the Taliban have said only that
they seek to establish an Is-
lamic system in Afghanistan.

The talks launched amid a
U.S. troop withdrawal, a recent
spate of violent attacks on Af-
ghan officials, including a fe-
male member of the peace del-
egation, and continuous
bloodshed across the country.
Last week alone, the Taliban
carried out 368 attacks that
killed 49 civilians, according to
the Afghan ministry of interior.

Against that backdrop, the
Afghan government is pushing
for an immediate humanitar-
ian cease-fire. In his opening
remarks on Saturday, Mr. Ab-
dullah also stressed that it was
crucial to protect the rights of
the entire Afghan population,
including women and minori-
ties—who were oppressed and
sometimes persecuted during
Taliban rule before the war.

The Taliban have only said
they want an Islamic theoc-
racy in Afghanistan. The group
is expected to also push for
greater political influence in a
power-sharing arrangement.

Afghan Officials, Taliban Are Far Apart as Peace Talks Start

Qatar’s Emir Sheikh Tamim bin Hamad al-Thani, right, met with Taliban
cofounder Mullah Abdul Ghani Baradar, center, in Doha on Sunday.
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An ExxonMobil Chemical complex in Baytown, Texas. The oil giant doubled down on oil and gas at what now looks to be the worst possible time.
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An embarrassment of itches: Baloo, a Great Dane-black Labrador
mix is allergic to cats, grass, pollen.
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Cats Can
Scratch—
And Itch
which cost nearly $1,000—
were still full of surprises.

“I saw the words ‘feline’ and
‘dander’ and said, ‘Are you tell-
ing me my dog is allergic to
cats?’ ” she recalls. “We’ve al-
ways been a two-dogs-and-a-
cat family.”

Indeed, the tests showed Ba-
loo was allergic to cats, feath-
ers, dust mites, seven types of
grass and most of the pollen
floating around their home
near Annapolis, Md. “I didn’t
even know that was possible,”
says Ms. Kingston, a crafting
expert on the Home Shopping
Network.

The Kingstons started giving
Baloo weekly allergy shots at
home. Improvement came
within a month. “Now he’s just
150 pounds of pure handsome-
ness,” Ms. Kingston says.

Recently vets say they are
seeing an increase in pet aller-
gies. As in, allergic pets.

ContinuedfromPageOne

“Some days, half the pa-
tients we see have some form
of allergy,” says Matthew
McCarthy, head veterinarian at
Juniper Valley Animal Hospital
in Queens, N.Y. He has run the
clinic since 1999, and says the
allergy uptick started seven or
eight years ago. Even his own
dog, a five-year-old Weimar-
aner named Norbert, was diag-
nosed in 2018.

“I’d bring him to work with
me, and the vet techs kept tell-
ing me he was really itchy,” Dr.
McCarthy says. “They guilted
me into testing him, and it
came up positive for dust.”
Norbert gets monthly allergy
shots and has stopped scratch-
ing.

.Last year, allergies were the
leading cause of veterinary vis-
its for dogs and among the
top-10 reasons for cats, accord-
ing to insurance company Na-
tionwide, which covers 850,000
pets in the U.S.

The surge in allergic pets
has some humans scratching
their heads. “It’s become a hot
topic in research,” says Ramón
Almela, a veterinary dermatol-
ogist at Tufts University’s
Cummings School of Veterinary
Medicine. Theories abound.

Scientific advances played a
role, making allergy testing

and treatment more widely
available for animals. The in-
crease also follows a cultural
shift in pet ownership, with
pets getting more attention,
better care and increasingly
sterile living environments—
factors already linked to higher
allergy rates in children, Dr.
Almela points out.

Karyn Collier, medical direc-
tor of Saint Francis Veterinary
Center, in suburban Philadel-
phia, says most of the pets she
sees spend nearly all their time
indoors. “It’s to the point
where a lot of dogs don’t want
to go outside without their hu-
mans,” Dr. Collier says.

Sometimes an allergy flare-
up is obvious, with lots of
scratching, dandruff or a rash.
Often signs are less obvious,
says Jamie Richardson, medi-
cal chief of staff at Small Door
Veterinary in New York City.
“People will come in and say,
‘My dog keeps licking their
feet,’ having no idea that’s as-
sociated with allergies,” she
says.

Kelly Wilson brought her
family’s chocolate Lab, Bailey,
to the vet after realizing the
dog had licked and chewed its
paws raw. It was the third
summer in a row Bailey had
suffered bouts of itching, re-

called Ms. Wilson, who lived
near Phoenix at the time. Test-
ing revealed the 10-year-old
dog had developed an allergy
to Bermuda grass, “which was
a problem because in Arizona,
everyone uses Bermuda grass,”
she says.

The vet suggested a special
shampoo, a sweet potato and
fish-based kibble, a daily sup-
plement of Omega 3 fatty acid
and children’s Benadryl for
flare-ups. The food was expen-
sive enough that the Wilsons

couldn’t justify including their
other dogs, a pair of English
mastiffs, in the new regimen.
“You want to do the best for
your dogs, but we had four
kids, too,” says Ms. Wilson,
who runs pet website LoveY-
ourDog.com.

They were considering re-
placing their lawn with artifi-
cial turf when a job transfer
moved the family to Franklin,
Tenn. “We’d been there on va-
cation, and Bailey did really
well with the Tennessee grass,”

Ms. Wilson says.
When Melissa Bergman’s

five-month-old rescue kitten
had its first coughing fit, she
thought it was dying. “I had no
idea cat asthma was a thing,”
she recalls.

Her cat Effie gets asthma
medication twice a day through
an inhaler—the ones designed
for cats have a plastic chamber
that covers nose, whiskers and
mouth. Dust can trigger an at-
tack, so she buys special cat
litter and vacuums often.

“Effie has turned out to be a
pretty darned expensive res-
cue, but she is also one-of-a-
kind; spunky, silly, affection-
ate,” says Ms. Bergman.

Wesley Oaks got three
bearded dragons a few years
ago, but he says one of the liz-
ards, a female named Lizzy,
would break out in a rash
whenever she ate a cricket.

“It was the weirdest thing,”
Mr. Oaks said, because live
crickets are standard reptile
fare. He runs a blog called Odd-
lyCutePets.com in Chilton
County, Ala.

After experimenting with
other foods, all three dragons
are now on a cricket-free diet,
he says. “We try to stick with
whole bugs, fresh fruits and
vegetables.”

Inside
Exxon’s
Decline
fossil fuels for decades to come
and the company’s bet on addi-
tional production will yield
profits in the long run. Oil de-
mand stalled during the pan-
demic, but it has been rising
for much of the past century.

Exxon’s bets could pay off in
the long term if oil and gas
prices go up later this decade
and rivals’ lack of investment
leaves them unable to capital-
ize. The company disputed
there is discord within its
ranks over its direction.

To address risks posed by
climate change, it says it is in-
vesting in new technologies,
including those that capture
carbon from the atmosphere or
reduce methane emissions,
which may help reduce the im-
pact of fossil fuels on the cli-
mate. “Our portfolio is the
strongest it has been in more
than two decades, and our fo-
cus remains on creating share-
holder value by responsibly
meeting the world’s energy
needs,” said Exxon spokesman
Casey Norton.

The Irving, Texas, company
has shed $10 billion or 30%
from this year’s capital expen-
ditures, and slowed projects
from West Texas to Africa.
Dividends are one reason in-
vestors stick with oil compa-
nies. Exxon has had to take on
debt to cover its hefty pay-
outs and some analysts fore-
cast that they may not be sus-
tainable.

Exxon has promised not to
cut the payouts, as rivals in-
cluding Royal Dutch Shell PLC
and BP PLC have done, or take
on additional debt. That has
concerned some investors.

“It’s one thing to have a lot
of confidence and bravado, as
Exxon has for years, but when
things start getting as tight as
they are now, and they are
tight, how can you not change
your stripes,” said Mark
Stoeckle, chief executive of Ad-
ams Funds, which owns 1.6
million Exxon shares.

Rivals such as Shell and BP
have also begun investing in re-
newable energy. In March, Mr.
Woods dismissed targets set by
those companies and others to

ContinuedfromPageOne

reduce carbon emissions as a
“beauty competition.”

Some employees across the
company’s operations say its
style of management is no lon-
ger working in the face of new
threats such as climate-change
regulations and competition
from renewable energy, ac-
cording to interviews with
more than 20 current and for-
mer employees.

“While much of your focus
has been on a small number of
employees who have left the
company, we’re proud of our
74,000 employees around the
world who continue to work
hard during the ongoing global
pandemic, making significant
contributions to [the] com-
pany’s ongoing efforts to be a
market leader,” the company
said in a written statement.

While other major oil pro-
ducers have announced more
than 35,000 layoffs, Exxon has,
so far, announced none. Exxon
is suspending matching contri-
butions to U.S. employees’ re-
tirement plans starting in Oc-
tober and is conducting a
workforce review that may
lead to layoffs.

Employee ranks
Employees say changes in

the company’s internal ranking
system could mean that thou-
sands of workers are already
quietly on the chopping block.

Exxon uses a ranking system
to grade employees relative to
their peers. It recently changed
its formula, increasing the
number of U.S.-based employ-
ees deemed to need “signifi-
cant improvement” from at
least 3% to between 8% to 10%,
according to documents dated
April 2020 that outlined the
changes.

Employees with low rank-
ings must choose between
leaving the company with
three months of pay, or enter-
ing a three-month probation-
ary period during which they
have to meet management tar-
gets or be fired.

Mr. Norton, the Exxon
spokesman, said, “We do not
have a target to reduce head-
count through our talent man-
agement process.” He added
the company is conducting a
review of potential cost reduc-
tions that could lead to fewer
managerial roles.

Enrique Rosero, a former
Exxon geoscientist who left
the company this summer af-
ter receiving a low ranking,
said he was punished for ask-

Mr. Norton declined to spe-
cifically address Mr. Rosero,
but said Exxon’s review pro-
cess is fair and based on an-
nual expectations, achieve-
ments and patterns of
behavior. The number of work-
ers in the “needs significant
improvement” category under
the company’s ranking system
is adjusted on an annual basis
and “has been as high as 10
percent in prior years,” he
said.

“We encourage an open dia-
logue and we do not tolerate
retaliation,” Mr. Norton said.

Exxon—the largest direct
descendant of John D. Rocke-
feller’s Standard Oil monop-

oly—has struggled through a
period of relatively low oil
prices for years due to an
abundance of oil and gas un-
leashed by U.S. frackers. After
missing out on the beginning
of the shale boom, Mr. Woods’
predecessor, Rex Tillerson, bet
big on projects around the
world that mostly failed to
meet expectations.

Between 2009 and 2019,
Exxon spent $261 billion on
capital expenditures, while its
oil and gas production re-
mained flat, and it added $45
billion in debt, according to
investment bank Evercore ISI.
Its return on capital employed

Falling Giant
Exxon has taken onmore debt over the years, and its market
cap, the largest in any U.S. company for part of 2013, has fallen
while the value of two fellow behemoths has grown.

Net debt

Sources: Evercore ISI (debt); FactSet (market cap)
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A$230billion plan
to pumpan extra one
million barrels of oil
andgasadayby2025

ing questions about the com-
pany’s climate strategy. Mr.
Rosero was ranked among the
top third of Exxon’s employ-
ees two years ago, according
to a document viewed by the
Journal, and said he was told
by his supervisor in April that
he would receive an excellent
review this year.

During a town hall meeting
that month with senior execu-
tives, Mr. Rosero said he asked
whether Exxon’s acknowledg-
ment that fossil fuels contrib-
uted to climate change was in-
consistent with its corporate
strategy. Several other employ-
ees said Mr. Rosero had previ-
ously pressed management on
such issues.

“We acknowledge the need
to reduce our emissions, yet
they are set to increase by at
least 20% over the next five
years,” Mr. Rosero said during
the meeting, according to Mr.
Rosero and several other peo-
ple who were present. “In the
end, wouldn’t you agree that
this is a problem of behaviors
and leadership?”

Tolu Ewherido, a vice presi-
dent in Exxon’s oil and gas
production business, re-
sponded, “I don’t hear a ques-
tion in there,” according to Mr.
Rosero and the others present.

Mr. Rosero said his supervi-
sor told him in May that the
exchange had come up in a
meeting and would negatively
impact his employee ranking.
In July, his supervisor told him
he ranked among the bottom
10% and was given the choice
of taking a three-month proba-
tionary period or 90 days’ pay.
He took the pay and left the
company on July 21.

in 2009 was 16%; last year it
was 4%.

To get into the shale busi-
ness, Exxon bought XTO En-
ergy Inc. for more than $30
billion in 2010, when natural
gas prices were higher than
they would be for most of the
next decade. Large and risky
investments in the Russian
Arctic and Canadian oil sands
haven’t gone as planned.

To reverse Exxon’s fortunes,
Mr. Woods returned to the
company’s playbook: investing
heavily in mega-projects dur-
ing a period of low oil prices to
catch the upswing. It has spent
billions in Guyana and the
Permian Basin.

Even before the pandemic,
some of Exxon’s growth plans
in Texas were viewed as unre-
alistic by some workers, ac-
cording to current and former
employees.

In March 2019, Exxon said it
would increase oil and gas pro-
duction in the Permian Basin
to 1 million barrels per day as
early as 2024, up from previ-
ous estimates of 600,000 by
2025. Some staff assigned to
the project thought that was
overly optimistic, said six cur-
rent and former employees.

Cut in spending
For one area called the Del-

aware, some Exxon managers
in 2018 had initially pegged
the net present value of those
holdings at about $60 billion,
according to several employ-
ees. Some involved in the proj-
ect estimated last summer that
the area’s net present value
was closer to $40 billion be-
cause they believed Exxon was
overestimating how quickly it
could drill, according to the
people. After additional debate
and consultation, the value
was adjusted to about $50 bil-
lion, said the people.

Exxon disputed there had
been a significant disagree-
ment over the valuation. The
company’s “annual planning
process considers multiple in-
puts from multiple working
groups across a wide range of
complex technical areas,” and
it is often the case that some
experts and managers initially
have different views, it said.

In response to the pan-
demic, Exxon has cut spending
in the Permian and lowered its
production estimates in 2020
to around 345,000 barrels per
day. Prior to that, it was on
track to meet or surpass its
long-term growth goals there,

it added.
“We reject the claims made

by your sources who, based
on their comments, have an
inaccurate, incomplete and
dated perspective of resource
and development plans,”
Exxon said in a statement,
saying it exceeded the 2019
plans. “Actual performance
has proven that their position
is inaccurate.”

Fossil fuels
While rivals such as Shell

and BP have begun hedging
their oil and gas bets with in-
vestments in renewable energy,
Exxon has remained largely
committed to fossil fuels.

In the 1960s, Exxon created
an in-house venture-capital di-
vision that helped develop
some of the first commercially
viable solar cells before selling
the unit in the 1980s, deter-
mining oil and gas were more
profitable. Several employees
said the company has chosen
to primarily innovate on oil-
and gas-related technology.

“ExxonMobil is a world
leader in carbon capture,” the
company said.

Mr. Woods has said Exxon is
investing in groundbreaking
technology, including algae
biofuels and capturing carbon.
He has also emphasized com-
pany traditions, including its
employee-ranking system, that
he believes have made Exxon
successful.

In early 2018, around the
time he laid out his growth
plan, Mr. Woods visited the
company’s flagship Houston-
area campus for a town hall
meeting. He spoke to more
than 1,000 employees in the
campus’ main building, which
features a 10,000-ton “floating
cube” that appears to hover
over a plaza below.

When the meeting shifted to
a question-and-answer session,
some employees asked about
the ranking system and
whether Exxon would ever get
rid of it, said six people who
attended. Many large compa-
nies have abandoned such
rankings, including Microsoft
Corp. and General Electric Co.,
which pioneered the system in
the 1980s.

Mr. Woods appeared an-
noyed by the question and said
Exxon would never get rid of
the rankings, according to the
people.

“We need to win in the mar-
ketplace,” Mr. Woods said, ac-
cording to the people.

.
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The largest holder of New
York City taxi-medallion loans is
throwing lifelines to thousands
of drivers struggling to survive
a collapse in ridership caused
by the coronavirus pandemic.

Marblegate Asset Manage-
ment LLC, a Greenwich, Conn.,
investment firm, has given
about 2,000 medallion-owner
drivers a loan payment holiday
every month since mid-March.
It has also continued a process
that began last year of writing
down medallion loans, in some
cases deducting hundreds of
thousands of dollars from
struggling drivers’ debts to a
ceiling of about $300,000.

Andrew Milgram, managing
partner and chief investment
officer of Marblegate, said the
firm has so far forgiven $70
million of $215 million in debt
attached to 483 medallions.
About half of that debt, Mr.
Milgram said, was restructured
after New York City shut down
because of the pandemic.

Mr. Milgram said that aver-
age monthly payments for the
loans that have been restruc-
tured have been reduced to
about $1,500 from $2,800.

“We are constantly working
to restructure loans because we
believe it is the best approach
to stabilize the industry, bolster
drivers’ long-term economic
prospects, and return value to
our investors,” he said.

Marblegate became the

largest holder of New York
City taxi-medallion loans by
scooping them up at a dis-
count before the pandemic.

A medallion is a metal
shield affixed to a vehicle’s
hood that licenses drivers to
pick up street hails across
New York City. For years, me-
dallions were seen as a path-
way for immigrant drivers to
achieve the American dream.

Many drivers borrowed
against the value of their me-
dallion to buy a home, put
their children through college
or purchase a new taxi. Be-
tween 2002 and 2014, medal-
lion values rose to $1.3 million
from $200,000. However, risky
lending practices as well as
competition from an influx of
app-based ride-sharing drivers
subsequently caused values to

fall back below $200,000.
There are roughly 13,500

medallions in New York. Mar-
blegate owns about 4,000
loans on medallions. It also
runs several hundred licensed
vehicles from a garage in Long
Island City, Queens.

Driver advocates are skepti-
cal of the firm’s actions. In late
July, more than 100 taxis drove
in convoy to Marblegate’s of-
fices in Greenwich calling on
the firm to cut loans to
$125,000 and to reduce monthly
repayments to about $750.

Bhairavi Desai, executive di-
rector of the New York Taxi
Workers Alliance, said
$300,000 is too much for driv-
ers to afford. “They feel like
they’ve been given a life sen-
tence with this debt,” she said.

Mr. Milgram said restruc-

turing debts to a maximum of
$300,000 is manageable for
drivers given their earning po-
tential.

The taxi and for-hire vehicle
industry experienced a massive
decline in ridership after city
schools and businesses closed
because of the pandemic. More
than three-quarters of taxicabs
were taken off the streets by
April, according to a report by
the city’s Taxi and Limousine
Commission. Average gross
weekly driver earnings for
those who were on the road
this June were $813, according
to the report, a 37% decrease
from the same month last year.

Balwinder Singh, who is 63
years old, said he couldn’t af-
ford to restructure his loan
even if he wanted to. He is cur-
rently making about $1,500 a
month after expenses, he said,
down from roughly $3,500 a
month before the pandemic.

Naveed Tahseen, a 58-year-
old driver from Brooklyn, bor-
rowed $25,000 from family
and friends for the cash pay-
ment to reduce his loan, which
is owned by Marblegate, to
$300,000 from $600,000.

He said his monthly loan
repayments have been reduced
to about $1,800 from almost
$4,000. Mr. Tahseen said he is
currently grossing about $250
a week, but he hopes to get
back to making up to $150 per
night as the city recovers.

“I have to stay working for
a living,” he said.

BY PAUL BERGER

Firm Forgives $70 Million in Taxi Debt

Many taxi drivers borrowed against the value of their medallions.
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chose to study fully remotely,
or about 39% of students ex-
pected in the nation’s largest
district, by city data. Other
students will go to campus
one, two or three days a week,
and learn virtually from home
the other days.

Moses Ojeda, principal of
Thomas A. Edison Career and
Technical Education High
School in Queens, said he
needs about 50 more teachers,
in addition to the 120 he has
on staff, and he is working
with the department to find
solutions.

“I’m trying to stay posi-
tive,” he said. “Everyone wants
information yesterday, but
that’s not the world we’re in.”

Some principals have
warned families that children

choosing to come in-person
some days will have only a
modest amount of live aca-
demic instruction online dur-
ing the days when they take
classes virtually. Mayor Bill de
Blasio has said distance learn-
ing will be stronger this fall
than when the city switched to
remote instruction overnight
in the spring. Some parents
question that claim.

At P.S. 130 in Brooklyn,
principal Stephanie Parsons
told parents in a letter that
she would need 14 more teach-
ers to assign separate staff to
cover online learning for stu-
dents who attend in-person
some days.

“The simplest way I can ex-
plain the scenario is to say
that we now need almost

twice as many teachers as we
would in ‘normal’ times, but
we have the same amount of
money to pay for them,” she
wrote.

For P.S. 130 children who
chose some in-person days,
the remote-learning schedule
has little academic interaction
with a teacher, the letter ex-
plained. The remote-learning
schedule starts with an online
lesson in real-time with an art,
gym or music teacher, mixing
several classes from the same
grade level. But then the
schedule lists activities for the
students to tackle on their
own such as independent
reading, an online math pro-
gram, listening to a book read
aloud, completing an assign-
ment, and 30 minutes of phys-

ical activity. Some other ele-
mentary schools had similar
schedules.

Siobhan Thomas-Bup-
phavesa, a parent at P.S. 130,
said she was “a little bit blind-
sided” when she received the
principal’s letter. Her family
chose the hybrid option for
her two sons, Orion, 10 years
old, who is in the fifth grade,
and Marin, 7, who is in the
second grade.

“This new information is
leading me to think that re-
mote may just be the more
straightforward answer, not
necessarily the better answer
for us, but the most straight-
forward,” she said.

At Brooklyn’s P.S. 321, prin-
cipal Liz Phillips told parents
in a letter that to have sepa-
rate remote teachers for chil-
dren on the hybrid schedule
would require an extra 13
teachers, which her school
couldn’t afford. “We have been
planning a program for the hy-
brid students on their at-home
days that will be as rich as
possible without requiring a
separate teacher,” she wrote.

The Department of Educa-
tion said it is filling some va-
cancies with people from the
Absent Teacher Reserve, a
pool of tenured, paid employ-
ees who have lost positions
for various reasons, such as
school closures or disciplinary
proceedings (though the
agency said teachers with dis-
ciplinary histories won’t be
sent to classrooms). Principals
have expressed concern that
these redeployments may
force them to take on staff
who don’t have fresh, relevant

skills or any desire to teach.
The DOE didn’t provide a

citywide tally of how many ad-
ditional teachers principals
are requesting. “We’re making
sure we have high-quality
teachers and staff in place for
a safe reopening, and schools
will now be able to hire within
their budgets for teacher va-
cancies in most licenses,” said
department spokeswoman
Danielle Filson in an email.

The DOE has said a virtual
class for students in the hybrid
model can be double the regu-
lar class-size limit—meaning
68 students with one teacher
in a high-school class, for ex-
ample. Principals say they are
deploying art, music and gym
teachers to cover classes out-
side their specialties.

Adding to the complexities,
many teachers will work from
home. About 15,900 teachers
have been granted accommo-
dations to work from home, or
about 21% of teachers, the de-
partment said.

April Leong, principal of
Liberation Diploma Plus, a
small high school in Coney Is-
land, said seven of her teach-
ers got medical waivers to
work from home, seven will
work in school, and she needs
five teachers more to serve
about 230 teenagers.

She said some teachers will
have to teach classes outside
their subject area. “It’s a pro-
gramming nightmare,” she
said. “Every day I’m trying to
keep everyone focused and
motivated about being there
for our kids, doing our best to
fill any voids, knowing there
will be voids.”

New York City principals
welcomed staff back to work
last week, but many say they
don’t have nearly enough
teachers to accommodate the
hybrid reopening plan for stu-
dents who return to class-
rooms on Sept. 21.

The city Department of Ed-
ucation lifted its hiring freeze
for teachers, but many princi-
pals say they don’t have
money to hire. The depart-
ment says it has worked with
schools to help them maximize
their budgets, and is calling
for more funding from state
and federal sources. It says it
is also deploying substitutes
and looking for about 1,000
centrally funded office staffers
with teaching certifications to
fill gaps in classrooms.

The teacher shortage has
been exacerbated by require-
ments for smaller classes to
allow for social distancing to
prevent the spread of the cor-
onavirus. On top of that, after
negotiations with the teachers
union, the city told principals
to try to have three sets of
teachers: One set for students
in school, another for the
same children when they are
home, and another for kids
choosing to learn remotely full
time.

About 390,000 students

BY LESLIE BRODY
AND KATIE HONAN

Principals Say They Need More Teachers
Hybrid-learning plans
require more staff but
schools say they don’t
have money to hire

The teacher shortage is exacerbated by mandates for smaller classes to allow for social distancing.
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STATE STREET | By Jimmy Vielkind

Advocates Want
More Done to Ease
Absentee Voting

State offi-
cials have
taken steps to
make it easier
for New York-
ers to cast

their ballots by mail in No-
vember, but advocacy groups
are pushing them to go even
further for the biggest elec-
tion since the novel corona-
virus took hold.

Gov. Andrew Cuomo
signed a law allowing any
New Yorker to request an
absentee ballot because of
the risk of contracting the
coronavirus at a polling
place, effectively allowing
everybody to vote by mail.
The same policy was in place
for June’s primary elections,
prompting an unprecedented
number of paper ballots.

That flood of paper
brought problems. It took
more than a month for offi-
cials to determine the winner
in some competitive elections.
Thousands of absentee ballots
were invalidated because they
weren’t properly postmarked,
or the voter didn’t properly
sign the envelope.

Because of concerns that
it might take the U.S. Postal
Service additional time to
process the increased elec-
tion mail, Mr. Cuomo and
state lawmakers have ex-
tended the timelines for re-
questing and receiving ab-
sentee ballots.

The Democratic governor
last week issued an executive
order requiring boards of
election to set up drop boxes
at their offices, as well as on
Election Day, which is Nov. 3,
and at early-voting sites—
which open for nine days
starting on Oct. 24.

State Board of Elections
spokesman John Conklin
said that will result in more
than 300 locations to drop
off ballots before Election
Day. Todd Valentine, the
board’s GOP co-executive di-
rector, said at a recent
roundtable hosted by Repub-
licans in Congress that the
board was concerned about
mail delays, and recom-

mended voters send any ab-
sentee ballots at least five
days before the election.

During the roundtable,
hosted by the Committee on
House Administration, which
oversees federal elections,
U.S. Rep. Rodney Davis (R.,
Ill.) said he was concerned
about reports of people vot-
ing by mail and then showing
up at the polls. Mr. Valentine
and other New York election
officials said the invalidation
of ballots during the primary
showed the state’s antifraud
measures are effective.

One new law signed by
Mr. Cuomo allowed voters to
start requesting absentee
ballots in August; they could
previously only do so for 30
days before an election. Mr.
Conklin said almost 244,000
voters have already re-
quested ballots through a
state website. In New York
City, which uses its own sys-
tem, roughly 350,000 people
have requested absentee bal-
lots, according to a spokes-
woman. The state has almost
13 million registered voters.

Advocacy groups, includ-
ing Common Cause New
York and the New York Civil
Liberties Union, sent a letter
last week asking Mr. Cuomo
to mandate the use of post-
age-paid envelopes for any
absentee ballots that are is-
sued. The groups said the
cost of stamps could be a
barrier to voting.

Common Cause and other
good-government groups are
pushing for an additional $50
million in funding for state
and local boards of election
to cover unanticipated ex-
penses due to the pandemic.

Freeman Klopott, a spokes-
man for Mr. Cuomo’s budget
office, said the drop boxes
would alleviate the need for
prepaid postage and that elec-
tion administrators had fund-
ing available to them from
earlier federal relief packages.

Mr. Valentine said last
week that he had seen
enough to know this year’s
election would have enough
paper ballots to create linger-
ing uncertainty. Under state
law, absentee ballots can’t be
opened until after the polls
close on Election Day.

“We have to downplay any
expectation that we’re going
to know who the winners are
on election night,” he said.
“I’d be shocked if we did.”

jimmy.vielkind@wsj.com

The timelines for
requesting and
receiving ballots
have been extended.

Buffalo Stampedes Jets in Battle of New York as Season Kicks Off

HIT BY BILLS: Defensive ends Trent Murphy, center left, and Quinton Jefferson stopped New York running back Le’Veon Bell during the
teams’ opener in Orchard Park, N.Y., on Sunday. The Bills beat the Jets 27-17, as quarterback Josh Allen accounted for three touchdowns.
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lawyers. Companies built depart-
ments devoted to improving work-
ers’ well-being, offering meditation,
on-site therapy and resiliency train-
ing. And young people entering the
workforce from schools where they
chatted about anti-anxiety medi-
cine or received extra test-taking
time for attention-deficit disorder
often weren’t afraid to speak up.

At Puget Sound Energy, a gas
and electric provider in Bellevue,
Wash., employees have opened up
about their internal struggles re-
cently, requesting accommodations
ranging from lamps that ease sea-
sonal affective disorder to weeks
off.

In past years, “employees would
disappear on leave and no one
would know why,” says Jenny
Haykin, who runs the 3,100-person
company’s leave and accommoda-
tions programs. “Now they’re being
real transparent about why they’re
going out and what they need when
they come back.” Ms. Haykin con-
siders it a good thing: if people rec-
ognize they need help sooner and
ask for it, they can avoid spiraling
into a full-blown crisis and keep
their lives and careers on track.

Holly Mulić, a 31-year-old who
coordinates safety training at the
energy company, was open with her
boss about struggling to adjust to
life back at work after having her
son in 2017. Still, it took her more
than a year to ask for time to see a
therapist while her postpartum
anxiety and depression lingered.

“I was trying to handle it on my
own for so long because I was so
nervous about, I don’t know, freak-

Is It OK to Reveal Your
Depression to Your Boss?
Before seeking an accommodation at work, consider what you needW

orkers everywhere
are having a tough
time. Should they
ask for help on the
job?

The share of
adults reporting symptoms of anxi-
ety or depression ballooned during
the pandemic, according to data
from the U.S. Census Bureau, rising
to 40.9% by mid-July. A similar na-
tional survey from the first half of
2019 put that number at 11%.

For many, 2020 has ushered in
fears of falling sick and losing a
job, tension over the coming elec-
tion and racial inequality, and a
feeling of being overwhelmed by an
untenable work-life juggle.

Meanwhile, some bosses are re-
vealing vulnerabilities—such as a
personal story from the CEO during
an all-hands meeting or a crying
child on a Zoom call—and asking,
“How are you?” in a way that indi-
cates they don’t expect a rote up-
beat response.

So, should you answer honestly?
And, if you are struggling with a
mental-health issue, should you
seek an accommodation such as a
different schedule, extended remote
work or a leave of absence?

“In some ways, the current crisis
gives people cover,” says Jill
Hooley, a psychology professor at
Harvard University. But Dr. Hooley
is still leery of her patients broach-
ing such conversations with their
bosses.

“There’s more stigma out there
than we would like to think,” she
says. “Less is more.”

Talk of emotional health was al-
ready seeping into the office before
the novel coronavirus sent many
workers home. Requests for accom-
modations linked to mental illness
were up, according to employment

WORK
& LIFE
RACHEL
FEINTZEIG

How to say you are strug-
gling at work—and seek help:
Consider the company culture: Do
people talk about mental health?
Does the company offer resources,
like an employee assistance pro-
gram? That might indicate it is
safe to speak up, says Mind Share
Partners CEO Kelly Greenwood.

Consider your manager: Has she
talked about her own mental
health or been vulnerable about
other aspects of her life and
shared parts that aren’t “picture
perfect?” That could be a sign of
empathy, Ms. Greenwood says. If
not, it might be best to start with
a human-resources contact.

When in doubt, keep it vague—
but don’t lie: Harvard psychologist
Jill Hooley recommends her pa-
tients tell their boss they are deal-
ing with a medical issue if they
need time off to address a men-
tal-health problem.

Be clear about your wishes:
Come prepared with a solution,
like starting work late on Fridays
so you can fit in a therapy session.
Make sure the accommodation
doesn’t impede your ability to do
the job.

Reaching Out

Nearly two years ago, at the
age of 56, Janet K. Redman
found herself at a personal

and professional crossroads after
12 years as a successful financial
adviser in Delaware.
Her parents had both recently

died. “I had spent the last decade
or so staying near them, helping
them as much as I could, so their
loss really hit me hard,” she said.
At the same time, she came to
terms with how unhappy she was
at the financial firm where she
worked.
She and the firm agreed to split.

“I spent three or four months kind
of lost, really trying to figure out
what to do,” she said. That took her
on a journey that would reignite
goals she had as a teen for an envi-
ronmental career.
In December 2018, with savings

to keep her afloat, Ms. Redman re-
flected on her life and career. She

Name: Janet K. Redman

Age: 58

Former Job: Project manager,
new technology and plat-
forms at Verizon; financial ad-
viser at firms including Merrill
Lynch and Lokken Investment
Group LLC

New Job: Director of engage-
ment and partnerships, Chesa-
peake Climate Action Network

‘Aha’ Moment: A screening
she hosted of the 2018 envi-
ronmental documentary “Paris
to Pittsburgh” while volun-
teering attracted more than
twice the number of people
she had expected. “That was a
big shift in my thinking.”

Advice for Changing Jobs:
“Find your motivation. What-
ever your spark is, be tena-
cious. And remember to ask
for help.”

UPDATEReboot
Career Reinvention
Financial Adviser
Shifts to Follow
Environment Dream

wrote about her borderline person-
ality disorder in a 2018 employee
survey designed to gauge worker
happiness.

“I was taking a risk,” Ms. Ochoa
acknowledges. But she was in deep
emotional pain, struggling with sui-
cidal thoughts at the office. She
would slip away to the fire escape
to take deep breaths and try to
calm down. “I knew something
needed to change.”

The survey got the attention of
leaders at her company, the public
-relations firm Mission North. They
gave Ms. Ochoa permission to
tweak her hours and work remotely
twice a week while in an intensive
therapy program. When the pro-
gram ended, Ms. Ochoa asked to
work remotely three days a week,
sharing few personal details be-
yond that the office was triggering
for her.

“I was grateful that they didn’t
push me,” she says.

Kelly Greenwood, the founder
and CEO of Mind Share Partners, a
nonprofit focused on mental health
at work, urges companies to estab-
lish policies that allow everyone to
log on late a few days a week or
spend Fridays at home. That way,
struggling employees can often get
the help they need without having
to come forward with individual ac-
commodation requests.

Ms. Greenwood remembers be-
ing too fearful in a previous job to
request time off to continue seeing
her therapist.

The lapse led to her anxiety
spiking, her performance suffering
and eventually a three-month leave
from work to focus on her mental
health. She wishes she had thought
of a way to communicate what she
needed early on without flagging
her history of anxiety and depres-
sion.

“I was really terrified about pro-
fessional repercussions, especially
being a new hire, so I just didn’t
say anything,” she says. “In an
ideal world, it would be safe to dis-
close across the board.”

cepted. But she changed her mind
after immersing herself in a finan-
cial-advisers program at Merrill
Lynch while she waited for school
to start. “I thought it was either
collecting algae in the bay or mak-
ing a decent living as a financial ad-
viser,” she said. She worked in fi-
nancial advising until June 2018,
one week before her 57th birthday.
After her pause, “I made a tar-

geted career move to work on cli-
mate change,” she said. She was
willing to move as her parents had
passed away. She was also willing
to earn less. “I took a major pay
cut to follow the path of working
on climate change,” she said.
“I met with anyone who would

meet with me from the climate
arena.” she said. “It was exhausting
but I didn’t know any other way to
do it. I had probably sent out I don’t
know how many hundreds of résu-
més.” She decided to pursue a mas-
ter’s in energy policy and climate.
Ms. Redman interviewed with

the Chesapeake Climate Action
Network nonprofit for a job but
wasn’t hired. Later, she saw an-
other posting for an engagement-
director position at the network,
applied and was hired in Decem-
ber 2019.
“So now, two careers later, I feel

like I’ve come full circle back to
what I’ve always cared about,
which was conservation and the
environment,” she said. FA
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loved helping people as a financial
adviser. She also recalled a key
moment. “I created my own low-
carbon footprint [investment]
portfolio of companies that had
committed to reducing their emis-
sions,” she said. “It outperformed
the S&P 500 [index] five years in a
row.”
That triggered recollections of

her earlier, thwarted ambitions.
When Ms. Redman was 16, she se-
cured a marine-biology college
scholarship and used it to enroll in
a two-year program at the Univer-

sity of Maryland. But she ended up
majoring in marketing and minor-
ing in marine biology, out of prac-
ticality.
After college, Ms. Redman

landed a job with Bell Atlantic,
eventually working her way up to
project manager of new technology
and platforms. (Bell Atlantic be-
came Verizon Communications af-
ter a 2000 merger.) In 2007, Ms.
Redman left the company because
her division was relocating and
she wanted to stay near her par-
ents, as her mother had been diag-

nosed with cancer.
She applied to the University of

Delaware to get a master’s degree
in marine biology, and was ac-

even needing to over-explain my-
self,” Ms. Mulić says.

It can be hard to find the right
moment to disclose a problem or
ask for an accommodation. Wait
too long and often a worker’s men-
tal health has deteriorated so
sharply he or she is having perfor-
mance problems, Ms. Haykin says.

Share too early—say, during a
job interview—and you could un-
necessarily risk discrimination,
says Sharona Hoffman, a professor
of law and bioethics at Case West-
ern Reserve University’s School of
Law. “You should only tell if you re-
ally need to tell,” she says. “Don’t
volunteer information they don’t
need. Do ask for help you abso-
lutely need.”

Jacki Ochoa, a 33-year-old public
relations worker in Oakland, Calif.,

ing people out,” she says.
After a teary conversation with

her manager last year, she began
attending counseling weekly, taking
antidepressants and even spoke
about her experience on a company
video.

When the pandemic sparked a
recurrence of anxiety—she worried
about her mother, working as a
nurse during the initial surge, and
her family’s finances after her hus-
band’s hours were cut—she didn’t
hesitate to flag the troubles to her
boss. On the days when she would
find herself crying or unable to fo-
cus after a night of insomnia, he
assured her it was fine to work
flexible hours or take time off.

“It means the absolute world to
feel understood without having to
feel ashamed or embarrassed or

Kelly Greenwood, left, urges companies to set firm-wide policies so workers
can get help. Holly Mulić spoke on a company video about seeking assistance.
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a big question was which bath-
room Ms. Nowland would use. A
few women approached Ms. Weber
worried that because Ms. Nowland
was tall, she could see over the
stalls. “It was more a nervous
question, not an HR inquiry,” Ms.
Weber said. She informed them
that Wynne would use the rest-
room that matched her gender
identity: the ladies’.

“I’m not saying they
were jumping for joy at
first, but no one said any-
thing again,” Ms. Weber
said.

Ms. Nowland’s experience
reflects both the complexi-
ties of being transgender at
work and the solitary nature
of being a leader managing
a business through any ma-
jor change. While the Su-
preme Court ruled in June
that workplace discrimina-
tion of transgender people
is prohibited under federal
civil-rights law, and New
York already provided legal
protections, the onus re-
mained on Ms. Nowland, as
CEO, to get her company
and customers behind her.

“It’s great to be a leader, but if
the troops refuse to be led, you
know you can’t,” she said from her
office, which is adorned with a
photo of her before her transition,
with her father, and a plaque,
given to her by a staff member, en-
graved with the words “BOSS
LADY.”

That’s required diplomacy, hu-
mor and preparation for those
who might not welcome this news.

Before a pitch meeting planned
with a potential client early this
year, a representative from the
other side asked that Ms. Nowland
not attend. Ms. Nowland agreed so
her team might have a better shot
at clinching the deal. (The meeting
never materialized once the pan-
demic struck.)

Ms. Nowland is aware her posi-

tion, and affluence, have made her
transition much easier than for
many transgender people.

Raised in a conservative Irish-
Catholic family and educated at an
all-boy high school, Ms. Nowland
remembers feeling inner conflict
while growing up. But she said she
learned early on to wall off her
confusion and discomfort, an abil-
ity she said helped her achieve ca-
reer success. At 25, she joined FR
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Bradley & Parker and soon after
scored her first major coup, win-
ning the national Dunkin’ Donuts
franchise account. Channeling the
energy behind her private turmoil
into work helped. “I worked ridic-
ulous hours,” she said.

But as the years passed and
one, then another, marriage fell
apart, the dissonance between her
inner self and public persona
chafed more. Growing public at-
tention on transgender people—
particularly the 2015 transition of
Caitlyn Jenner—prodded her to
consider a different way.

“It went from, ‘I’m just fated to
be this way,’ to, ‘Well, wait, this
could happen,’ and then, ‘It should
happen,’ ” she said.

By then, it was 2016 and Ms.
Nowland, then COO, was slated to
take over as CEO the next January.
As she began to quietly carry out
her transformation—applying to
change her birth certificate and
arranging to have a couple of sur-
geries—she was settling into the
new role. Her big concern was
what it would mean for the firm.

“I didn’t want something that
was going to be gratifying to me
to be at the expense of the com-
pany and the people that work
there,” she said.

She told the board and a few
other executives about a week be-
fore making it official. Ms. Nowland
also wanted to make sure, in par-
ticular, a few big clients she per-
sonally dealt with were on board.

One was Charles Gamarekian,
founder and CEO of New Jersey-
based paving stone and outdoor-
wall manufacturer Cambridge Pav-
ers. The day after Ms. Nowland
sent the email to her staff, she
emailed him about her transition,
too.

Seven minutes later, her com-
puter pinged with his reply: “I ap-
plaud you and our business and
personal relationship can only grow
stronger.” The next day a bottle of
Dom Pérignon arrived at her office
from him.

“Two things came to mind:
what a struggle she must
have had for so long, and
what it must have been
to write this email,” Mr.
Gamarekian said, adding
that over the years he
had come to value Ms.
Nowland’s advice, includ-
ing her encouraging him
to expand during the last
recession. “I just wanted
her surrounded with joy
and happiness.”

The company said it
isn’t aware that it’s lost
any clients because of
Ms. Nowland’s transition.
Since 2017, Bradley &
Parker’s revenues have
climbed 20%.

Since her transition,
colleagues describe Ms.
Nowland as more at ease.

Toni Glagau, whom Ms. Nowland
promoted three years ago when
she was 25, considered her a men-
tor before the transition, but
found it easier to confide in her
about being such a young manager
afterward.

“When she transitioned, I saw
she’s going through something
where she’s different, too,” Ms. Gl-
agau said. “It made it easier to see
how she could relate.”

The CEOWho Transitioned
More transgender people are coming out at work—Wynne Nowland did it as the boss

Karen Weber, the firm’s vice
president of operations, said the
move made her respect Ms. Nowl-
and even more, but she worried at
first how some top salespeople and
clients would react. “Insurance is a
really conservative business,” she
said.

Jonathan Carroll is vice presi-
dent of business development and
a member of Bradley & Parker’s
executive team who had formed a
close friendship with Ms. Nowland
over the years. He said his imme-
diate reaction to her news was dis-
comfort. He struggled at first to

use her female pronouns.
“I had never met a transgender

person before or known someone
going through that transition,” he
said, adding that he quickly got
over it. “How sad would it be for
someone to have to live in hiding
of who they are.”

Mr. Carroll came to Ms. Nowl-
and’s defense at a networking
event a few months later when an-
other man began cracking jokes
about her. “I finally had to grab
the guy by the shoulders and said,
‘Dude, you’re talking about my
boss. Please stop. You’re making
me uncomfortable,’ ” he said.

Among some of the female staff,

‘It’s great to be a leader,
but if the troops refuse
to be led, you know you
can’t,’ Ms. Nowland said.

Wynne Nowland at her office in
August, left, and on the day in 2017
she announced her transition, below.

Melville, N.Y.

O
ne May morning in
2017, just weeks after
her 56th birthday, Brad-
ley & Parker Chief Exec-
utive Wynne Nowland
hit ‘send’ on an email to

the insurance broker’s workforce.
It was no routine memo.

“I am writing to tell you about a
matter that is essentially personal
but will result in some changes at
work,” she began. After a lifetime
living as a man named Wayne but
hiding her true self, she wrote, “I
will be transitioning my gender.”

She emphasized that she in-
tended to keep leading the firm
she had helped build over 30
years, then added: “In fact, I may
be less distracted when I no longer
have two personas to juggle!” Two
hours later, she was met with
hugs—and some wide eyes—from
some of Bradley & Parker’s 70 em-
ployees as she arrived at its Long
Island headquarters in a woman’s
pantsuit, pearls and full makeup.

Across America, an estimated
1.4 million U.S. adults are trans-
gender—double the number a de-
cade before, according to a Univer-
sity of California, Los Angeles,
analysis of government data—and
more are coming out on the job.

Far fewer have done it while
leading a company. Not only has
Ms. Nowland had to find support
for her transformation in the work-
place; she’s had to guide her em-
ployees, her board and a number of
Bradley & Parker’s thousands of
corporate clients through it.

BY VANESSA FUHRMANS

Personnel Journal:Management tip of the week

Companies looking
to diversify their
ranks and build
more inclusive
cultures need to
first size up the
challenges they
face.

Maxine Williams // global chief diversity officer at Facebook

“Spend the time to analyze your cir-
cumstances. Look at what your end goal
is, and develop the type of program which
will work in your circumstances. ...
“If you’re not hiring, you apply different

tactics when it’s about rotation—the same
people within. There are some advantages:
If you’re in a more static place in terms of
growth, it’s in some ways a little easier to
do sequential training because it’s the

same people. You can say: ‘OK, you’ve
done module one, now you do module
two, now module three.’ Whereas in a
high-growth place, by the time you train
somebody on module one, you look
around and there’s 10,000 new people
who do not [know] module one. So I think
each place has its own challenges and it’s
just about observing what those are and
building for it.” —as told to Chip Cutter
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ART REVIEW

Midtown Abstractions in the Age of Covid
A collection of sculpture makes for an enjoyable outdoor exhibition, even if it falls short of its loftier didactic goals

anist and conductor exchanged el-
bow bumps.

The removal of the piano from
the stage served as an ersatz inter-
mission, but the respite was
quickly dissipated by Mr. Luisi’s
forceful opening to the Eighth Sym-
phony, with Brian Jones, the or-
chestra’s principal timpanist, lend-
ing extra heft to this approach. Yet
this conductor isn’t the type to per-
vert an elegant work to make a
point, and as the symphony un-
folded he cultivated this orchestra’s
strengths, which happen to be con-
siderable thanks to a decade under
the leadership of Jaap van Zweden,
now music director of the New
York Philharmonic. Mr. Luisi’s
stamp is yet to come, but he has
inherited an ensemble of robust
woodwinds, warm brasses and sup-
ple strings.

What we can expect from Amer-
ica’s orchestras in the ensuing
months (or more) remains in flux.
Some (in Detroit and Cleveland, for
instance) will be live streaming
and/or recording performances in
halls bereft of audiences. Others
(like the Utah Symphony in Salt
Lake City) will follow Dallas’s lead,
with minimal patron participation
that perhaps grows over time. But
the highest-profile bands—in New
York and Boston, Chicago, Los An-
geles and San Francisco—mostly
continue their long, painful silence.

Dallas’s initiative may not be
replicated immediately in other
metropolises, but this orchestra’s
example is certain to be a beacon
for ensembles everywhere yearning
to connect once more with their
audiences—a frayed link in desper-
ate need of repair.

Mr. Mermelstein writes for the
Journal on classical music and film. SY
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Dallas

Is this the new normal? If so,
we’ll take it—and like it. A good
six months into the pandemic-in-

duced ban on live orchestral music
in the U.S., one major American or-
chestra has opted to dip a toe into
what used to be safe waters: a sub-
scription concert of standard reper-
tory performed by a substantial
number of players led by their mu-
sic director in their usual venue.

In this case, that means the Dal-
las Symphony led by its new music
director, Fabio Luisi, at the Morton
H. Meyerson Symphony Center in
this city’s once-vibrant, now largely
shuttered performing-arts district.
In fact, the concert that occurred
Thursday, and was repeated at the
hall on Saturday and Sunday,
marked Mr. Luisi’s inaugural pro-
gram in his new job. (His initial con-
tract runs through spring 2024.)

Of course Thursday night’s con-
cert was not what Mr. Luisi or his
orchestra had originally envisioned.
For one thing, the symphony’s I.M.
Pei-designed hall can normally ac-
commodate 1,838 patrons. For this
program, just over 70 seats per
concert were filled—though on
Thursday a handful of unexpected
patrons were accommodated. (Sub-
scriber seniority largely deter-
mined who attended and who got
waitlisted.)

Then there’s the music. Initially,

it straddled the line between chal-
lenging (the U.S. premiere of Unsuk
Chin’s “Frontispiece”) and familiar
(Brahms’s monumental Second Pi-
ano Concerto), with a bit of Ameri-
cana (Copland’s Third Symphony)
included. Several things made that
bill impossible in the present mo-
ment, including the number of mu-
sicians required and the length of
the program. (In order to maintain
social distancing in the concert
hall, intermissions are now verbo-
ten.)

So something a little less daring
and considerably shorter was sub-
stituted: an all-Beethoven program
consisting of his early Second Piano
Concerto and his fleet Eighth Sym-
phony. But without statewide rules
allowing indoor gatherings of this
size, buttressed by privately solic-
ited medical guidance, no such con-
certs would be taking place. There
was some added good fortune:
namely the continued commitment
of the program’s original guest art-
ist, the celebrated pianist Yefim
Bronfman—this in addition to ac-
tions that allowed Mr. Luisi, a native
and citizen of Italy, to enter the U.S.
at this point.

The end result was something at
once inspiring and profoundly dis-
concerting—an orchestra of some
35 players performing with one of
the world’s most famous soloists
under the direction of an especially
gifted conductor in a near-empty
hall.

MUSIC REVIEW

An Orchestra’s
Cautious Return
BY DAVID MERMELSTEIN

Surrealness was inescapable.
Minutes before the concert began,
when much scurrying to and fro is
typical, the Meyerson’s soaring
limestone lobby was empty; an ee-
rie, as opposed to festive, quality
pervaded the auditorium prior to
the music making; and the ap-
plause, though in reality enthusias-
tic, seemed tepid given the few
souls clapping.

But nothing on stage betrayed
any of that, despite the odd sight of
watching Messrs. Luisi and Bronf-
man enter from the wings wearing
mandated masks and then doffing
them before the downbeat. (All the
string players and the timpanist
were masked throughout the con-
cert, whereas none of the woodwind
and brass players could be while
performing.)

The performances were muscular
and soulful while touched with
grace and charm as well—not unaf-
fected by life’s recent dramas and
horrors but undaunted by them.
One curious effect was an unex-
pected depth to the sound in the
hall, a greater reverberation given
the dearth of bodies, perhaps.

Mr. Bronfman’s keenly judged
phrasing and pearly tone elevated
the whole concerto, but never more
so than in the second-movement
Adagio, where the notes seemed
held just a tad longer to acknowl-
edge the musical moment shared
by so few in this vast space. The
typically jocular finale seemed
edged with darker humor by both
soloist and orchestra. And rather
than embrace, as they generally
would, at the work’s conclusion, pi-

The Dallas Symphony Orchestra performing on Thursday at the Meyerson
Symphony Center, a first-of-its-kind offering since the start of the pandemic

ARTS IN REVIEW

New York

‘T
raipse” would be an
overstatement of what
a viewer has to do to
take in “Frieze Sculp-
ture at Rockefeller
Center” (it’s on view—

outdoors and free to the public, 24
hours a day, seven days a week—
through Oct. 2). Even for out-of-
towners arriving at Grand Central
Terminal, it’s only a short walk to
the show, and an even shorter stroll
around and above the skating rink
(converted to a restaurant in non-
winter) to look at all the work. On
the other hand, the show claims, in
the words of its curator Brett Litt-
man, head of the Noguchi Museum
in Queens, to “deal with a range of
issues like women’s suffrage, migra-
tion, urban planning, and ecology.”
As with most such similarly pur-
posed art exhibitions—particularly
of nonfigurative static objects—it
falls considerably short of its didac-
tic goals.

To be fair, it should be noted
that the 2020 iteration of the
Frieze Art Fair, to which this exhi-
bition was supposed to have been
attached, was canceled because of
Covid-19, leaving the show or-
phaned. Since no indoor compo-
nent was possible, the number of
artists fell to six from 14 and
“Frieze Sculpture” waned into the
kind of group show you might see
at one of the bigger commercial
galleries in Chelsea. That does not
mean, however, that the exhibition
is without its pleasures. And in the
end, isn’t that what an outdoor
sculpture show in Midtown Man-
hattan should be all about—finding
pleasure even amid the Covid-
dampened bustle and background
noise of its streets?

The British sculptor and OBE-
holder Andy Goldsworthy (b. 1956)
contributes the best piece. He sim-
ply replaced the conventional inter-
national flags bordering the rink/
restaurant area with a variety of
unpatterned banners, colored by
dyes made from the earth of our 50
states. “Red Flags” (2020) causes a
quick double-take, and one can’t but
wonder where all the official en-
signs went; the work fits its envi-
ronment without supplicating, and
amounts to a gentle kumbaya.

Lena Henke’s two squat, colorful
and forceful sculptures, “R.M.M.
(Power Broker Purple)” and “R.M.M.
(Organ, Organ, Organ Red),” both
from 2020, have a more compli-
cated rationale. They allegedly have
something to do with Robert Mo-
ses’s famous (or infamous) urban-
planning in New York. The works
are also based on the artist’s height
and Le Corbusier’s Modular unit in
architecture, and refer to equestrian
symbols in the city as well as horses
in other Rockefeller Center sculp-
tures. I didn’t see the connections

BY PETER PLAGENS

world that realist—or assemblage—
sculptures get, and outflanked on
the progressive side by works such
as those by Mr. Goldsworthy and
other installation artists. They try
hard, but contemporary context
works against them.

It doesn’t help that Mr. Mosley’s
work is installed at the entrance to
the Center on Fifth Avenue way too
high off the ground, and that Ms.
Henrot’s piece is halfway camou-
flaged among the “Women’s Quali-
ties” floral garden installation by

until I read the promo-
tional copy, and I’m not
convinced other viewers
will readily get the mes-
sages, either. But the
pieces by Ms. Henke (b.
1982) don’t need their
backstories; they’re
punchy, unpretentious
and cheerfully punctu-
ate their environment.

The big, boulder-like
“Glacial Erratic” by Be-
atriz Cortez (b. 1970) is
intended, according to
press materials, to re-
mind one of “an ancient
boulder, like the numer-
ous glacial erratics that
populate the landscape
in New York City” and
to “gradually erode as it
is exposed to different
weather patterns in order to evoke
the process of ancient migration.”
The technically impressive work in
steel is attractive—both in its aes-
thetics and in drawing people over
to look at it—but it suffers, to those
who read the show’s explanatory
statements, from all that grand and
only minimally apparent storytelling
intent. Perhaps a month’s exposure
to the elements will clarify things.

Three sculptures in cast bronze
by the 94-year-old, self-taught art-
ist Thaddeus Mosley (“Illusory Pro-

gression,” “True to Myth” and
“Rhizogenic Rhythms,” all 2020)
and another bronze piece, “Inside
Job” (2019), by Camille Henrot (b.
1978) are good, if a little standard.
By that I mean—descriptively, not
critically—the sort of art that’s the
butt of gag cartoons in which an ev-
eryday person is befuddled by mod-
ern art. Physically coherent abstract
objects are caught in a sculptural
crack these days, lacking in their
moderate conservatism the quickly
ascertainable relation to the visible

Ghada Amer (b. 1963), which runs
from Fifth Avenue in toward the
Center’s open plaza. For a 2000 in-
stallation in Korea, Ms. Amer asked
the public about women’s most im-
portant qualities; this time the art-
ist queried Americans, and the work
attempts “a living portrait of the
impossible ‘woman ideal.’” “Kind” is
one of the answers, spelled out in a
topiary of words.

“Frieze Sculpture” does give what
might be called honest, straightfor-
ward sculpture a chance to be seen
where the public can access it easily.
Even the installation and quasi-con-
ceptual pieces get a chance to strut
their stuff in the open air. As a bo-
nus, you can bring or buy lunch and
enjoy it, al fresco, among the art.
Moreover, “Frieze Sculpture” enliv-
ens the city a bit. In these times,
perhaps that’s all we should ask.

Frieze Sculpture at Rockefeller
Center
Through Oct. 2

Mr. Plagens is an artist and writer
in New York.

Andy Goldsworthy’s ‘Red Flags’
(2020), above; Lena Henke’s ‘R.M.M.
(Power Broker Purple)’ and ’R.M.M.
(Organ, Organ, Organ Red)’ (both
2020), left
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Weather
Shown are today’s noon positions of weather systems and precipitation. Temperature bands are highs for the day.

City Hi Lo W Hi Lo W City Hi Lo W Hi Lo W
Today Tomorrow Today Tomorrow

City Hi Lo W Hi Lo W

Anchorage 61 47 pc 57 51 pc
Atlanta 88 72 r 78 67 t
Austin 89 74 c 90 70 t
Baltimore 80 55 s 72 53 s
Boise 94 61 pc 91 58 pc
Boston 75 50 s 63 54 s
Burlington 62 42 pc 65 51 s
Charlotte 86 66 t 79 61 c
Chicago 74 58 s 77 58 s
Cleveland 67 47 s 73 54 s
Dallas 85 71 pc 86 70 pc
Denver 87 55 s 88 55 s
Detroit 69 48 pc 72 53 pc
Honolulu 89 74 s 90 75 s
Houston 94 77 pc 94 75 c
Indianapolis 78 54 s 78 58 s
Kansas City 78 57 s 80 59 s
Las Vegas 101 78 s 102 76 s
Little Rock 86 69 pc 86 70 c
Los Angeles 87 64 pc 88 65 pc
Miami 88 78 pc 90 78 pc
Milwaukee 68 57 s 77 59 s
Minneapolis 78 64 s 82 61 s
Nashville 85 65 pc 85 67 t
New Orleans 86 78 r 82 75 r
New York City 78 54 s 70 56 s
Oklahoma City 78 62 c 81 61 pc

Omaha 81 59 s 82 59 s
Orlando 89 75 t 90 74 pc
Philadelphia 80 54 s 72 53 s
Phoenix 104 81 s 104 80 s
Pittsburgh 72 45 s 74 52 s
Portland, Maine 74 45 s 65 50 s
Portland, Ore. 68 62 r 72 61 r
Sacramento 87 56 pc 89 60 pc
St. Louis 82 61 s 82 64 s
Salt Lake City 93 63 s 91 64 s
San Francisco 71 59 pc 73 61 pc
Santa Fe 79 47 s 81 47 s
Seattle 70 61 c 75 61 r
Sioux Falls 87 62 s 87 58 s
Wash., D.C. 81 56 pc 74 57 s

Amsterdam 80 59 s 85 63 pc
Athens 87 73 s 86 73 s
Baghdad 115 82 pc 114 80 pc
Bangkok 91 79 t 90 78 t
Beijing 71 63 sh 67 56 r
Berlin 82 61 s 85 61 pc
Brussels 86 63 s 91 62 pc
Buenos Aires 60 49 s 62 51 pc
Dubai 107 85 pc 108 86 pc
Dublin 68 58 c 72 56 sh
Edinburgh 66 57 pc 70 53 c

Frankfurt 87 58 s 88 59 pc
Geneva 84 60 s 83 61 pc
Havana 89 72 t 89 73 t
Hong Kong 88 81 sh 88 81 pc
Istanbul 83 73 s 82 72 s
Jakarta 92 76 pc 91 75 t
Jerusalem 87 69 s 87 69 s
Johannesburg 78 53 c 79 55 pc
London 83 60 s 82 59 pc
Madrid 87 62 t 85 60 s
Manila 92 79 t 90 79 t
Melbourne 63 46 s 65 49 pc
Mexico City 73 57 t 73 59 t
Milan 87 64 pc 86 64 s
Moscow 61 48 pc 61 44 pc
Mumbai 87 79 sh 86 79 t
Paris 93 65 s 92 65 pc
Rio de Janeiro 89 73 s 75 71 pc
Riyadh 107 84 pc 108 82 pc
Rome 87 66 s 86 67 pc
San Juan 90 79 pc 90 79 t
Seoul 78 64 pc 80 65 c
Shanghai 83 71 sh 79 74 sh
Singapore 85 79 t 87 79 sh
Sydney 72 55 s 71 56 pc
Taipei City 91 78 r 95 79 pc
Tokyo 84 71 t 83 73 pc
Toronto 64 44 s 68 55 pc
Vancouver 68 57 c 70 58 pc
Warsaw 78 54 s 82 56 s
Zurich 83 57 s 84 59 pc

Today Tomorrow

U.S. Forecasts

International

City Hi Lo W Hi Lo W

s...sunny; pc... partly cloudy; c...cloudy; sh...showers;
t...t’storms; r...rain; sf...snow flurries; sn...snow; i...ice
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THELASTSHALLBEFIRST | By Alex Rosen
Across
1 First man
5 Genre of “Alien”

and “Arrival”
10 Mellows, in a way
14 Artist’s

inspiration
15 “HUMBLE.”

rapper Kendrick
16 Little terror
17 Steakhouse

patrons
19 It’s a long story
20 Dough dispenser
21 Chatty bird
22 Most common

roll with two dice
23 Clamor
25 Geeky side
28 Snare
30 Friendliness

31 Enter gingerly
34 Piece of concert

equipment
35 In the style of
38 Bubble baths and

hot cocoa, say
42 Paid player
43 Sch. that hosts

a yearly Mystery
Hunt

44 The Doctor’s
time machine on
“Doctor Who”

45 Satellite’s path
48 Units of electrical

resistance
49 It’s not long-

distance
52 Headquartered
56 Last words of

pilot Red Four in
“Star Wars”

57 Notion
59 Apiece
60 Large water pipe
61 Turn up with the

tide
64 Part of A.D.
65 Church fixture
66 Song for a

soprano
67 Virgo, for one
68 Primary points
69 Consider
Down
1 Capital of
Jordan

2 Because of
3 “Ditto,” more

formally
4 Got together
5 Succeed at the

comedy club
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6 Mint that makes
felines frisky

7 Words before a
clarification

8 A long way
9 Org. with

interest in
interest

10 Not in class
11 Spooky spot
12 Gung-ho
13 Get to one’s feet
18 Chef Lagasse
22 ___ Lanka
24 Staircase unit
26 Birth certificate

line
27 Person who can

read the
emotions of
others

29 Lacking energy
31 Mentalist’s

purported power
32 Broadcast
33 Doing some

canoodling

34 Key close to Ctrl

36 Luau accessory

37 Braying beast

39 Falafel holder

40 Lively Brazilian
dances

41 ___ Minor
(Polaris’s
constellation)

46 Ruin, as a
parade

47 Crispy sandwich

48 Trite

49 Succotash
beans

50 Saudi’s neighbor

51 Enumerates

53 Fungus “seed”

54 Spooky

55 Lofty aspiration

58 Dachshund’s
floppers

61 Funny person

62 Rope-a-dope
boxer

63 Owned

Previous Puzzle’s Solution

The contest answer is DOZE. The clues to BOO,
RAY, BRIE, SIGH and SEA all indicate a plural, but
their answers are singular. The plural forms of those
nouns are homophones for words ending in -ZE:
booze, raze, breeze, size and seize. Each of those can
replace one of the one-word clues in the puzzle and
still work: size •DIMENSION, raze •OBLITERATE,
seize •USURP, breeze •GUST, booze •HOOCH. The
first letters of those five answers spell DOUGH;
using the theme trick once more, pluralize it and
then use its homophone to get the contest answer.
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SPORTS

and endorse banks, resorts and lux-
ury brands. Customarily, to be a
tennis star is to go with the flow.

Osaka—who, according to
Forbes, is the highest-paid female
athlete on the planet, with 2019
earnings of $37.4 million—does not
go with the flow. When tennis re-
sumed, improbably, in New York
City in late August, she still pos-
sessed that powerful serve and
wicked forehand that won her a
U.S. Open and Australian Open in
2018 and early 2019. But before
Osaka’s semifinal in the Western &
Southern Open tune-up, the Mil-
waukee Bucks decided to not step
onto the floor for an NBA playoff
game, as a protest of the police
shooting of Jacob Blake in Keno-
sha, Wis. Osaka followed suit, an-
nouncing she would not play her
match.

Within hours, the entire tourna-
ment postponed itself for the day,
signaling not just the moment in
sports, but Osaka’s clout within her
game. She had literally shut tennis
down. When the U.S. Open began
days later, with no fans, and in-
tense protocols because of the con-
tinued pandemic, Osaka announced
she would wear a face mask to each
of her matches with the name of
Black individual killed by police or
in another violent interaction.

It was a small gesture, more per-
sonal than the well-intentioned but
clunky demonstrations happening
in other sports. And Osaka’s masks
grew more powerful as the tourna-
ment went on, because she kept
winning. Breonna Taylor. Win. Eli-
jah McClain. Win. Ahmaud Arbery.
Win. Trayvon Martin. Win. George

Floyd. Win. Philando Castile. For
Saturday’s finale vs. Victoria Aza-
renka, Osaka strode onto the court
wearing a mask with the name of
Tamir Rice, a 12-year-old fatally
shot by Cleveland police in 2014.

Osaka won the final, recovering
from first-set thumping by the un-
seeded former World No. 1 Aza-
renka to win 1-6, 6-3, 6-3. It was
impressive mettle: No women’s
player had come back from a one-
set deficit to win the final in a
quarter-century. Osaka admitted an
earlier version of herself may have
crumpled, but she broke Azarenka
early in the second set and turned
the match. She now has three ma-
jor titles in her young career, the
first of which happened right here,
on a night when Ashe Stadium was
filled to capacity, and Osaka’s idol,
Serena Williams, tangled verbally
with the chair umpire. Osaka is a
ferocious talent, still improving,
and close to unbeatable when that
forehand of hers is popping.

But she is more than one thing,
unapologetically. There is an ongo-
ing argument in this country about
athletes and politics and the con-
versation is habitually framed
around the public reaction: televi-
sion ratings, followers and en-
dorsements gained or lost, as if
the merit of a protest should be
based on mass appeal. If _________
doesn’t stop________, I’m not going
to watch anymore is a common re-
frain on social media. What Osaka
was saying every other day at the
Open rejects the ultimatum. What
she was doing with these masks,
that was her. How we reacted to it,
that was us.

When it was over, ESPN’s on-
court interviewer, Tom Rinaldi, sol-
emnly asked her: “You had seven
matches, seven masks, seven
names. What was the message you
wanted to send?”

“Well, what was the message
that you got?” Osaka responded.
“[That] was more the question. I
feel the point is to make people
start talking.”

This wasn’t the usual post-title
chit-chat, to go along with an eye-
popping tournament winner’s check
of $3 million. A couple of hours
later, I brought up the 2020 Olym-
pics to Osaka, and asked if this dis-
rupted season turned out to have a
meaningful upside.

“I would definitely say it’s been
an important few months,” she
said. Her life as a tennis player had
been nonstop, but “the quarantine
gave me a chance to think a lot
about things, what I want to ac-
complish, what I want people to re-
member me by.”

There’s an alternate version of
this story in which the pandemic
never happens, the torch is lit in
July 2020, and Osaka’s life goes ac-
cording to how it was long planned.
There’s also a version of this story
in which Osaka does not go to Min-
neapolis, does not walk away from
a tournament in protest, and does
not wear face masks with the
names of the deceased to every
match she plays at the 2020 U.S.
Open, which she wins.

When she looks back on her ca-
reer, I suspect she will be comfort-
able with the version that hap-
pened. In the end, it was very much
the summer of Naomi Osaka.

JASON GAY

Naomi Osaka’s Big Summer
For the 22-year-old tennis star, a stirring U.S. Open victory amid a season of protest

Queens, N.Y.
Remember: This was

supposed to be the
Summer of Naomi
Osaka, who won the
U.S. Open women’s sin-

gles title Saturday.
This was supposed to be the

summer of the Tokyo Olympics, and
Osaka, born in Japan 22 years ago,
was going to be one of the most
high-profile athletes competing for
the host nation. Though Osaka had
already achieved fame and won ma-
jor tennis events, competing for a
gold medal in Japan would have
been an electric, career-defining
moment.

Then the world went sideways,
the Olympics with it. In March,
Osaka was prepping for Indian
Wells in California when the tour-
nament was canceled—the first sig-
nificant sporting event in the U.S.
to be called off for coronavirus con-
cerns, days before the NBA closed
for business. Her calendar quickly
unraveled. The French Open was
postponed. Wimbledon canceled
outright. Tokyo pushed to 2021.
Tennis went into hibernation, like
everything else.

Osaka reappeared in late May in
an unexpected locale: Minneapolis.
Without telling her agent or coach,
she’d flown there with her boy-
friend, the hip-hop artist Cordae,
drawn to the protests surrounding
the killing of George Floyd. She’d
never done anything like that be-
fore, because, as she recently ex-
plained to Elisa Lipsky-Karasz at
WSJ Magazine: “I was always play-
ing tennis.” She spent a few days in
the roiling city, soaking in the ral-
lies, the activism and anger. She
moved freely, unrecognized. “I’m
not famous like that,” Osaka told
Lipsky-Karasz.

On social media, however,
Osaka’s visit to Minneapolis caused
a stir. This was not a side of Osaka
the public had seen much of, and
though she heard from fans thrilled
she’d traveled to be there, there
were the usual lamentations about
an athlete commenting on issues
away from the court. Osaka didn’t
seem terribly fazed by the latter.
“What gives you more right to
speak than me?” she tweeted on
June 4. “By that logic, if you work
at IKEA, you are only allowed to
talk about the ‘GRÖNLID.’”

She would not stick to GRÖNLID.
The daughter of a Japanese mother,
Tamaki Osaka, and a Haitian father,
Leonard Francois, Osaka was born
in Japan, but she spent much of
her childhood in Long Island and
Florida, and questions about her
ethnic and national identity have
been wearily common (her Nike
sneakers carry the printed maxim,
“Home is where the heart is.”) De-
spite pioneers like Billie Jean King
and Arthur Ashe, modern tennis
does not exactly throb with social
activism. Top players fly privately

Naomi Osaka beat Victoria Azarenka, 1-6, 6-3, 6-3, to win the U.S. Open women’s final on Saturday.
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It was an eerily subdued U.S.
Open, with fans prohibited, players
restricted to a bubble, and a No. 1
seed exiled for an on-court inci-
dent, but in the end, this pan-
demic-edition tournament deliv-
ered something fresh:

A new men’s champion.
On Sunday, Dominic Thiem

roared from behind to defeat Alex-
ander Zverev 2-6, 4-6, 6-4, 6-3,
7-6(6) in a raggedy, roller coaster
of a five-setter at Arthur Ashe Sta-
dium to capture the 2020 Open
men’s singles title.

It is the first major victory for a
player considered among the best
talents in his sport, but who, until
now, had yet to triumph at one of
tennis’s biggest events. It is also
an anomaly. Men’s tennis has
spent the better part of the past
decade and a half being dominated
by the same three players: the
troika of Roger Federer, Rafael Na-
dal and Novak Djokovic, who have
hoarded major titles like stubborn
old dogs collecting bones.

Thiem is the first winner of a
men’s major not named Roger,
Rafa or Novak since Stan
Wawrinka won here in 2016.

Players spent most of this virus-
wary tournament cautiously tap-
ping rackets at the match’s end,
but this time, Zverev walked over
and embraced Thiem. In the post-
match ceremony, Zverev choked
up, talking about how much he
missed his parents, who’d both
tested positive for Covid-19, and
were unable to attend.

A classy Thiem told his over-
come opponent: “You will defi-
nitely bring it home one day.”

Usually, Ashe Stadium will shud-
der during high points of a cham-
pionship match. This year, even in
the fifth set, it was not hard to
hear traffic passing by on the
highway outside. The hope is, in
2021, this New York tournament
fills up and rocks again.
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Dominic Thiem won the men’s title.

BY JASON GAY

Thiem
Rallies
ToWin

U.S. Open

.
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NewWays
Of Going Global
Outside the Box
By Marc Levinson
(Princeton, 277 pages, $26.95)

BOOKSHELF | By Matthew Rees

F ree trade was an early casualty of Covid-19. Many
countries promptly limited the export of medical
supplies, food and even toilet paper. The restrictions

contributed to a sharp decline in international commerce.
By year’s end, trade is projected to be down 18% compared
with 2019 and foreign direct investment down by as much
as 40%. This drop comes at the end of a 10-year period in
which both trade and foreign investment have been
stagnant or falling as a share of global gross domestic
product—a pace and pattern known as “slowbalization.”

In “Outside the Box,” Marc Levinson, a former editor at
the Economist, provides a timely perspective on such
trends by tracking the evolution of cross-border trade over
time—roughly from Marco Polo in the 13th century to the

modern age and, not least, the
current moment. Mr. Levinson
says that globalization—a
phenomenon celebrated for its
broad economic benefits and,
of late, lamented for its effects
on domestic industries—is
“far from dead.” It is, he writes,
“entering a new phase . . . in
which the world economy will
still be bound closely together,
but in ways different from what
the experience of recent decades
has taught us to expect.”

Much of “Outside the Box” is
devoted to describing the major

developments in trade that have
made modern globalization possible. The first began in
the early 1800s, fostered by the rise of what Mr. Levinson
calls “industrial capitalism” and the spread of the idea,
advanced by David Ricardo and other 19th-century econo-
mists, that unfettered trade would benefit both parties. The
higher living standards that followed meant more consumer
purchasing power and a search for new trading partners.
Meanwhile, the commercialization of the oceanic steamship
brought much-needed predictability to far-flung trade, and
the telegraph cable sped up communication. The shipping
industry became more efficient because of new engines and
cheaper steel, which drove down costs. Pegging currencies
to the price of gold, Mr. Levinson notes, eliminated the
exchange-rate risk associated with imports and exports.
By 1913 the annual volume of goods moving across borders
was 30 times greater than it had been a century earlier,
and leading thinkers, like Norman Angell, a British journalist
and future Nobel Peace Prize winner, predicted that eco-
nomic interdependence would end transnational combat.

The start of World War I in 1914 crushed such optimism.
The war, followed by the Depression and yet another global
conflict, caused a dramatic reduction in trade. A turning
point came with the end of World War II, when stability
returned to international relations and postwar recon-
struction began. At the Bretton Woods conference of 1944,
more than 40 countries agreed to new rules for a global
system, including a commitment to free trade.

Thus marked the start of a new era of globalization. In
1951, six European countries created a common market in
coal and steel, eliminating tariffs and other trade obstacles.
Mr. Levinson notes that, in this period, there was, for the
first time, more trade in manufactured goods than in
commodities (like coffee). Another milestone was the global
agreement in 1965 to standardize the size of the containers
used to transport goods around the world. This move,
which brought greater efficiency and lower costs to ship-
ping, helped unleash an explosion of trade. (Mr. Levinson’s
“The Box,” whose first edition appeared in 2006, told the
story of the standardization of container sizes and described
the commercial vitality it brought about.) By 1972 the
United States was importing more manufactured goods than
it exported, which it had not done since the 19th century.

As Mr. Levinson shows, these changes were complemented
by reduced tariffs, ever more reliable transportation and
lower telecom costs—all of which set the stage for the era
of globalization that spanned the late 1980s to the early
2010s. The volume of the goods trade swelled—more than
doubling in 2001-08. A hallmark of this era, according to
Mr. Levinson, was that “manufacturers and retailers spread
their supply chains far and wide.” (As of last year, for
example, Apple had suppliers in 49 countries.) And supply
chains emerged into “value chains,” which involved firms
integrating with one another through joint ventures.

The newest era, only just under way, focuses less on
factory production and foreign investment, Mr. Levinson
argues, and more on the transmission of services—banking,
engineering, information technology, auditing and what
could be called idea production. Companies distribute
their freshest knowledge and ideas across technical centers
positioned throughout the world, and rely on licensing
arrangements and contracts with global suppliers. This
exploration of trade’s future is particularly thought-
provoking, so it’s regrettable that Mr. Levinson doesn’t
give it more space.

Mr. Levinson acknowledges the concerns of globalization’s
critics, but he doesn’t shy away from observing that the
number of people lifted out of extreme poverty—the World
Bank estimates more than one billion people in the past
three decades—greatly exceeds the number of people who
may have been harmed by the loss of local jobs or the
lowering of wages. He also notes what’s often absent from
globalization discussions: For all the hype about the “global”
economy, it is less integrated than most people believe.
The foreign affiliates of the world’s multinational companies
account for only about 9% of global output, according to NYU
Prof. Pankaj Ghemawat. A great deal of economic activity
still happens within national borders or regional zones.

One lesson of Mr. Levinson’s absorbing, centuries-long
survey is that evolving global systems are always vulnerable
to unexpected events. Wars, sudden technological shifts,
financial crises, ideological passions and, yes, pandemics
can interrupt or diminish cross-border integration. It’s too
soon to tell whether Covid-19 will reorient the global
economy, but if it doesn’t, something else probably will.

Mr. Rees, president of Geonomica, is a senior fellow at
Dartmouth’s Tuck School of Business and has written, with
Dr. Lloyd Minor, “Discovering Precision Health: Predict,
Prevent, and Cure to Advance Health and Well-Being.”

Changes in technology, ownership and broadly
accepted ideas led to far-flung trade and cross-
border integration. More change is under way.

Navid Afkari’s Murder Was a Message

I n August 2018, thousands
of Iranians joined antigov-
ernment protests across

Iran in another wave of wide-
spread rejection of the Isla-
mist regime. Navid Afkari, a
wrestling champion, marched
with two of his brothers and
was detained by security
forces. After torturing Afkari
for months and forcing him to
confess to murdering a secu-
rity guard, the regime sen-
tenced him to death. A domes-
tic and international outcry
followed, but on Saturday
Afkari, 27, was executed.

As is common under the
Islamic Republic, Afkari’s case
lacked any semblance of jus-
tice. There is a consensus
that Afkari wasn’t merely the
victim of an unjust judicial
process but the target of de-
liberate assassination in-
tended to silence public pro-
test through sheer terror. By
killing a star athlete in defi-

ance of international condem-
nation, the regime communi-
cated an unmistakable
message to Iranians: Protest
and we will kill you, no mat-
ter who you are. To the inter-
national community, the re-
gime recalls a famous saying
of its founder, Ruhollah Kho-
meini, during the 1979-81
hostage crisis: “You can’t do a
damn thing.”

Though shocking, Afkari’s
killing is nothing new in Iran,
where the past 41 years tell a
story replete with state mur-
der. There have been count-
less Navids. A recently re-
leased Amnesty International
report describes in distress-
ing detail how the Islamic Re-
public killed and tortured so

many of those who took part
in the November 2019 pro-
tests, including children. The
regime doesn’t limit its re-
pression to Iran’s dissidents
and protesters. It systemati-
cally targets their families—
requiring relatives to pay for
their lifeless bodies, often
with a special charge for used
bullets.

Many in the West continue
to insist on engagement
with, and normalization of,
the Islamic Republic. Calls to
“trust” or “reform” Nazi Ger-
many, or to “moderate” the
apartheid regime in South
Africa, would never have
been taken so seriously for
so long. To believe still, in
the face of overwhelming
countervailing evidence, that
this regime can come to be-
have like a normal govern-
ment is absurd. It damages
the credibility of Western de-
mocracies and international
organizations.

Officials of the Islamic Re-

public aren’t legitimate repre-
sentatives of the people they
oppress and murder. It’s time
for leaders in the free world
to recognize this and look in-
stead to the Iranian people
for dialogue and partnership.
The mullahs believe that
monstrous violence will quash
dissent and stave off resis-
tance, but they are wrong.
The Iranian people are more
committed than ever to turn-
ing the page on this dark
chapter in Iran’s history.

For every Navid Afkari the
regime takes, dozens more
Iranians join the struggle for
liberty and democracy. When
the people of Iran take to the
streets again to call for an
end to the Islamic Republic—
and inevitably they will—the
free world must stand with
them.

Mr. Pahlavi is the eldest
son of Shah Mohammad Reza
Pahlavi and an advocate of
secular democracy for Iran.

By Reza Pahlavi

To silence dissent,
Iran’s regime executes
a wrestling star.

OPINION

P r e s i d e n t
Trump made
a deal with
Central Amer-
ican govern-
ments and
Mexico to end
the 2018-19
migration cri-
sis by requir-
ing asylum
seekers from

Central America to register in
a transit country before seek-
ing U.S. entry.

Since then, the administra-
tion has taken a “problem
solved” attitude toward Cen-
tral America. In fact there are
still plenty of regional worries
that Mr. Trump ought to take
seriously.

Exhibit A is El Salvador
President Nayib Bukele, who
has been widely praised as a
good friend of the U.S. but
may not be so hot after all.

The 39-year-old Mr. Bukele
was raised, politically speak-
ing, by the left-wing FMLN
party, formed by Salvadoran
guerrillas after the civil war.
He was elected FMLN mayor
of the city of Nuevo Cuscatlán
in 2012 and FMLN mayor of
the capital, San Salvador, in
2015. But he ran for president
in 2019 on a third-party
ticket, defeating both tradi-
tional parties: the FMLN and
the center-right Arena party.
Today he heads the New Ideas
party.

Mr. Bukele claims he no
longer hold the ideological
beliefs of the FMLN of his
youth. But he has retained the
instincts that made him a
young star in the party.

In his first year in office he

Trouble Brewing in Central America
has shown himself to be an
ambitious populist with an
authoritarian streak. In Feb-
ruary he stunned the nation
when he marched into the
Salvadoran Congress with
armed soldiers and sat in the
speaker’s chair in an effort to
intimidate lawmakers who
were not rubber-stamping his
proposals.

Mr. Bukele justifies his dis-
regard for limits to his power
because his tough-on-crime
policies have made him popu-
lar. Yet if El Salvador is to re-
main free, popularity can’t be
an excuse for consolidating
power.

There are now real ques-
tions about the methods he
has used to reduce El Salva-
dor’s high homicide rate. A
Sept. 3 investigative report by
the online newspaper El Faro
alleges that the number of
murders in the country was
brought down through a ne-
gotiation between gangs and
the government. Previous
governments have cut similar
deals.

Using government records
and sources, El Faro says it
found that in exchange for
better prison conditions, gang
leaders agreed to cool the vio-
lence and use their influence
to support Bukele candidates
in the February 2021 legisla-
tive and municipal elections.

Mr. Bukele has denied the
El Faro allegations on social
media. His supporters dismiss
the story because of the pa-
per’s reputation for favoring
the left, and Mr. Bukele’s offi-
cial position that he has bro-
ken with the FMLN.

Yet his disregard for the

powers of competing institu-
tions is troubling. In April, af-
ter the Supreme Court ruled
that he could not detain viola-
tors of his Covid-19 stay-home
orders and confiscate their
property, he ordered police to
defy the court.

Because he has challenged
more than one of the high
court’s rulings against his
Covid-19 lockdown policies,
Salvadorans on the left and
the right have worried out
loud that he aspires to rule as
a dictator. In response he de-
clared on Aug. 10 that if he
were a dictator, he “would

have shot them all. . . . You
save a thousand lives in ex-
change for five.” Those words
sent a chill through a nation
that struggles to protect its
young and frail democracy.

The rule of law is equally
shaky in neighboring Guate-
mala under President Ale-
jandro Giammattei, who took
office in January. Rampant
corruption has defined the
Guatemalan judiciary for de-
cades. As the executive he
cannot single-handedly clean
the judiciary’s house. But he
could propose and champion
necessary reforms through
Congress that would make
justice timely, transparent
and truly accessible. Without
judicial certainty, the eco-

nomic growth Guatemala
needs to defeat misery won’t
happen.

The case of the Russian mi-
grant Bitkov family captures
the dysfunction of the coun-
try’s legal system. The United
Nations’ International Com-
mission against Impunity in
Guatemala worked with Gua-
temalan prosecutors and
judges to convict the family
for using false documents. But
those documents were issued
by Guatemalan authorities
and the Bitkovs are migrants.

In 2018 a Guatemalan high
court upheld a 2017 injunc-
tion by a lower court that
said the none of the family
members were criminally lia-
ble for the false documents.
This ruling is consistent with
international and domestic
law.

Once exonerated in 2017
the Bitkovs should have been
freed. But mysteriously a
lower court judge and prose-
cutors have been allowed to
keep the case alive. Igor’s wife,
Irina, and the couple’s daugh-
ter, who was a minor when the
false documents were issued,
still face the possibility of long
prison terms.

Guatemala and El Salvador
are lauded by the Trump ad-
ministration because of their
cooperation on immigration,
Venezuela policy and other
Washington priorities. But
Central American poverty and
violence grow out of institu-
tional weaknesses. By over-
looking the lack of political
will to adhere to the rule of
law, the administration invites
future humanitarian disasters.

Write to O’Grady@wsj.com.

The region has issues
that the Trump
administration can’t
afford to ignore.

AMERICAS
By Mary
Anastasia
O’Grady

Does this
sound famil-
iar: Smart guy
owns a stock
in March at
$200, sells it
in June at
around $600,
but then buys
it back in July
and August
for between

$900 and $1,000. By Septem-
ber it’s back at $200. Ouch.
Tesla this year? Yahoo in
2000? Nope. That was Sir
Isaac Newton getting pulled
into the great momentum
trade of the South Sea Co.,
which cratered 300 years ago
this month. He lost the equiva-
lent of more than $3 million
today. Newton, whose second
law of motion is about the mo-
mentum of a body equaling the
force acting on it, didn’t know
that works for stocks too.

When bull markets get go-
ing, investors come out of the
woodwork to pile in. These
momentum investors—I call
them momos—figure if a stock
is going up, it will keep going
up. But usually there is some
source of hot air inflating
stocks: either a structural
anomaly that fools investors
into thinking ever-rising stock
prices are real, or a source of
capital that buys, buys, buys—

Newton’s Law of Stock Momentum
proverbial “dumb money.”
Think of it as a giant fireplace
bellows, an accordion-like con-
traption that pumps in fresh
oxygen to keep flames grow-
ing.

Most simply blame the Fed-
eral Reserve—especially today,
with its zero-interest-rate pol-
icy—for pumping the hot air
that gets the momos going.
Fair enough, but that’s only
part of the story. Long market
runs have always allured in-
vestors who figure they’re
smart to jump in, even if it’s
late. Everyone forgets the ad-
age, “Don’t mistake brains for
a bull market.”

In some ways, it used to be
even easier to get carried
away. In 1929 you could buy
stocks with as little as 5%
down payment, compared with
today’s 50% margin limit. Even
Groucho Marx, who wouldn’t
join any club that would have
him as a member, joined the
momos and lost big in the
crash.

The 1960s and ’70s had the
Nifty Fifty bubble. In 1987 it
was a rising dollar and the
Japanese buying anything not
tied down. I remember the
story of an investor at a large
Japanese insurance company
asking a market strategist for
a list of his favorite 20 stocks.
Handed the list, the investor
handed it back saying buy me
100,000 shares of each.

In 2000 it was comments
like, “The internet is under-
hyped.” New trading rules
meant no liquidity on Nasdaq,
so analysts could breathe on a
stock and it would go up 20
points. Also, the deluge of ini-
tial public offerings with six-

month lockups meant trading
wasn’t true supply and de-
mand.

The 2008 financial mess
had many fathers, but to me
the biggest was the lack of
price discovery, or marks, on
newfangled derivatives, which
meant the party kept going
well after problems arose.

Then there’s this year’s ma-
nia, when Tesla’s value hit al-
most $500 billion a few weeks
ago despite no operating
profit. Well, it’s certainly the
waning days of a long technol-
ogy bull run that started in
2009 (and lots of short cover-
ing along the way). But then
add how Covid kept people
home and focused on technol-
ogy, plus no sports to bet on,
which left day trading as the
only game in town, cheered on
by the founder of the Barstool
Sports blog. The 13 million
newbie investors on the Robin-
hood app have access to frac-
tional shares and zero-com-
mission trades, all through a
gamelike interface that in-
cludes a big green “Trade”

button. Feeding the specula-
tion are trading ideas on r/
wallstreetbets, a Reddit chan-
nel with 1.5 million members.

This mass of buyers
brought Hertz back from the
dead (at least temporarily) and
chased after SPACs, or special
purpose acquisition compa-
nies, which are modern-day
blind pools that often don’t
end well. Today’s momos also
chase stock splits, which mean
nothing for a company’s actual
value. Same for new listing in
indexes like the S&P 500. Isaac
Newton could explain the
math.

But is that enough to drive
stocks to the moon? Maybe,
but earlier this month the cul-
prit was revealed, a monstrous
hot air blowing bellows. Soft-
Bank, which famously lost bil-
lions investing in WeWork,
bought $4 billion in options to
buy technology stocks, repre-
senting some $50 billion in un-
derlying shares. Firms that
sold SoftBank the options had
to hedge themselves by actu-
ally buying shares as they
went up. Did you catch that
circular reasoning? Like all
bubbles, it ends when the
money runs out.

Last week the stock market
was a roller coaster that many
will keep riding. But when you
see a source of hot air, the bel-
lows, it’s best to let the last
ones in become the last one’s
out. I like another old Wall
Street adage: Your hand
should be trembling when you
place a stock order at the
ticket window. Same if you
click “Trade.” Don’t be a
momo.

Write to kessler@wsj.com.

As Sir Isaac learned,
market pile-ons follow
the same pattern.
Investor, beware.

INSIDE
VIEW
By Andy
Kessler

Sir Isaac Newton (1642-1727).
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NFL Chooses to Run With Political Football
Regarding Jason L. Riley’s “Are

You Ready for Some Political Foot-
ball?” (Upward Mobility, Sept. 9):
This NFL season I will partake in a
peaceful protest by turning off my TV
during games. If enough of us, those
who simply wish to enjoy the camara-
derie of watching football, do the
same, then we have the power to
make the NFL think twice about its
woke policy. I’ll bet at least 50% of
NFL viewers feel the same.

ANDREW LAYTON
Bainbridge Island, Wash.

Thank you, Mr. Riley, for making
sense out of the nonsensical. The
NFL might as well take a year off
rather than put on a charade of a
season that looks more like a protest
than an athletic contest. Sadly, this
is permeating most professional
team sports and will chase away
heretofore loyal fans who are the
backbone of any professional fran-
chise. Pro sports may have billions
coming in from TV and cable net-
works now, but will they continue
with ratings in the dumpster?

STAN VANTIEM
Franklin, Tenn.

As an avid football fan, I would be
more likely to applaud the NFL’s pro-
motion of social justice and Black
Lives Matter if a spokesperson for the
NFL, social-justice activists or the
BLM movement explained in detail
the endgame. How exactly does social
justice differ from blind justice? Are
bourgeois values (i.e., finish high
school or college, get a job, get mar-
ried and then have children), Judeo-
Christian values, capitalism, civility
and law enforcement part of a just
society or are they destined for the
dustbin of history along with offen-
sive statues, cancelled names and
American history itself as recorded
before being woke? How will we know
when we have an economic system
that is perfectly inclusive and pro-
duces the ideal level of income equal-
ity? Would today’s protesters be mol-
lified if Donald Trump is kicked out of
the White House and the Democrats
pass bills for, say, free college, free
health care and reparations?

Most Americans aren’t wedded to

systemic racism and white privilege,
and are open to change; but missing
from the conversation are the pre-
cise meanings of social justice, fair-
ness, equality, what privileged Amer-
icans must give up for redemption
and the total cost of the ticket for
passage to the promised land. Until I
know exactly what the equivalent of
a Super Bowl victory for social-jus-
tice activists and BLM entails, I’ll
stick with pandemic monotony and
watch more cities go up in smoke
during peaceful riots.

MARK ADAMS
Atlanta

As a veteran and proud citizen of
the U.S., I never would have dreamed
that I would live to see the day when
standing for the national anthem
would render one a pariah.

KEVIN MAGIERA
Elkins Park, Pa.

Mr. Riley contends that “Black
Lives Matter activists don’t represent
the black community any more than
white nationalists represent the white
community.” I sincerely hope Mr.
Riley doesn’t mean that. According to
a June 12 article by Pew Research
Center, 86% of black Americans (and
by the way, 60% of white Americans)
expressed support for the Black Lives
Matter movement. I sincerely hope
that 86% of white Americans don’t
support white nationalists.

DAVID M. SCOLNIC
Philadelphia

As a retired Marine Corps officer,
now a high-school educator, I cannot
advertise or share my political opin-
ions without risk to future employ-
ment, but what I can and do share
with my students is “matter.” Yes,
Black Lives Matter; yes, women’s
lives matter, and yes, all lives matter.
Stop talking about mattering and do
something that matters.

Get a good education, get a job,
take care of your family, help your
neighbor. There are so many oppor-
tunities to “matter” each and every
day, so stop talking about it and get
to work.

B. CAIN
St. Albans, Mo.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

“What wine goes best with
wearing a mask all day?”
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ject to editing, and unpublished letters
cannot be acknowledged.

Pepper ...
And Salt

Union Organizing and Gig-Economy Workers
Michael Saltsman asserts that

most gig workers are trying to
“avoid being locked into regular
jobs” (“Unions Seek to ‘Liberate’ Gig
Workers From Flexibility,” op-ed,
Sept. 5). As a frequent rider on
Uber and Lyft, I find that most driv-
ers work for the ride-hailing ser-
vices as second jobs or as a way to
earn money when between jobs. The
idea that people would prefer gig
jobs with no benefits to a union job
with health insurance, paid time off
and a retirement plan is absurd.

With regard to bargaining power
partners, many members of trade
unions work for multiple employ-
ers—in fact, their Taft Hartley pen-

sions are referred to as multiem-
ployer retirement plans. The same
model could be applied to Uber, Lyft
and other so-called gig companies.

It is not a coincidence that the
decline of America’s middle class
coincides with the decline of union
membership (35% in 1954, 20% in
1983 and 10% in 2019). This decline
will continue until organized labor
makes a comeback. And if it results
in slightly higher prices for goods
and services, so be it. A little infla-
tion wouldn’t be a bad thing, espe-
cially now.

MATT WITSCHEL
West Long Branch, N.J.

Mr. Saltsman states: “These re-
sponses share an assumption that
gig workers would prefer to be full-
time employees.” I beg to differ. I
don’t think the desires of the gig
workers are in mind at all. What
these prospective changes share is a
desire to increase the population of
potential union members. With
union membership down approxi-
mately 50% over roughly the last
35 years, that is first and foremost
on their minds, both for the union
leadership which needs members to
maintain its power and for the
Democratic Party which needs the
unions’ money. It’s a great symbi-
otic relationship: The unions collect
dues and give some of the money to
the Democrats; the Democrats pass
new laws to make more potential
union members. Repeat ad infini-
tum. People complain about the Cit-
izens United ruling and corporate
donations, but I think union dona-
tions (especially public unions) are
a much bigger issue in this country.
At least corporations have to make
the money they give away. Union
dues are predatory.

TOM BROWN
San Diego

The Law Gives Power to the
People, Not to Mere Experts

Jason Riley’s “Spare Us More of
the Arrogance of ‘Expertise’” (Up-
ward Mobility, Sept. 2) is a cogent
presentation of the growing tenu-
ousness of the citizen’s ability to
influence public policy. In particu-
lar, the progressive left’s reliance
on experts to the increasing exclu-
sion of citizen input, centralizes
policy to an elite few. Experts
rarely are held accountable for their
recommendations and are mostly
aloof from the consequences of
their decisions.

Former Vice President Joe Biden
says he will take guidance from the
experts; he says this often. While
nonelected experts have a role in a
democracy, their council should be
subsidiary to citizen guidance on
policy through their elected repre-
sentatives. It’s apparent a progres-
sive Biden administration will in-
crease the alienation of the
citizenry from its government and
life will have to be lived as the
elites so declare.

RICH BROOKMAN
Erwinna, Pa.

It was good of Jason Riley to re-
mind us of the importance of the
Hayekian problem of knowledge.
Perhaps the most direct illustration
of this came from a speech that I
heard given by then-Sen. Phil
Gramm. He recounted how a self-
important government bureaucrat
claimed to care more about the sen-
ator’s children than he did. Sen.
Gramm retorted: “OK, what are
their names?”

MARK SCHILLER
Arnold, Calif.

The Next Census Brawl

C hief Justice JohnRoberts settled one po-
litical controversy over the Census last
year by sidingwith the SupremeCourt’s

liberals to block a citizenship
question. But surprise, sur-
prise, Democrats are now ask-
ing courts to intervene in an-
other Census fight.

The Constitution requires
that every person in America
be “enumerated” every 10 years in “suchManner
as [Congress] shall by Law direct” for the pur-
pose of reapportioningCongressional seats and
electoral college votes among the states. Con-
gress has given theCensus Bureau broaddiscre-
tion over survey questions, schedule and statis-
tical techniques.

Congress has also set a hard deadline of Dec.
31 for delivering the apportionment results to
the President andMarch 31, 2021, for transmit-
ting redistricting data to states and localities.
These deadlines are intended to give states am-
ple time to redrawCongressional and legislative
maps before the 2022 elections.

Americans in early March began receiving
mail notices to complete the Census online.
Households that didn’t respondweremailed pa-
per surveys inApril. Census “enumerators”were
then to follow up with non-responding house-
holds in person or by phone. The plan was to
conclude the Census count by July 31 as in 2010,
which would give the bureau five months to
complete data “imputation” and processing.
Census employees “impute”—i.e., project—data
on households that don’t get enumerated based
on information from similar households and
government records.

But in April the Census Bureau extended its
self-imposed timeline for completing the popu-
lation count to Oct. 31 due to the pandemic and
asked Congress for a four-month extension for
delivering apportionment results to the Presi-
dent. This would kick reapportionment into
what could be a Biden Presidency.

Democrats included the requested delay in
their last $3 trillion relief bill but haven’t negoti-
ated in good faith with Republicans. Notably,
their bill also prohibited theCensusBureau from
using administrative records to impute citizen-
ship, which is what liberals told the Supreme
Court the agency should do in lieu of a citizen-
ship question.

Because Congress didn’t extend the Census
statutory deadlines, bureau officials lastmonth
moved up their internal deadline to complete
follow-upswith non-responders to Sept. 30. So
nowDemocrats are claiming the TrumpAdmin-
istration is trying to sabotage the Census.

Liberal groups have filed lawsuits asking
courts to extend the Census Bureau’s follow-up
operations and population count through Oct.

31. Thismonth federal Judge Lucy Koh issued a
temporary restraining order prohibiting the bu-
reau fromwinding down follow-up operations.

Judicial intervention would
make it impossible tomeet the
statutory deadlines.

It’s also unnecessary. As of
Friday, 90.8% of American
households havebeen counted,
up from 81.6% twoweeks ago.

Agency officials say they’re on track to complete
the count by Sept. 30 andnote that enumerators
have reached more people than expected.

New technology and software have probably
helped. The 1930 Census was completed in one
month amid the Great Depression before most
people hadphones, let alone internet. YetDemo-
crats claim the government now needs a year,
and anything less will result in an incomplete
and inaccurate count of minorities.

Nevermind that theCensusBureauhas spent
$500milliononadvertising in 12 languages from
Cantonese to Haitian Creole. Response rates in
minority areas are similar to or higher than in
2010 but have fallen in the wealthy enclaves of
Los Angeles and New York City. Many wealthy
fled to secondhomes this spring and somehave
moved permanently. Response rates are still
higher inDemocratic states includingWashing-
ton (97.4%),Oregon (96.1%), Connecticut (95.8%)
and Illinois (94.1%),which spentmore targeting
minorities because theyareworriedabout losing
Congressional seats.

Stateswith the lowest response rates to date
andmost to lose from an under-count are GOP-
leaning, including Arizona (83.9%), Georgia
(83.1%), Mississippi (83.1%) and Alabama
(82.3%). If the Trump Administration has con-
spired against Democratic states, it has botched
the job.

Democrats also claim that the Dec. 31 dead-
line gives career employees too little time to
complete data verification and processing—for
instance, bureau officials say they will have to
reduce attempts to contact households to verify
information from six times to three. But many
of these steps aren’t strictly necessary and ha-
ven’t been performed in past censuses.

The Democratic goal is to push the Census
deadlines to next yearwhen theyhopeJoeBiden
will be President, which would allow them to
control how the data are processed for reappor-
tionment and even redistricting. They could
then use statisticalmethods to adjust for puta-
tively inaccurate or incomplete counts inDemo-
cratic areas. If this happens, you canbetRepubli-
cans will sue.

The Supreme Court may need to act deci-
sively to enforce the law against those seeking
to delay the Census lest the Court be dragged
intomore political fights over reapportionment.

Democrats are suing to
delay the count into a
Biden Presidency.

Help Still Wanted, Believe It or Not

F or more evidence that the labor market
recovery is continuing, consider the
Labor Department’s JOLTS report last

week showing the U.S. had
6.6 million job openings in
July—about as many as in
December of last year. Many
businesses are eager to hire,
if they could find workers.

Job openings increased
by 617,000 in July while the number of
“quits” climbed by 344,000. The quits rate
generally increases as the economy improves
and workers feel more confident. Notably, 1.2
million more workers quit in July than were
laid off.

Despite the recent raft of brick-and-mortar
store bankruptcies, there were more quits in
retail in July than there were layoffs. One rea-
son may be that online retailers, warehouses
and home-improvement stores like Home De-
pot have been on a hiring binge. Home-im-
provement stores have added 80,000 jobs, and
general merchandise stores 199,000 since Feb-
ruary—and many have increased pay.

This could explain why hourly average earn-
ings for retail workers have risen at an astound-
ing annual rate of 10% since February. Hourly
earnings initially dipped in May and June as
employers rehired lower-paying workers, but

wages shot up in July and August.
While there are still about 2.5 unemployed

workers for each job opening, that’s the same
ratio as in January 2014, five
years after the 2008-2009 re-
cession. Remarkably, the job
openings rate—i.e., job open-
ings as a share of all filled
and vacant positions—in re-
tail, food and accommoda-

tion, and construction in July was roughly the
same as last fall.

This is more evidence that the $600 per
week in federal enhanced jobless benefits,
which expired at the end of July, reduced the
incentive to work. Uber’s chief financial offi-
cer last week said the expiration “has been a
tailwind for driver growth.” President Trump
has extended the benefit at $300, which is less
of a disincentive but means many workers still
earn more by not working.

A labor shortage could become a stronger
economic headwind going forward, especially
in the South and Mountain West states that are
recovering faster. The National Federation of
Independent Business survey last week re-
ported that a third of small businesses had un-
filled job openings and their most cited problem
was “quality of labor.” Employers have good
gigs available, if workers want them.

Job openings in July
were close to those

available in December.

‘We Hope They Die’

N o one other than the shooter is respon-
sible for the gunfire ambush Saturday
of two Los Angeles County sheriff’s dep-

uties as they sat in their patrol
car. But the same can’t be said
for the protesters who blocked
the entrance to the hospital
where the two are being
treated, and chanted “we hope
they die.” The latter is a cul-
tural poison nurtured by the left-wing anti-po-
lice movement sweeping the country.

The two deputies were “ambushed by a
gunman in a cowardly fashion” in the Comp-
ton neighborhood, said Sheriff Alex Villa-
neuva at a press conference. The deputies
hadn’t been identified by name as we write
this, but press reports say one is a 31-year-old
mother and the other a 24-year-old man. Both
have been with the department a little more
than a year.

Police haven’t identified a suspect, but the
randomness of the ambush suggests someone
looking for any available police target. We’ve
seen this before when anti-police fever is hot.
A gunman shot and killed two officers in their
car in New York in 2014 following the death

of black suspects being arrested in Ferguson,
Mo., and New York.

The protests are worse this year following
the death of George Floyd in
Minneapolis, and the anti-po-
lice violence is more wide-
spread. An officer was stabbed
in the neck in Flatbush in New
York City in an ambush in
June. The officer survived.

Democratic mayor Eric Garcetti called the
chants and protests at the hospital “unaccept-
able” and “abhorrent,” but he and other Demo-
crats need to domore to condemn and ostracize
these protesters. Democrats may fear the wrath
of Black Lives Matter, but the backlash else-
where in America will be far greater if pleasure
at cop killing becomes common on the left.

Policing reform is impossible amid a war on
police. Mr. Garcetti and other mayors should
abandon their cuts to law-enforcement bud-
gets and express regular solidarity for cops on
the beat. Without such a signal, police will
continue to retreat from enforcing the law in
crime-ridden neighborhoods, and those who
suffer most will be the law-abiding in the likes
of Compton and Flatbush.

Protesters cheer an
ambush of sheriff’s
deputies in L.A.
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Can China Turn Europe Against America?
fighting climate change.

So far during negotiations, Beijing
has resisted meeting the EU halfway,
especially on subsidies. But there are
indications that the Chinese may be-
come more accommodating. The
summit comes only weeks before the
U.S. presidential election, and the
meeting will be Xi Jinping’s best op-
portunity to drive a wedge between
the U.S. and Europe on trade. For
Europe’s business community, access
to the Asian market is seen as essen-
tial to the EU’s economic recovery.
Having the treaty with Beijing
would—at least in theory—help pro-
tect European intellectual property
and keep vulnerable European firms
from being bought outright by the
Chinese.

Europe has been central to Bei-
jing’s global strategy for years. Some
75% of European imports come by
sea, with access through the North
Atlantic being crucial, and China has
aggressively pursued acquisitions of
stakes in major European ports.
Most important, through its Belt and
Road Initiative and its investments,
China has aimed at establishing an
alternative supply chain over land
across Europe and Asia.

Beijing’s endgame is what I call
the “global inversion” of established
trade flows, which currently favor
maritime routes, a setup that relies
on U.S. naval power as enforcement.
If China can develop a cross-Eurasian
supply chain and protect it, it won’t
need to match America in the mari-
time domain. That would be a funda-
mental shift in global trade and

power distribution. China can do this
because so far Washington—which
now sees China as both an economic
and military challenge of the first or-
der—has not been able to convince
the Europeans to see Beijing as any-
thing more dangerous than an eco-
nomic problem set. European leaders
are increasingly concerned about
Chinese bullying, but they don’t want
to be pulled into an alliance with the
U.S. against Beijing.

If these conditions hold and China
can drive a wedge between the U.S.
and Europe, normal trans-Atlantic
relations will be a thing of the past.
Such a change would transform Eu-
rope from the trans-Atlantic gateway
to Eurasia into the tail-end of a Chi-

nese-controlled Eurasian supply
chain, allowing Beijing eventually to
dominate Europe and bid for global
hegemony.

China’s Europe strategy has a mil-
itary component. The People’s Liber-
ation Army Navy has been actively
pursuing access to ports in Europe,
especially in the Mediterranean and
the Black Sea. It has conducted joint
drills with the Russian Navy and the
EU, starting in 2018 when it com-
pleted its first naval exercise with
the EU Naval Force in the Gulf of
Aden.

China has stakes in port facilities
in the Mediterranean, including
Greece, Spain, Egypt, Italy and Mo-
rocco, while the Chinese navy oper-

ates a support base in Djibouti, posi-
tioning itself to project power
deeper into Africa. China’s navy has
also entered the Baltic and is invest-
ing in capabilities in the Arctic, with
a tender for a 33,000-ton nuclear-
powered icebreaker and plans to op-
erate four nuclear-powered aircraft
carriers by 2035.

China sees Europe as a region
whose wealth and technology can be
exploited for advantage over the U.S.
Europe is an attractive target: The
Continent is desperate for market
access and cash as the economy tries
to recover from a pandemic. With
Russia as a threat to Central and
Eastern European countries on the
North Atlantic Treaty Organization’s
flank, Beijing also has an opportu-
nity to exploit fissures within Eu-
rope. The rise of anti-Americanism
in some countries will make it diffi-
cult to achieve a consensus on
threats, while the alignment between
Beijing and Moscow may deepen
cleavages in Europe when it comes
to relations with the U.S.

The frayed state of U.S.-European
relations, especially the increasingly
contentious relations between Wash-
ington and Berlin, offers Mr. Xi an
opportunity to “play Nixon” in his
own way. Washington needs to pay
attention to the EU-China summit
this week—and its aftermath.

Mr. Michta is dean of the College
of International and Security Studies
at the George C. Marshall European
Center for Security Studies in Gar-
misch-Partenkirchen, Germany.

By Andrew A. Michta
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O ne ploy for countries
competing with other
great powers is to peel
away the allies of your
adversary and convert

them to your interests. In 1972, Rich-
ard Nixon took a trip to Beijing, one
of the most daring and effective
gambits in the history of U.S. foreign
policy. At the time Beijing was a re-
gional player and a nuclear power,
but nowhere near a peer competitor
to the U.S. or the Soviet Union.
Nixon turned China into a lever of
American influence.

We are about to find out how
well Beijing can play the strategic
game. On Monday the European
Union and China are scheduled to
hold a virtual summit—originally
planned as a meeting in Leipzig,
Germany—aimed at hammering out
the EU-China Comprehensive Agree-
ment on Investment. This pact
would lay out parameters of trade,
address questions of Chinese subsi-
dies and protection of European in-
tellectual property rights, and, if
German Chancellor Angela Merkel
gets her way, define China’s role in

In this week’s summit, Xi
seeks to play Nixon, luring
new allies with cash and
upending trade routes.

How ‘Emergency Use’ Can Help Roll Out a Covid Vaccine

A vaccine for Covid-19 could
emerge in the next several
months. But first, clinical tri-

als need to reach completion show-
ing that the vaccines reduce Covid.
The data must undergo multiple
layers of scientific review to weigh
risks against benefits. This includes
careful analysis by career experts at
the Food and Drug Administration,
independent safety monitors, scien-
tists who work for the vaccine man-
ufacturer, and outside experts who
advise the FDA.

In a highly politicized environ-
ment, many Americans are under-
standably concerned about cutting
corners. But the FDA’s career ex-
perts have publicly and clearly af-
firmed their commitment to the
gold standard for review. As former
FDA commissioners, we are confi-
dent in the FDA’s career scientists
to oversee vaccine development
rigorously.

If a Covid vaccine clears this pro-
cess, it could be made available ini-
tially to specific groups of people
through an Emergency Use Authori-
zation. This emergency authority
enables the FDA to make products
available before a full application is
approved by the agency. Congress
created the emergency-use pathway
as part of the Project BioShield Act
of 2004, which provided for the de-
velopment of medical countermea-
sures against chemical, biological,
radiological and nuclear threats.
Following 9/11 and anthrax, law-
makers expected an urgent need for
such defenses.

After the 2009 swine flu, Con-
gress expanded this pathway in the
Pandemic and All-Hazards Pre-
paredness Reauthorization Act of
2013, a bipartisan measure aimed at
preparing the country to weather a
pandemic. The law streamlined the
application process for emergency
use, expanded the classes of drugs
eligible, and broadened the testing
the FDA could require.

To receive an authorization for
emergency use, a developer must
demonstrate that—based on the to-
tality of scientific evidence—the
products’s known or potential bene-
fits outweigh the known and poten-
tial risks. Some worry that this is a
lower standard for access that
shouldn’t be applied to a vaccine,

where the bar for safety needs to be
high, as vaccines are given to the
healthy. But the FDA has latitude to
apply the standard appropriately to
different settings—in particular, re-
quiring more-rigorous evidence for
treatments used on healthier popu-
lations than for seriously ill hospi-
talized patients.

This authority enables the staged
entry of a vaccine. It’s unlikely that
a Covid-19 vaccine will receive full
approval and broad distribution
right away. Instead, the FDA will
probably authorize vaccines for use
in targeted groups of people at high
risk from Covid and most likely to
benefit from the vaccine. For them,
it may make sense to provide access
to the vaccine before long-term fol-
low-up studies that address very re-
mote risks.

This might include health-care
providers or first responders, who
face greater exposure, or older peo-
ple, who are more prone to severe
complications if infected. But even
to receive emergency use approval,
trials must show that these groups
could safely benefit from the vac-
cine. All this means that at least
initially, Covid vaccines won’t pro-
vide the sort of herd immunity that
can help extinguish an epidemic.

The Emergency Use Authoriza-
tion process gives the FDA the
power to require additional data as

a condition of authorization. This is
a virtue of the pathway. Through
careful data collection, the FDA can
build a richer database on the vac-
cine’s safety and real-world impact.
As data supporting safety and effec-
tiveness grow, the FDA will have a
stronger basis to make the vaccine
available more widely, eventually
for general use.

This process exists precisely to
deal with public-health emergen-
cies like Covid-19. It isn’t a lower
standard for FDA approval. It’s a
more tailored, flexible standard
that helps protect those who need
it most while developing the evi-
dence needed to make the public
confident about getting a Covid-19
vaccine.

Dr. Gottlieb and Dr. McClellan
served as FDA commissioners, from
2017-19 and 2002-04, respectively.
Both serve on the boards of compa-
nies developing Covid vaccines and
working on the response to the pan-
demic.

By Scott Gottlieb
And Mark McClellan

The FDA can approve a
promising candidate for
those most at risk while
continuing to collect data.

OPINION

The Case for Justice Ted Cruz

P resident Trump’s latest list of
prospective Supreme Court
nominees includes three U.S.

senators: Josh Hawley of Missouri,
Ted Cruz of Texas and Tom Cotton of
Arkansas. This shows the president
understands the need to appoint con-
stitutional conservatives whose
views won’t “evolve” once they are
on the court.

The best way to do that is to nom-
inate someone who has demon-
strated that he won’t back down in
the face of political threats (such as
those made by Sens. Chuck Schumer
and Sheldon Whitehouse earlier this
year) and who has demonstrated that
his principles are more important
than being well thought of by the
media or the politically correct.

Where should the president look to
find such people? They can be found
in the ranks of lawyers who have gone
through the fire of political cam-
paigns, been publicly attacked by the
media and liberal opponents, and
have held true to their beliefs through
it all. Messrs. Hawley, Cruz and Cot-
ton clearly meet this test.

The response to this suggestion
will be that it would “politicize the
court.” Yet the Supreme Court is al-
ready highly political. This year the
court rewrote civil-rights law (Bos-
tock v. Clayton County) and pre-
vented this administration from ter-
minating an unlawful order issued by
a prior administration (Department
of Homeland Security v. Regents of
the University of California).

There is substantial precedent for
justices to have held elective office

before appointment to the Supreme
Court. These include Chief Justices
John Jay (president of the Second
Continental Congress), John Marshall
(Virginia delegate and U.S. represen-
tative), William Howard Taft (presi-
dent) and Earl Warren (California at-
torney general and governor), as well
as several associate justices.

The president’s inclusion of Sens.
Hawley, Cruz and Cotton on his Su-
preme Court list shows that he un-
derstands the need for his next nom-
inee to be a person who has
demonstrated in the crucible of pub-
lic fire that his judicial philosophy
won’t wilt under political or media
pressure.

Mr. Stenberg is a former Nebraska
attorney general and author of
“Eavesdropping on Lucifer.”

By Donald B. Stenberg
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Pandemic Unemployment Will Soon Bring Tax Hikes

T he ranks of the unemployed
have more than tripled in six
months. State unemployment-

insurance programs have paid bene-
fits to tens of millions of idled work-
ers in that time, helping them hang
on until the crisis eases and they
can get back on their feet. Under-
standably, debate has centered on
the size of these benefits—including
the $600-a-week enhancement that
the federal government paid to re-
cipients through July 31. Few are
talking about the automatic tax
hikes that will finance these benefits
as the economy recovers.

States tax employers to pay for
unemployment insurance. These
payroll taxes are adjusted to reflect
the cost of providing their employ-
ees with benefits in preceding years.
Because taxes are linked to benefits,
employers throughout the U.S. will
soon face steeply increasing taxes
on employment, and taxes will be
raised the most on companies in in-
dustries hardest hit by the pan-
demic.

The amount of each worker’s
earnings subject to these taxes dif-
fers by state, along with the range

of tax rates. In New York an em-
ployer’s tax rate could rise from as
low as zero to a maximum of 7.2%
on each worker’s first $11,400 in
earnings. In New Jersey the range is
0.5% to 5.4% with taxable earnings
three times as high at $34,400.

After the 2007-09 recession, em-
ployers’ average unemployment-in-
surance tax costs increased by 73%,
with the largest increases landing on
employers in manufacturing and
construction. These tax increases
may have contributed to the anemic
recovery.

Taxes are likely to climb even
higher after this year’s recession.
Three times as many Americans
were thrown onto the unemploy-
ment rolls in 2020 as received bene-
fits in 2009 at the peak of the last
recession. Greater unemployment
will translate into even greater tax
increases, and tens of thousands of
business closures will add to the tax
burden.

When a business closes, the over-
all tax liability on surviving firms in-
creases. Researchers at Yelp esti-
mate that by mid-July more than
70,000 small businesses previously
listed on their website had perma-
nently closed. Many large companies
have announced plans to close or

scale back operations.
Rising unemployment-insurance

taxes will penalize firms for the size
of their domestic workforces, which
may impede a swift labor-market re-
covery. As taxes rise, employers
have additional incentive to econo-
mize on labor, outsource, automate
or close their doors. The problem is
made more dire by the failure of
most states to maintain their unem-
ployment-insurance trust funds ade-
quately, leading to larger tax in-
creases after recessions to finance
current and previous benefits. Fif-
teen states are already borrowing
from the federal government to fund
unemployment benefits (to the tune
of $30 billion as of Sept. 10), and
many more will soon follow.

Two reforms would hasten recov-
ery. To avert crushing tax increases
in the short term, states could tem-
porarily grade employers on a curve
by reducing unemployment-insur-
ance tax penalties in hard-hit indus-
tries. A restaurant that laid off 10%
of its employees, for example, might
see a smaller tax increase than a
software company that did the
same.

This would preserve employers’
financial incentives to minimize lay-

offs while protecting firms in indus-
tries such as leisure, hospitality and
retail that have been especially pun-
ished by the pandemic. The indus-
try-specific costs not assigned to
employers could then be paid by the
federal government through block
grants to state trust funds.

Healthy trust funds would protect
workers and blunt tax increases. To
improve funding, states should align
their taxable unemployment-insur-
ance wage bases with insurable
earnings. This would significantly
expand the tax base in many states
and put their programs on sounder
financial footing.

An employer’s taxable wage base
for each worker in our home state of
California has remained unchanged
at $7,000 for 38 years, eroding the
tax base by more than 60% when ac-
counting for inflation. Not coinci-

dentally, the state’s trust fund was
ranked the country’s least solvent
before the recession. The taxable
wage base for each worker in Texas
is also small at $9,000, and its job-
less-insurance program is also badly
underfunded.

Expanding the unemployment-in-
surance tax base would allow states
to have lower rates for employers
and make the tax less regressive. A
worker who earns $45,000 annually
in California or Texas is eligible for a
weekly unemployment benefit that is
five times higher than a worker who
earns $9,000. Yet the tax cost to the
employer for each employee is iden-
tical.

Economists consider unemploy-
ment insurance an automatic stabi-
lizer because it scales benefits dur-
ing a downturn. But it may also be
an automatic destabilizer by raising
taxes most on industries hit hardest
by recession.

Mr. Duggan is director of the
Stanford Institute for Economic Pol-
icy Research. Mr. Johnston is an as-
sistant professor of economics and
applied econometrics at the Univer-
sity of California Merced. Audrey
Guo contributed to this article.

By Mark Duggan
And Andrew C. Johnston

Levies will rise as workers
return, hindering the
recovery. Two reforms
would ease the problem.

.
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ROME—When European
Union nations agreed this
summer to set up a €750 bil-
lion ($888.6 billion) economic
recovery fund in response to
the coronavirus pandemic, a
major motivation was to avoid
a lasting depression in Italy
that could tear apart the euro.

For Europe, much now
hinges on whether Italy can
find a useful way to spend its
part of the fund: roughly €200
billion in EU grants and cheap
loans.

Astute investments that lift
Italy’s ability to grow could
help overcome the country’s
quarter-century of stagnation.
Failure to revive growth could
saddle Italy with even heavier
debts.

In recent days, the Rome
government has started to as-
semble its plan. It is a chal-
lenge for an unwieldy govern-
ing coalition of populist and
establishment parties, in a
country with little faith in its
political class after years of

which to invest.
“These are all the right

themes, but it seems a bit of a
wish list,” said Francesco Dav-
eri, an economist at Milan’s
Bocconi University.

The government hopes the
investments can lift Italy’s
long-term economic growth
rate to 1.6% a year, which
would be respectable given It-
aly’s aging population. Italy
has only rarely grown by more
than 1% in recent times. Rome
also wants to raise the coun-

BY GIOVANNI LEGORANO

IRAN

Trial Is Delayed for
U.K.-Iranian National

A British lawmaker said a new
trial that a woman with dual na-
tionality expected to face in Iran
has been postponed, with no new
date arranged.

After speaking to Nazanin
Zaghari-Ratcliffe’s husband, Par-
liament member Tulip Siddiq
said in a tweet that Ms.
Zaghari-Ratcliffe is “relieved,
frustrated, stressed and angry”
and that once again the dual
British-Iranian national is “being
treated like a bargaining chip.”

Ms. Zaghari-Ratcliffe, 42
years old, has been detained in
Iran since 2016, when she was
sentenced to five years in prison
over allegations of plotting to
overthrow the government. She
denies the allegations.

—Associated Press

KASHMIR

Girl, 11, Is Killed
In Cross-Border Fire

An 11-year-old Pakistani girl
was killed and four other villag-
ers critically wounded by Indian
troops firing into the Pakistan-
administered part of the dis-
puted region of Kashmir, Paki-
stan’s military said.

The military said the “unpro-
voked firing” by Indian troops us-
ing long-range guns and artillery
targeted villages Friday night
along the Line of Control in
Kashmir. An Indian army spokes-
man said Pakistani soldiers on
Saturday and Sunday targeted
several Indian military positions
along the disputed border.

—Associated Press
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failure to reverse economic
decline.

“We have to be courageous.
This is the moment to reinvent
Italy,” Prime Minister
Giuseppe Conte said in a
speech in Rome on Friday. “In
the coming months, the coun-
try is bound to face complex
challenges, but we have an un-
precedented opportunity.”

It has been years since Ital-
ian governments could draw
up investment plans on a large
scale. Italy’s heavy national
debts, mostly inherited from
the spendthrift 1980s, have
forced Rome to run tight bud-
gets for the past 25 years. Low
public investment has left It-
aly trailing behind other na-
tions in areas such as higher
education and infrastructure.

The Italian government
wants to spend the EU money
to boost the use of digital
technology in the country,
spur technological innovation
and increase the use of renew-
able energy. It also wants to
invest in its education and
health-care systems, revamp
the country’s crumbling roads
and bridges and reduce social
inequality. It plans to hold
talks with business, labor
unions and other parts of Ital-
ian society before drawing up
a list of specific projects in

WORLD NEWS

try’s employment rate to 73%
of the working-age population,
the EU average, from 63%.

When the coronavirus hit
Italy in early 2020, the first
major outbreak outside Asia,
Italy was already the sick man
of Europe’s economy. The
country hadn’t recovered to its
level of economic output be-
fore the 2008 global financial
crisis. In the EU, only Greece,
with its dramatic debt crisis,
suffered a worse economic
slump in the last decade.

Financial fragility has long
held Italy back from using fis-
cal policy to support growth.
Rome governments feared that
bond investors would flee
from Italy’s already teetering
debts if the country ran large
budget deficits.

Italy thus lobbied hard for
the EU to set up a common re-
covery fund, an idea that won
crucial political support from
France and, eventually, Ger-
many. Paris and Berlin saw the
risks for the future of the euro
and the EU if Italy was unable
to recover from a crisis for the
second time in a decade.

The danger was partly po-
litical: Italian public opinion
used to be reliably pro-EU but
has become much more critical
of the bloc, with many voters
turning to EU-skeptic parties.

For Italy, Opportunity Knocks
Virus relief fund brings
economic hope after
decades of stagnation;
‘This is the moment’

Prime Minister Giuseppe Conte, right, attended a bridge opening in Genoa in August. Italy wants to revamp its crumbling infrastructure.
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Crisis Years
The pandemic is the latest
shock to hit Europe’s economy

Percentage change in GDP
since the pre-financial crisis
peak*

Source: Eurostat

Note: Lockdowns fell mostly in Q2 2020.
*Adjusted for inflation, the seasons and
variations in the calendar
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WORLD WATCH

IRAQ

Top Shiite Cleric
Backs Early Vote

The nation’s top Shiite cleric
threw his support behind the
prime minister’s announcement
that parliamentary elections will
be held ahead of schedule next
year, saying the timing shouldn’t
serve the interests of political
groups.

Grand Ayatollah Ali al-Sis-
tani’s comments came after he
met with the U.N. envoy to Iraq,
Jeanine Hennis-Plasschaert.

In August, Prime Minister
Mustafa al-Kadhimi said parlia-
mentary elections would be held
in June, nearly a year before
they had been scheduled to take
place. Early elections have been
a key demand of protesters,
who have been holding mass
demonstrations demanding
change in the country.

—Associated Press

EGYPT

Police Officers Held
In Detainee’s Death

Prosecutors ordered four po-
lice officers to be held in cus-
tody pending an investigation
into the death of a young man
while in detention, two judicial
officials said.

Prosecutors also ordered the
release of another police officer
on bail in the case that touched
off a rare burst of street pro-
tests last week, the officials said.

The 26-year-old man was ar-
rested this month following
clashes stemming from a finan-
cial dispute in Cairo’s Moneib dis-
trict, the Interior Ministry said.

—Associated Press

PUMPED: Cyclists cover ground in the 15th stage of the Tour de France.
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than one billion individuals in
the country.

It handled 118 trillion yuan
in payment transactions in
mainland China during the 12
months to June.

PleaseturntopageB6

for initial public offerings in
Hong Kong and Shanghai,
plans to comply with the new
rules.

The Hangzhou-based com-
pany operates Alipay, a pay-
ments network used by more

to large businesses whose fi-
nancial assets, such as loans,
comprise 85% or more of their
total assets.

Ant, the financial-technol-
ogy giant controlled by billion-
aire Jack Ma that is preparing

PERSONAL TECHNOLOGY: IN WAIT FOR WHAT’S NEW, APPLE USER HAS A LIST B4
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COMMODITIES
Gold rush helps South Africa’s tarnished mines,

but benefit may be short-lived. B3
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jet propulsion systems, at one
point said, in response to a
question, that he would con-
sider the plane’s development a
success, according to the tran-
script. Like Mr. Teal, he said
the MAX’s creation followed
standard Boeing protocol.

“I do challenge the sugges-
tion that the development was
a failure,” Mr. Leverkuhn said,
during sometimes-contentious
exchanges with investigators.

Mr. Leverkuhn, who
stressed the MAX design pro-
cess was the same as for all
other Boeing jets, at another
point in the interview said: “I

PleaseturntopageB2

of the House Transportation
Committee, reviewed by The
Wall Street Journal, reflect a
vigorous defense of Boeing’s
engineering practices and
safeguards. In the wake of 346
deaths, billions of dollars in
company losses and the big-
gest blow to the plane maker’s
reputation in its 104-year his-
tory, the two executives didn’t
concede any procedural mis-
takes during the plane’s six-
year development process.

Mr. Leverkuhn, who served
as the MAX program manager
from 2013 to 2018 before mov-
ing to what he said was a
higher-salaried role overseeing

the industry about the signifi-
cance of pilot mistakes versus
Boeing design flaws as factors
in the MAX crashes.

“The cause of the accidents
is a very complex thing, that
there are multiple things that
occurred,” Mr. Teal said at one
point in his interview.

Misfires of the cockpit sys-
tem, called MCAS, overpow-
ered pilots on a pair of MAX
jets less than five months
apart, causing fatal nosedives
and prompting a global
grounding of the fleet that has
remained in effect since March
2019.

The statements to the staff

management lapses in the air-
plane’s development.

Transcripts of closed-door
interviews in May with Keith
Leverkuhn and Michael Teal,
who directly managed MAX
development through the air-
craft’s 2017 debut, are part of
a final congressional report
slated to be released this week
detailing a series of company
and government missteps dur-
ing and after certification of
the MAX.

Their stance shows that
nearly two years after the first
fatal crash, there are differing
views inside Boeing and a con-
tinuing debate across parts of

Two high-ranking execu-
tives who oversaw Boeing
Co.’s development of the 737
MAX told House investigators
the company’s design process
wasn’t flawed despite two fatal
crashes, a contrast to other
company leaders’ concessions
of past engineering errors.

The Chicago plane maker is
approaching the final steps of
getting its beleaguered MAX
fleet returned to service. Law-
makers, safety experts and
global regulators have previ-
ously identified technical and

BY ANDY PASZTOR
AND ANDREW TANGEL

Boeing Officials Defended MAXWork in Probe

INSIDE

China’s central bank re-
leased rules that will subject
Ant Group Co. and other con-
glomerates to new financial
regulations, forcing companies
to put up substantial capital to
back payments, lending and
other finance businesses.

The People’s Bank of China
on Sunday said firms that op-
erate two or more financial
businesses in the country will
be classified as financial-hold-
ing companies. The regula-
tions take effect Nov. 1 and are
aimed at large state-owned
and private conglomerates, as
well as internet companies,
that control financial busi-
nesses which could pose sys-
temic risks.

Financial-holding compa-
nies would need to have regis-
tered and paid-up capital of
least 5 billion yuan, equivalent
to $731 million, the central
bank said.

The rules would also apply

BY STELLA YIFAN XIE

China Curbs Financial Firms Like Ant

Ant operates Alipay, a payments network used by more than one billion individuals in the country.
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the last six months, particularly
by small traders, is quite incredi-
ble and off the charts,” said Mr.
Eifert, whose firm is active in op-
tions markets.

Option buying is important
partly because it forces Wall
Street banks, which sell options
to investors, to hedge their posi-
tions, potentially accelerating
trends in either direction. When
brokers sell bullish call options to
investors, for example, they will
buy shares and derivatives to
protect themselves if themarket
soars. That act itself can drive up
shares.

“When you do get rallies and
selloffs, [options activity] forces
the Street to chase thosemoves,”
said Stuart Kaiser, head of equity
derivatives research at UBS. “It
can exacerbatemoves in both di-
rections as the Street adjusts

PleaseturntopageB5

more from a recent high—in re-
cord time, snapping an extended
period of calm.

Small investors bought call
options with about $500 billion
of notional value in August, said
Benn Eifert, managing partner of
$125million hedge fund QVRAd-
visors, citing data from the Op-
tions Clearing Corp. that is five

times the previousmonthly high
for these smaller accounts,
reached in early 2018.

“The trading of options over

tional shares and options traded.
As of the end of August, single
stock-options volume made up
more than 120% of the volume of
shares, up from around 40%
three years ago.

It has been a record year for
options volume. So far in Sep-
tember, about 35 million single
stock and ETF options con-
tracts have changed hands on
an average day, up about 92%
from the same month last year,
according to Henry Schwartz,
senior director of market intel-
ligence at Cboe Global Markets.

Options traders tend to thrive
on market volatility, which
roared back at the start of Sep-
tember. The S&P 500 recently
logged its biggest three-day per-
centage decline since June, while
the tech-heavy Nasdaq Compos-
ite recently entered a correc-
tion—defined as a 10% drop or

Kochuba, founder of data firm
SpotGamma, which tracks deriv-
atives positioning.

The two strategies show no
signs of fading despite big de-
clines in the past week. Taken to-
gether, they will likely continue
boosting volatility inmarkets al-
ready grappling with an uncer-
tain economy, the coronavirus
pandemic and a presidential elec-
tion that might not have a con-
clusive result for days or weeks.

Adding to themix is rising in-
terest among Asian investors in
stocks like Tesla Inc. The new
money can make options and
momentum strategies self-fulfill-
ing, drawing in additionalmoney
hoping to cash in on the gains.

The volume of trading in sin-
gle stock options recently topped
the volume of regular shares for
the first time, according to a
Goldman Sachs analysis of no-

Investors are trading stock
options and chasing fast-rising
shares at record rates, activity
that is expected to jolt markets
through the coming election.

A surge in options trading tar-
geted at giant tech stocks by
both small and large investors is
magnifying themarket’s ups and
downs. Investors are also simply
buying shares that are going up,
a strategy that can create its own
wild swings in the market.

“It’s really exploded to a level
I haven’t seen,” said Brent

STREETWISE | By James Mackintosh

To See if Tech Will Pop, Look to Past Bubbles
In just

seven days, $1
trillion van-
ished from
the value of
seven of the

big U.S. growth stocks. One
trillion dollars. Investors un-
expectedly getting a lot
poorer has had nasty reper-
cussions in the past. What
can we expect if this year’s
wild excess around disrup-
tive technology stocks con-
tinues to deflate?

In extreme cases, bursting
bubbles sometimes trash the
entire economy, as with Brit-
ain’s 1846 Railway Mania,
Japan’s 1989 property-and-
equity bubble or the
pre-2007 housing-and-struc-
tured-debt bubble.

The good news is that the
tech excess—I hesitate to
call it a bubble— hasn’t been
accompanied by an invest-
ment boom financed by new
stock or debt. There are ex-
ceptions, such as Tesla,
which need regular injec-
tions of new cash and would
have to slow their expansion

if markets turned against
them.

But there’s no reason why
Apple, Amazon or most of
the rest of Big Tech would
have to cancel projects even
if their stock prices halved.

The bad news is that
there are plenty of other
ways that falling stock prices
can hit both the economy
and the rest of the market.

Past bubbles have been
followed by a mix of finan-
cial disruption, higher
household savings and sud-
den changes to corporate be-
havior as the stock market
shifts its incentives. A con-
tinued fall in tech stocks car-
ries some of these risks.

If investors have bor-
rowed heavily to buy an as-
set and it falls fast, they be-
come forced sellers,
accelerating its decline.

If they lose enough, or
they have other borrowing,
they may sell other holdings,
leading to falls elsewhere in
the market. There’s little
sign of this so far; while

PleaseturntopageB7

S&P500 stocks' share-price change in each period

Source: FactSet (stock performance); Financial Industry Regulatory Authority (debit balances); Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis (corporate spending)
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Apart from energy stocks, thismonth stocks have reversed the
year's performance.

Monthly data, through July

Through 1Q 2020

Margin debt is high but
there's been no corporate
spending boom.

BY GREGORY ZUCKERMAN
AND GUNJAN BANERJI

Options Trading Spurs Volatility
Surge targeted at
giant tech stocks
magnifies market’s
ups and downs

ViacomCBS Inc. is close to
selling CNET Media Group to
Red Ventures LLC, according to
people familiar with the matter,
as the entertainment giant sells
off parts of its business to focus
on video streaming.

Red Ventures, a media and
technology company, is ex-
pected to pay about $500 mil-
lion to acquire the network of
websites, which includes CNET,
GameSpot and ZDNet, the peo-
ple said. The deal could be an-
nounced as soon as Monday, as-
suming the talks don’t fall
apart, the people said.

Based in Fort Mill, S.C., Red
Ventures has struck a series of
deals in recent years that has
made it an important player in
the digital-media sector. It pur-
chased Bankrate, a personal-fi-
nance site, in 2017 for $1.24 bil-
lion, and acquired health and
wellness websites owned by
Healthline Media for an undis-
closed sum last year. It also
owns The Points Guy, a travel-
rewards site, and Reviews.com,
which publishes information
about consumer products.

Red Ventures plans to invest
in CNET, GameSpot and ZDNet,
as well as to expand the com-
pany’s e-commerce business,
the people said. One focus will
be improving the design and
performance of the sites, they
said. CNET gets a cut of revenue
from purchases made by read-
ers who click on links to third-
party merchants in its stories.

Red Ventures generates reve-
nue by connecting readers to
products offered by its market-
ing partners, such as credit
cards, loans and travel pack-
ages. Red Ventures also oper-
ates digital advertising net-
works and a technology-
licensing business. Acquiring
CNET would allow Red Ventures
to reach readers and advertisers
in categories such as autos,
small businesses and enterprise-
technology products, the people
said.

Red Ventures, which is
backed by private-equity giants
Silver Lake and General Atlan-
tic, is profitable and valued at
more than $2 billion, some of
the people said. CNET Media
Group is profitable on a stand-
alone basis, according to a per-
son familiar with the matter,
and generates more than $100
million of revenue annually.

Mark Larkin, executive vice
president and general manager
of CNET Media Group, is ex-
pected to stay on through the
acquisition, the people said. Red
Ventures doesn’t plan to relo-
cate CNET’s employees, many of
whom are based in the San
Francisco Bay Area.

More than 980 employees
work for CNET’s properties
world-wide, according to an-
other person familiar with the
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ternal procedures. “We have
made important changes to
our certification process, and
to our company,” Boeing
added, “as a result of what we
have learned from our internal
assessments and the many in-
dependent reviews.”

Boeing declined to make the
executives available to com-
ment.

Mr. Leverkuhn retired this
year as he had long planned, a
Boeing spokesman said.

Mr. Teal, who as the MAX’s
chief engineer personally
signed off on MCAS and
served as Mr. Leverkuhn’s dep-
uty, told the House panel’s in-
vestigators Boeing’s team de-
signed the MAX following
longstanding industry assump-
tions and complied with estab-
lished company practices.

He is now the top engineer
in charge of developing Boe-
ing’s 777X, the company’s next
new jetliner.

Mr. Teal told investigators
he approved MCAS without
knowing that a malfunction of
a single sensor could trigger
the system to repeatedly push

down a plane’s nose and possi-
bly lead to a crash if pilots fail
to respond appropriately
within a matter of seconds. “I
don’t believe it was a mistake,”
he said, based on what engi-
neers knew when they were
developing the plane years
ago. He said he relied on ex-
perts in various engineering
disciplines to determine the
system’s design and safety.

After MCAS was flagged by
test pilots in 2016 as a high-
priority answer to a separate
handling deficiency that could
jeopardize Federal Aviation
Administration approval, Mr.
Teal recalled, he sent several
other Boeing pilots to check
out the system but never
learned what changes engi-
neers ultimately devised to
solve the problem.

“The team followed the pro-
cess that we use to design, you
know, flight control systems
and went through the process
of working with the pilots as
well as the stability and con-
trol” engineers, Mr. Teal said.

Since the crashes, Boeing,
other plane makers, regulators

and accident investigators
world-wide have significantly
revised an industrywide as-
sumption about how quickly
average pilots can be expected
to respond to certain emergen-
cies. In hindsight, both execu-
tives said that assumption was
faulty.

Boeing has since jettisoned
the long-held industry assump-
tion that pilots would respond
appropriately to cockpit emer-
gencies within four seconds.

The overall design effort
was correct and appropriate,
Mr. Leverkuhn said, “but that
assumption underpinning that
process was proven to be in-
correct.”

According to the tran-
scripts, they said Boeing was
committed to applying lessons
learned from the MAX’s tra-
vails to enhance safety and im-
prove internal controls. Mr.
Teal, now the 777X’s current
top engineer, said the revised
pilot assumption was “a learn-
ing that we are now putting
forth on the new aircraft.”

Boeing has added numerous
safeguards to MCAS since the
crashes.

Boeing’s statement said the
MAX’s development “complied
with the FAA’s certification re-
quirements at the time.” The
company said it has bolstered
safety by restructuring “to
give engineers a stronger voice
and a more direct line to share
concerns with top manage-
ment.”

Mr. Teal dismissed the no-
tion that the company was
motivated by financial reasons
to avoid extra mandated simu-
lator training and instead em-
phasized the safety advantages
of developing the aircraft with
handling characteristics identi-
cal to earlier 737 models. “It’s
not about the dollars and
cents,” he told the House in-
vestigators. “It’s about the
safety aspect.”

believe the process was cor-
rect and appropriate.”

Last October, then-Chief Ex-
ecutive Dennis Muilenburg
told lawmakers in public testi-
mony he was responsible and
accountable for the MAX deba-
cle, adding: “We’ve made mis-
takes and we got some things
wrong.” The company’s board
later pushed him out.

According to the tran-
scripts, Messrs. Teal and Le-
verkuhn told investigators
they signed off on MCAS with-
out fully understanding how it
worked; they also said the de-
sign of the flight-control fea-
ture met company and federal
certification and safety re-
quirements. Mr. Teal said he
signed off on high-level config-
uration of the aircraft and its
systems, leaving lower-level
engineers to work out MCAS
details. “That’s typically how
flight-control laws are worked
with,” he said.

The interviews marked the
two men’s first public state-
ments since before the initial
MAX crash of a Lion Air jet in
Indonesia in October 2018. A
MAX operated by Ethiopian
Airlines crashed in March 2019.

In a statement to The Wall
Street Journal, Boeing said
Messrs. Leverkuhn and Teal
supervised hundreds of engi-
neers and, given their broad
responsibilities, “were not, and
could not have been, involved
in every design decision” on
the aircraft.

Boeing also reiterated it has
taken steps to improve its in-
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Keith Leverkuhn, above, and Michael Teal testified in a House probe.
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matter.
Founded in 1992, CNET ac-

quired rivals like GameSpot and
ZDNet to become one of the
most-visited technology website
networks globally. When it was
acquired by CBS Corp. in 2008
for $1.8 billion, CNET’s portfolio
of websites drew 54 million
unique users in the U.S. a
month, which made it one of
the most popular digital net-
works in the U.S.

Since the deal, internet users
have increasingly turned to ma-
jor internet portals like Alpha-
bet Inc.’s Google and YouTube
and social networks like Face-
book Inc. and Twitter. CNET
also faces competition from
newer technology sites, includ-
ing Vox Media Inc.’s The Verge,
G/O Media’s Gizmodo and Veri-
zon Media Group’s TechCrunch,
and beefed-up technology cov-
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Walt Disney Co.’s retelling
of an ancient Chinese folk tale,
“Mulan,” fought off political
backlash and lukewarm re-
views on its way to a strong
opening in China.

Ranking atop the world’s
second-largest movie market
during the weekend, the film
grossed $23.2 million, accord-
ing to preliminary estimates.
That is encouraging news for
the studio, which spent years
producing the $200 million
movie with the goal of winning
over Chinese moviegoers. In
addition to the size of its box
office, China is also home to
two Disney theme parks, mak-
ing it a crucial market for Dis-
ney to bolster its brand.

Disney headed into the
weekend under fire from hu-
man-rights advocates and
American politicians for using
the movie’s credits to thank
Chinese authorities in the Xin-
jiang region, where a portion
of the movie was filmed. Those
groups and others accuse the
Chinese government of com-
mitting rights abuses against
millions of members of ethnic
Muslim minority groups in
Xinjiang.

Last week, as calls to boy-
cott the film swirled on social
media and elsewhere, U.S. law-
makers, led by Sen. Marco Ru-
bio (R., Fla.), sent a letter to
Disney Chief Executive Bob
Chapek requesting that the
company explain why it chose
to film part of the movie in
Xinjiang. It wasn’t the first
time calls to boycott the film
bubbled up. Activists railed
against “Mulan” after the
film’s star, Liu Yifei, voiced

support in 2019 for Hong Kong
police amid pro-democracy
demonstrations there.

Disney first attempted to
adapt the centuries-old story
of “Mulan” in 1998, with an an-
imated musical version of the
tale about a young woman who
disguises herself as a man and
marches off to war in her ail-
ing father’s stead. The movie
performed well internationally
but bombed in China, even by
the standards of China’s then-
fledgling theatrical market.
Some Chinese moviegoers
complained the version fa-
vored Western values like per-
sonal transformation. The
film’s cast of voices included
Eddie Murphy, Harvey Fier-
stein and other Western stars.

This time, Disney sought to
learn from past errors. Produc-

ers found an all Chinese cast
including the film’s star, Ms.
Liu, a household name in
China. The Hollywood studio
consulted with Chinese author-
ities on the script, while also
endeavoring to hew closer to
traditional Chinese values than
the previous film.

The film’s first weekend in
China is respectable, especially
considering that theaters there
began reopening only in July,
but Disney’s efforts to make a
more culturally authentic ver-
sion of “Mulan” have so far re-
ceived a mixed reception there.
The movie scored 4.9 out of 10
on the country’s most popular
movie-review site, Douban.

“Mulan’s tale is a traditional
story almost every Chinese
person is familiar with,” said
27-year-old Chen Jize, a hu-

man-resources professional
who saw “Mulan” in Shanghai.
“For us, there is a strong sense
of conflict when we watch the
movie because of how it dif-
fers from the story we are fa-
miliar with.”

The “Mulan” numbers put
the movie in the middle of the
pack for recent Disney re-
makes opening in China: more
than the $18.8 million that its
live-action “Aladdin” made last
May but well below the $53.9
million the new “Lion King”
earned, according to Comscore
data.

In many markets, including
the U.S., Disney canceled plans
to release “Mulan” in theaters,
posting it instead on its new
Disney+ streaming service.

—Yin Yijun
contributed to this article.

BY R.T. WATSON

‘Mulan’ Tops China’s Box Office

After the Covid-19 pandemic, the Chinese box office has rebounded more swiftly than in the U.S.
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erage from general-interest
news organizations.

CNET has changed since it
was purchased by CBS more
than a decade ago. In 2015, CBS
Corp. said it sold some of its in-
ternet businesses in China,
which included parts of CNET,
for about $385 million. CBS In-
teractive, the unit of ViacomCBS
that operates CNET, has shifted
its focus toward direct-to-con-
sumer video streaming in recent
years. It created the CBS All Ac-
cess streaming service that is
expected to be at the heart of
the company’s coming direct-to-
consumer offering.

ViacomCBS has focused on
its direct-to-consumer stream-
ing service, which is being re-
branded and expanded. This
year, ViacomCBS said that the
“super service” would include
movies from the Paramount
movie studio and shows from
several of the company’s TV
networks.

ViacomCBS is looking to sell
other assets, including the Si-
mon & Schuster publishing
house and CBS’s Midtown Man-
hattan headquarters, known as
“Black Rock.”

—Miriam Gottfried
contributed to this article.

Viacom
Nears Sale
Of CNET

.
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African rand ($83.6 million)
gold fund. “We are likely to
see small life extensions [but]
longer-dated, large-scale capi-
tal projects may prove more
difficult.”

That is a problem for the
country, whose rapidly aging
mines are the world’s deep-
est—and are increasingly dan-
gerous for workers. Sibanye-
Stillwater’s three underground
operations have an average
mine life of 10 years, while
Harmony’s nine underground
operations have an average
life of eight years.

Since 2007, South Africa
has slid from its long-held po-
sition as the world’s No. 1 gold
producer to No. 8, with its
share of global production
sliding from 10% to 3.3%. The
number of jobs in South Af-

when it releases its results
next week. At Sibanye-Stillwa-
ter, the average South African
rand-gold price for the first
half of this year was 45%
higher than a year earlier,
which combined with a 24%
increase in sales, brought ad-
justed earnings before inter-
est, taxes, depreciation and
amortization from the com-
pany’s South African gold op-
erations to $101 million, from
a loss of $207 million in the
first half of 2019.

The two Johannesburg-
listed firms are essentially the
last men standing after Anglo-
Gold Ashanti Ltd., the world’s
No. 3 gold miner, said in Febru-
ary that it would sell its re-
maining South African assets
to Harmony and exit the coun-
try where it was founded—as

BUSINESS NEWS

Women’s clothing retailer
J.Jill Inc. has managed to avoid
filing for bankruptcy protection
after a majority of its lenders
and shareholders agreed to
support an out-of-court finan-
cial restructuring deal.

The Quincy, Mass., company
said late Friday it obtained nec-
essary support to push back its
debt maturities by two years,
until May 2024. Lenders have
also agreed to lend J.Jill at
least $15 million.

The retailer said it obtained
support from 97.8% of its lend-
ers. J.Jill had earlier said an
out-of-court deal was contin-
gent on support from 95% of its
lenders. The deal is expected to
close on or about Sept. 30.

If the out-of-court transac-
tion hadn’t garnered the re-
quired backing, J. Jill had
agreed to file for bankruptcy
with a so-called prepackaged
chapter 11 reorganization plan.

Founded in 1959, the publicly
traded company had been tee-
tering on the edge of filing for
bankruptcy after having to tem-
porarily close its more than 280
stores nationwide in March due
to the pandemic. The closures
had hurt its revenue and cash
flow, even after the company
withheld rent payments, fur-
loughed employees and cut pay.

Despite those efforts, J.Jill’s
sales and profit continued to
tumble in its latest quarter. The
retailer said its total sales for
the quarter ended Aug. 1 fell
49% from a year earlier to
$92.6 million. The company
had a loss of $18.5 million in
the quarter, compared with a
year-earlier loss of $96.7 mil-
lion. J.Jill ended the quarter
with a cash balance of $31.8
million. It had reopened almost
all its stores by July.

Investment management
firm TowerBrook Capital Part-
ners LP owns about 60% of
J.Jill’s common stock.

BY AISHA AL-MUSLIM

Clothing
Chain J.Jill
Staves Off
Chapter 11

JOHANNESBURG—The
glory days of South Africa’s
gold industry are long gone,
but record prices on the inter-
national market for the metal
combined with a weak local
currency have thrown a life-
line to the country’s remaining
producers.

Gold has gained a quarter
in value this year, hitting re-
cord highs of more than
$2,000 an ounce as investors
buy it as a haven asset amid
the global economic turmoil of
Covid-19. For South African
producers, the rise has been
leavened by a weaker cur-
rency, with the rand tumbling
16% against the U.S. dollar this
year as the country’s strug-
gling economy buckles further
under the weight of the coro-
navirus pandemic. Surging
profits for gold sold abroad in
U.S. dollars have helped the
country’s producers defy the
gravity of South Africa’s worst
economic contraction in at
least a century, including a
five-week mining shutdown
from late March to May.

These dynamics have com-
bined to slow, at least for now,
the long decline of South Af-
rica’s storied gold-mining sec-
tor, which has churned out
nearly half the gold bullion and
jewelry ever produced. Two
companies now account for
more than half of South Af-
rica’s gold production—
Sibanye-Stillwater Ltd., which
was spun off in 2013 with three
aging South African mines held
by Gold Fields Ltd., and Har-
mony Gold Mining Co., which
has grown via acquisitions to
become South Africa’s largest
gold mining company.

Harmony estimates that its
operating free cash-flow mar-
gin for fiscal 2020 could dou-
ble from 7% in the previous
year to between 13% and 15%,
though the company still ex-
pects to report a full-year loss

BY ALEXANDRA WEXLER

rica’s gold sector plummeted
by 40% between 2008 and
2018, while wages soared 73%
over the same period of time,
thanks in large part to strong
local unions.

That has made the cost of
mining an ounce of gold in
South Africa among the high-
est in the world. It is safer and
cheaper for companies to mine
in other jurisdictions, from the
U.S. to Australia to Peru—and
even other African nations,
like Ghana and Mali. Anglo-
Gold’s South African opera-
tions produced 146,000 ounces
of gold during the first half of
2020 at a total cash cost of
$1,155 an ounce, while the
company’s mines across the
rest of Africa produced
773,000 ounces at a total cash
cost of $690 an ounce over the
same period of time.

Now, the keepers of the
country’s gold-mining future
say the increased prices will
allow them to pay down debt
and mine areas that were pre-
viously uneconomical, which
could lead to higher produc-
tion in the short-term.

But mining gold at depths
of more than 12,500 feet is
costly and dangerous. Though
South Africa’s gold sector ac-
counts for just 22% of mining
jobs, it accounted for 40 of the
81 mining fatalities recorded
in 2018, as well as 37% of inju-
ries recorded, according to the
Minerals Council South Africa.

“An increase in the gold
price is not really a trigger to
long-term investment,” Neal
Froneman, chief executive of
Sibanye-Stillwater, said in an
interview. “One thing we will
not do is go deeper. We would
like to grow our gold portfolio,
but not in South Africa.”

Analysts agree the reprieve
South African gold miners are
experiencing is likely to be
short-lived.

“I can say with 100% confi-
dence, this won’t result in
growth, it’ll simply slow down
the fall in production,” said
Adrian Hammond, resources
analyst at SBG Securities, the
independent, wholly owned
broker of Standard Bank
Group Ltd. in Johannesburg.

South Africa Gold Mines Get Reprieve
Bullion price surge and
a weaker rand boost
producers, but sector
remains in decline

Sources: FactSet (futures); Tullett Prebon (currencies); CEIC Data (production, reserves)
*Most actively traded contracts
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South Africa’s gold industry has dwindledwith production and reserves at their lowest level in at
least several decades. But record prices for gold combinedwith aweak local currency have thrown a
lifeline to the country’s remaining producers.
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part of Anglo American PLC—
by Ernest Oppenheimer in 1917.
Gold Fields, a company founded
by colonial pioneer Cecil John
Rhodes, has just one remaining
mine in South Africa.

“Their balance sheets
should strengthen and they

will generate healthy cash lev-
els relative to the recent past,”
said Meryl Pick, the portfolio
manager of Old Mutual Invest-
ment Group’s 1.4 billion South

Operations are the
world’s deepest, and
danger for workers
is increasing.
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seeable future, we’re going
to need all the zoom we can
get.

� An iPhone 12 in a
smaller size. It bears re-
peating: The basic iPhone 11
has the right price and many
worthy features. But its dis-
play is a bit too large for
those with smaller mitts.

Currently, the small-
handed folks have two
iPhone options: Fork over
$1,000 or more for the
smaller iPhone Pro, or opt
for the $399 budget iPhone
SE and lose key camera and
security features. I want a
third choice: an iPhone 12
that improves on the iPhone
11 yet fits into my under-
sized palms.

� An in-screen finger-
print sensor. We’re living in
the Mask Era. Face ID is use-
less in places where we need
it most, like the grocery
store. We’re hoping Apple
takes a cue from Samsung
and embeds thumb-identifi-
cation tech under the screen.

� The option to choose
your charger. Ming-Chi Kuo,
an analyst at TF Interna-
tional, predicts Apple, to cut
costs, will no longer ship
power adapters or head-
phones with its new iPhones.
So you could spend $1,000
on a phone that can’t be
charged out of the box.

Apple should give custom-
ers the option to forgo the
extras, or add what they
need at a bundled price.

� An Apple Watch with
longer battery life. The
world’s most popular smart-
watch lags far behind its fit-
ness-focused and Android-
compatible competitors in
one key area: battery life.

The current model, the
Series 5, lasts about 18 hours
and needs to be recharged
daily. To take advantage of
the new sleep tracking capa-
bilities, you’ll need to charge
your watch in the morning,
but it takes about 2.5 hours
to fully power up.

Meanwhile, Samsung’s
Galaxy Active2 is rated for

two to three days without
charging. Fitbit’s Versa 3
smartwatch can go for
nearly a week or run 12
hours with continuous GPS,
double what Apple Watch is
capable of.

� A Qi-compatible Apple
Watch. The Watch’s proprie-
tary magnetic charger is an-
other battery nuisance.
Newer iPhones and AirPods
work with the Qi wireless
standard, the kind you’ll find
all over, including at Star-
bucks and McDonald’s. The
Apple Watch needs a special,
separate charger. Apple, if
you can’t give us AirPower,
you need to give us Qi.

� A budget iPad with a
Zoom-worthy front camera.
The $329 iPad is Apple’s Tro-
jan Horse into the battle for
the classroom, not to men-
tion all the battles over vir-
tual schooling. And it would
be a great learning tablet if
it didn’t have a terrible
front-facing camera. That 1.2-
megapixel 720p-resolution
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InWait for What’s New, Apple User Has List
Ah, Sep-

tember, the
best month.
It’s when the
school year
starts anew,

the weather is just right, and
sparkly new iPhones hit
shelves. In normal times,
anyway.

Apple’s annual September
iPhone event is going vir-
tual—and probably won’t
feature the iPhone at all.

The only clue on the me-
dia invite for the streamed
Tuesday announcement is
“Time Flies.” A likely nod to
Apple Watch, but perhaps
reassurance that although
we expect the next iPhones
to be delayed, that delay will
feel brief in hindsight.

An Apple spokesman de-
clined to comment on the
company’s coming products.

In any case, rather than
try to predict Apple’s plans, I
decided to write a wish list:
what we hope to see in the
final months of 2020. It’s a
review of our experiences
with Apple devices—and
competing offerings—
throughout the year and a
look at what features are
missing in the latest iDe-
vices.

� A Goldilocks phone
with a zoom camera. There
are essentially three iPhones:
the pricey iPhone 11 Pro, the
popular midtier iPhone 11
and the wallet-friendly
iPhone SE. That $700-ish
phone—iPhone XR, iPhone 11
and now, presumably, iPhone
12—is the perfect phone for
most people, with a good
price point, fantastic battery
life and most of the latest
features, except for one: a
telephoto lens.

The current model has
two cameras—wide and ul-
trawide—and it is the wrong
pairing. Ultrawide landscape
pics are cool, but an optical
telephoto lens is more use-
ful. If we’re going to have to
socially distance for the fore-

webcam could use a serious
upgrade for e-learners.

� A splash-proof iPad
Mini Pro. I’ll save you my
spiel on why the iPad Mini is
the best iPad. (So compact!
So much functionality!) I just
wish Apple believed in the
tiny tablet’s potential, too.
The iPad Mini, refreshed in
March 2019, arrived with
outdated hardware.

Making the Mini water-re-
sistant would be ideal for
bathtub and beach reading.
And adding iPad Pro fea-
tures—Face ID, a higher-con-
trast screen, a magnetic
strip for Apple Pencil stor-
age and a sleeker design—
would make the Mini the ul-
timate travel iPad.

� A MacBook running
Apple silicon. In June, Apple
announced a big shift: Fu-
ture Macs will run on cus-
tom-designed chips, replac-
ing the Intel-based
processors. The company’s
stated gains in battery life
and performance, plus the
ability to run iOS apps, are
behind the switch.

Apple said its first system
would ship “by year’s end.”
I’m hoping it will be a new
MacBook Pro or Air. Then,

we may finally get a Mac
laptop capable of serious
multitasking—with or with-
out Chrome—that doesn’t
sound like it is about to blast
off into space.

� An App Store that re-
flects the reality of today’s
tech. The battle between the
iPhone maker and develop-
ers over App Store fees is far

from over. While Apple made
some concessions recently,
the legal fight between it
and Epic Games—the com-
pany behind “Fortnite”—
could determine the fairness
of the App Store’s 30% cut of
in-app purchases.

Is Apple’s rent too high?
It’s all about balance. Yes,
the App Store gives develop-
ers access to billions of
iPhone users and the ability
to make money off them—
but those apps add tremen-
dous value to the iPhone ex-
perience. And right now,
developers are breaking their
own apps to circumvent Ap-
ple’s fees and policies. Net-
flix can’t even tell iPhone us-
ers where to subscribe.

� “Do Not Track” fea-
tures that actually prevent
tracking. In June, Apple ex-
cited us by announcing many
privacy-focused additions in
iOS 14. App developers
would finally have to ask us-
ers for permission before
tracking them across other
people’s apps and websites.
This appears to give people
power over how much extra
data a developer can collect
about them—and many
would probably opt out.

It’s unsurprising that
Facebook, which relies on
data collection to serve per-
sonalized advertising, com-
plained publicly. Amid that
pressure, from Facebook and
other publishers, Apple de-
cided to delay the new
prompt until early next year.

My hope is that Apple
makes good on its promise,
but I’m not holding my
breath. Last year, Apple ini-
tially told developers third-
party trackers in children’s
apps were banned—and then
softened the guidelines and
eventually permitted some
trackers and advertising.

(Dow Jones & Co., pub-
lisher of The Wall Street
Journal, has a commercial
agreement to supply news
through Apple services.)

A serious webcam upgrade would make the entry-level iPad a boon to students stuck at home.
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Themost popular
smartwatch lags far
behind rivals in one
key area: battery life.
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Yaron Galai, Outbrain’s
other co-CEO, compared the at-
tempt to combine both compa-
nies to mixing “water and oil,”
in a blog post of his own last
week. “Ultimately, the compa-
nies proved to be too different
to be mixed,” he wrote.

“This acquisition did not fail
because of cultural mismatch,”
said Mr. Singolda, adding that
he met awesome people at
Outbrain and was excited
about the prospect of joining
forces all the way to the end.
“It failed because of the finan-
cial contribution of Outbrain
over the last 12 months.”

Mr. Kostman said Outbrain’s
ad rates have recovered since
the start of the pandemic and
are higher than at the same
point a year ago. “Our revenue
and profits in 2020 will be
stronger than in 2019,” he said.
“Over the last few months our
team grew more concerned
about the culture and business
philosophy differences and the
risks of potential integration.”

Taboola and Outbrain made
public their decision to merge
last October. Under the deal,
Taboola would pay Outbrain
shareholders 30% of the com-
bined company’s stock and

BY PATIENCE HAGGIN

BUSINESS NEWS

gressively to win new clients.
“The agreement had an ex-

piration date after 12 months,
giving each party the opportu-
nity to walk away,” Taboola
Chief Executive Adam Singolda
said in an interview Sunday.
“Based on the relative perfor-
mance of the two companies,
we decided the original deal
does not make sense anymore.”

In a blog post last week, Mr.
Singolda wrote that Taboola
“tried to do a deal that was eq-
uity only (but less equity), or
equity and cash (but less cash)
that matched Outbrain’s finan-
cial contribution to Taboola.
We failed, and we called it off.”

Outbrain Co-CEO David Ko-
stman said Outbrain chose to
terminate the deal when it
learned a financing agreement
for the cash portion of the
transaction wouldn’t be ex-
tended. In an interview Sunday,
he said that once it became
clear that “Taboola did not in-
tend to pay the cash consider-
ation agreed to, we notified
Taboola that we intended to
terminate the merger agree-
ment.”

Mr. Singolda said, “We
made a few offers to Outbrain
which represented this new re-
ality, but unfortunately they
declined.”

$250 million in cash.
Taboola secured the cash

component of the deal through
a financing agreement with JP-
Morgan Chase & Co., Citi-
group Inc. and Israel-based
Bank Leumi, according to peo-
ple familiar with the matter.
The financing agreement ex-
pired in late August and wasn’t
extended, the people said.

Taboola and Outbrain pay
publishers a fixed amount ev-
ery month for including their
feeds. They in turn get paid by
the providers whose content
they display—which include
traditional ads as well as click-
bait-style slideshows about
pop culture and sports—when-
ever a user views the feed or
clicks on one of the featured
links.

Even as they were in the
process of merging, both com-
panies kept competing against
one another to sign new cli-
ents, several publishers said.

“There was a high degree of
competition even through the
merger,” said Dominick Miser-
andino, CEO of the Inquisitr, a
news website.

Mr. Miserandino doesn’t
have deals with Taboola or
Outbrain but said he was ag-
gressively pitched by both
companies since the deal was

announced. He said some of
the salespeople seemed pan-
icked about the merger and
were even more aggressive
than before about getting deals
done.

The early days of the pan-
demic led to a surge in overall
web traffic but still created
problems for both Taboola and
Outbrain. Advertising rates fell
precipitously as brands braced
for a recession and became
skittish about appearing next
to news content.

Both companies said their
ad rates dropped by double
digits at the start of the pan-
demic. Taboola said that on
March 15 alone, its ad-auction
rates fell 18% from a day ear-
lier.

That, in turn, made it
harder for Taboola and Out-
brain to continue to make fixed
payments to publishers, ac-
cording to people familiar with
the matter.

Both companies said they
sought to renegotiate deals
with publishers, suggesting a
revenue-sharing model instead
of guaranteed payments.

Clickbait Firms Failed to Revise Terms
Declining ad rates
due to pandemic
prompted new talks
that later collapsed

Both companies pushed other publishers to win new clients.
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The sharp advertising
downturn caused by the coro-
navirus pandemic brought the
internet’s two largest content-
recommendation companies
back to the negotiating table
nearly a year after they had
agreed to combine.

In the end, Taboola Ltd. and
Outbrain Inc. couldn’t agree

on revised
terms, calling
off a cash-and-

stock deal that had already
been blessed by the Justice De-
partment.

Taboola and Outbrain said
their advertising rates plum-
meted in the early months of
the pandemic. That prompted
them to seek to renegotiate
payments with publishers who
carry their content feeds—the
“promoted stories” or “around
the web” sections that appear
at the bottom of news stories
on various websites. All the
while, both companies kept
pitching other publishers ag-
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tion allows an investor to buy
shares at a certain price, and as
such can be a bullish bet, while a
“put” option lets the owner sell a
share at an agreed-upon price.

Investors often turn to call op-
tions tomake a bigger bet than if
they simply bought shares. That
is because options allow them to
put down a relatively small sum
for a big return if their wagers
prove right. Losses can result
from call options when shares
fall.

Investors have rushed into op-
tions contracts tied to stocks that
have soared the most this year.
The number of options contracts
outstanding forApple Inc., Face-
book Inc., Google-parentAlpha-
bet Inc., Amazon.com Inc. and
Microsoft Corp. have jumped
since late August, with call op-
tion interest making up 70% of
the growth, according to UBS
data. These stocks are up be-
tween 13% and 69% this year.

Investors turned so bullish on

stocks like Tesla and Apple that
it cost more to bet on gains in
the stock than hedge against de-
clines, a rare occurrence.

Asian investors have
emerged as new buyers of Tesla
and tech stocks, said David
Bailin, global head of invest-
ments for Citigroup’s private
bank, which caters to wealthy
clients. Those clients increased
their net exposure to technol-
ogy companies by 12% over the
past year, Mr. Bailin said. Asian
investors also are becoming
more optimistic about Tesla be-
cause of its new Chinese fac-
tory and a rising interest in
electric cars, Mr. Bailin said.

More investors are chasing
momentum—they buy stocks
that are rising and sell those that
are falling—activity that is ampli-
fying the markets’ moves. Ex-
change-traded funds trading
based on momentum have seen
their assets under management
jump to about $18 billion this

year, a 16% increase from last
year and the highest level of the
past decade, according to FactSet
data as of Aug. 31.

Data from Société Générale
showed that individual investors
using the Robinhood Markets
Inc. brokerage have favored
shares that have risen the most
over the past threemonths over
those that have lagged behind.
They dramatically increased their
holdings of suchwinners starting
in March.

Meanwhile, tradingmodels of
quantitative funds and so-called
commodity trading advisers told
many of these investors to chase
these stocks over the summer,
traders said.

Just over a week ago, though,
as tech and other expensive
shares began showing signs of
weakness, momentum traders
went from buyers to sellers, said
Nikolaos Panigirtzoglou, a global
market strategist for JPMorgan
Chase.

their hedging.”
Some of the options trades

have been giant, like SoftBank
Group Corp.’s $4 billion bet on
big tech stocks. They have also
been tiny, with bullish trades of
10 options contracts—the kind
that are less expensive andmore
likely to be tapped by individual
traders—rising in recentmonths.
But sincemany investors are tar-
geting the same stocks, their im-
pact can be big.

Stock options give investors
the right, though not the obliga-
tion, to buy or sell a stock at an
agreed upon price. A “call” op-

ContinuedfrompageB1
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Osbourn with navigating the
company’s finances through a
challenging time, “serving as a
steady hand through leader-
ship changes, a major trans-
formation and most recently a
pandemic.”

Mr. Heiss, a 32-year com-
pany veteran, has held several
leadership positions in fi-
nance, business transforma-
tion and sales at Xerox.

Before Friday’s appoint-
ment, Mr. Heiss served as ex-
ecutive vice president and
president of the company’s op-
erations in Europe, the Middle
East and Africa.

He was Xerox’s chief fi-
nance chief of its North Amer-
ican operations and controller
before that.

In his most recent role, the
57-year old led Xerox’s go-to-
market teams in the EMEA re-
gion, including the Eurasian
countries, India and Russia,
according to the company.

As interim CFO, Mr. Heiss is
expected to focus on reducing
costs, an effort that is being
complicated by the pandemic,
said Tuan Duong, an analyst at
S&P Global Ratings, the rat-
ings company.

“The exiting CFO has had
his work cut out for him,” Mr.
Duong said. “The new role
could require a different per-
spective, a fresh look.”

Xerox said it would search
both internally and externally
for a permanent replacement
for Mr. Osbourn. Xerox de-
clined to comment beyond a
news release announcing the
role change.

—Maria Armental
and Mark Maurer

contributed to this article.

Printer maker Xerox Hold-
ings Corp. named Xavier Heiss
its interim chief financial offi-
cer, succeeding William Os-
bourn, who is leaving for per-
sonal reasons.

Mr. Osbourn has led Xerox’s
finances since January 2017.
He is slated to leave effective
Sept. 30, the company said.

“There comes a time when
we all must make hard deci-
sions as it relates to work/life
balance,” Xerox Chief Execu-
tive John Visentin said Friday.
“At this time, Bill has decided
he needs to focus on his family
and personal goals.”

The departure comes about
five months after the Norwalk,
Conn.-based company aban-
doned a hostile bid to buy its
larger competitor HP Inc. Xe-
rox on March 31 said it would
end its more than $30 billion
tender offer and a proxy fight
to replace the printer and PC
manufacturer’s board.

The company concluded it
would no longer pursue the
acquisition amid the coronavi-
rus pandemic and the market
downturn, which caused its
market value to shrink. Xerox
had planned to take on as
much as $24 billion in debt in
the offered deal, which be-
came public last November.

Its business has suffered in
recent months. The company
in July reported second-quar-
ter revenue of $1.47 billion,
down 35.3% compared with
the prior year period. Net in-
come dropped 85% to $27
million in the most recent
quarter.

Mr. Visentin credited Mr.

BY NINA TRENTMANN

Xerox Taps New
Finance Chief
Amid Downturn
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Ltd. and GNC Holdings Inc. All,
like Hertz, pointed to industry
devastation from the Covid-19
pandemic as the prime reason
for their financial problems.

The retention bonuses
marked a change in traditional
corporate bankruptcies and an
end-run around laws enacted
by Congress. Reacting to the
public outcry over bankruptcy
bonuses that enriched top ex-
ecutives while thousands of
people lost jobs, Congress 15
years ago made it almost im-
possible for bankrupt compa-
nies to pay executives extra
just for sticking around.

But since the coronavirus
outbreak, executives have been
cashing in before bankruptcy.
By timing the payments before
a filing, management doesn’t
need a judge’s permission to
hand out extra money. That is
what Hertz and other compa-
nies did, arguing they needed
steady hands at the helm for
the unprecedented times
ahead.

There is a risk. Unhappy
creditors could move to claw
back the prebankruptcy bo-
nuses, on the grounds it was
money spent by companies
that were already deeply in
debt. But for the most part,
that hasn’t happened.

For Jamere Jackson, Hertz’s
former chief financial officer,
the money wasn’t enough to
make him stay. Mr. Jackson re-
signed in August after about
two years in the role, forfeit-
ing his $600,000 retention bo-
nus.

I did [leave the retention
bonus on the table],” Mr. Jack-
son said in an interview, add-
ing that the extra pay was
“never an issue” for him. “At
this point, money is a bit less
of a motivation. That is very
different to where I was ear-
lier in my career.”

Mr. Jackson is set to be-
come finance chief at Auto-
Zone Inc., a Memphis, Tenn.,
retailer of automotive parts.
He isn’t part of the group of
retired executives criticizing
the Hertz bonuses.

U.S. trustee Andrew Vara,
who monitors the Delaware
bankruptcy court that must
rule on Hertz’s second round
of bonuses, said the company’s
top executives are reneging on
a deal they made to get their
stay pay before bankruptcy.
The U.S. Trustee Program, part
of the Justice Department, en-
forces federal bankruptcy law.

—Nora Naughton
contributed to this article.

A group of retired Hertz
Global Holdings Inc. execu-
tives criticized the car-rental
company’s plan to pay millions
of dollars in additional bo-
nuses to top managers who
laid off thousands of employ-
ees and oversaw the business
as it filed for bankruptcy.

At least seven retired Hertz
executives are objecting to the
new round of bonuses, totaling
$14.6 million, saying the com-
pany’s promises to provide
them with a secure retirement
are being cast aside. The re-
tiree group includes a former
general counsel and marketing
and regional vice presidents.

Hertz is calling the new bo-
nuses incentive pay. They are
slated to come on top of $16.2
million in retention bonuses
the company paid out to top
executives days before it filed
for bankruptcy in May.

The move has sparked a de-
bate between creditors that
back the bonuses, including a
committee that includes the
International Brotherhood of
Teamsters, and a federal bank-
ruptcy watchdog, who says the
second round of bonuses is es-
sentially just more pay to get
executives to hang around.
Once they are in bankruptcy,
companies are prohibited by
law from handing out “stay
pay.”

Complicating the issue,
Hertz is struggling through a
restructuring that has no clear
path to the exit.

The car-rental giant was
part of a wave of troubled
businesses to hand out stay
pay to top executives shortly
before filing for bankruptcy.
Others included J.C. Penney
Co., Neiman Marcus Group

By Peg Brickley,
Becky Yerak

and Nina Trentmann

Hertz Retirees Hit
Additional Bonuses
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Ant also operates online-
lending platforms that extend
loans to individuals and busi-
nesses, sell insurance policies
and distribute mutual funds.
An asset manager it controls
operates what is by far the
largest money-market mutual
fund in China, which has in-
vestments from more than a
third of the country’s popula-
tion.

ContinuedfrompageB1

2018, earmarking Ant and sev-
eral other Chinese conglomer-
ates for stricter capital-re-
serve requirements and risk-
management rules.

Besides Ant, Tencent Hold-
ings Ltd. operates a large pay-
ments network and investing
platform. There are also many
private conglomerates in
China that own stakes in com-
mercial banks.

The central bank on Sunday
said the new rules would
“strengthen supervision and
management of financial-hold-
ing firms set up by nonfinan-
cial enterprises and others,”
and help protect the country
from systemic or contagion
risks arising from their large
scale and various connected
businesses.

on technology services.
Digital payments still gen-

erate a substantial amount of
Ant’s revenue, though “tech-
nology-service fees” from
originating loans and selling
financial products are growing

more quickly and becoming a
larger revenue contributor.

The PBOC first promulgated
the idea of rules governing fi-
nancial-holding companies in

Some of Ant’s businesses,
including its payments divi-
sion, are already licensed by
the PBOC, or China’s securi-
ties, banking and insurance
regulators.

Ant said in listing docu-
ments filed last month that a
subsidiary called Zhejiang Fi-
nance Credit Network Tech-
nology Co., will apply to be a
regulated financial-holding
company and hold Ant’s li-
censed financial-services busi-
nesses.

Ant had 71.4 billion yuan in
cash and cash equivalents as
of June 30, according to its
prospectus. The company used
to be known as Ant Financial
Services Group before it
changed its name this summer
to reflect its increasing focus

by government-designed insur-
ance policies to a local bank.
That allowed it to increase its
loan with the lender more than
fourfold to 38.5 million yuan,
while cutting its interest rate
to 5% from 7.4%.

The pledged pigs are re-
motely monitored by the local
animal-husbandry department.
The loan’s value was based on
a discount to the average pig

price in the previous 60 days,
according to an August news
release by China’s central bank
and a state media report.

Lending against livestock
isn’t unique to China. Some
U.S. banks make short-term
loans to farming clients se-
cured against livestock or
crops under production.

The sums deployed in China
are a fraction of its huge bank-

China is so desperate to re-
build pig herds after swine fe-
ver that its banks are experi-
menting with loans to farmers
backed by a novel asset: their
hogs.

The country’s swine herd
fell steeply after African swine
fever, which is harmless to hu-
mans but usually deadly for
pigs, emerged in August 2018.
That pushed up prices for
pork, a staple food in China.

The government, worried
about food-price inflation, has
since encouraged farmers to
restock and larger commercial
farms to expand. But small
family farms, which make up a
third of the country’s more
than 26 million pig farms,
were already struggling with
debts and have few assets to
borrow against, partly because
they don’t own their land,
though they can sometimes
borrow against land-use rights.

BY XIE YU AND LUCY CRAYMER

BUSINESS NEWS

With China’s pig herd still
roughly 20% smaller than it
was at the end of 2017, accord-
ing to national statistics, au-
thorities have prodded its
mostly state-owned banks to
find solutions.

Last September, China’s
banking regulator and its agri-
culture ministry urged banks
and insurers to better support
pig farmers, including by de-
veloping pilot programs using
hogs as collateral.

In March, the ministry told
banks to start accepting pigs,
land-use rights and farming
machinery as collateral. It also
lowered the threshold for a
separate loan-subsidy program
by 90% to cover farmers with
as few as 500 pigs. These loans
aren’t collateralized with live-
stock.

Since then, tens of millions
of dollars have been put to use
in pilot programs. In June, offi-
cials in Zhejiang, eastern China,
said farmers in 32 of the prov-
ince’s counties had borrowed a
total of 178 million yuan, the
equivalent of $26 million, in
loans backed by live hogs.

And in the western city of
Chongqing, a hog-raising com-
pany pledged sows protected

ing system, and lenders may
be reluctant to adopt this prac-
tice more widely.

Yanyan Liu, senior re-
searcher with the International
Food Policy Research Institute,
said banks would face chal-
lenges both in valuing pigs and
enforcing their rights if loans
went bad.

She said hog prices are vol-
atile, meaning banks could face
losses if pig prices fell after
they had made loans and they
later had to seize their collat-
eral. And banks would need to
develop systems to value hogs
and monitor, manage, or even
dispose of them if they were to
end up owning pigs.

While this could work at
scale, “it simply does not make
much economic sense to work
with small farmers,” she said.
That gave banks little incen-
tive to expand the program,
she said.

Feng Yonghui, chief analyst
at pig-industry portal
Soozhu.com, said banks tended
to make steep discounts to the
value of a farmer’s pigs when
deciding how big a loan to of-
fer.

In practice, too, he said
commercial banks also tended

to require that farmers bundle
other assets, like facilities or
vehicles, with their pigs to get
loans.

Mr. Feng said an environ-
mental cleanup campaign in
recent years had also reduced
China’s pig herd. From 2015,
authorities have torn down
many pig farms near urban ar-
eas and close to water sources,
primarily because effluent
from farms was polluting
streams and rivers.

Getting a precise picture of
China’s pig industry is chal-
lenging. Earlier this year, Afri-
can swine fever began reap-
pearing after several months
of no new cases on farms, and
in April, the U.S. Agriculture
Department said underreport-
ing of the disease was ram-
pant.

Still, other measures point
to improvement. Pig stocks
rose 13% year on year in July,
agricultural ministry data
show.

In the first half, China built
nearly 6,200 large new swine
farms, and nearly 10,800 major
farms have restocked after
culling their herds over the
past two years, the agriculture
ministry said.

China Allows Hogs as Collateral for Loans
Move is intended to
boost supply of pigs
after African swine
fever ravaged herd

Beijing
Curbs Ant
And Others
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Source: China's National Bureau of Statistics (pig population); Wind (pork price)
Note: 100 Chinese yuan = $14.61.

Digital payments
still generate a
substantial amount
of Ant’s revenue.

The company was among several businesses to hand out stay pay.
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THE TICKER
Market events coming this week

Monday
Earnings expected*

Estimate/YearAgo($)

Lennar 1.55/1.59

Tuesday

Capacity utilization
July, previous 70.6%
Aug., expected 71.1%

Empire Manufacturing
Aug., previous 3.7
Sep., expected 2.0

Importprice index
July, previous

up 0.7%
Aug., expected

up 0.5%

Industrial production
July, previous up 3.0%
Aug., expected up 1.0%

Earnings expected*
Estimate/YearAgo($)

Adobe 2.41/2.05
FedEx 2.67/3.05

Wednesday
Business inventories
June, previous

down1.1%
July, expected up 0.1%

EIA status report
Previous change in stocks in
millions of barrels

Crude-oil stocks, up 2
Gasoline stocks,

down3
Distillates down1.7

Mort. bankers indexes
Purchase, previous

up 3%
Refin., previous

up 3%

Retail sales
July, previous up 1.2%
Aug., expected up 0.9%

Retail sales, ex. autos
July, previous up 1.9%
Aug., expected up 0.8%

Thursday
BuildingPermits
July, previous

1.495mil.
Aug., expected

1.52mil.
EIA report: natural
gas
Previous change in stocks in
billions of cubic feet

Up70
HousingStarts
July, previous

1.496mil.

Aug., expected
1.45mil.

Initial jobless claims
Previous 884,000
Expected 880,000

Philadelphia Fed
survey
Aug., previous 17.2
Sept., expected 14.0

Earnings expected*
Estimate/YearAgo($)

CantelMedical
(0.03)/0.63

Friday

Current account
1st qtr., previous

$104.2 bil. deficit
2nd qtr., expected

$168.5 bil. deficit

Leading indicators
July, previous

up 1.4%
Aug., expected

up 1.3%

U.Mich.consumerindex
Aug., previous 74.1
Sept., expected 74.0

expansions internally, so have
no need to scale back as their
stock falls.

A nd falling stock prices
have a much smaller
impact on consumer

spending than housing slumps.
The wealth effect—consumers
who feel richer spend more—
was obvious in the years lead-
ing up to the 2007-08 financial
crisis as borrowers remort-
gaged to spend, backed by
higher house prices.

But stock prices don’t have
that same effect, partly be-
cause we’re used to them go-
ing up and down, but mainly
because so few people now
own stock directly.

It’s true that since the fi-
nancial crisis far more people
have been punting on share
prices thanks to free trading
at Robinhood and the lack of
sports to bet on.

But it is hard to believe
that enough people became so
much better off—and now
worse-off—that they will make
economically significant cuts
to their spending in order to
save.

One final risk that I didn’t
mention, because I don’t know
how to assess it, is psychology.

W hen the market lead-
ers fall, traders and
investors (and the

momentum-driven market
bots) might just become more
cautious, hurting everything.
So far this hasn’t happened,
with many of the lockdown
losers rising strongly this
month even as the year’s big
winners went into reverse.

At one extreme, all 22 of
the S&P 500 stocks up more
than 50% by the end of August
fell this month. At the other,
all five S&P stocks up more
than 10% this month had fallen
by more than a third in the
year to August.

All of the above assumes
that the technology rout gets
worse, which is far from a
given. Blow off the froth of the
late-summer excess and the
big growth stocks are still ex-
pensive compared with his-
tory.

But consider the superlow
yields on Treasurys and the
ability of many of them to ride
out a weak economy and they
are much more justifiable—at
least so long as yields stay low
and the economy weak.

growth stocks have plunged
almost 9.6% from this month’s
high, according to Russell
1000 indexes, disregarded
value stocks are down less
than 4%.

S till, margin lending is
high—it’s been higher
only from late 2017

through to the recession panic
of late 2018, according to fig-
ures from the Financial Indus-
try Regulatory Authority. So
this remains a risk if tech car-
ries on down.

While Apple, Amazon and
the like won’t need to slash
spending even if their shares
crash, worthless employee
stock options would make
them less attractive to work
for.

Equally, the venture-capital-
backed ecosystem of the West
Coast will become less appeal-
ing if tech startups don’t have
the exit route of an overvalued
IPO. Knock-on effects of a
crash on wildly overpriced San
Francisco property could hurt
the local economy.

Yet, the broader economy is
at much less risk today than at
the time of past bubbles.

Companies that couldn’t is-
sue new stock after the dot-
com bust went to the wall. Big
telecommunications busi-
nesses that had borrowed far
too much to build global fiber
and mobile networks failed or
slashed investment when they
couldn’t refinance and demand
turned out to be much lower
than expected—just as with
the railways in 19th-century
Britain.

Amazon, Alphabet and Ap-
ple have been financing their

ContinuedfrompageB1

Signs to
Look for If
Tech Pops

The economy is at
much less risk today
than at the time of
past bubbles.

MARKETS

FedEx is expected to post earnings of $2.67 a share on Tuesday.
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This announcement is neither an offer to purchase nor a solicitation of an offer to sell Shares (as defined below), and the provisions herein are subject in their entirety to
the provisions of the Offer (as defined below). The Offer is made solely by the Offer to Purchase (as defined below), dated September 14, 2020, and the related Letter of
Transmittal and any amendments or supplements thereto, and is being made to all holders of Shares other than (i) Nestlé (as defined below) and its affiliates, and
(ii) holders of Shares in any jurisdiction where the making of the Offer or the acceptance thereof would not be in compliance with the securities, “blue sky” or
other laws of such jurisdiction or any administrative or judicial action pursuant thereto. If Purchaser (as defined below) becomes aware of any valid state
statute prohibiting the making of the Offer or the acceptance of the Shares pursuant thereto, Purchaser will make a good faith effort to comply with
that state statute or seek to have such statute declared inapplicable to the Offer. If, after a good faith effort, Purchaser cannot do so, Purchaser
will not make the Offer to, nor will tenders be accepted from or on behalf of, the holders of Shares in that state. In those jurisdictions
where applicable laws require the Offer to be made by a licensed broker or dealer, the Offer will be deemed to be made on behalf of
Purchaser by one or more registered brokers or dealers licensed under the laws of such jurisdiction to be designated by Purchaser.

Notice of Offer to Purchase for Cash
All Outstanding Shares of Common Stock

of

Aimmune Therapeutics, Inc.
at

$34.50 Net Per Share In Cash,
Pursuant to the Offer to Purchase, dated September 14, 2020

by

SPN MergerSub, Inc.
a wholly-owned subsidiary of

Société des Produits Nestlé S.A.
SPN MergerSub, Inc., a Delaware corporation (“Purchaser”) and a wholly-owned subsidiary of Société des Produits Nestlé S.A., a société anonyme

organized under the laws of Switzerland (“Nestlé”), is offering to purchase any and all of the outstanding shares of common stock, par value $0.0001 per
share (the “Shares”), of Aimmune Therapeutics, Inc., a Delaware corporation (“Aimmune”), owned by the stockholders of Aimmune other than Nestlé
and its affiliates (the “Unaffiliated Stockholders”), at a price of $34.50 per Share (the “Offer Price”), net to the seller thereof in cash, without interest and
subject to any required withholding of taxes, upon the terms and subject to the conditions set forth in the Offer to Purchase, dated September 14, 2020
(the “Offer to Purchase”), and in the related Letter of Transmittal (which, together with any amendments or supplements thereto, collectively constitute
the “Offer”). The Offer is being made for all outstanding Shares and not for options to purchase Shares or other equity awards. Tendering stockholders who
have Shares registered in their names and who tender directly to Equiniti Trust Company (the “Depositary”) will not be obligated to pay brokerage fees or
commissions or, except as set forth in the Letter of Transmittal, transfer taxes on the purchase of Shares by Purchaser pursuant to the Offer. Stockholders
who hold their Shares through a broker, dealer, commercial bank, trust company or other nominee should consult with such institution as to whether it
charges any brokerage fees or commissions in relation to participation in the Offer.

THE OFFER AND WITHDRAWAL RIGHTS WILL EXPIRE AT 12:00 MIDNIGHT, EASTERN
TIME, ON OCTOBER 9, 2020, UNLESS THE OFFER IS EXTENDED (SUCH DATE AND TIME,
AS IT MAY BE EXTENDED, THE “EXPIRATION DATE”) OR EARLIER TERMINATED.

The purpose of the Offer is for Nestlé to acquire control of, and the entire equity interest in, Aimmune. Following the consummation of the Offer,
Purchaser intends to effect the Merger (as defined below).

The Offer is being made pursuant to the Agreement and Plan of Merger, dated as of August 29, 2020, by and among Nestlé, Purchaser and Aimmune
(the “Merger Agreement”), under which, after the completion of the Offer and the satisfaction or waiver of certain conditions, Purchaser will be merged with
and into Aimmune in accordance with Section 251(h) of the General Corporation Law of the State of Delaware (the “DGCL”) without a vote of Aimmune’s
stockholders, with Aimmune continuing as the surviving corporation and a wholly-owned subsidiary of Nestlé (the “Merger”). At the effective time of the
Merger (the “Effective Time”), each Share outstanding immediately prior to the Effective Time (other than Shares owned by Nestlé or Purchaser or Shares
held in the treasury of Aimmune or owned by any wholly owned subsidiary of Aimmune and Shares as to which the holder thereof has properly exercised
appraisal rights under Delaware law) will, without any further action on the part of the holder of such Share, be converted into the right to receive a price per
share equal to the Offer Price, without any interest and subject to the withholding of taxes in accordance with the Merger Agreement, payable to the holder
thereof upon surrender of the certificate formerly representing, or book-entry transfer of, such Share. As a result of the Merger, Aimmune will cease to
be a publicly traded company and will become wholly-owned by Nestlé. The Merger Agreement is more fully described in the Offer to Purchase.

The Offer is conditioned upon (i) there being enough Shares validly tendered and not validly withdrawn which, when added, without duplication, to the
Shares owned by Nestlé and its wholly owned subsidiaries, would represent at least a majority of the Fully Diluted Shares (as defined in the Offer to
Purchase) as of the expiration of the Offer; (ii) the waiting period (or any extension thereof) applicable to the purchase of Shares pursuant to the Offer and
the consummation of the Merger under the Hart-Scott-Rodino Antitrust Improvements Act of 1976, as amended, will have either expired or terminated;
(iii) there being no temporary restraining order, preliminary or permanent injunction or judgment issued by any court of competent jurisdiction or law
in the United States or Germany in effect restraining, enjoining, making illegal, or otherwise preventing or prohibiting the making of the Offer or the
consummation of the Merger or the Offer as of the expiration of the Offer; (iv) the approvals required under any competition, merger control, antitrust,
foreign investment or similar law in Germany being obtained at or prior to the expiration of the Offer; (v) the accuracy of the representations and warranties
of Aimmune contained in the Merger Agreement, subject to certain materiality and other qualifications; (vi) Aimmune’s performance or compliance in all
material respects with its obligations required to be performed or complied with by it under the Merger Agreement at or prior to the expiration of the Offer;
(vii) the absence of a Material Adverse Effect (as defined in the Merger Agreement and described in more detail in “Special Factors—Section 6. Summary
of the Merger Agreement—Representations and Warranties” of the Offer to Purchase) since the date of the Merger Agreement; and (viii) other customary
conditions as described in “The Tender Offer—Section 11. Conditions of the Offer” of the Offer to Purchase. Neither the consummation of the Offer nor
the Merger is subject to any financing condition. As of the date of the Offer to Purchase, Nestlé and its affiliates owned 12,813,247 Shares (including
10,192 Shares and options to purchase 75,942 Shares held by a representative of Nestlé on Aimmune’s board of directors, all of which are beneficially owned
by an affiliate of Nestlé) and excluding, for the avoidance of doubt, any Shares underlying the 525,634 shares of Series A Convertible Preferred Stock, par
value $0.0001 per share, owned by Nestlé (none of which will be converted prior to the consummation of the Offer).

The board of directors of Aimmune (by unanimous vote of its disinterested members) has (i) declared that the Merger Agreement and the
transactions contemplated by the Merger Agreement, including the Offer and the Merger, are fair to, and in the best interests of, Aimmune
and the Unaffiliated Stockholders, (b) approved and declared advisable the Merger Agreement and the transactions contemplated thereby, including
the Offer and the Merger (such approval having been made in accordance with the DGCL, including for purposes of Section 251(h) thereof),
(c) recommended that the Unaffiliated Stockholders accept the Offer and tender their Shares to Purchaser pursuant to the Offer, and (d) resolved
that the Merger shall be governed by and effected under Section 251(h) of the DGCL and that the Merger shall be consummated as soon as
practicable following the Acceptance Time (as defined in the Offer to Purchase).

Subject to the provisions of the Merger Agreement, Purchaser and Nestlé expressly reserve the right (but are not obligated), at any time or from time to
time, to waive or otherwise modify or amend the terms and conditions of the Offer in any respect. Purchaser and Nestlé have agreed in the Merger Agreement
that they will not, without the prior written consent of Aimmune, waive or modify certain conditions as described in “The Tender Offer—Section 1. Terms
of the Offer” of the Offer to Purchase. Subject to the provisions of the Merger Agreement, Purchaser reserves the right to, and under certain circumstances
Aimmune may require Purchaser to, extend the Offer, as described in “The Tender Offer—Section 1. Terms of the Offer” of the Offer to Purchase.

Any extension or amendment of the Offer, waiver of a condition of the Offer, delay in acceptance for payment or payment, or termination of the Offer
will be followed promptly by public announcement thereof, such announcement in the case of an extension to be issued not later than 9:00 a.m., Eastern
time, on the next business day after the previously scheduled Expiration Date in accordance with the public announcement requirements of Rules 14d-4(d),
14d-6(c) and l4e-1(d) under the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, as amended (the “Exchange Act”).

If the Offer is completed, in accordance with the terms of the Merger Agreement, Nestlé will cause Purchaser to be merged with and into Aimmune
in accordance with Section 251(h) of the DGCL without a vote of Aimmune’s stockholders, with Aimmune continuing as the surviving corporation and a
wholly-owned subsidiary of Nestlé. There will not be a “subsequent offering period” (within the meaning of Rule 14d-11 of the Exchange Act) for the Offer.

In order to validly tender Shares in the Offer, a Letter of Transmittal (or a manually signed facsimile thereof), properly completed and duly executed
in accordance with the instructions of the Letter of Transmittal, with any required signature guarantees, or an Agent’s Message (as defined in the Offer to
Purchase) in connection with a book-entry delivery of Shares through The Depository Trust Company (“DTC”), and any other documents required by the
Letter of Transmittal, must be received by the Depositary at one of its addresses set forth on the back cover of the Offer to Purchase prior to the Expiration
Date and either (i) certificates representing Shares tendered must be delivered to the Depositary, (ii) the Letter of Transmittal must indicate the tender of
Direct Registration Book-Entry Shares (as defined in the Offer to Purchase) or (iii) tendered Shares must be properly delivered pursuant to the procedures
for book-entry transfer described in the Offer to Purchase and a confirmation of such delivery received by the Depositary (which confirmation must include
an Agent’s Message if the tendering stockholder has not delivered a Letter of Transmittal), in each case, prior to the Expiration Date.

In all cases, payment for any Shares tendered and accepted for payment pursuant to the Offer will be made only after timely receipt by the Depositary of
(a) certificate or certificates representing such Shares, an indication in the Letter of Transmittal of the tender of Direct Registration Book-Entry Shares
or confirmation of the book-entry transfer of such Shares into the Depositary’s account at DTC pursuant to the procedures set forth in “The Tender
Offer—Section 3. Procedures for Tendering Shares” of the Offer to Purchase, (b) a Letter of Transmittal (or a manually signed facsimile thereof),
properly completed and duly executed, with any required signature guarantees (or, in the case of a book-entry transfer, an Agent’s Message in lieu
of the Letter of Transmittal), and (c) any other documents required by the Letter of Transmittal. See “The Tender Offer—Section 3. Procedures for
Tendering Shares” in the Offer to Purchase. Accordingly, tendering stockholders may be paid at different times depending on when these items with
respect to Shares are actually received by the Depositary.

For purposes of the Offer, Purchaser will be deemed to have accepted for payment and thereby purchased Shares validly tendered and not properly
withdrawn prior to the Expiration Date if and when Purchaser gives oral or written notice to the Depositary of its acceptance for payment of such Shares
pursuant to the Offer. Payment for Shares accepted for payment pursuant to the Offer will be made by deposit of the aggregate Offer Price for such
Shares with the Depositary, which will act as agent for the tendering stockholders for purposes of receiving payments from Purchaser and transmitting
such payments to the tendering stockholders. Upon deposit of such funds with the Depositary, Purchaser’s obligation to make such payments will
be satisfied in full, and tendering stockholders must thereafter look only to the Depositary for payment of amounts owed to them by reason of the
acceptance for payment of Shares pursuant to the Offer. Under no circumstances will interest be paid on the Offer Price for Shares, regardless of
any extension of the Offer or any delay in payment for Shares.

A stockholder may withdraw Shares tendered pursuant to the Offer (i) at any time prior to the Expiration Date, as described in “The Tender
Offer—Section 4. Withdrawal Rights” of the Offer to Purchase and (ii) at any time after November 12, 2020 (which is the 60th day from the date of the
commencement of the Offer) unless such Shares have already been accepted for payment by Purchaser pursuant to the Offer. For a withdrawal of Shares
to be effective, a written notice of withdrawal must be timely received by the Depositary at one of its addresses set forth on the back cover of the Offer to
Purchase. Any such notice of withdrawal must specify the name of the person having tendered the Shares to be withdrawn, the number of Shares to be
withdrawn and the name of the record holder of the Shares to be withdrawn, if different from that of the person who tendered such Shares. The signature(s)
on the notice of withdrawal must be guaranteed by an Eligible Institution (as defined in “The Tender Offer—Section 3. Procedures for Tendering Shares”
of the Offer to Purchase), unless such Shares have been tendered for the account of any Eligible Institution (as defined in the Offer to Purchase). If Shares
have been tendered pursuant to the procedures for book-entry transfer as set forth in “The Tender Offer—Section 3. Procedures for Tendering Shares” of
the Offer to Purchase, any notice of withdrawal must specify the name and number of the account to be credited with the withdrawn Shares. If certificates
representing the Shares to be withdrawn have been delivered or otherwise identified to the Depositary, the name of the registered owner and the serial
numbers shown on such certificates must also be furnished to the Depositary prior to the physical release of such certificates.

The information required to be disclosed by paragraph (d)(1) of Rule 14d-6 of the Exchange Act is contained in the Offer to Purchase and is
incorporated herein by reference.

Aimmune has provided Purchaser with Aimmune’s stockholder lists and security position listings for the purpose of disseminating the Offer to
Purchase (and related documents) to holders of Shares. The Offer to Purchase and related Letter of Transmittal and other related documents will be
mailed to record holders of Shares whose names appear on Aimmune’s stockholder list and will be furnished to brokers, dealers, commercial banks, trust
companies and similar persons whose names, or the names of whose nominees, appear on the stockholder list or, if applicable, who are listed as participants
in a clearing agency’s security position listing for subsequent transmittal to beneficial owners of Shares.

The receipt of cash in respect of a tender of Shares pursuant to the Offer and the exchange of Shares for cash pursuant to the Merger will each be a
taxable transaction for U.S. federal income tax purposes and may also be a taxable transaction under applicable state, local, foreign or other tax laws.
Holders of Shares are urged to consult with their own tax advisors as to the particular tax consequences of the Offer and the Merger to them. For
a more complete description of the principal U.S. federal income tax consequences of the Offer and the Merger, see the Offer to Purchase.

The Offer to Purchase and the related Letter of Transmittal and Aimmune’s Solicitation/Recommendation Statement on Schedule 14D-9 and
Transaction Statement on Schedule 13E-3 filed with the United States Securities and Exchange Commission in connection with the Offer contain
important information and each such document should be read carefully and in its entirety before any decision is made with respect to the Offer.

Questions and requests for assistance may be directed to the Information Agent at the address and telephone numbers set forth below. Requests
for copies of the Offer to Purchase and the related Letter of Transmittal and other related documents may be directed to the Information Agent or to
brokers, dealers, commercial banks, trust companies or other nominees. Such copies will be furnished promptly at Purchaser’s expense. Neither Nestlé
nor Purchaser will pay any fees or commissions to any broker or dealer or any other person (other than the Information Agent or as otherwise described in
“The Tender Offer—Section 14. Fees and Expenses” of the Offer to Purchase) in connection with the solicitation of tenders of Shares pursuant to the Offer.

The Information Agent for the Tender Offer is:

1407 Broadway
New York, New York 10018

(212) 929-5500
or

Call Toll-Free (800) 322-2885
Email: tenderoffer@mackenziepartners.com

September 14, 2020

.
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New to the Market IPO Scorecard B9

Commodities and
Currencies

LastWeek YTD
Close Net chg %Chg % chg

DJCommodity 619.89 -3.24 -0.52 -3.49

TR/CCCRB Index 146.41 -3.28 -2.19 -21.19

Crude oil,$per barrel 37.33 -2.44 -6.14 -38.86

Natural gas,$/MMBtu 2.269 -0.319 -12.33 3.65

Gold,$per troy oz. 1937.80 13.90 0.72 27.53

U.S. Dollar Index 93.25 0.53 0.57 -3.26

WSJDollar Index 88.37 0.43 0.49 -1.33

Euro, per dollar 0.8441 -0.0005 -0.06 -5.34

Yen, per dollar 106.16 -0.07 -0.07 -2.28

U.K. pound, in dollars 1.28 -0.0485 -3.65 -3.50

52-Week
Low Close(l) High %Chg

DJCommodity 433.70 l 647.86 1.27

TR/CCCRB Index 106.29 l 187.39 -16.24

Crude oil,$per barrel -37.63 l 63.27 -31.94

Natural gas,$/MMBtu 1.482 l 2.862 -13.20

Gold,$per troy oz. 1452.10 l 2051.50 29.98

U.S. Dollar Index 92.14 l 102.82 -5.10

WSJDollar Index 87.52 l 97.02 -2.99

Euro, per dollar 0.8378 l 0.9352 -6.53

Yen, per dollar 102.37 l 112.11 -1.78

U.K. pound, in dollars 1.15 l 1.34 2.34

Treasury yield curve
Yield to maturity of current bills,
notes and bonds
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Forex Race
Yen, euro vs. dollar; dollar vs.
major U.S. trading partners
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Sources: Tradeweb ICEU.S. Treasury Close; Tullett Prebon; DowJonesMarketData

CorporateBorrowingRatesandYields
Spread+/- Treasurys,

Yield (%) in basis pts, 52-wkRange Total Return
Bond total return index Last Wkago Last Low High 52-wk 3-yr

U.S. Treasury, Barclays 0.480 0.520 8.66 5.22
U.S. TreasuryLong, Barclays 1.300 1.360 18.54 11.27
Aggregate, Barclays 1.140 1.170 n.a. 39 127 7.75 5.16
Fixed-RateMBS, Barclays 1.210 1.200 n.a. 28 132 4.70 3.63
HighYield 100, ICEBofA 4.619 4.559 430 271 1018 1.321 3.559
MuniMaster, ICEBofA 1.035 1.048 29 -12 41 5.034 3.843
EMBIGlobal, J.P.Morgan 4.579 4.637 374 277 662 4.989 3.786

Sources: J.P.Morgan; S&PDowJones Indices; BloombergBarclays; ICEDataServices

ConsumerRates andReturns to Investor
U.S. consumer rates
A consumer rate against its
benchmark over the past year
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Money market
account yields

t

Federal-funds
target rate

Selected rates
MoneyMarket/SavingsAccts

Bankrate.comavg†: 0.23%
BankDirect 0.75%
Richardson, TX 877-839-2737

DollarSavingsDirect 0.75%
NewYork, NY 866-395-8693

CFGCommunityBank 0.80%
Baltimore,MD 888-205-8388

First InternetBankof Indiana 0.81%
Indianapolis, IN 888-873-3424

TABBank 0.90%
Ogden, UT 800-355-3063

Yield/Rate (%) 52-WeekRange (%) 3-yr chg
Interest rate Last (l)Week ago Low 0 2 4 6 8 High (pct pts)

Federal-funds rate target 0.00-0.25 0.00-0.25 0.00 l 2.00 -1.00
Prime rate* 3.25 3.25 3.25 l 5.25 -1.00
Libor, 3-month 0.25 0.25 0.23 l 2.16 -1.07
Moneymarket, annual yield 0.23 0.23 0.23 l 0.78 -0.04
Five-year CD, annual yield 0.65 0.65 0.65 l 1.61 -0.80
30-yearmortgage, fixed† 3.07 3.09 3.03 l 4.22 -0.66
15-yearmortgage, fixed† 2.58 2.55 2.54 l 3.57 -0.41
Jumbomortgages, $510,400-plus† 3.10 3.13 3.06 l 4.59 -1.14
Five-year adjmortgage (ARM)† 3.28 3.30 3.06 l 4.78 0.06
New-car loan, 48-month 4.18 4.18 4.17 l 4.65 1.12
Bankrate.com rates based on survey of over 4,800 online banks. *Base rate posted by 70% of the nation's largest
banks.† Excludes closing costs.

Sources: FactSet; Dow JonesMarket Data; Bankrate.com

S&P 500 Index
3340.97 t85.99, or 2.51% last week

High, low, open and close for each of
the past 52 weeks

Year agoLast

Trailing P/E ratio *
P/E estimate *
Dividend yield *
All-time high

36.58 23.22
25.57 18.21
1.79 1.91

3580.84, 09/02/20
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International Stock Indexes
LatestWeek 52-WeekRange YTD

Region/Country Index Close % chg Low Close High % chg

World TheGlobalDow 3042.08 –0.43 2138.97 • 3300.22 –6.4
DJGlobal Index 431.58 –1.42 292.30 • 451.87 –0.6
DJGlobal exU.S. 250.52 0.66 174.38 • 267.54 –5.0

Americas DJAmericas 775.58 –2.51 512.68 • 830.76 1.9
Brazil SaoPauloBovespa 98363.22 –2.84 63569.62 • 119527.63 –14.9
Canada S&P/TSXComp 16222.46 0.03 11228.49 • 17944.06 –4.9
Mexico S&P/BMV IPC 36334.89 –0.31 32964.22 • 45902.68 –16.55
Chile Santiago IPSA 2558.33 –2.57 2045.49 • 3722.44 –23.3

EMEA StoxxEurope600 367.96 1.67 279.66 • 433.90 –11.5
StoxxEurope50 2986.20 1.98 2383.14 • 3539.12 –12.2

Eurozone EuroStoxx 364.14 1.78 261.53 • 421.34 –9.9
EuroStoxx50 3315.81 1.69 2385.82 • 3865.18 –11.5

Austria ATX 2232.62 0.69 1630.84 • 3250.61 –29.9
Belgium Bel-20 3351.24 1.22 2528.77 • 4198.31 –15.3
France CAC40 5034.14 1.39 3754.84 • 6111.24 –15.8
Germany DAX 13202.84 2.80 8441.71 • 13789.00 –0.3
Greece AthexComposite 636.03 –0.51 484.40 • 948.64 –30.6
Israel TelAviv 1305.28 –2.61 1171.21 • 1751.79 –22.5
Italy FTSEMIB 19820.75 2.21 14894 • 25478 –15.7
Netherlands AEX 552.01 2.17 404.10 • 629.23 –8.7
Portugal PSI 20 4311.59 1.49 3596.08 • 5435.85 –17.3
Russia RTS Index 1223.05 0.25 832.26 • 1646.60 –21.0
SouthAfrica FTSE/JSEAll-Share 56087.84 4.10 37963.01 • 59001.87 –1.7
Spain IBEX35 6943.20 –0.67 6107.2 • 10083.6 –27.3
Sweden OMXStockholm 712.07 2.83 478.95 • 732.67 4.6
Switzerland SwissMarket 10439.52 2.82 8160.79 • 11263.01 –1.7
U.K. FTSE 100 6032.09 4.02 4993.89 • 7674.56 –20.0

Asia-Pacific
Australia S&P/ASX200 5859.40 –1.12 4546.0 • 7162.5 –12.3
China Shanghai Composite 3260.35 –2.83 2660.17 • 3451.09 6.9
HongKong HangSeng 24503.31 –0.78 21696.13 • 29056.42 –13.1
India S&PBSESensex 38854.55 1.30 25981.24 • 41952.63 –5.8
Japan Nikkei StockAvg 23406.49 0.87 16552.83 • 24083.51 –1.1
Malaysia FTSEBursaMalaysiaKLCI 1504.85 –0.73 1219.72 • 1615.67 –5.3
Singapore Straits Times 2490.09 –0.78 2233.48 • 3285.72 –22.7
SouthKorea Kospi 2396.69 1.20 1457.64 • 2437.53 9.1
Taiwan TAIEX 12675.95 0.30 8681.34 • 12956.11 5.7

Source: FactSet; DowJonesMarketData

Financial Flashback
The Wall Street Journal, September 14, 2000
Bridgestone/Firestone’s tire recall isn’t going fast enough to
prevent new highway fatalities, with at least five people having
died, allegedly from tire failures, since the recall on Aug. 9.

MajorU.S. Stock-Market Indexes
LatestWeek 52-Week % chg

High Low Close Net chg % chg Low Close (l) High %chg YTD 3-yr. ann.
DowJones

Industrial Average 28206.21 27447.08 27665.64 -467.67 -1.66 18591.93 l 29551.42 1.6 -3.1 7.8
TransportationAvg 11364.33 11011.51 11282.64 57.13 0.51 6703.63 l 11451.51 4.3 3.5 6.0
UtilityAverage 819.26 791.63 799.93 -3.77 -0.47 610.89 l 960.89 -5.6 -9.0 2.0
Total StockMarket 34837.16 33638.16 33949.24 -898.79 -2.58 22462.76 l 36434.12 10.1 2.8 9.7
Barron's 400 715.29 701.73 707.44 -13.19 -1.83 455.11 l 752.15 1.8 -3.4 3.0

NasdaqStockMarket

NasdaqComposite 11299.53 10728.03 10853.55 -459.59 -4.06 6860.67 l 12056.44 32.7 21.0 19.1
Nasdaq 100 11566.34 10945.22 11087.40 -534.73 -4.60 6994.29 l 12420.54 40.5 27.0 22.8

S&P

500 Index 3425.55 3310.47 3340.97 -85.99 -2.51 2237.40 l 3580.84 11.1 3.4 10.3
MidCap400 1900.24 1839.64 1854.87 -42.99 -2.27 1218.55 l 2106.12 -5.5 -10.1 2.2
SmallCap600 886.66 855.28 861.93 -29.88 -3.35 595.67 l 1041.03 -11.7 -15.6 0.6

Other Indexes

Russell 2000 1543.43 1484.95 1497.27 -38.03 -2.48 991.16 l 1705.22 -5.1 -10.3 1.9
NYSEComposite 12969.47 12659.16 12773.04 -144.11 -1.12 8777.38 l 14183.2 -2.7 -8.2 2.1
Value Line 474.08 458.51 462.02 -12.06 -2.54 305.71 l 562.05 -13.5 -16.3 -3.9
NYSEArcaBiotech 5269.19 5103.10 5151.66 -88.51 -1.69 3855.67 l 6142.96 16.3 1.7 7.0
NYSEArcaPharma 668.08 651.05 658.85 1.57 0.24 494.36 l 675.64 13.5 0.8 6.5
KBWBank 78.30 75.07 76.34 -2.89 -3.65 56.19 l 114.12 -25.1 -32.7 -6.0
PHLX§Gold/Silver 157.00 143.20 150.34 0.76 0.51 70.12 l 161.14 68.0 40.6 18.8
PHLX§Oil Service 34.83 32.39 32.76 -2.807 -7.89 21.47 l 80.99 -54.4 -58.2 -36.3
PHLX§Semiconductor 2202.84 2106.73 2136.37 -76.35 -3.45 1286.84 l 2370.18 33.1 15.5 24.2
CBOEVolatility 35.93 26.51 26.87 -3.88 -12.62 11.54 l 82.69 95.6 95.0 35.8

NasdaqPHLX Sources: FactSet; DowJonesMarketData

Real-time U.S. stock
quotes are available on
WSJ.com. Track most-
active stocks, new
highs/lows, mutual
funds and ETFs.

All are available free at
WSJMarkets.com
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MARKETS DIGEST

Dow Jones Industrial Average
27665.64 t467.67, or 1.66% last week

High, low, open and close for each of
the past 52 weeks

Year agoLast

Trailing P/E ratio
P/E estimate *
Dividend yield
All-time high

27.16 19.55
26.54 17.73
2.22 2.23

29551.42, 02/12/20
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*Weekly P/E data based on as-reported earnings from Birinyi Associates Inc.; †Based on Nasdaq-100 Index

Currencies
U.S.-dollar foreign-exchange rates in lateNewYork trading

US$vs,
Fri YTD chg

Country/currency inUS$ perUS$ (%)

Americas
Argentina peso .0134 74.8346 25.0
Brazil real .1880 5.3184 32.3
Canada dollar .7588 1.3180 1.5
Chile peso .001299 769.90 4.1
Colombiapeso .000270 3705.51 12.9
EcuadorUSdollar 1 1 unch
Mexico peso .0470 21.2754 12.4
Uruguay peso .02351 42.5400 14.5
Asia-Pacific
Australian dollar .7283 1.3731 –3.6
China yuan .1463 6.8344 –1.8
HongKong dollar .1290 7.7503 –0.5
India rupee .01361 73.478 3.0
Indonesia rupiah .0000672 14890 7.3
Japan yen .009419 106.16 –2.3
Kazakhstan tenge .002342 426.98 11.8
Macau pataca .1252 7.9885 –0.4
Malaysia ringgit .2408 4.1535 1.5
NewZealand dollar .6669 1.4995 0.9
Pakistan rupee .00602 166.230 7.2
Philippines peso .0206 48.546 –4.3
Singapore dollar .7308 1.3683 1.7
SouthKoreawon .0008418 1187.99 2.9
Sri Lanka rupee .0054201 184.50 1.7
Taiwan dollar .03413 29.296 –2.1
Thailand baht .03197 31.280 5.1

US$vs,
Fri YTD chg

Country/currency inUS$ perUS$ (%)

Vietnam dong .00004315 23176 0.02
Europe
CzechRep. koruna .04458 22.433 –1.1
Denmark krone .1592 6.2802 –5.7
Euro area euro 1.1848 .8441 –5.3
Hungary forint .003314 301.74 2.2
Iceland krona .007350 136.05 12.3
Norway krone .1107 9.0361 2.9
Poland zloty .2664 3.7545 –1.0
Russia ruble .01335 74.895 20.7
Sweden krona .1140 8.7749 –6.3
Switzerland franc 1.1001 .9090 –6.0
Turkey lira .1338 7.4763 25.7
Ukraine hryvnia .0357 28.0500 18.5
UK pound 1.2796 .7815 3.6
Middle East/Africa
Bahrain dinar 2.6520 .3771 0.01
Egypt pound .0634 15.7630 –1.8
Israel shekel .2890 3.4605 0.2
Kuwait dinar 3.2674 .3061 1.0
Oman sul rial 2.5974 .3850 unch
Qatar rial .2746 3.641 –0.1
SaudiArabia riyal .2666 3.7512 ...
SouthAfrica rand .0597 16.7498 19.7

Close Net Chg %Chg YTD%Chg

WSJDollar Index 88.37 –0.11–0.13 –1.33

Sources: Tullett Prebon, DowJonesMarketData

PublicOfferings of Stock

IPOs in theU.S.Market
Initial public offerings of stock expected thisweek;might include some
offerings, U.S. and foreign, open to institutional investors only via the
Rule 144amarket; deal amounts are for theU.S.market only

Symbol/ Pricing

Expected primary Shares Range($)

pricing date Filed Issuer/business exchange (mil.) Low/High Bookrunner(s)

9/16 8/4 BroadstoneNet Lease Inc BNL 33.5 17.00/ JPM,GS, BMOCptlMkts,

Real Estate Investment
Trust

N 19.00 MS, Capital One
Financial Corp,
Truist Financial
Corp

9/15 8/21 OutsetMedical Inc OM 7.6 22.00/ BofASecurities,MS,

Developer of dialysis
machineswhich patients
may use at home.

Nq 24.00 GS, SVBLeerink,
Stifel

9/16 8/24 Pactiv Evergreen Inc PTVE 41.0 18.00/ Credit Suisse, Citi,

Manufacturer and
distributor of fresh
foodservice and food
merchandising products
and fresh beverage
cartons.

Nq 21.00 BofASecurities,
GS

9/16 8/24 SumoLogic Inc SUMO 14.8 17.00/ MS, JPM, RBCCptlMkts,

Software-Computer,
Traditional &Other.
Software company
engagedwith a cloud
basedmachine data
analytics platform.

Nq 21.00 Jefferies

9/17 8/24 Unity Software Inc U 25.0 34.00/ GS, Credit Suisse, BofASecurities,

Software-Gaming
Platforms company
engagedwith developing
tools for gamedevelopers
and creative visualization
professionals.

N 42.00 Barclays,W. Blair
LLC,
Oppenheimer Inc,
Piper Sandler

9/15 8/24 Snowflake Inc SNOW 28.0 75.00/ GS,MS, JPM,Allen&Co LLC, Citi,

Software-Computer,
Traditional &Other.
Software company
engagedwith data cloud
technology.

N 85.00 Credit Suisse,
Barclays, DB,
Mizuho, Truist
Financial Corp

9/15 8/24 JFrog Ltd FROG 11.6 33.00/ MS, JPM, BofASecurities

Software-Computer,
Traditional &Other.
Software company
engagedwith repository
management solutions.

Nq 37.00

9/16 8/24 Vitru Ltd VTRU 11.2 22.00/ GS, BofASecurities, ItauBBA,MS,

Software-E-Commerce
company focused on
operating online education
platform.

Nq 24.00 BradescoBBI,
BTGPactual,
Credit Suisse,
Santander

9/15 8/24 Metacrine Inc MTCR 6.5 12.00/ Jefferies, Evercore Inc,

Developer of novel
therapeutics for diabetes,
steatohepatitis and other
metabolic and liver
disorders.

Nq 14.00 RBCCptlMkts,
Canaccord
Genuity

9/16 8/24 AmericanWell Corp AMWL 35.0 14.00/ MS,GS, Piper Sandler

Software-Medical
Technology company
engagedwith an online
care platform that allows
consumers to connect
with physicians.

N 16.00

9/15 8/24 StepStoneGroup Inc STEP 17.5 15.00/ JPM,GS,MS, Barclays, UBS

A global privatemarkets
investment firm focused
on providing customized
investment solutions and
advisory and data services
to our clients.

Nq 17.00

9/16 8/25 DyneTherapeutics Inc DYN 10.3 16.00/ JPM, Jefferies, Piper Sandler,

Provider of biotechnology
solutions.

Nq 18.00 Stifel

LockupExpirations
None expected thisweek

Other StockOfferings
Secondaries and follow-ons expected thisweek in theU.S.market
None expected thisweek

Off theShelf
“Shelf registrations” allowa company to prepare a stock or bond for
sale,without selling thewhole issue at once. Corporations sell as
conditions become favorable. Here are the shelf sales, or takedowns,
over the lastweek:

Takedowndate/ Deal value
Issuer/Industry Registration date ($mil.) Bookrunner(s)

AlbireoPharma Inc Sept. 9 $160.0 Cowen&Company LLC,W. Blair LLC

Healthcare May 7,320

Athenex Inc Sept. 10 $110.0 SVBLeerink, RBCCptlMkts,
Healthcare Sept. 24,318 Evercore Inc

ArcoPlatformLtd Sept. 9 $112.0 GS,MS, ItauBBA
Computers&Electronics Oct. 15,319

TrilliumTherapeutics Inc Sept. 10 $130.0 Cowen&Company LLC, Evercore Inc
Healthcare April 23,320

Intra-Cellular Therapies Inc Sept. 10 $350.0 JPM,GS, SVBLeerink, Evercore Inc
Healthcare Jan. 6,320

Purple Innovation Inc Sept. 9 $251.6 BofASecurities
Consumer Products Aug. 31,320

Quotient Ltd Sept. 10 $75.0 GS, Cowen&Company LLC
Healthcare Aug. 21,320

SperoTherapeutics Inc Sept. 11 $80.0 Cowen&Company LLC, Evercore Inc,
Healthcare Dec. 3,318 Cantor Fitzgerald&Co

i3Verticals Inc Sept. 10 $76.4 BofASecurities,MS,
Computers&Electronics Aug. 8,319 Raymond James&Associates

BrighamMinerals Inc Sept. 10 $35.8 Credit Suisse
Oil &Gas May21,320

IntegraResourcesCorp Sept. 9 $20.1 Raymond James&Associates, Cormark Sec,
Mining Aug. 7,320 National Bank Finl, PI Financial Corp, RothCapital, Stifel

Public andPrivateBorrowing
Treasurys
Monday, September 14 Thursday, September 17

Auction of 13 and 26week bills; Auction of 4 and8week bills;
announced onSept. 10, settles onSept. 17 announced onSept. 15, settles onSept. 22

.
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Insider-TradingSpotlight
Trading by ‘insiders’ of a corporation, such as a company’s CEO, vice president or director, potentially conveys
new information about the prospects of a company. Insiders are required to report large trades to theSEC
within twobusiness days. Here’s a look at the biggest individual trades by insiders, based on data received by
ThomsonFinancial onSeptember 11, and year-to-date stock performance of the company
KEY: B: beneficial owner ofmore than 10%of a security class CB: chairman CEO: chief executive officer CFO: chief financial officer
CO: chief operating officer D: director DO: director and beneficial owner GC: general counsel H: officer, director and beneficial owner
I: indirect transaction filed through a trust, insider spouse,minor child or other O: officer OD: officer and director P: presidentUT:
unknown VP: vice president Excludes pure options transactions

Biggestweekly individual trades
Based on reports filedwith regulators this pastweek

No. of shrs in Price range ($) $Value
Date(s) Company Symbol Insider Title trans (000s) in transaction (000s) Close ($) Ytd (%)

Buyers
Sept. 4-8 KarunaTherapeutics KRTX J. Healy DI 62 70.12-73.59 4,468 75.85 0.7
Sept. 4-9 OdonateTherapeutics ODT A.Davis DOI 225 14.69-15.20 3,372 14.92 -54.0
Sept. 4-9 XeroxHoldings XRX C. Icahn BI 161 18.34-18.73 3,004 19.09 -48.2
Sept. 3-4 LindbladExpeditionsHoldings LIND T. Smith D 215 11.07-11.42 2,383 10.13 -38.1
Sept. 2-3 Quidel QDEL M.Strobeck DI 8 155.60-167.74 1,279 161.19 114.8
Sept. 4-9 La Jolla Pharmaceutical LJPC K. Tang DOI 278 3.82-4.03 1,097 3.97 1.0
Sept. 1-2 Coty COTY O.Goudet D 290 3.55-3.60 1,031 3.51 -68.8
Sept. 4 SummitMaterials SUM A.Noonan CEO 66 15.24 1,006 16.91 -29.2
Aug. 27-31 Flexsteel Industries FLXS D. Schmidt CO 59* 16.41-16.80 987 19.09 -4.2
Sept. 4 OrionEngineeredCarbons OEC C. Painter CEO 50 12.70 635 14.20 -26.4
Sept. 8 KeurigDr Pepper KDP O.Goudet D 20 29.06 581 28.83 -0.4
Sept. 3 Party CityHoldco PRTY N.Matthews D 189 2.65 500 2.58 10.3
Aug. 21-Sept. 10AllegianceBancshares ABTX E. Riojas DI 20 24.50-24.99 499 24.87 -33.9
Sept. 8 Public Storage PSA R.Havner DI 2 214.85 408 220.59 3.6
Sept. 8 Vistra VST S. Helm D 20 18.19 364 18.51 -19.5
Sept. 4 AffiliatedManagersGroup AMG R. Jeffery D 5 70.16 351 66.52 -21.5
Sept. 10 ChathamLodgingTrust CLDT J. Fisher CEOI 45 7.62 343 7.34 -60.0
Sept. 4 J. Fisher CEOI 40 7.81 312

Sellers
Sept. 3 LivongoHealth LVGO G. Tullman OD 422 124.50 52,539 121.72 385.7
Sept. 3 L. Shapiro CFO 84 124.50 10,474
Sept. 8 ElectronicArts EA A.Wilson CEO 250 124.07-126.72 31,166 126.02 17.2
Sept. 2 BlackRock BLK S.Wagner D 42 603.47-604.00 25,346 541.20 7.7
Sept. 1 Datadog DDOG A. Le-Quoc PI 289 83.18-87.12 24,714 80.36 112.7
Sept. 8 Broadcom AVGO H. Tan CEO 57 350.85-361.96 20,365 359.70 13.8
Sept. 8-9 MarketAxessHoldings MKTX R.Mcvey CEO 42 441.85-463.11 19,024 453.07 19.5
Sept. 8 Workday WDAY A. Bhusri CEO 88 208.14-214.01 18,551 206.20 25.4
Sept. 2 Roper Technologies ROP L. Hunn CEO 40 440.00 17,600 399.60 12.8
Sept. 1 Tesla TSLA K.Musk D 36 471.33-502.01 17,554 372.72 345.5
Sept. 3 Microsoft MSFT A.Hood CFO 80 218.14 17,451 204.03 29.4
Sept. 8 Focus Financial Partners FOCS R.Adolf CEO 561 31.05 17,425 31.64 7.4
Sept. 8 R. Kodialam CO 348* 31.05 10,815
Sept. 2-4 Fastly FSLY S. Dhaliwal D 170 80.14-90.80 14,848 76.04 278.9
Sept. 2 AlticeUSA ATUS A. Boubazine P 496 28.56-29.10 14,263 26.11 -4.5
Aug. 31-Sept. 2BeiGene BGNE J. Oyler CEO 61 224.52-242.81 14,236 249.59 50.6
Sept. 4-8 ZoomVideoCommunications ZM A. Bawa COI 34 347.22-375.10 12,075 383.00 462.9
Sept. 8-9 AutomaticDataProcessing ADP C. Rodriguez CEO 83 135.66-138.38 11,288 133.44 -21.7

* Half the transactionswere indirect **Twoday transaction
p - Pink Sheets

Buying and selling by sector
Based on actual transaction dates in reports received this pastweek

Sector Buying Selling Sector Buying Selling

Basic Industries 0 2,454,524 Finance 2,440,964 31,193,536
Business services 492,888 15,497,807 Health care 2,525,265 21,626,872
Capital goods 0 0 Industrial 3,383,287 47,435,929
Consumer durables 1,258,698 6,816,824 Media 0 6,144,048
Consumer nondurables 879,441 20,137,217 Technology 226,887 119,908,199
Consumer services 133,544 13,307,527 Transportation 0 6,213
Energy 519,272 430,414 Utilities 117,700 758,153

Sources: ThomsonFinancial; DowJonesMarketData

Friday

Aluminum, LME, $ permetric ton *1743.5
Copper,Comex spot 3.0340
IronOre, 62%FeCFRChina-s 129.1
ShreddedScrap, USMidwest-s,m 283
Steel, HRCUSA, FOBMidwestMill-s 544

Fibers andTextiles
Burlap,10-oz,40-inchNYyd-n,w 0.6200
Cotton,1 1/16 std lw-mdMphs-u 0.5956
Cotlook 'A' Index-t *69.90
Hides,hvy native steers piece fob-u 30.000
Wool,64s,staple,Terr del-u,w n.a.

Grains andFeeds
Barley,top-qualityMnpls-u n.a.
Bran,wheatmiddlings, KC-u 96
Corn,No. 2 yellow,Cent IL-bp,u 3.5200
Corn gluten feed,Midwest-u,w 106.2
Corn glutenmeal,Midwest-u,w 401.7
Cottonseedmeal-u,w 233
Hominy feed,Cent IL-u,w 95
Meat-bonemeal,50%proMnpls-u,w 183
Oats,No.2milling,Mnpls-u 2.9450
Rice, LongGrainMilled, No. 2AR-u,w n.a.
Sorghum,(Milo)No.2Gulf-u,k 5.5600
SoybeanMeal,Cent IL,rail,ton48%-u 317.90
Soybeans,No.1 yllw IL-bp,u 9.7400
Wheat,Spring14%-proMnpls-u 6.6725
Wheat,No.2 soft red,St.Louis-u 5.5500

Friday

Wheat -Hard - KC (USDA) $ per bu-u 4.8125
Wheat,No.1softwhite,Portld,OR-u 5.2850

Food
Beef,carcass equiv. index
choice 1-3,600-900 lbs.-u 180.43
select 1-3,600-900 lbs.-u 165.99
Broilers, National compwtd. avg.-u,w 0.6390
Butter,AAChicago 1.4800
Cheddar cheese,bbl,Chicago 159.50
Cheddar cheese,blk,Chicago 216.50
Milk,Nonfat dry,Chicago lb. 104.00
Coffee,Brazilian,Comp 1.2273
Coffee,Colombian, NY 1.7822
Eggs,largewhite,Chicago-u 0.8050
Flour,hardwinter KC 14.40
Hams,17-20 lbs,Mid-US fob-u 0.59
Hogs,Iowa-So.Minnesota-u 62.28
Pork bellies,12-14 lbMidUS-u n.a.
Pork loins,13-19 lbMidUS-u 0.7875
Steers,Tex.-Okla. Choice-u 101.00
Steers,feeder,Okla. City-u,w n.a.

Fats andOils
Corn oil,crudewet/drymill wtd. avg.-u,w 43.0000
Grease,choicewhite,Chicago-h 0.2850
Lard,Chicago-u n.a.
Soybean oil,crude;Centl IL-u 0.3424
Tallow,bleach;Chicago-h 0.3150
Tallow,edible,Chicago-u n.a.

KEY TO CODES: A=ask; B=bid; BP=country elevator bids to producers; C=corrected; E=Manfra,Tordella & Brooks; G=ICE; H=American Commodities Brokerage Co;
M=monthly; N=nominal; n.a.=not quoted or not available; R=SNL Energy; S=Platts-TSI; T=Cotlook Limited; U=USDA;W=weekly; Z=not quoted; K=Prices are now in $ per
bushel *Data as of 9/10

Source: Dow JonesMarket Data

CashPrices Friday, September 11, 2020
These prices reflect buying and selling of a variety of actual or “physical” commodities in themarketplace—
separate from the futures price on an exchange,which reflectswhat the commoditymight beworth in future
months.

Friday

Energy
Coal,C.Aplc.,12500Btu,1.2SO2-r,w 59.500
Coal,PwdrRvrBsn,8800Btu,0.8SO2-r,w 11.700

Metals

Gold, per troy oz
Engelhard industrial 1954.00
Handy&Harmanbase 1947.40
Handy&Harman fabricated 2161.61
LBMAGold PriceAM *1944.80
LBMAGold Price PM *1966.25
Krugerrand,wholesale-e 2018.54
Maple Leaf-e 2037.95
AmericanEagle-e 2037.95
Mexican peso-e 2348.14
Austria crown-e 1905.47
Austria phil-e 2037.95
Silver, troy oz.
Engelhard industrial 27.0200
Handy&Harmanbase 26.9380
Handy&Harman fabricated 33.6730
LBMAspot price *£20.8100
(U.S.$ equivalent) *27.1050
Coins,wholesale $1,000 face-a 20503
Othermetals
LBMAPlatinumPrice PM *930.0
Platinum,Engelhard industrial 934.0
Palladium,Engelhard industrial 2316.0

| wsj.com/market-data/commodities

Borrowing Benchmarks | wsj.com/market-data/bonds/benchmarks

MoneyRates September 11, 2020

Key annual interest rates paid to borrowor lendmoney inU.S. and internationalmarkets. Rates beloware a
guide to general levels but don’t always represent actual transactions.

Inflation
Aug. index ChgFrom (%)

level July '20 Aug. '19

U.S. consumer price index
All items 259.918 0.32 1.3
Core 268.756 0.39 1.7

International rates

Week 52-Week
Latest ago High Low

Prime rates
U.S. 3.25 3.25 5.25 3.25
Canada 2.45 2.45 3.95 2.45
Japan 1.475 1.475 1.475 1.475

PolicyRates
Euro zone 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Switzerland 0.00 0.00 0.50 0.00
Britain 0.10 0.10 0.75 0.10
Australia 0.25 0.25 1.00 0.25

Overnight repurchase
U.S. 0.11 0.10 3.40 -0.07

U.S. government rates

Discount
0.25 0.25 2.75 0.25

Federal funds
Effective rate 0.0900 0.0900 2.3600 0.0600

Week —52-WEEK—
Latest ago High Low

High 0.1000 0.1000 3.0000 0.1000
Low 0.0500 0.0500 2.0000 0.0100
Bid 0.0800 0.0500 2.1000 0.0100
Offer 0.1100 0.0900 2.5000 0.0500

Treasury bill auction
4weeks 0.090 0.090 1.950 0.000
13weeks 0.115 0.105 1.945 0.000
26weeks 0.125 0.115 1.870 0.080

Secondarymarket

FannieMae
30-yearmortgage yields

30days 1.928 1.895 3.388 1.751
60days 1.988 1.957 3.403 1.804

Other short-term rates

Week 52-Week
Latest ago high low

Callmoney
2.00 2.00 4.00 2.00

Notes ondata:
U.S. prime rate is the base rate on corporate loans posted by at least 70%of the 10 largestU.S. banks,
and is effectiveMarch 16, 2020. Other prime rates aren’t directly comparable; lending practices vary
widely by location; Discount rate is effectiveMarch 16, 2020.SecuredOvernight FinancingRate is
as of September 10, 2020. DTCCGCFRepo Index is Depository Trust&Clearing Corp.'sweighted
average for overnight trades in applicable CUSIPs. Value traded is in billions ofU.S. dollars.Federal-
funds rates are Tullett Prebon rates as of 5:30 p.m. ET.
Sources: Federal Reserve; Bureau of Labor Statistics; DTCC; FactSet;
Tullett Prebon Information, Ltd.

Commercial paper (AA financial)
90days 0.13 n.a. 2.53 0.04

Libor
Onemonth 0.15238 0.15425 2.05700 0.14925
Threemonth 0.25038 0.24800 2.16413 0.23375
Sixmonth 0.28188 0.29213 2.08525 0.28188
One year 0.41388 0.42100 2.07413 0.41388

Euro Libor
Onemonth -0.560 -0.545 -0.360 -0.621
Threemonth -0.507 -0.507 -0.142 -0.539
Sixmonth -0.494 -0.485 -0.052 -0.498
One year -0.418 -0.398 0.008 -0.441

SecuredOvernight FinancingRate
0.09 0.10 5.25 0.01

Value 52-Week
Latest Traded High Low

DTCCGCFRepo Index
Treasury 0.128 39.230 6.007 0.002
MBS 0.134 70.400 6.699 0.011

Week —52-WEEK—
Latest ago High Low

General Equity Funds
AdamsDiversified Equity ADX 18.76 16.01 -14.7 9.5
BoulderGrowth& Income BIF 12.38 10.18 -17.8 -5.6
Central Secs CET 35.80 29.01 -19.0 -3.9
CohenStrsCEOppFd FOF 11.54 11.64 +0.9 -2.7
EVTxAdvDivIncm EVT NA 19.85 NA -12.2
GabelliDiv&IncTr GDV NA 18.72 NA -7.5
Gabelli Equity Tr GAB NA 5.54 NA 0.5
GeneralAmer GAM NA 34.04 NA -1.5
JHancockTaxAdvDiv HTD NA 18.96 NA -24.6
LibrtyAllStr Eq USA 6.46 5.88 -9.0 2.4
LibrtyAllStr Gr ASG 6.72 7.03 +4.6 27.9
RoyceMicro-CapTr RMT 9.11 7.66 -15.9 1.0
RoyceValue Trust RVT 14.89 12.74 -14.4 -2.6
Source Capital SOR 41.62 36.39 -12.6 1.1
Tri-Continental TY 30.21 26.03 -13.8 2.6
SpecializedEquity Funds
AberdeenGlb PremProp AWP 5.61 4.76 -15.2 -14.6
AdamsNatural Resources PEO 12.22 10.93 -10.6 -25.9
AllianzGIAI &TechOpps AIO 23.55 20.65 -12.3 NS
GIDivInt&PremStr NFJ 13.58 11.77 -13.3 3.0
ASAGold&PrecMet Ltd ASA 26.38 22.80 -13.6 89.3
BREnhC&I CII 17.11 15.34 -10.3 1.2
BlackRock Energy&Res BGR 7.38 6.47 -12.3 -35.6
BlackRock EqEnhDiv BDJ 8.40 7.42 -11.7 -11.9
BlackRock EnhGlbl Div BOE 11.30 9.76 -13.6 0.9

Listed are the 300 largest closed-end funds as
measured by assets. Closed-end funds sell a limited
number of shares and invest the proceeds in securities.
Unlike open-end funds, closed-ends generally do not
buy their shares back from investors who wish to cash
in their holdings. Instead, fund shares trade on a stock
exchange. NA signifies that the information is not
available or not applicable. NS signifies funds not in
existence for the entire period. 12 month yield is
computed by dividing income dividends paid (during
the previous 12 months for periods ending at month-
end or during the previous 52 weeks for periods
ending at any time other than month-end) by the
latest month-end market price adjusted for capital
gains distributions. Depending on the fund category,
either 12-month yield or total return is listed.

Source: Lipper
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BlackRock Enh Intl Div BGY 6.18 5.42 -12.3 5.9
BlackRockHlth Sci Tr II BMEZ 24.75 23.37 -5.6 NS
BlackRockHlth Sciences BME 41.87 41.91 +0.1 16.2
BlackRockRes&Comm BCX 7.60 6.31 -17.0 -11.1
BlackRockSci&TechTr II BSTZ 27.45 24.43 -11.0 23.8
BlackRockSci&TechTrust BST 40.70 39.86 -2.1 35.1
BlackRockUtl Inf &Pwr BUI 21.51 21.77 +1.2 -4.0
CBREClrnGlbRlEst IGR 7.40 6.05 -18.2 -12.9
CLEARBRIDGEENGYMDSOPP EMO NA 9.75 NA -75.4
ClearBridgeMLP&Midstm CEM NA 12.60 NA -75.3
ChnStrInfr UTF 23.13 22.79 -1.5 -9.2
Cohen&SteersQualInc RQI 12.32 11.24 -8.8 -20.6
Cohen&Steers TotRet RFI 12.55 13.01 +3.7 -4.3
CohenStrsREITPrefInc RNP 22.32 19.82 -11.2 -9.6
Columbia Sel PrmTechGr STK 21.47 21.17 -1.4 7.7
DNPSelect Income DNP 8.51 10.25 +20.4 -12.7
Duff&PhUti&Infra Inc Fd DPG NA 10.98 NA -22.2
EtnVncEqtyInc EOI NA 14.69 NA 1.7
EtnVncEqtyIncoII EOS NA 18.41 NA 16.2
EVRskMnDvsEqInc ETJ NA 9.88 NA 16.2
ETnVncTxMgdBuyWrtInc ETB NA 13.89 NA -3.1
EtnVncTxMgdBuyWrtOpp ETV NA 14.22 NA 7.3
EvTxMnDvsEqInc ETY NA 11.13 NA 0.4
EtnVncTxMgdGlbB ETW NA 8.81 NA 0.3
EVTxMnGblDvEqInc EXG NA 7.68 NA 1.2
First Trust Energy IncG FEN 12.09 9.32 -22.9 -50.4
First Tr EnhancedEq FFA 16.45 15.14 -8.0 0.7
FirstTrEnergyInfra FIF 11.54 9.60 -16.8 -34.8
FirstTrMLPEner&Inc FEI 6.40 4.91 -23.3 -51.5
Gabelli Healthcare GRX NA 10.42 NA 3.0
GabUtility GUT NA 7.69 NA 22.7
GAMCOGlGold&NatRes GGN NA 3.53 NA -7.6
JHanFinl Opptys BTO 20.31 22.20 +9.3 -26.1
Neuberger BrmnMLP&EI NML 3.40 2.50 -26.5 -62.2
NuvDow30DynOverwrite DIAX 15.83 13.87 -12.4 -18.9
NuvCorEqAlpha JCE 14.18 12.76 -10.0 -5.2
NuveenNasdaq 100DynOv QQQX 24.79 24.66 -0.5 15.9
NuvReal Est JRS 8.98 7.83 -12.8 -21.1
NuveenRl Asst Inc&Gro JRI 14.48 12.17 -16.0 -22.8
NuvS&P500DynOvFd SPXX 15.07 13.57 -10.0 -11.1
NuvSP500BuyIncFd BXMX 12.94 11.48 -11.3 -6.5

52wk
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Fund (SYM) NAV Close /Disc Ret WstAstHIF II HIX NA 6.65 NA 8.7
WesternAssetHi IncOpp HIO NA 5.04 NA 7.5
WesternAssetHi YldDO HYI NA 14.43 NA 7.6
OtherDomestic TaxableBondFunds
AresDynamic CrdtAlloc ARDC 14.95 12.86 -14.0 9.8
Barings Part Inv MPV NA 10.98 NA 8.4
BlackRockMlt-Sctr Inc BIT 17.80 16.31 -8.4 9.2
BlackRock TaxMuni Bd BBN 25.23 26.41 +4.7 5.0
DoubleLine:Oppor Crdt Fd DBL 19.45 19.38 -0.4 7.2
Duff&PhUtil Cor DUC 9.69 9.36 -3.4 5.8
EVLmtDurIncm EVV NA 11.66 NA 9.97
Franklin LtdDur Income FTF 9.32 8.71 -6.5 11.0
JHan Investors JHI NA 16.26 NA 7.9
KKR IncomeOpportunities KIO NA 13.46 NA 11.1
MFSCharter MCR 8.84 8.38 -5.2 8.2
NuveenTaxableMuni Inc NBB 22.78 22.69 -0.4 4.9
PIMCOCorp& IncOppty PTY 12.66 16.19 +27.9 9.8
PIMCOCorp& Inc Strat PCN 13.00 15.86 +22.0 8.9
PIMCOHilnco PHK 5.15 5.45 +5.8 12.7
PIMCO IncmStrFd PFL 9.63 10.13 +5.2 10.6
PIMCO IncmStrFd II PFN 8.64 9.08 +5.1 10.5
PutnamMas Int PIM 4.34 4.11 -5.3 8.6
PutnamPrem Inc PPT 4.80 4.55 -5.2 9.1
Wells FargoMulti-Sector ERC 12.30 11.20 -8.9 10.4
World IncomeFunds
AbrdnAP IncFd FAX NA 4.05 NA 7.3
BrndywnGLBGlb IncOppts BWG NA 12.50 NA 6.6
EtnVncStDivInc EVG NA 11.54 NA 7.8
MSEmMktDomDebt EDD 6.98 5.86 -16.0 8.4
PIMCODynCrd&Mrt Inc PCI 18.77 19.21 +2.3 13.4
PIMCODynamic Income PDI 23.36 24.37 +4.3 12.6
PIMCO IncomeOpportunity PKO 22.12 23.10 +4.4 9.7
PIMCOStratg Inc RCS 6.18 6.35 +2.8 10.9
TempletonEm Inc TEI NA 7.53 NA 8.4
TempltnGlbl Inc GIM 6.13 5.33 -13.1 5.2
WstAstEmergDebt EMD NA 13.13 NA 9.2
WesternAssetGl CrDOp GDO NA 17.12 NA 6.9
NationalMuni BondFunds
AllBerNatlMunInc AFB 15.09 13.66 -9.5 4.2
BlckRk InvQMun BKN 16.33 16.35 +0.1 4.4
BlackRockMuni 2030Tgt BTT 26.16 25.00 -4.4 3.0
BlackRockMuni BFK 14.27 14.14 -0.9 4.6
BlackRockMuni II BLE 14.76 15.35 +4.0 4.7
BlckRkMuni IncQly BYM 15.57 14.29 -8.2 4.0
BRMuniAssets Fd MUA 14.03 14.24 +1.5 4.3
BRMuniEnhanced MEN 12.19 11.39 -6.6 4.2
BRMuniHoldingsQly MFL 14.73 13.50 -8.4 4.0
BRMHQly 2 MUE 14.02 12.88 -8.1 4.2
BRMuniHoldngs MHD 16.77 15.56 -7.2 4.7
BRMuniVest Fd MVF 9.61 8.84 -8.0 4.6
BRMuniVest 2 MVT 15.09 14.21 -5.8 4.7
BRMuniYield Fd MYD 14.74 13.65 -7.4 4.8
BRMuniYieldQlty MQY 16.26 16.46 +1.2 4.1
BRMuniYldQlty2 MQT 14.25 13.17 -7.6 4.1
BRMuniYldQly 3 MYI 14.85 13.42 -9.6 3.9
BNYMellonMuni Bd Infra DMB NA 13.55 NA 4.6
BNYMellonStrMuni Bond DSM 8.13 7.45 -8.4 4.9
BNYMellonStratMuni LEO NA 8.36 NA 5.0
DWSMuni Inc KTF 12.54 11.30 -9.9 4.2
EVMuniBd EIM NA 13.05 NA 4.2
EVMuniIncm EVN NA 12.75 NA 4.4
EVNatMuniOpp EOT NA 20.60 NA 4.0
InvAdvMuIncTrII VKI 11.94 10.98 -8.0 4.8
InvescoMuniOp OIA NA 7.46 NA 5.1
InvescoMuOppTr VMO 13.36 12.51 -6.4 4.7
InvescoMuTr VKQ 13.37 12.36 -7.6 4.7
InvescoQual Inc IQI NA 12.39 NA 4.7
InvTrInvGrMu VGM 13.79 12.63 -8.4 4.7
InvescoValMunInc IIM NA 14.91 NA 4.6
MAINSTAY:MKDEFTRMUNOP MMD NA 21.21 NA 4.7
NeubrgrBrm NBH 14.90 15.40 +3.4 4.9
NuveenAMT-FrMuVal NUW 16.96 16.09 -5.1 3.0
NuveenAMT-FrQltyMun I NEA 15.70 14.41 -8.2 4.6
NuveenAMT-FrMuCI NVG 16.99 15.74 -7.4 5.0
NuveenEnhMuni Val NEV 15.26 15.03 -1.5 4.5
Nuveen IntDurMunTerm NID 13.89 13.35 -3.9 3.8
NuveenMuCrdtOpps NMCO 13.09 13.03 -0.5 NS
NuvMuni Credit Income NZF 16.22 14.91 -8.1 5.1
NuvMuniHiIncOpp NMZ 13.40 13.49 +0.7 5.3
NuveenMuni Val NUV 10.59 10.74 +1.4 3.4
NuveenQualityMuni Inc NAD 15.96 14.64 -8.3 4.5
NuveenSel TF NXP 16.18 17.46 +7.9 3.2
NuveenSel TF 2 NXQ 15.46 15.35 -0.7 3.2
NuveenSel TF 3 NXR 16.69 16.57 -0.7 3.1
PIMCOMuniInc PMF 12.90 13.45 +4.3 5.0
PIMCOMuniIncII PML 12.06 13.40 +11.1 5.4
PimcoMuni III PMX 10.99 11.49 +4.5 4.9
PioneerHilncAdv MAV 12.15 11.12 -8.5 4.2
PioneerMunHiIcmT MHI 12.99 11.75 -9.5 4.6
PutnamMgd Inc PMM 7.99 7.84 -1.9 4.9
PutnamMuniOpp PMO 13.68 13.27 -3.0 4.8
RiverNorthMgdDurMun I RMM 18.66 17.05 -8.6 5.9
WesternAssetMgdMuni MMU NA 12.30 NA 4.5
WestnAsstMuDefOppTr MTT NA 20.21 NA 3.5
Single StateMuni Bond
BlackRock CAMun BFZ 15.54 13.43 -13.6 3.4
BRMHCAQly Fd Inc MUC 15.69 14.55 -7.3 3.8
BRMHNJQly MUJ 15.76 14.02 -11.0 4.6
BRMHNYQly MHN 14.91 13.76 -7.7 4.0
BRMuniYld CA MYC 15.88 14.24 -10.3 3.6
BRMuniYld CAQly MCA 15.82 14.89 -5.9 3.9
BRMuniYldMIQly MIY 15.68 14.15 -9.8 4.2
BRMuniYldNJ MYJ 15.80 14.17 -10.3 5.1
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Blackstone/GSOFREI T NA NA NA 5.9
Blackstone/GSOFREI T-I NA NA NA 5.9
Blackstone/GSOFREIU NA NA NA NS
Blstn CommntyDev 10.16 NA NA 3.4
BNYMAlcntr GlbMSCr Fd NA NA NA 5.5
CLIFFWATERCLFD;I 10.30 NA NA 4.4
CNRStrategic Credit NA NA NA 9.1
FedProj&TrFinanceTendr NA NA NA 3.8
FSGlobal CrdtOpptysD NA NA NA 7.5
GarrisonCapital Inc GARS NA 3.56 NA NA
SchrdrsOpp Inc;A 24.91 NA NA NS
SchrdrsOpp Inc;A2 24.88 NA NA NS
SchrdrsOpp Inc;I 24.95 NA NA NS
SchrdrsOpp Inc;SDR 24.98 NA NA NS
InvescoSr LoanA 6.06 NA NA 4.9
InvescoSr LoanC 6.08 NA NA 4.1
InvescoSr Loan IB 6.06 NA NA 5.2
InvescoSr Loan IC 6.06 NA NA 5.0
InvescoSr LoanY 6.07 NA NA 5.2
Pioneer Sec Inc 8.76 NA NA NS
HighYieldBondFunds
Griffin InstAccess Cd:A NA NA NA 6.5
Griffin InstAccess Cd:C NA NA NA 6.5
Griffin InstAccess Cd:F NA NA NA 6.5
Griffin InstAccess Cd:I NA NA NA 6.5
Griffin InstAccess Cd:L NA NA NA 6.5
PIMCOFlexible Cr I;A-2 8.69 NA NA NS
PIMCOFlexible Cr I;A-4 8.69 NA NA 10.6
PIMCOFlexible Cr I;Inst 8.69 NA NA 11.4
PionrILSBridge 10.00 NA NA 0.0
WAMiddleMktDbt NA NA NA 8.3
WAMiddleMkt Inc NA NA NA 9.7
OtherDomestic TaxableBondFunds
AmBeaconApollo TR:T 10.14 NA NA NS
AmBeaconApollo TR:Y 10.15 NA NA 3.0
AmBeaconSPEnh Inc:T 9.24 NA NA NS
AmBeaconSPEnh Inc:Y 9.27 NA NA 4.4
BRCredit Strat;A 10.10 NA NA NS
BRCredit Strat;Inst 10.10 NA NA 5.1
BlackRockMlt-SctrOppty 84.07 NA NA 8.8
BlackRockMlt-SecOpp II 86.82 NA NA 8.6
Carlyle Tact Pvt Cred:A 8.36 NA NA 8.7
Carlyle Tact Pvt Cred:I 8.41 NA NA 9.6
Carlyle Tact Pvt Cred:L 8.37 NA NA 9.1
Carlyle Tact Pvt Cred:M 8.41 NA NA NS
Carlyle Tact Pvt Cred:N 8.36 NA NA 9.7
Carlyle Tact Pvt Cred:Y 8.36 NA NA 9.3
CIONAresDvsfd Crdt;A NA NA NA 5.9
CIONAresDvsfd Crdt;C NA NA NA 5.9
CIONAresDvsfd Crdt;I NA NA NA 5.8
CIONAresDvsfd Crdt;L NA NA NA 5.8
CIONAresDvsfd Crdt;U NA NA NA NS
CIONAresDvsfd Crdt:U2 NA NA NA NS
CIONAresDvsfd Crdt;W NA NA NA 5.8
CNRSelect Strategies 11.24 NA NA 0.0
GLBeyond Income 0.78 NA NA NE
KKRCREDITOPPTY;I 26.18 NA NA NS
KKRCREDITOPPTY;T 25.94 NA NA NS
KKRCREDITOPPTY;U NA NA NA NS
LordAbbett CredOpps Fd 9.40 NA NA NS
LordAbbett CredOpps Fd 9.40 NA NA 8.2
LordAbbett CrdOp:U 9.40 NA NA NS
Palmer SquareOpp Inc 17.42 NA NA 6.5
Resource Credit Inc:A NA NA NA 7.9
Resource Credit Inc:C NA NA NA 7.1
Resource Credit Inc:I NA NA NA 8.1
Resource Credit Inc:L NA NA NA 7.6
Resource Credit Inc:W NA NA NA 7.9
Thrivent Church Ln&Inc:S 10.95 NA NA 2.8
World IncomeFunds
Destra Int&Evt-DvnCrd:A 23.76 NA NA 5.4
Destra Int&Evt-DvnCrd:I 23.77 NA NA 5.6
Destra Int&Evt-DvnCrd:L 23.75 NA NA 5.1
Destra Int&Evt-DvnCrd:T 23.73 NA NA 4.9
NationalMuni BondFunds
PIMCOFlexMun Inc;A-3 11.03 NA NA NS
PIMCOFlexMun Inc:A1 11.03 NA NA NS
PIMCOFlexMun Inc;Inst 11.03 NA NA 2.9
Tortoise Tax-AdvSoc Inf 9.65 NA NA 5.1

ReavesUtilityIncome UTG NA 31.48 NA -8.9
Tortoise Enrgy Infra Crp TYG NA 15.33 NA -80.3
Income&PreferredStockFunds
CalamosStratTot CSQ 13.67 13.29 -2.8 11.1
CohenStrsLtdDurPref&Inc LDP 24.81 24.14 -2.7 2.8
CohenStrsSelPref&Income PSF 25.60 26.80 +4.7 0.4
FirstTrIntDurPref&Inc FPF 22.79 21.78 -4.4 -0.1
JHanPrefInc HPI NA 19.53 NA -8.5
JHPrefIncII HPF NA 18.01 NA -14.1
HnckJPfdInco III HPS NA 16.19 NA -8.6
JHanPrm PDT NA 12.73 NA -21.2
LMPCapInco SCD NA 10.45 NA -18.0
NuveenPref & IncOpp JPC 9.10 8.79 -3.4 -5.1
NuveenFd JPS 9.32 9.11 -2.3 -0.3
NuveenPref & Inc Term JPI 23.15 23.00 -0.6 0.0
NuveenTxAdvDivGr JTD 15.33 13.23 -13.7 -15.7
TCWStrat Income TSI NA 5.66 NA 4.8
Convertible Sec's. Funds
AdvntCnvrtbl&IncFd AVK 16.22 13.90 -14.3 5.0
GI Conv& Inc NCV 5.20 4.65 -10.6 -7.0
AGI Conv& Inc II NCZ 4.67 4.12 -11.8 -8.6
AGIDvs Inc&Conv ACV 28.15 25.17 -10.6 16.8
AGI Eqty&Conv Inc NIE 27.01 23.62 -12.6 15.4
CalamosConvHi CHY 13.20 11.74 -11.1 14.4
CalmosConvOp CHI 12.53 11.15 -11.0 15.8
WorldEquity Funds
AberdeenEmgMkts Eq Inc AEF 7.72 6.56 -15.0 -5.9
AberdeenTotDynDiv AOD 9.34 8.02 -14.1 4.6
CalamosGloDynInc CHW 8.27 8.17 -1.2 14.9
CdnGenl Inv CGI 40.73 26.36 -35.3 12.8
China CHN 29.68 25.03 -15.7 28.5
EVTxAdvGlbDivInc ETG NA 15.29 NA 0.4
EtnVncTxAdvOpp ETO NA 21.36 NA -6.7
GabelliMultimedia GGT NA 7.01 NA -7.8
HighlandGlobal Alloc HGLB 9.80 6.55 -33.2 -27.0
India Fund IFN 19.48 16.65 -14.5 -6.5
JapanSmaller Cap JOF 9.94 8.33 -16.2 5.3
LazardGlbTotRetInc LGI NA 15.68 NA 6.8
MSChinaShrFd CAF 26.20 21.37 -18.4 1.5
MS India IIF 20.67 17.33 -16.2 -5.5
NewGermany GF 19.84 17.28 -12.9 27.1
TempletonDragon TDF NA 20.65 NA 30.6
TempletonEmMkt EMF NA 15.11 NA 9.1
Wells FargoGl DivOppty EOD 4.97 4.36 -12.3 -10.7

U.S.MortgageBondFunds
BlckRk Income BKT 6.33 6.20 -2.1 6.6
InvescoHI 2023Tgt Term IHIT NA 8.02 NA 7.6
InvestmentGradeBondFunds
BlRck CoreBond BHK 16.31 15.99 -2.0 5.1
BRCredit Alloc Inc BTZ 15.22 14.05 -7.7 7.0
Insight Select Income INSI 21.97 20.23 -7.9 4.0
InvescoBond VBF 21.39 20.04 -6.3 3.8
JHan Income JHS NA 15.08 NA 4.7
MFS Intmdt MIN 4.02 3.84 -4.5 8.9
WesternAsset Inf-Lk Inc WIA NA 12.92 NA 3.1
WesternAsset Inf-LkO&I WIW NA 11.50 NA 3.6
WestnAsst IGDefOppTr IGI NA 20.99 NA 3.9
LoanParticipationFunds
Apollo Senior Floating AFT NA 12.88 NA 8.2
BRDebt Strategy DSU 11.36 10.06 -11.4 8.5
BRF/R Inc Str FRA 13.61 11.81 -13.2 7.9
BlackRock FloatngRt Inc BGT 13.20 11.57 -12.4 7.9
Blackstone /GSOStrat BGB 13.78 12.04 -12.6 10.4
Blackstone/GSOSr Flt Rt BSL 15.34 13.72 -10.6 9.1
EtnVncFltRteInc EFT NA 12.27 NA 7.9
EVSenFlRtTr EFR NA 11.94 NA 8.0
EVSnrIncm EVF NA 5.95 NA 6.8
FT/Sr FltgRte Inc 2 FCT 12.73 11.15 -12.4 9.3
FT/Sr FltgRte 2022TgTr FIV 9.28 8.62 -7.1 3.4
Highland Income HFRO 12.78 8.88 -30.5 10.4
InvDYCrOpp VTA 11.08 9.30 -16.1 9.8
InvSnrIncTr VVR 4.30 3.67 -14.7 7.5
NuveenCredit Strat Inc JQC 7.01 6.20 -11.6 18.1
NuvFloatRateIncFd JFR 9.66 8.42 -12.8 8.2
NuvFloatRteIncOppty JRO 9.57 8.34 -12.9 8.2
PionrFltRate Tr PHD 10.99 10.40 -5.4 6.9
HighYieldBondFunds
AllianceBernGlHiIncm AWF 12.31 10.72 -12.9 7.2
Angel Oak FS Inc Trm FINS NA 16.82 NA 7.7
BaringsGlb SDHYBd BGH NA 13.51 NA 11.5
BRCorporateHY HYT 11.47 11.15 -2.8 8.3
BlackRock LtdDur Inc BLW 16.40 15.21 -7.3 7.7
BNYMellonHi Yield Str DHF 3.12 2.75 -11.9 9.4
Brookfield Real Asst Inc RA 19.41 17.06 -12.1 14.1
CrSuisHighYld DHY NA 2.14 NA 9.7
DoubleLine Inc Sol DSL 16.65 16.53 -0.7 11.4
DoubleLineYldOpps DLY NA NA NA NS
EVHiInc2021 EHT NA 9.57 NA 4.0
First TrHi Inc Lng/Shrt FSD 15.82 14.09 -10.9 9.3
IVYHIGH INCOMEOPP IVH 13.77 12.10 -12.1 10.3
NeubHgYldStrt NHS 11.97 11.38 -4.9 9.6
NewAmerHi Inc HYB 9.50 8.40 -11.6 6.9
NexPointStratOppty NHF NA 9.25 NA 19.1
NuveenCINov 2021 Tgt JHB 9.42 9.14 -3.0 4.9
NuveenCrdtOpps 2022TT JCO 8.20 8.09 -1.3 6.9
NuveenGlobal High Inc JGH 16.13 14.40 -10.7 8.3
PGIMGlobal HighYield GHY NA 13.52 NA 9.3
PGIMHighYield Bond ISD NA 13.99 NA 8.9
PioneerHilncmTr PHT 8.90 8.18 -8.1 9.1
Wells Fargo IncomeOppty EAD 8.51 7.48 -12.1 9.3
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General Equity Funds
FNEXVentures 10.00 NA NA N
SpecializedEquity Funds
CIMRA&CA NA NA NA NS
CIMRA&CC NA NA NA NS
CIMRA&C I NA NA NA NS
CIMRA&CL NA NA NA NS
Clarion PartnersREI D NA NA NA NS
Clarion PartnersREI I NA NA NA NS
Clarion PartnersREI S NA NA NA NS
Clarion PartnersREI T NA NA NA NS
GSReal EstDiv Inc:A 9.57 NA NA -6.4
GSReal EstDiv Inc:C 9.56 NA NA -6.8
GSReal EstDiv Inc:I 9.98 NA NA -6.3
GSReal EstDiv Inc:L 9.57 NA NA -6.6
GSReal EstDiv Inc:W 9.72 NA NA -6.3
NexPointRlEstStrat;A 15.41 NA NA -21.0
NexPointRlEstStrat;C 15.57 NA NA -21.3
NexPointRlEstStrat;Z 15.56 NA NA -20.5
PREDEX;I 25.30 NA NA 0.3
PREDEX;T 25.39 NA NA 0.4
PREDEX;W 25.38 NA NA 0.3
SharesPost 100;A 31.37 NA NA 7.2
SharesPost 100:I 31.58 NA NA 7.5
SharesPost 100:L 31.17 NA NA 7.0
Versus CapMMgrRE Inc:I NA NA NA NE
WildermuthEndwmnt:A 13.26 NA NA -1.9
WildermuthEndwmnt:C 12.79 NA NA -2.8
WildermuthEndowment:I 13.32 NA NA -2.2
Income&PreferredStockFunds
A3Alternative Cr 10.70 NA NA NS
Calamos L/SEqty andDI CPZ NA 15.15 NA NS
DestraMulti-Altrntv;A 11.60 NA NA -8.6
DestraMulti-Altrntv;C 11.12 NA NA -9.3
DestraMulti-Altrntv;I 11.83 NA NA -8.5
DestraMulti-Altrntv;T 11.28 NA NA -9.1
Flat RockOpportunity 17.04 NA NA -2.9
TheRelativeValue:CIA 24.69 NA NA 1.4
VariantAltrntv Inc:Inst 26.54 NA NA 6.4
VariantAltrntv Inc:Inv 26.54 NA NA 6.1
Convertible Sec's. Funds
CalmosDynConv and Inc CCD 24.86 22.54 -9.3 35.6
WorldEquity Funds
BMOLGMFrontME;I 6.28 NA NA -23.8
CalamosGlbTotRet CGO 12.34 12.38 +0.3 16.7
Primark Priv Eq Inv:III NA NA NA NS
VirtusTotalRetFd ZTR NA 7.76 NA NA

LoanParticipationFunds
1WSCredit Income NA NA NA 6.2
AlphCntrc PrimeMerid In NA NA NA NS
Angel OakStr Crdt:Inst 21.71 NA NA 8.0
AxonicAlternative Inc NA NA NA 3.9
Blackstone/GSOFREID NA NA NA 6.1
Blackstone/GSOFREI I NA NA NA 6.4
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AWeek in the Life of theDJIA
A look at how the Dow Jones Industrial Average component stocks
did in the past week and howmuch each moved the index. The DJIA
lost 467.67 points, or 1.66%, on the week. A $1 change in the price of
any DJIA stock = 6.58-point change in the average. To date, a $1,000
investment on Dec. 31 in each current DJIA stock component would
have returned $29,864, or a loss of 0.45%, on the $30,000
investment, including reinvested dividends.

TheWeek’sAction
Pct Stock price Point chg $1,000 Invested(year-end '19)
chg (%) change in average* Company Symbol Close $1,000
4.98 5.60 36.85 Nike NKE $118.00 $1,173
3.81 5.65 37.17 Caterpillar CAT 153.83 1,066
2.96 6.27 41.25 McDonald’s MCD 218.00 1,124
2.57 1.25 8.22 Dow DOW 49.85 958
2.47 6.67 43.89 HomeDepot HD 276.33 1,289

0.24 0.40 2.63 3M MMM 166.17 969
0.13 0.18 1.18 Procter&Gamble PG 138.14 1,127
0.04 0.02 0.13 Coca-Cola KO 51.06 939
–0.14 –0.24 –1.58 Honeywell HON 166.45 958
–0.18 –0.24 –1.58 WaltDisney DIS 131.75 911

–0.55 –0.81 –5.33 Johnson&Johnson JNJ 147.78 1,034
–0.69 –0.84 –5.53 IBM IBM 121.46 940
–0.89 –0.76 –5.00 Merck MRK 84.48 944
–1.14 –0.69 –4.54 Verizon VZ 59.79 1,006
–1.60 –0.80 –5.26 Intel INTC 49.28 838

–1.94 –3.98 –26.19 Visa V 200.68 1,073
–2.09 –5.19 –34.15 Amgen AMGN 243.21 1,030
–2.19 –2.31 –15.20 AmericanExpress AXP 103.36 842
–2.30 –0.94 –6.18 Cisco CSCO 39.88 852
–2.37 –2.45 –16.12 JPMorganChase JPM 101.07 745

–2.72 –3.17 –20.86 Travelers TRV 113.40 846
–3.37 –10.52 –69.22 UnitedHealthGroup UNH 301.48 1,038
–4.29 –6.13 –40.33 Walmart WMT 136.70 1,165
–4.55 –11.60 –76.32 salesforce.com CRM 243.10 1,495
–4.75 –10.02 –65.93 GoldmanSachs GS 200.92 890

–4.77 –10.22 –67.24 Microsoft MSFT 204.03 1,304
–5.18 –4.24 –27.90 Chevron CVX 77.69 671
–5.94 –2.19 –14.41 Walgreens WBA 34.70 607
–6.33 –10.82 –71.19 Boeing BA 160.23 495
–7.41 –8.96 –58.95 Apple AAPL 112.00 1,536

*Based onComposite price. DJIA is calculated on primary-market price.
Source: DowJonesMarketData; FactSet.

CLOSED-END FUNDS

BRMuniYldNYQly MYN 14.32 13.06 -8.8 3.9
EVCAMuniBd EVM NA 11.67 NA 3.9
EatonVanceNYMuni Bd ENX NA 12.04 NA 4.0
InvCaValMuIncTr VCV 13.52 12.50 -7.5 4.2
InvPAValMuIncTr VPV 14.03 12.60 -10.2 4.6
InvTrInvGrNYMu VTN 14.10 12.59 -10.7 4.5
NuveenCAAMT-FQualMI NKX 16.65 15.44 -7.3 4.0
NuveenCAVal NCA 10.76 10.78 +0.2 3.1
NuveenCAQtyMuInc NAC 16.07 14.72 -8.4 4.2
NuveenMDQualMuni Inc NMY 14.99 13.36 -10.9 4.1
NuveenMIQualMuni Inc NUM 16.06 14.18 -11.7 3.9
NuvNJQualMuni Inc NXJ 16.28 13.72 -15.7 4.6
NuveenNYAMT/FrQualMI NRK 14.75 12.97 -12.1 4.1
NuveenNYQualMuni Inc NAN 15.24 13.76 -9.7 4.3
NuveenOHQualMuni Inc NUO 17.60 15.26 -13.3 3.4
NuveenPAQualMuni Inc NQP 15.68 13.68 -12.8 4.5
NuveenVAQltyMun Inc NPV 15.06 15.47 +2.7 3.5
PIMCOCA PCQ 13.91 17.68 +27.1 4.6
PIMCOCAMuniII PCK 8.84 9.27 +4.9 4.3
PimcoCAMuni III PZC 10.03 10.93 +9.0 4.5

Prem12Mo
Fund (SYM) NAV Close /Disc Yld

52wk
Prem Ttl

Fund (SYM) NAV Close /Disc Ret

IPOScorecard
Performance of IPOs,most-recent listed first

%ChgFrom %ChgFrom
Company SYMBOL Friday3s Offer 1st-day Company SYMBOL Friday3s Offer 1st-day
IPOdate/Offer price close ($) price close IPOdate/Offer price close ($) price close

BroadstoneAcquisition 9.86 –1.4 ... Prime ImpactAcquisition I 10.00 ... ...
BSN.UTSept. 11/$10.00 PIAI.UTSept. 10/$10.00

Ribbit LEAP 11.53 15.3 ... StarboardValueAcquisition I 10.03 0.3 0.3
LEAP.UTSept. 11/$10.00 SVACUSept. 10/$10.00

TortoiseAcquisition II 10.51 5.1 ... CohnRobbinsHldgs 10.13 1.3 1.2
SNPR.UTSept. 11/$10.00 CRHC.UTSept. 9/$10.00

TWC Hldgs II 10.07 0.7 ... Industrial Acquisition 9.99 –0.1 0.2
TWCTUSept. 11/$10.00 ITACUSept. 9/$10.00

NavSightHldgs 10.02 0.2 0.1 HighCapeCapital Acquisition 10.15 1.5 ...
NSH.UTSept. 10/$10.00 CAPAUSept. 4/$10.00

Sources: DowJonesMarketData; FactSet
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Extended
Holidays
Are No Gift
To Retailers
Season is usually merry,
but maybe not this time

HEARD ON
THESTREET

FINANCIAL ANALYSIS & COMMENTARY

The holidays represent roughly 20% of annual U.S. retail sales and this
year, decorations will appear earlier. Shoppers in Alhambra, Calif. last week.
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Gilead Sciences share price

Source: FactSet

A big splash from Gilead Sci-
ences will spark a celebration
among biotech investors. It is far
from clear whether Gilead
shareholders themselves will be
feeling festive.

Gilead Sciences said on Sunday
that it has agreed to buy Immuno-
medics for $21 billion. The price of
$88 a share in cash is 108% more
than Friday’s closing market value
for the biotechnology firm. The sig-
nificant premium paid suggests that
Immunomedics might have had
multiple suitors.

The deal certainly is a slam
dunk for Immunomedics share-
holders. Those who have owned
the shares since 2016 will have
made roughly 40 times their initial
investment. News of the deal will

path for the deal to be successful.
Trodelvy could become a block-
buster treatment over time, and
backing the drug with the market-
ing muscle of a large drugmaker
should boost its long-run sales
prospects. But promising signs
that Trodelvy can be effective in
highly lucrative categories like
lung cancer will need to translate
into real sales. Cancer is a highly
competitive therapeutic category,
and the industry is littered with
also-ran products that were once
thought to be future cash cows.

The bull case will take time to
materialize in the best-case sce-
nario. Meanwhile, there is no rush
for investors to bet that Gilead’s
shiny new asset has already turned
its fortunes around. —Charley Grant

drugs is only growing modestly.
Total revenue fell about 10% in the
second quarter from a year ago.

Recent Gilead purchases, such as
the $11 billion it paid for Kite
Pharma in 2017, have so far failed
to diversify the company’s revenue
sources. And investor enthusiasm
for the Covid-19 treatment remdesi-
vir has all but vanished after a brief
period of euphoria. Gilead’s shares
trade at about nine times adjusted
earnings and yield more than 4%.
While attractive on paper, biotech
investors almost always prefer
growth opportunities over current
income. Meanwhile, Gilead certainly
can afford to splash out: It had
more than $21 billion in cash on its
balance sheet at the end of June.

There is a clear, albeit difficult,

likely spur a rally in small and
midsize biotech shares when trad-
ing opens on Monday.

The deal is far riskier for
Gilead, which is paying top dollar
for promising drugs with uncertain
commercial potential. Immuno-
medics’s breast cancer drug
Trodelvy reached the market in
April and generated $20 million in
its first two months. That is a
promising start, but the hefty deal
price cranks up expectations
significantly.

It is clear why Gilead is willing
to take a chance. Its share price is
down by 40% over the past five
years despite relentless share buy-
backs. Its hepatitis C franchise,
once the envy of the industry, is in
decline, and its portfolio of HIV

The rally in the stock mar-
ket this summer to new highs
obscures a subtle yet notable
trend: Stocks aren’t as popular
as they used to be.

That might sound strange,
given the surge of people trad-
ing shares on apps such as
Robinhood, not to mention the
enthusiasm around a rally that
has pulled the major indexes
up by about 50% in five
months.

Still, stocks aren’t as widely
held as they were before the
2008 financial crisis.

In April, 55% of people said
they owned stocks either di-
rectly or through funds—vir-
tually unchanged since 2010,
according to a Gallup survey.
Before the financial crisis, it
was consistently 60% or
higher.

“The financial crisis drove
out a lot of people, and they
just never came back,” said
Lydia Saad, a senior editor at
Gallup.

The reason behind some of
that is psychological.

The memory of the last fi-
nancial crisis cast a long

Many wanted to sell every-
thing.

Mr. Mahmood said he
talked most of them out of do-
ing so, adding that his job as a
financial adviser was to guide
them through the market’s
churn.

A few wouldn’t listen. The

market started rising in late
March, but fear kept those cli-
ents out. By the time the mar-
ket had recovered, it was too
late.

“The sad thing is, once you
miss something like that it
does get hard to get back in,”
he said.

MARKETS

shadow, said Joseph Cough-
lin, director of the research
program AgeLab at the Mas-
sachusetts Institute of Tech-
nology.

“The recession and memory
of it continues to reverberate
because what Main Street re-
members is, the system was
broken,” he said.

To some people, the system
looks broken now, but in a dif-
ferent way.

Stocks have hit records
even while 30 million Ameri-
cans are collecting some form
of unemployment benefits and
Congress is deadlocked on
how to provide any additional
relief.

That breeds mistrust, Mr.
Coughlin said, and makes
some people wary of stocks’
big gains.

“People don’t trust what is
ambiguous and they don’t un-
derstand,” he said.

Jamal Mahmood saw that
mistrust up close. As the cor-
onavirus pandemic was raging
and the stock market was cra-
tering, the investment adviser
at Main Street Financial Solu-
tions in Verona, N.J., was
fielding calls from his clients.

The S&P 500 index has
risen 3.4% so far this year,
even with March’s crash. The
Nasdaq Composite is up 21%.
Yet mutual and exchange-
traded funds have seen net
outflows totaling $226.1 bil-
lion in the first eight months
of 2020, according to data
from the Investment Company
Institute.

Even with the run to new
highs, individual investors are
more bearish than bullish.
Nearly half of individual inves-
tors—about 48.5%—are bear-
ish, according to the most re-
cent survey from the American
Association of Individual In-
vestors. That is well above the
historical average of about
30%. Only about 23.7% are
bullish, according to the
group.

So who is actually in the
market?

The ones who have stayed
through the years tend to be
older and wealthier, according
to Gallup’s data. By race, white
people were more likely to
hold stocks than Black or His-
panic people. College gradu-
ates, employed people and
those married with children

were more likely to own
stocks.

But ownership has fallen
across income levels. Between
2009 and 2017, about 89% of
households in which income
was above $100,000 held
stocks either directly or
through a fund. Between 2018
and 2020, that share fell to
84%. In the $75,000-to-
$99,000 range, it fell to 71%
from 75%. In the $30,000-to-
$75,000 range, the share
dropped to 53% from 54%.

The summer rally might
push those numbers back up.
Many point to the large
amounts of cash sitting on the
sidelines, suggesting that
eventually the market’s allure
will bring investors back.
There was about $4.5 trillion
in money-market funds, ac-
cording to the Investment
Company Institute, up about
26% year to date.

Mr. Coughlin of MIT isn’t so
sure.

“When I think about all that
cash on the sidelines, I see
mountains of trust, not moun-
tains of liquidity,” he said.
“And public trust is a currency
that’s harder to get.”

BY PAUL VIGNA

Stock Fears Caused Some toMiss Out on Rally

J F M A M J J A
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Wreaths and reindeer will make
early appearances at retailers this
year, and no wonder: Holiday sales—
usually spanning November and De-
cember—represent roughly 20% of
annual U.S. retail sales each year, ac-
cording to the National Retail Feder-
ation. But a longer season doesn’t
necessarily mean a better one.

Their collective shift toward a
prolonged holiday period reflects
pandemic constraints: Retailers want
to limit crowding at stores, as do
customers. And because delivery will
take an especially important role
this time around, spacing out ship-
ping will help alleviate bottlenecks
and surcharges. Shipping firms have
said they would assess higher sur-
charges this holiday season: For
FedEx, those surcharges take effect
starting early November, while for
UPS that starts mid-November.

All of that just leads to an ever-
expanding holiday sales period.

“It used to be that Black Friday
was the focal point of all holiday
season—concentrated into a few
hours of heavy shopping. Black
Friday became Black Friday week-
end, and then Black November,”
according to Simeon Siegel, ana-
lyst at BMO Capital Markets.

This year, it will be Black Octo-
ber for some retailers: Best Buy,
which typically kicks off holiday
selling in early November with
Black Friday ads, plans to move
the season up to October. Many
other retail names including Nord-
strom, Macy’s, Walmart, Target,
as well as apparel brands such as
American Eagle Outfitters have
signaled a longer selling season.

While that could help retailers
tackle logistical challenges, it also
has the potential to create some
pain. Lower-margin e-commerce has
come to dominate holidays in recent
years and will play an even bigger
role this time around as shoppers
avoid crowded stores. Promotions
will be another drag: “The greater
amount of time the retailer needs to
fight for consumer dollars, the more
reactive and promotional retailers
will likely be,” notes Mr. Siegel.

One saving grace is that retailers
have been disciplined with their in-
ventory thus far because of the un-
certainties of the pandemic. “A lot
of retailers have planned conserva-
tively to preserve cash and to avoid
a highly promotional season,” notes
Paul Lejuez, analyst at Citi Research.

Promotions could be especially
painful for retailers that have per-
formed poorly this year. Department
stores such as Macy’s and Nord-
strom, which historically rely heav-
ily on holidays for a revenue surge,
already suffered from falling gross
margins over the past three holiday
seasons. This is their time to shine
after an otherwise tough year.

What seems likely is that recent
winners will keep winning more
market share through the holidays.
E-commerce giants such as Amazon
and Etsy will likely deepen their
advantage. Big-box retailers stand
to benefit too, and not just because
of their e-commerce capabilities.

Many shoppers dropping by Wal-
mart and Target to purchase grocer-
ies or other essential items this year

ended up picking up other goods to
spare multiple visits, noticing that
they could find apparel, toys, elec-
tronics and home goods there too.
Both Target and Walmart captured
shoppers’ demand for discretionary
items after the initial essential
stock-up phase in a way department
stores haven’t been able to, even
though they made online and curb-
side pick-up available to customers.

The exception might be specialty
retailers such as Best Buy and Dick’s
Sporting Goods, which not only
benefited from selling in-demand
categories for homebound consum-
ers but demonstrated an ability to
defend market share against Ama-
zon and big-box retailers.

Even trickier to predict is
whether consumers will be in the
mood to splurge. A booming econ-
omy generally corresponds with
more holiday spending: While holi-
day retail sales have grown each
year since 2002, the one exception
was 2008, when holiday sales fell
4.7% from the previous year in the
midst of a recession, according to
data from the National Retail Feder-
ation. A holiday surge isn’t hard to
imagine, though: While the eco-
nomic picture looks bleak, people
are spending less on experiences
such as travel and dining out, which
in recent years have come to domi-
nate holiday spending dollars, ac-
cording to Deloitte.

Not all retailers will get what
they want this holiday season, but
surprises will likely be in store for
all of them. —Jinjoo Lee

Money Markets Press
Global Dollar Supply
After the money-market panic in

March, assets in the prime funds,
which invest in short-term corpo-
rate debt, rocketed back up in
April and May. They are now slid-
ing once again, posing a threat to
non-U.S. banks that rely on them.

According to data from the In-
vestment Company Institute, the
assets of prime money-market
funds ran to $741.62 billion on
Wednesday, down $24 billion from
its rebound level in late June and
down sharply from its 2020 peak of
about $810 billion in mid-February.

Without the stable dollar deposit
bases of American lenders, yield-
hungry foreign banks have relied
on these funds as a source of dollar
borrowing in recent years.

In times of stress, U.S. banks can
count on deposits, but prime fund
investors are far more flighty. The
plunge in assets this year contrib-
uted to decisions by Fidelity and
Vanguard to wind down major
money-market funds.

Under the hood, the picture is
actually even more acute. The pro-
portion of prime-fund assets made
up of commercial paper and certifi-
cates of deposit has declined, while
the share of government and
agency bonds surged to 25.5% by
the end of July from 7.3% at the
start of 2020.

It is also not too early to start
thinking about how the world’s
largest banks typically behave at
the end of the year, when trading
thins at the same time they at-
tempt to dress their balance sheets
to avoid higher capital require-

Assets held by prime
money-market funds

Source: Investment Company Institute
*Through Sept. 9
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ments under Basel III regulations.
Credit Suisse analyst Zoltan Poz-

sar notes that Citigroup, Goldman
Sachs and Bank of America have al-
ready been pushed into higher cap-
ital surcharge buckets this year. J.P.
Morgan hasn’t only jumped one
bucket higher, but is close to enter-
ing a second. If major U.S. banks
restrain their usual activity in cur-
rency swaps toward the end of the
year, it will provide an additional
squeeze on foreign institutions
searching for greenbacks.

The ultimate result depends on
the Federal Reserve. If the U.S. cen-
tral bank remains as accommoda-
tive as it has been so far, foreign
banks likely have little to worry
about. Currency swaps between
central banks did the trick in
calming strained funding markets
in March.

But the situation may change if
financial distress is concentrated
among international lenders. De-
spite its largess this year, the Fed
has no specific mandate to provide
support to overseas banks. In that
context, the thinning demand for a
major funding source is worth
keeping an eye on.

—Mike Bird

Gilead Takes a $21 Billion Gamble It Can Please Its Shareholders

In times of stress,U.S.
banks can count on
deposits, but prime fund
investors aremore flighty.
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YoungMoney

Covid-19 has derailed
the goals of manymil-
lennials, who entered
2020 ready to improve
their financial and
professional lives.R2

Family Finances

HiddenDebt
Athree-step
approach to
ensure liabilities
don’t hurt a
marriage.R10
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Encore
Should each of
your children get
an equal inheri-
tance?R5

Cut theCord

Your kid is 20.
Itmightbe
time to stop
paying for
some things.R8

JOURNAL REPORT

WEALTHMANAGEMENT

IGNORING YOUR CREDIT SCORE

One mistake we make during a downturn is not paying enough at-
tention to our credit score. But this is what affects the interest
rate we get on our mortgage and credit cards, as well as whether
we’ll be able to get insurance or even rent an apartment. So it is
important, even during difficult times, to try to pay bills on time,
not max out on credit cards, not open several new credit accounts
in a short period of time, and keep a good financial history as
much as possible. Keeping our credit score from dropping can save
us thousands of dollars over time in interest and fees.

Annamaria Lusardi, university professor at George Washington
University in Washington, D.C.

PleaseturntopageR6

Facing a downturn is
hard enoughwithout
falling into the common
traps in thewaywe save,
invest and spend
ourmoney

TheBiggest
Financial
Mistakes
People
Makeina
Recession

Refusing to Tap
The Emergency Fund

An emergency fund helps make tough times a little better, but two

groups of people fail to fully leverage their savings.

The first group are those experiencing economic hardship and

who choose to live uncomfortably rather than access their savings.

This happens when their saver’s mentality—the same one that

helped in building an emergency fund—makes the emergency fund

seem sacred and unavailable for use. A better framework for think-

ing about the use of such funds is viewing it as a reward for disci-

plined saving in good times. Isn’t this why you had the emergency

fund in the first place?

A second group of people are those with well-funded emergency

savings but who aren’t experiencing economic hardship. These indi-

viduals should consider investing a portion of their emergency sav-

ings during a recession at lower stock-market prices to further

strengthen their long-term financial position. This also applies to re-

tirees with at least two years of living expenses in cash.

Peter Lazaroff, CHIEF INVESTMENT OFFICER AT PLANCORP, ST. LOUIS

M
any people are facing a situation
they haven’t had to deal with in a
long time: an economic downturn.
And they need help navigating it.
So we reached out to financial

advisers, researchers, academics
and other experts and asked them
a simple question: What are some
of the biggest mistakes people make
in hard times, and how can they
avoid them? After all, facing a
downturn is hard enough without
making it even worse by falling
into common traps in the way you
spend, invest and save.
As you’ll see, the mistakes range

from the big to the small and cover
a wide array of practices and situa-
tions. Not everyone has the luxury
of making some of these mistakes.
But hopefully, they will make you
think as you find your path through
the coming months. And ideally,
avoiding any of these mistakes will
make your economic troubles a
little less painful and the eventual
recovery a little more robust.

THEWALL STREET JOURNAL.
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current crisis, planning for the future

feels impossible. But Sarah Behr, a fi-

nancial planner and founder of Sim-

plify Financial in San Francisco, cau-

tions her clients against feeling

frozen or paralyzed. “It’s disenfran-

chising to feel like you’re in a holding

pattern,” she says. “So figure out how

to differently pursue that goal, or set

it aside completely.”

The risk of putting a goal on hold

is that you may never go back to it.

We can attribute a lot of this to

the “what the hell” effect, says Ma-

rissa A. Sharif, professor of marketing

at the University of Pennsylvania’s

Wharton School. The “what the hell”

effect pops up when people feel

they’ve failed at their goals or vio-

lated some rules they set to attain

those objectives. Instead of pivoting,

reassessing or trying again, they

throw their hands up and say, “What

the hell!” This leads to people back-

sliding into bad habits or spiraling

into negativity, a familiar feeling for

myself and lots of friends struggling

with our financial goals right now.

I felt this most acutely in June,
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when the “what the hell” effect hit

me in full force. After several weeks

of uncertainty, I felt reassured my

employer wouldn’t be cutting posi-

tions soon. But the money I had ear-

marked for the remainder of the

year—my usual commuter expenses,

trips home to see family, birthday

outings for friends—didn’t get saved

or invested.

Instead, I treated myself on a reg-

ular basis. I took up crafting hobbies

that required me to purchase kits

and supplies, but I dropped them af-

ter a week or two. I trawled athlei-

sure websites for new leggings and

bralettes, convincing myself that I

was “investing” in my new work-

from-home lifestyle.

I looked up in July and realized I

truly didn’t like the $30 bottle of

wine any more than I liked the $15

bottle. I also realized I’d been saving

less and less since the start of the

stay-at-home order. In the middle of

so much financial paralysis, my in-

vesting goal had been forgotten. I

couldn’t blame the pandemic; I had to

blame it on myself.

I had to reassure myself that losing

out on investing gains for one year

wouldn’t set me behind forever. One

friend shared her personal philosophy,

one I found oddly comforting: “2020

doesn’t count.”

I told Prof. McCoy about the 2020

goals I had set. She says she has

spoken with lots of people who have

postponed similar goals—and the im-

portant thing, she adds, is giving

yourself the gift of time.

“So what if you’re not investing all

your money in the stock market?”

says Prof. McCoy. “That’s going to be

a crazy roller coaster in the next cou-

ple of months anyway, so let’s worry

about building a little bit more sav-

ings into your bank account. That is a

bigger success story than putting

$100 in Robinhood right now.”

As I talked to other people about

the plans and milestones they’ve put

on hold and the financial goals

they’ve decided to delay, change or

reassess entirely, I’ve been thinking

about how to break out of my own

financial paralysis.

I am grateful to have a job and

pledged to be more mindful about

what I contribute to my savings and

retirement accounts. I am reallocating

money from my travel and entertain-

ment budgets toward charitable

causes caring for those most harmed

by the pandemic. I am stronger when

it comes to resisting the all-too-brief

online-shopping highs and comparing

myself to others.

In addition to the “what the hell”

effect, Prof. Sharif has also studied

its twin: the “fresh start” effect.

Starting anew, with renewed vigor,

can mobilize us and rocket us back

into goal-setting form.

“If you say ‘I failed because I’m not

a financially savvy person,’ that starts

you down a negative path. Instead,

thinking about it as an external fac-

tor—like, ‘crazy things happened in

the world and I had no control over

them’—can affect people’s ability to

bounce back.”

Surrounded by my pricey candles (I

still haven’t burned down many of

them) and the trappings of a quaran-

tine-era lifestyle, I take some solace in

her advice. This year didn’t turn out

the way many of us had planned. For

a lot of us, 2021 can be a fresh start.

Ms. Carpenter is a reporter for The
Wall Street Journal in New York.
Email her at julia.carpenter@wsj.com.

In January,
my friends
and Imade
lists of 20
thingswe
wanted
to try,
attempt or
accomplish
in 2020.
By July,
the lists we
had come
upwith
seemed
ridiculous.

43%
Millennials/
Generation Z
who have
stopped or
cut back on
savings during
the pandemic

38%
Those who
have missed (or
will soon miss)
a bill payment

Source: The Harris Poll’s
Six Months That
Changed America

M
y friends and I
meet up every

January for an an-

nual goal-setting

get-together,

where we hash

out what we want

to do in the com-

ing year to ad-

vance our careers

and improve our personal, financial and

social lives.

This year, we made lists of 20 things

we wanted to try, attempt or accomplish

in 2020 and agreed to check in halfway

through the year to hold each other ac-

countable.

Little did we know that 2020 would

make a mockery of any goals we had

set for ourselves.

When a pandemic that none of us

saw coming resulted in nationwide lock-

downs in early March, many of us

weathered the isolation with “Tiger

King,” sourdough starters and home-

grown scallion gardens. We pivoted to

working from home and fought bore-

dom with Zoom hangouts and Netflix

party “gatherings.” But come summer,

what had once seemed like a weekslong

shutdown now felt like an inescapable

reality shaping our every move.

“It felt like a marathon at first,” says

Megan McCoy, director of the financial-

planning Master’s program at Kansas

State University, about living in mid-pan-

demic America. “Now, it’s just fatigue.”

By July, the lists my friends and I had

come up with seemed ridiculous. One

friend had wanted to travel more and

make huge strides at work, goals that

seemed beside the point, if not down-

right frivolous, in an age of intense

travel restrictions and a labor market in

which millions have lost their jobs and

are trying to get by on unemployment.

I entered 2020 hoping to learn more

about investing, and to sock money

away for a future home down payment.

You would think that wouldn’t be de-

railed by the pandemic. But the truth is,

Like many millennials, I had
entered 2020 determined to
improve my financial and
professional life. Then the
pandemic put all that on hold.

it’s all I can do to just look ahead

one month into the future.

The coronavirus economy has hit

millennials hard, especially those

who entered the workforce during

the last financial crisis. Burdened

with student debt and not as far up

the career ladder as they had hoped

to be, millennials as a group lag be-

hind other generations in navigating

the job market and building wealth.

Now, for many, it feels like our ef-

forts to catch up have been put on

hold as we wrestle with how to rec-

oncile financial and career goals with

the ever-evolving pandemic timeline.

One woman I know planned to

ask for a raise this year, but when

her employer instituted company-

wide pay cuts, she put that goal on

hold. She did manage to pay off her

student loans earlier this year, but

when her company eliminated her

job this summer, she found herself

without a safety net.

Others who haven’t lost work are

still having a hard time pivoting to

the “new normal.” With so many

young people trying to survive the

Experts’ Voices

Mistakes People Make With Their Emergency Fund

The coronavirus pandemic has made
people realize the importance of having an

emergency fund. But in my experience,

there are three major mistakes people

make when building that emergency fund

of three to six months of expenses:

1. Forgetting priorities.
Your priorities should be SLY: safety, li-

quidity and yield. Some people hate the

idea of having three to six months of ex-

penses in an account that earns very low

returns, and will try and think of ways to

boost the yield by finding strategies that

are not safe or liquid.

2. Counting credit cards
as an emergency fund.

People sometimes tell me that their unused

credit limit on a credit card is an emergency

fund. But credit-card companies tend to slash

credit limits in recessions—the time when peo-

ple are most likely to need to tap into their

emergency fund.

3. Neglecting Roth IRA contributions.
People will often skip their Roth IRA contribu-

tions if they have not fully funded their emer-

gency fund. However, there is a way to incor-

porate those contributions into building an

emergency fund.

Assume someone needs a $30,000 emer-

gency fund, only has $25,000 in the bank,

and wants to contribute to her Roth IRA be-

fore the annual deadline. That person could

contribute $6,000 to a Roth IRA and keep

the contribution in cash, which would

still leave a $25,000 cash emergency

fund. The only difference is now only

$19,000 is in the bank and the other

$6,000 is in a Roth IRA.

By keeping the contribution in cash in-

stead of investing the funds in the mar-

ket, the number one rule of an emer-

gency fund—safety—is still met.

—Patrick Lach, an assistant professor of
finance at Indiana University Southeast

and founder of Lach Financial

The Experts are industry and thought

leaders who write on topics of their

expertise. You can read this full blog post

and others at wsj.com/experts.
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Take the cap on auto-escalated

savings rates. In the digital age, it’s

relatively easy to generate a person-

alized accumulation plan, based on

your savings balance, age and when

people like you tend to retire. For

workers who start saving later, an

18% cap might be more appropriate

than a 15% cap. The law should en-

courage a personalized test based on

income replacement, rather than

broad rules that leave some behind.

The same principle applies to the

maximum age for required minimum

distributions, or RMDs. Instead of

setting the age at 72 across the

board, perhaps policy makers should

tailor it to the individual. Why should

a healthy 72-year-old who is still

working be forced to withdraw too

much too soon?

Personalization also could help

people choose the right annuities.

Policy makers could encourage

employers to steer workers into an-

nuities based on key financial, health

and demographic factors. For exam-

ple, someone who has had a heart

attack could be offered enhanced an-

nuities, which provide higher monthly

payments for those with shorter ex-

pected lifespans.

I also wish the Secure Act used a

broader toolbox of incentives. The

new law focuses almost exclusively

on tax credits to accomplish its policy

goals when there are often more effi-

cient ways to influence behavior.

The new law, for example, offers

small businesses a higher tax credit

for offering a retirement plan to

workers. That’s nice, but the majority

of small businesses either break even

or lose money, thus pay minimal

taxes already.

In addition, tax incentives in gen-

eral may be an inefficient way to

nudge behavior, at least relative to

other digital nudges. In a study con-

ducted with the Department of De-

fense, my colleagues and I showed

that an email that made it easier for

people to enroll in a savings plan was

100 times more cost-effective than

interventions such as tax incentives.

It’s often better to make it easy than

to make it free.

If the Secure Act were passed 20

years ago, it would be a more conse-

quential piece of legislation. In 2020,

however, we have many more in-

sights, nudges and technological

tools that can be used to help people

on their retirement journey.

Dr. Benartzi (@shlomobenartzi), is
a professor and co-head of the
behavioral decision-making group
at UCLA Anderson School of
Management and a frequent
contributor to Journal Reports.
Email him at reports@wsj.com.

Bankrupt and distressed com-
panies have been a hit this year

with some investors on the hunt

for pandemic bargains.

When car-rental company

Hertz filed for bankruptcy protec-

tion, bullish investors drove a rally

of more than 900% in the stock.

Similarly, furniture retailer Way-

fair, which analysts frequently

consider one of the most vulnera-

ble companies, saw its shares rally

250% at one point this year.

But backing the right distressed

company—one that does recover

and that yields a strong return—

typically requires the kind of de-

tailed research and depth in mar-

ket experience that most small

investors lack.

That partly explains the sudden

popularity of so-called special-pur-

pose acquisition companies, or

SPACs, whose purpose is to invest

in or acquire distressed busi-

nesses. Backed by big-name inves-

tors like Bill Ackman and others, a

record number of SPACs have

launched this year. These vehicles

have no business operations. They

raise money through IPOs, and

their investors must invest before

knowing what the acquisitions of

the company will be. Once in-

vested, the rules also prevent in-

vestors from withdrawing their

money until the SPAC has made

its first investment.

Several exchange-traded funds

exist, or will soon, that give inves-

tors exposure to distressed com-

panies without being blind to

which ones, and without being

locked in for a period. At the end

of July, Defiance NextGen regis-

tered a new ETF that will create

an index of all available SPACs to

provide broad exposure to the cat-

egory. The fund, if it is approved, is

expected to be up and running

later this year.

Other ETFs specialize in dis-

tressed companies, but with a dif-

ferent twist: They bet that their

fortunes will not improve. These

include short funds designed to

perform well during a market

downturn. AdvisorShares Dorsey

Wright Short ETF (DWSH) is a

fund poised to take advantage of

vulnerability. This all-short ETF

looks for companies across all sec- CH
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Assets in 401(k) plans have outpaced annuities as the Pension Protection Act of
2006 increased the amounts thatworkers can contribute to retirement plans.
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For bond investors, ETFs that in-

vest in so-called fallen-angel bonds

provide another way to pursue the

distressed-company theme. Fallen

angels are any formerly investment-

grade bond that has been down-

graded to junk-bond status. Corpo-

rate fallen-angel bonds can provide

exposure to vulnerable companies

whose paper is selling at big dis-

counts, thus offering high yields. In

some cases, these can be less risky

than other high-yield bonds.

Many funds that deal in invest-

ment-grade bonds have to sell their

positions to maintain the quality

rating of their funds. Fallen-angel

investors are sometimes able to

pick up those bonds without taking

on additional risk if the downgrade

doesn’t end up happening. That’s

why fallen angels typically outper-

form other junk bonds.

Ms. McCann is a writer in New
York. She can be reached at
reports@wsj.com.

People hope to profit
by finding companies
whose prices have been
hit by the pandemic

BY BAILEY MCCANN

Investors Seek Riches in
Others’ Misery

tors with high weakness relative

to their peers, such as a high valu-

ation despite limited revenue or an

outmoded business model. These

companies are typically already

distressed—they could be in dan-

ger of failing or may have filed for

bankruptcy protection.

The fund was up 25% during

the March-April market downturn

when there were a lot of opportu-

nities to sell short across all sec-

tors, although it gained signifi-

cantly from betting against energy

as oil prices plummeted.

ETFs exist, or will
soon, that give
investors exposure
to distressed
companies.

might seem irrelevant. But it is more

critical than ever because once the

crisis ends, many workers will need to

save at a higher rate to catch up.

Many of the most important ele-

ments of the Secure Act, however,

focus on the most treacherous phase

of the retirement journey—the “land-

ing.” Known as decumulation, this is

when retirees start drawing down

their assets. This phase requires

people to make a series of complex

and often irrevocable decisions that,

if done wrong, could lead them to

run out of money.

Let’s start with the illusion of

wealth. When workers look at their

retirement savings, they are often re-

assured by the size of the total bal-

ance. My research with Dan Goldstein

at Microsoft Research and Hal Hersh-

field at UCLA, for instance, shows

that most people think $100,000 is a

sufficient amount of savings. How-

ever, when they are told that the

lump sum translates into roughly

$500 a month in retirement, those

savings seem much less adequate.

To help people overcome the illu-

sion of wealth, the Secure Act man-

dates that retirement-plan providers

display participants’ savings in term

of projected monthly income, not just

total assets. This gives workers a bet-

ter sense of whether they need to

save more or work longer to maintain

their standard of living in retirement.

Another important behavioral

challenge for decumulation involves

predicting longevity, which affects

how long a saver’s money has to

last. Workers’ predictions of how

long they will live are often inconsis-

tent and dependent on how the

question is framed. But most people

should at least take into account the

possibility of living for more than 30

years in retirement.

The Secure Act provides a small,

but much-needed reminder of this by

pushing back the maximum age at

which people have to start taking re-
tirement-plan withdrawals, to age 72

from 70½. This extension could in-

spire more people to think about lon-

gevity when making decumulation

plans. After all, one of the main rea-

sons to delay withdrawals is to avoid

running out of money if you live lon-

ger than expected.

The last behavioral obstacle the

Secure Act tries to address is choice

overload, which keeps many people

from considering annuities. These

products, which in essence convert a

lump-sum amount into a guaranteed

stream of income, can be a useful

way to deal with the challenges of

decumulation.

Few Americans buy annuities,

however, partly because most 401(k)

plans don’t offer them. The Secure

Act removes some barriers that have

prevented companies from offering

annuities in 401(k) plans, thus mak-

ing it easier for people to consider

these products.

Taken together, these reforms are

useful, but there is still plenty of

room for improvement.

One critical element that’s missing

is increased personalization.

I
n December 2019, the federal
government passed into law a set

of reforms designed to help Amer-

icans achieve retirement security.

The legislation—known as the

Secure Act—broadens access to

tax-advantaged retirement-savings

accounts and lets Americans keep

money in such accounts longer,

among other things.

In recent months, worries about

Americans’ retirement security have

been heightened by the coronavirus

pandemic. The mass unemployment

caused by Covid-19 is a reminder of

why people need retirement savings in

the first place.

So how consequential is the Secure

Act? And how can its provisions help

workers navigate the current economic

downturn?

From the perspective of behavioral

economics, the Secure Act corrects some

of the blind spots people have when it

comes to saving for retirement. I would

argue it doesn’t go far enough. Policy

makers can and should do more to help

people overcome the psychological ob-

stacles that keep them from saving.

The Secure Act builds on 2006 legis-

lation that helped establish the “autopi-

lot” model of retirement saving in

which workers, unless they opt out, are

auto-enrolled in a retirement plan,

auto-escalated to higher savings rates and auto-invested in a

well-diversified portfolio. Such an automatic model turns inertia

into an advantage, as most workers accept the default settings.

The Secure Act cleared the way for more workers to benefit

from this autopilot model of savings by requiring that employers

open their retirement plans to part-time workers who have

worked more than 500 hours annually for three or more consecu-

tive years. This provision may be particularly important in light of

the Covid-19 crisis, as many full-time workers have had their

hours significantly reduced.

The law also raises the cap on auto-escalated savings rates to

15% from 10%. With many workers struggling to save anything in

the current downturn, let alone 15% of their salaries, this provision

72
Maximum age

at which

people must

now start

making

withdrawals

from tax-

deferred

retirement

accounts

15%
New higher

cap on auto-

escalated

savings rates

What the legislation does—and doesn’t do—
to help people save for retirement

A Closer Look at the Secure Act

BY SHLOMO BENARTZI
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or her spouse) probably is.

This gets even trickier if a family

business is involved, especially if only

one of your children works there or if

the business makes up the bulk of

your estate. To help balance things

out, some parents buy extra life insur-

ance that is payable to children out-

side the business, or they ask the child

involved to buy them out and then

they distribute their estate evenly.

One way to treat everyone the

same but still provide a cushion for

children who might need help is to

divide 80% of your assets among all

your children and place the remaining

20% in a trust for emergency needs.

(Ideally, the trust would spell out ex-

amples of such needs and include in-

structions for addressing them.)

My wife retired from teaching in

Texas and gets her pension—$3,033

a month—from the state retirement

system. She also receives about $40

a month from Social Security. (This

because of several jobs she held a

number of years ago.) I began col-

lecting Social Security about two

years ago and receive about $3,300

a month. Statistically, I will die first.

In that case, would she then get my

Social Security payment in place of

hers? Or would she get nothing

from Social Security, given her pen-

sion from Texas?

These questions touch on provi-

sions that confuse and frustrate nu-

merous workers and their families: the

Government Pension Offset and the

Windfall Elimination Provision. Both

apply to, and typically reduce, Social

Security benefits for people who also

receive money from a government

pension that’s tied to work outside the

Social Security system. The GPO ap-

plies to benefits for spouses and survi-

vors; the WEP applies to benefits for

retirees.

The math in these cases can be

intimidating, says Daniel W. Ryan,

author of “Social Security for State

and Local Government Employees.”

But factsheets about the GPO and

WEP can help people navigate these

waters. (Go to ssa.gov and search

for both names.)

Mr. Ruffenach is a former reporter
and editor for The Wall Street
Journal. His column looks at financial
issues for those thinking about,
planning and living their retirement.
Send questions and comments to
askencore@wsj.com.

Percentage who say

parents have a duty

to leave children

some inheritance

55%
Millennials

44%
Generation X

36%
Baby boomers

34%
Silent generation

Source: Merrill Lynch Wealth

Management/Age Wave

“Leaving a Legacy: A Lasting

Gift to Loved Ones” 2019
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Also: answering a reader’s
questions about pensions
and death benefits

In a recent column, you answered a

question about whether to give heirs

part of their inheritance before a par-

ent dies. What about the question of

giving equal shares to each child. Is

that usually the best approach? What

if you think one child should be left

out of an estate plan?

Let’s start with your second question.

Many lawyers and financial planners

we have spoken with through the

years argue against writing a child

out of a will entirely.

Yes, there are circumstances where

you might want to do this. For in-

stance, you have an adult child who

hasn’t talked with the family for de-

cades. But consider: This same child

may try to reconcile when you’re on

your deathbed. More likely, the child

you cut out of your estate could make

life miserable for your other children

by contesting the will or hitting them

up for money.

To prevent such problems, consider

leaving the child in question a large

enough amount so that he or she

wouldn’t risk putting that inheritance

in jeopardy by contesting the will.

As for your question about dividing

an estate equally among heirs, it seems

perfectly fair. But “fair” is in the eye of

the beholder. Have you factored in the

tuition you provided for the child who

became a lawyer or doctor? Have you

considered the $40,000 loan to buy a

house that another child never paid

back? You might not be keeping score,

but at least one of your children (or his

To start, your wife, given that she

was a career schoolteacher in Texas

and has a pension from work outside

the Social Security program, is sub-

ject to both the WEP and GPO. Yes,

the WEP likely reduces the Social Se-

curity benefit she receives (the one

tied to the jobs she held early in

life)—but not by much, Mr. Ryan says.

Apparently, she had very little wages

that were covered by Social Security.

The bigger impact will be seen if

you die first, at which point your wife

becomes eligible for survivor benefits

from Social Security. Here, the GPO

kicks in, Mr. Ryan says. Normally, a

widow who has reached full retire-

ment age as defined by the Social Se-

curity Administration would become

eligible for her husband’s benefit,

which in your case is $3,300 a month.

But because your wife has a pension

from Texas, and because she didn’t

contribute to Social Security while she

was teaching, the GPO, according to

the Social Security Administration’s

formula, will reduce her survivor bene-

fit by 66 cents for every $1 of her

Texas teacher’s pension.

So, your wife would get a partial

survivor’s benefit from Social Security

of about $1,298 a month, Mr. Ryan

says. That is your benefit of $3,300 a

month minus 66 cents for every $1 of

your wife’s $3,033 pension.

A final note: This situation, in

which the wife ends up with a survi-

vor’s benefit, shouldn’t be seen as

typical, Mr. Ryan cautions. This partial

payment is actually more than many

state and local government employ-

ees would receive, given how the

GPO works. For instance, if the hus-

band had a lower, but still substantial,

Social Security benefit of about

$2,500, and if the wife had a more

robust pension of about $3,750, the

survivor benefit would be reduced to

almost zero, Mr. Ryan calculates.

Ask Encore • GlennRuffenach

To Each Child,
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Keep Paying All Your Subscriptions

Many people set their bills on autopay so they don’t
forget to pay them. It is easy to “set it and forget it”
during times the market is up, but what about times
when the market is down? For instance, do you have
cable in addition to Netflix, Amazon Prime or Hulu?
Figure out which service you can’t live without and
cancel the rest. Remember, you can always join them
again when the market isn’t so volatile.

Cynthia Pruemm, investment adviser, founder and CEO
of SIS Financial Group in Hoffman Estates, Ill.

NO RE-ENTRY PLAN

Investors often sell out of equities during a downturn

without a plan of when to buy back in. It’s impossible to

tell when exactly the markets are going to recover—wit-

ness the rapid bull market since late March—but you

need a plan. While everyone’s situation is different, a

phased approach could be the way to go, slowly moving

back into equities. You also might want to consider let-

ting someone else manage the portfolio for you (if you’re

prone to react to market movements), which could mean

something like a target-date fund or managed accounts

in a 401(k). Or a financial adviser or robo adviser for

moneys outside a defined-contribution plan.

David Blanchett, the head of retirement research for
Morningstar Investment Management in Lexington, Ky.

LET’S NOT TALK ABOUT MONEY
With the pandemic forcing millions of people world-wide

into financial distress, a natural response may be to
avoid conversations about money at all costs. However,
our research suggests that discussing money with your
partner in hard times can help your relationship and fi-
nances if you approach these discussions the right way.
First, set aside a regularly scheduled time to discuss fi-
nancial matters. Planned conversations are more effec-
tive because both partners can prepare and anticipate
the coming discussion, leading to exchanges that are
calmer and more constructive. Further, planned conver-
sations help couples see their financial challenges as a
shared problem (e.g., “Our income decreased by 50% last
month”) rather than an individual problem (e.g., “You lost
your job last month”), and this shared perspective re-
sults in greater collaboration, and, ultimately, better fi-
nancial recovery and less relationship conflict.

Grant Donnelly, assistant professor of marketing at Ohio
State University in Columbus, Ohio

Ignoring Fees
Not managing investment costs such as taxes and fees

can be quite destructive in periods of lower returns. Often,

investors fail to take full advantage of tax-loss harvesting

opportunities during periods of volatility that can reduce

future tax liabilities and compound future growth.

Ben McGloin, head of advice, planning and fiduciary ser-
vices at BNY Mellon Wealth Management in Newport

Beach, Calif.

NO RETIREMENT FUNDING

People get scared and halt contributions
to their 401(k) and/or individual retirement
accounts. They miss the opportunity of
buying low and accumulating more shares.

Jim Miller, president of Woodward Financial Advisors,
Chapel Hill, N.C.

ContinuedfrompageR1

HANGING ON TO LOSERS
Investors sometimes hold on to losing positions with
the notion of “getting back to even.” But they often
don’t know what that entails. A 20% decline requires a
25% rebound to get back to even, a 33% decline re-
quires a 50% rebound, and a 50% decline requires the
investment to double. If the prospects of other invest-
ments are more favorable, it is better to cut your losses
quickly and redeploy the money into better ideas.

Greg McBride, senior vice president and chief financial
analyst for Bankrate.com in Palm Beach Gardens, Fla.

Career on Hold
The wait-and-see mind-set hinders many people from pro-

actively managing their careers during an economic down-

turn. They stay with companies due to loyalty, comfort

and job security that isn’t always guaranteed. By seeking

employment opportunities, individuals can affirm their

value, test the economic environment, and make an in-

formed decision regarding their current job situation.

Lazetta Rainey Braxton, co-CEO at 2050 Wealth Part-
ners, New York

ABANDON ENTREPRENEURIAL DREAMS
When the economy goes south, people typically hold
back from starting a small business. Even though it
may be counterintuitive to start a business during a
recession, a downturn can be the perfect opportunity
to access less expensive credit and get a discount on
equipment. For example, public programs like the
State Small Business Credit Initiative often expand
during recessions to encourage entrepreneurs to start
a small business. And since most recessions are short,
laying the groundwork during a downturn can quickly
pay off when the economy starts growing again.

Benjamin Harris, executive director of the Kellogg
School of Management’s Public-Private Interface and

former chief economist to Vice President Joe Biden

RenegotiatingDebt
People often raid retirement investment accounts
to pay off debt when they should be seeking as-
sistance from lenders instead. Most lenders will
lower minimum payments, drop interest rates or
freeze payments for months.

Yanely Espinal, director of educational outreach, Next
Gen Personal Finance in New York

Out of Sight, Out of Mind

Whenever there is a major market downturn, some
people come to me with a secret: They don’t open
their account statements or log onto their accounts.
After all, they say that they intend to stay the course
with their investments, so why endure the agony of
seeing the decline in their balances? While this cop-
ing strategy may sound innocent, it’s risky. Even the
smallest issues can lead to major consequences, if
unnoticed and allowed to fester over time. For exam-
ple, be on the lookout for account notifications and
changes, investments requiring attention, erroneous
transactions, and any suspicious activity. It’s always
important to keep a watchful eye on your savings, in-
vestments and account security settings.

Catherine Collinson, CEO and president, Transamerica
Institute and Transamerica Center for Retirement

Studies, and executive director, Aegon Center for Lon-

gevity and Retirement in Los Angeles

Early Withdrawals
Sometimes you have no choice, of course. But too often,
making early withdrawals from a retirement-savings plan
is one of the first places people go instead of one of the
last. The problem is that early withdrawals rob your fu-
ture self of tax-deferred growth. Through the power of
compound interest, the more you save, the more your
savings grow over time. And even though the penalty for
early withdrawals from a 401(k) plan is currently waived
under the Cares Act, those pretax savings will still be
taxed as earnings within the year of withdrawal.

Chad Parks, founder and CEO of Ubiquity Retirement +

Savings in San Francisco

Attaching Emotion to the Family Home
Losing a parent can be particularly challenging during a re-

cessionary period when finances are tight, you’ve lost your

job, and/or investments are down. Emotions can run espe-

cially high for all those reasons—and that often clouds good

decision making when it comes to keeping or selling a par-

ent’s home. It’s important to view the home as a pure in-

vestment and release the sentimental value attached to it—

as difficult as this might be. You need to ask yourself: If the

home were not your parents’ home, would you buy this

property? What’s the expected return? What risks come

with this property? To the best of your ability, resist the

emotional attachment and crunch the numbers.

Michelle Perry Higgins, a financial planner and principal
at California Financial Advisors in San Ramon, Calif.

FEAR OF VOLATILITY
Investors often confuse risk of loss with volatility. Risk of

loss means investing in an enterprise whose value goes to

zero as a result of business failure or bankruptcy. Volatility

is the price variation in stocks. Sometimes, volatility can

be unnervingly high, like in March 2020. But, investors

who confuse volatility with risk of loss can end up selling

at the worst time in an effort to avoid losing money. Trag-

ically, that act of selling will lock in the loss they hope to

avoid. Investors who remain diversified in their invest-

ments will experience bouts of volatility, but risk of loss

can be minimized or avoided.

Jared Snider, partner and senior wealth adviser
at Exencial Wealth Advisors in Oklahoma City

Farewell to FREE Time
Recessions not only shape how we spend our money, they

also shape how we spend our most important resource:

time. When we are feeling cash strapped, we focus on mak-

ing more money, even if it comes at the expense of our free

time. This hyperfocus on cash can come at a cost to our so-

cial relationships, happiness and physical health. Resist the

temptation to sacrifice everything for cash. Make sure you

are careful with how you spend your moments as well.

Ashley Whillans, an assistant professor at Harvard Busi-
ness School in Boston

NOT RETHINKING PENSION PAYOUTS

Savers often fail to reconsider selecting an annuity payout

vs. a lump sum when collecting pension payments. Low-in-

terest-rate environments typically favor lump-sum payouts.

John Voltaggio, managing director and lead relationship
manager at Northern Trust Wealth Management in New York

Failing to Continue toLearn
When times are tough, it’s easy to get distracted and not

think about your career journey. But employees need to

carve out time, even if it’s just a few hours per month, to fo-

cus on career goals. Learning new skills, relationship building

and really focusing on future trends will put you in the best

position to seize an opportunity for advancement when it

presents itself. Don’t be siloed by your past experiences; in-

stead, broaden your thinking and focus on new challenges

or responsibilities, regardless of your current job title.

Aditi Javeri Gokhale, Northwestern Mutual’s chief com-
mercial officer and president of investment products and

services in Milwaukee, Wis.

BUDGETING THE BONUS

One big mistake that employees make is
expecting to get a full annual bonus from
their employer. If your bonus is over 20%
of your annual income, don’t include this
money in your overall family budget.
Many companies shrink or eliminate bo-
nuses in a downturn—and some already
are doing it during the pandemic.

Ted Jenkin, CEO and co-founder of oXYGen Financial
in Alpharetta, Ga.

A TENDENCY TO OVERCORRECT
During an economic downturn or a recession, it’s easy
to overcorrect due to anxiety and fear. Like driving a
car on ice, overcorrecting can make a bad situation
worse and present a whole new set of problems. For
example, if you’re worried about spending, you can cut
all the fluff out of your budget and try to watch every
penny, but miss opportunities to improve your income
through networking or improving your skills.

Roger P. Whitney, financial adviser at Agile Retirement
Management, Fort Worth, Texas

Thinking Big and Bold
During a downturn, many may see their portfolio de-
cline and feel a need to compensate with drastic cuts
to retirement spending. While it is not a bad idea to
ensure that one had a reasonable income plan in place
to begin with, when it comes to making spending ad-
justments, small but permanent cuts are generally
more effective than large but temporary cuts in im-
proving portfolio longevity. For example, reducing
spending by 3% (akin to forgoing an inflation adjust-
ment) when one’s portfolio is down and maintaining
that cut going forward will have a larger long-term
impact than a short-term spending cut of 10% to 15%.

Derek Tharp, an assistant professor of finance at the
University of Southern Maine and the founder of Con-

scious Capital

No Change in Strategy
One of the biggest mistakes investors make is updating

their investments without updating their financial plan

and investment policy statement. This is akin to taking

a new prescription, or changing your dosage, without first

consulting your doctor and documenting the change. Your

investments shouldn’t change unless your policy state-

ment changes. And that policy statement shouldn’t

change unless your financial plan changes. While taking

quick action might seem prudent in a downturn or reces-

sion, the long-term impact can often be damaging and,

in some cases, irrecoverable.

Taylor Schulte, founder of Define Financial in San Diego

Forgetting Benefits Outside Salary
In a recessionary environment, unemployment can put

many in the tough position of trying to find the best-pay-

ing job quickly. But often, job seekers overlook company

benefits outside of traditional financial compensation. Gen-

erous health-care and insurance offerings such as health

savings accounts, a 401(k) company match and student-

loan debt repayment support may not be top of mind dur-

ing initial job negotiations, but they should be. Such perks

could provide real financial value down the road.

Charlie Nelson, chief executive officer of retirement and
employee benefits for Voya Financial in Windsor, Conn.

NO RAINY-DAY FUND
A big mistake that many people make in a recession
is the same mistake they make during expansions:
not putting money aside when they can, so they can
cover three to six months of expenses. You may not
be affected by the downturn yet, but it’s possible you
will be. In fact, it’s more possible than it has been in
years, since in a recession unemployment and under-
employment risks rise. So if you’re still working, don’t
put it off any longer. Start saving.

James Choi, professor of finance at the Yale School of
Management in New Haven, Conn.

GOING WITHOUT INSURANCE

During a downturn, people sometimes look to cut costs

by temporarily dropping health-care coverage. That is

particularly common among people who are self-em-

ployed and are concerned about how the economy is go-

ing to affect their business. But without health-care cov-

erage, one unexpected illness or injury could be financially

devastating. Instead, people should review their coverage

to see if there are less-expensive plan options.

Shelly-Ann Eweka, a wealth management director at
TIAA in Charlotte, N.C.

NOT TAKING ADVANTAGE OF
ROTH CONVERSIONS

Whenever the stock market takes a drop, it never ceases
to amaze me how little discussion there is about making
a Roth IRA conversion. Downturns create a great oppor-
tunity to save on taxes. A simple example explains why.
An investor in the 24% tax bracket holds 100 shares of
a stock priced at $100. The taxes due on a Roth IRA con-
version will be $2,400 ($10,000 of stock × 24%). A mar-
ket drop occurs, lowering the stock’s price to $80. If the
investor then does a Roth IRA conversion, theirtax liabil-
ity will be reduced to $1,920 ($8,000 × 24%).

Charles Rotblut, a vice president and AAII Journal editor at
the American Association of Individual Investors in Chicago

Rushed Retirement

The worst mistake we see is prospective clients who
retire without first crunching the numbers—either be-
cause they were laid off or they voluntarily took a sev-
erance package. Retiring blindly can be disastrous. Too
often, people find out they have an unsustainable life-
style. After reality sets in, they often are forced to be-
grudgingly re-enter the workforce, and in a much less-
desirable position than before.

David Abate, a certified financial planner at Strategic
Wealth Partners in Independence, Ohio

NOT THINKING ABOUT THE WORST
THAT COULD HAPPEN

During a downturn, some investors obsess over their invest-

ment accounts while others bury their head in the prover-

bial sand. But even during a market downturn, it’s impor-

tant to “stress test” your financial plan, playing out worst-

case scenarios to help give you the confidence your

financial strategies have been built for success in a variety

of market conditions. Stress testing can be a more reason-

able response, highlighting the importance of finding an ap-

propriate balance of risk assets along with more stable as-

sets. A market-related stress test might model an

immediate portfolio decline equal to the worst historical

one-year drawdown for a client’s asset-allocation strategy.

Malcolm Butler, president and CEO of Fiduciary Group
in Savannah, Ga.

All Recessions Are the Same
Don’t believe that this financial crisis will be like the last
financial crisis. People have a tendency to anticipate the
future based on previous experiences. It’s called a nor-
malcy bias, and it can be financially fatal. Two of the
most dangerous investment attitudes in a recession or
severe market correction are, “This time is different—the
old rules no longer apply,” and “This is going to play out
like it did the last time around.” There are too many vari-
ables involved to fully invest in either assumption. For in-
stance, an investor who went to cash when the market
dropped 25% in October 1929 was proven wise, as the
market sank further and took 25 years to recover. An in-
vestor who went to cash when the market dropped 25%
in March 2020 missed a rebound only five months later.

Rick Myers, founder and president of Integrated Financial
Services in Grand Rapids, Mich.

FAILING TO TAP LOW INTEREST RATES
Recessions often lead to low-interest-rate environments,

which present an opportunity to reduce monthly payments

by refinancing mortgages, student loans and other debt. But

consumers often overlook the possibility of consolidating or

refinancing existing liabilities. Personal loans can be a useful

way to consolidate multiple sources of debt into a struc-

tured payment plan. And just like recessions, the impact of

consolidation is psychological as well: One loan and one pay-

ment seems far more manageable than a mountain of them.

Nancy DeRusso, senior vice president and head of coach-
ing at financial-counseling services firm Ayco, Irvine, Calif.

More than 75%
of people planning to retire
haven’t calculated howmuch

money they’ll need in retirement
Source: Edward Jones/AgeWave study
“The Four Pillars of the New Retirement”

23%
Americans who cite emergency-
savings shortfall as their biggest
financial regret of pandemic
Source: Bankrate survey, June 3-4, 2020

23%
of consumers have added
to their credit-card debt
during the pandemic

Source: CreditCards.com

$14.27 trillion
U.S. household debt as of the

second quarter 2020

Source: Federal Reserve Bank of New York

24%
of savers increased contributions

to a 401(k), IRA and other
retirement account during

the pandemic

Source: Franklin Templeton-Gallup Economics
of Recovery Study Aug. 3-11, 2020

1.24%
Average expense ratio

for equity mutual funds offered
in the U.S. in 2019

Source: Investment Company Institute
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THE BIGGEST FINANCIAL MISTAKES
PEOPLE MAKE DURING A RECESSION

.
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That extra
$200, $300,
$400 a
month—
that could
be going to
retirement
savings.

Your Kid Is 20.
Isn’t It Time to Stop Paying for Things?

As children
enter their
late teens and
early 20s, their
parents often
keep paying
for a lot of
their expenses.
So we asked
the experts:
Where—and
how—should
parents draw
the line?

MALCOLM
ETHRIDGE

WENDY
MOGEL

JIM
MILLER
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right now, next year it’s $200 a
month, then it’s $100 a month, and
then they are on their own. It sends
a message that this is not an open-
ended proposition.

MR. ETHRIDGE: With rent, I think you
have to quit cold turkey. Just as
tough as it is on the kid who is dis-
appointed, it’s just as tough on the
parent who has to say no and then
presumably watch them suffer.

WSJ: Are there
exceptions during the
pandemic, if a child is
recently unemployed or
having trouble finding

that first job?

MR. MILLER: Most parents want to
help their kids. And this is a less-
than-once-in-a-generation experi-
ence. But you have to be within rea-
son. You can get creative: Maybe it
means they move back into your
house rent-free until they get on
their feet. Or maybe it means you
pay their entire car-insurance bill or
their student-loan payments or help
them subsidize their rent. This has
to fit within your budget as a par-
ent, and there has to be a learning
component to it.
For example, sit down and com-

municate with them that you have a
monthly or annual budget for spend-
ing, and if you were to help them, it
means taking away from something
else you had planned on doing. The
idea isn’t to make them feel bad, but
instead to model the budgeting con-
cept and show them that you’ve
planned ahead well enough that you
have some flexibility and aren’t cut-
ting expenses so closely that you
can’t afford to help out.

MR. ETHRIDGE: If the kid is off on
their own doing their own thing at
25 and doing a decent job of it, and
then suddenly they are blindsided by
a virus that shuts down the world
and they just weren’t ready for it,
that’s a totally different conversa-
tion. I can completely understand
stepping in and acting as a tempo-
rary stopgap, vs. the kid who never
had a job to speak of and is out en-
joying the luxuries and creature
comforts that the situation has to
offer. But if the kid never found a
job, they should be back at home, liv-
ing with their parents, not paying for
an apartment if the child has zero
income to speak of and zero pros-
pects of finding anything.

Mr. Kornelis is a writer in Seattle.
Email him at reports@wsj.com. JO
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when the meals are being served.
They just charge food all kinds of
other ways on campus and nobody
pays too much attention to it.
We’ve all become a bit “cost

blind” because so many of the num-
bers are hidden, aggregated, tucked
into autopayments or opaque de-
scriptors on credit-card bills and
bank statements. Unless a parent
enjoys a monthly deep dive into the
world of forensic accounting, we
tend to let the details slide.

MR. ETHRIDGE: A lot of times, it cen-
ters around housing. In their kids’
early 20s, it’s rent: The kid’s gradu-
ated from school, went someplace
in Boston, the parents want to
help them live in Boston, and the
apartment they want downtown is
$3,000 a month. But they haven’t
found a meaningful job yet, so the

parent is paying $2,000 a month
of that rent to allow the kid to live
the life they want to, instead of
being on the outskirts where they
can actually afford.
If they are helping their kid

buy a house, I can see the justifi-
cation that they’d be building up
equity over time, and you’re help-
ing them get started. But the
apartment? You’re not contribut-
ing to anything.
I would equate it to taking your

kid on a really big shopping spree.
In the short term, they have some-
thing to show for it—a temporary
place to live. But they don’t have
anything meaningful to show for it
two years down the road. All the
while, you’ve significantly depleted
your reserves by paying their rent.

WSJ: How do
parents rationalize
picking up the bills?

MR. ETHRIDGE: They usually just talk
about how tough it is out there
and that they want to help their
kids a little bit. But a little bit be-
comes a lot of bit down the road.

DR. MOGEL: Some parents want to
give their kids the things they
didn’t have. It’s an instinct that can
paradoxically deprive them of what
the need: good money habits. And
some families live high. The kids
are spending what they were accus-
tomed to getting at home.

MR. MILLER: Inertia is playing a
part of this. The car payment or the
car insurance, for example, probably
started when the child was a teen-
ager. And then all of a sudden they
are 22, and the payment’s still there
or the car insurance is still there be-
cause you get a better deal being
part of your parents’ insurance vs.
just being totally on your own. I find
it pretty rare to have any client who
sets out a plan ahead of time and
says, “These are the things we’re
going to pay for, and this is how
long we’re going to pay for them.”

A Game Plan

WSJ: How should
parents wean their

children off the money?

DR. MOGEL: I always counsel
parents to help their kids get debit
cards—without overdraft protec-
tion—which [the children fill with
their own money and] can use to
pay for their own expenses on Am-
azon and in-app purchases. Other-
wise, kids don’t figure out how
those things add up.

MR. MILLER: Graduating from col-
lege is a large life event and is a
good time to sit down and map out
those expenses that they are still
paying for and how long they’ll pay
for them or how much they’ll pay
toward them. Maybe create a
monthly budget that they’ll help
subsidize with these expenses, but
also a schedule for when that will
transition fully to the child.
You can get very specific and

pick each expense with its own
time frame or you can just say:
“Here’s the lump sum per month,
and this is how long we’re going to
pay it and maybe on a sliding
scale.” So, if you’re paying $300 a
month to them for their expenses

18 19 20 21 22 23 24

Health insurance

Student loans

Housing

Travel

Subscriptions

Car insurance

Credit-card bills

Phone bills

Age atwhichmembers of each generation say young adults should
start paying for...

NoHelp

Generation Z

Millennials

Generation X

Baby boomers

Silent generation

Source: YouGov online survey, commissioned by Bankrate, of 2,553 U.S. adults, 890 of which have at
least one child 18 years or older, conducted April 3-5, 2019

P
arents usually know

when they are giving their

children too much money

once those children become

adults. Getting them to

admit to it—and change—

is another matter.

It might start as a few

dollars here and a sub-

scription fee there, but the

money adds up, and financial planners and

others say it shields children from under-

standing how much things cost.

So, we asked a group of experts about the

expenses parents pick up for their adult chil-

dren in the late teens and early 20s—which

ones they should cut off, and which ones

they should continue in the unprecedented

times we’re living in.

Below are edited conversations The Wall

Street Journal had with Malcolm Ethridge, a

certified financial planner at CIC Wealth near

Washington, D.C., Los Angeles clinical psychol-

ogist Dr. Wendy Mogel and Jim Miller, a certi-

fied financial planner and president of Wood-

ward Financial Advisors in Chapel Hill, N.C.

What to Trim

WALL STREET JOURNAL:

What are common
expenses parents pay for
their adult children that

they shouldn’t?

MR. MILLER: The most common things
I see are cellphone bills, car insurance
and subscriptions—Netflix-type things.
Clients of mine who don’t have unlimited
resources, that extra $200, $300, $400
a month—that could be going to their
retirement savings. If you can get a bet-
ter deal by staying with a family plan,
whether it’s car insurance or a phone
bill, you should take advantage of that.
Just make sure the children pay you
whatever their portion is.
My only caveat would be if the child is

a full-time student and they don’t have
the time to earn money, then maybe you
continue paying those things. But upon
graduation, that’s when you start to fil-
ter out some of these expenses.

DR. MOGEL: Whether it’s fitting for par-
ents to be paying for certain expenses or
not depends on the adulting skills needed
by each child and might be different for sib-
lings in the same family. We want to look at
the big picture of each student’s tendency to
use good judgment or to be wanton, care-
less and less mature than their age peers.
That said, parents often pay for things

like in-app purchases in videogames and
Amazon purchases, and they don’t even
know about those [because they don’t look
closely at Amazon purchases]. College stu-
dents don’t bother to go to the dining hall

BY CHRIS KORNELIS
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invest in the
innovators of
the Nasdaq-100
100 of today’s most ground-breaking
companies, all in a single fund.

invesco.com/qqqetf

NOT FDIC INSURED | MAY LOSE VALUE | NO BANK GUARANTEE
There are risks involved with investing in ETFs, including possible loss of money. ETFs are subject to risks similar to those of stocks. Investments focused in a particular sector, such
as technology, are subject to greater risk, and are more greatly impacted by market volatility, than more diversified investments.

The Nasdaq-100 Index comprises the 100 largest non-financial companies traded on the Nasdaq.

Before investing, consider the Fund’s investment objectives, risks, charges and expenses.
Visit invesco.com/fundprospectus for a prospectus containing this information.
Read it carefully before investing.
Invesco Distributors, Inc.
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Think of it
like trying
to get out

of an
escape
room

together.
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The Game Plan

Their Business Is Surviving the Pandemic. Now They Are Thinking Long Term.

BY LISAWARD

Caroline Edgar Albert trained horses
for 20 years, then switched to dog train-

ing in 2009.

Her business, Grateful Dog Training

Inc., in Manchester, Vt., has remained sol-

vent during the pandemic with the help

of federal aid, a local grant and some in-

genuity. Now she and her husband are

thinking more long term—about an exit

plan within 15 years, and leaving some

money to their two children.

At its peak, the business, in addition to

employing herself, her husband and their

oldest daughter, had one full-time and

three part-time workers. But when the

Covid-19 pandemic struck, the couple

went without wages and laid off staff.

The training side has benefited from the

pandemic puppy craze, helping offset

some of the losses elsewhere.

Ms. Edgar Albert hired her teenage

son to clean and brought back one part-

time employee but feels like she is work-

ing round the clock.

She and her husband expect to earn

$96,000 this year before taxes. They have

$80,700 in cash from the sale of a home

and are considering using that money to

purchase a storefront. The couple has

$9,360 invested in an annuity. They also

have $2,500 in a health savings account

and $5,174 in a Roth IRA.

They have a 30-year mortgage on their

new home with $216,840 remaining;

monthly payments are $1,650. They also

pay $268 monthly for a car loan with a

$4,400 balance.

Other monthly expenses include:

$2,200 for groceries and other food; $530

for utilities; $115 for internet, $55 for gar-

bage removal, $22 for water, $208 for

auto insurance; $48 for life insurance;

$562 for state health insurance, though

that is likely to increase to $900 a month

since their income has bounced back. They

also pay about $500 a month for pet food

and veterinary care for their own pets.

Advice from a pro: Samuel Deane, a
financial planner for Deane Financial Part-

ners Inc. in New York City, says, “funding

their retirement should really be the prior-

ity right now.” Owning instead of renting

the storefront would likely add to their lia-

bilities and reduce free cash flow, he says.

First, the couple should set aside three

to six months’ worth of expenses for an

emergency, or $20,000 to $40,000.

Next, they should pay off their car,

which will increase annual cash flow by

about $3,200, giving them about $25,000

a year in discretionary income, Mr. Deane

says. He also recommends they try to

trim other expenses, such as eating out.

The couple should maximize contribu-

tions to their Roth IRA and HSA. Being

over 50, Ms. Edgar Albert can put $7,000

in the Roth in 2020. She also can contrib-

ute up to $7,000 annually to the HSA.

Withdrawals from the HSA for qualified

medical expenses are tax-free, and unspent

money can be rolled over into the following

year and used during retirement.

Through the business, Ms. Edgar Albert

should create a SEP IRA for herself, her

husband and other employees. The Grate-

ful Dog can put as much as 25% of em-

ployees’ income into SEP accounts that

can grow tax-deferred. There are caveats.

But since her children work at the busi-

ness, it is a good way to help them plan

for their own retirement.

Ms. Ward is a writer in Winhall, Vt. She

can be reached at reports@wsj.com.

Dog trainer Caroline Edgar Albert is looking to retire within 15 years.

within five years. He explained that if

they wanted to achieve those things,

they had to be honest about their

debt and create a strategy to unwind

it. This helped the woman open up,

and as a team they worked to refi-

nance her loans so she had fewer of

them and at a better rate. They then

created a budget that worked for

them both, which included paying

down their loans and saving for a

house. “There’s hope in having a plan,”

Mr. Derby says.

Think of it like trying to get out of

an escape room together, says Joseph

Conroy, a certified financial planner

and owner of Harford Retirement

Planners LLC in Bel Air, Md.

Mr. Conroy says he worked with a

couple in their 30s—one a sales pro-

fessional and the other a teacher—

who were prepping for marriage and

needed to deal with the husband-to-

be’s $80,000 student-loan tab. The

woman, who had the higher paying

job, had amassed $100,000 in savings

over 10 years. Her intention was to

use it as a down payment on a home,

and neither partner wanted to use the

nest egg to pay off the debt.

Mr. Conroy helped broker a solution

in which the couple agreed to use

some cash to pay off the highest-in-

terest loans. They then agreed, based

on their respective earnings, to each

contribute a portion of their income to

pay down the other loans on an accel-

erated schedule. They preserved most

of her nest egg for a home, which

they eventually bought. In this way,

they were both contributing and nei-

ther resented the other.

Step 3
Execute the plan

This can be tricky, too, since emotions

are at play and one or both partners

may have to make sacrifices because

of the other’s debt.

Ms. Pinto of Wealthspire Advisors

helped a marrying couple deal with

$400,000 in debt that the groom-to-

be had amassed from college and

medical-school loans.

She spoke with the couple about

their assets and liabilities. She showed

them how long it was going to take to

get out of this debt, based on their

earnings projections. The man was

just starting his residency, and the

woman, an attorney who was in her

early 30s at the time, was hoping to

stop working and have children. But

that would mean the couple wouldn’t

have enough to pay rent, food or other

necessities, let alone pay off the debt.

The couple realized they had to de-

lay having children and curb entertain-

ment costs such as dining out. For the

wife’s protection, the couple also

signed a prenuptial agreement, requir-

ing the husband to repay everything

she paid toward his debt if they di-

vorced. Flash forward a few years, they

have made progress in chipping away

at his loans and are ready to start

planning for a child, Ms. Pinto says.

Ms. Winokur Munk is a writer in
West Orange, N.J. She can be
reached at reports@wsj.com.

duces the odds that you’re going to

come up with a plan if both people

don’t have all the information,” he says.

Conversations around debt can be

challenging and emotionally charged,

so it is helpful to set some ground

rules, Ms. O’Leary says. Take blame

out of the picture and treat each other

respectfully.

In some cases, it may be a good

idea to share credit reports with each

other. This can be very uncomfortable,

but if there are any doubts about a

partner’s spending habits, it’s better to

know before the marriage, says Sam

Bruning, owner of Southern Magnolia

Investment Management, an invest-

ment adviser in Port St. Lucie, Fla.

Step 2
Create a game plan

Advisers say honest conversation sets

the stage for couples to create a plan

to reduce debt and make progress to-

ward shared goals. “Having a plan is

really empowering,” says Jonathan

Derby, a financial adviser with Edward

Jones in Coburg, Ore.

He tells of a couple who were cli-

ents of his: The woman had $150,000

of debt and the man had $50,000.

They intended to marry, but hadn’t

discussed their respective debt, pri-

marily because the woman was hesi-

tant to do so.

Mr. Derby started by having them

discuss their shared goals, which at

the time included getting married,

buying a house and having children

Step 1
Put everything on the table
Couples shouldn’t wait until a ring is in

hand to begin having conversations

about debt; they should start having

these discussions as soon as the rela-

tionship gets serious, advisers say.

“You don’t want to be dating some-

body a year and find out it’s the one

thing they weren’t telling you,” says

Angie O’Leary, head of wealth plan-

ning at RBC Wealth Management-U.S.

in Minneapolis.

Couples need to be honest about

their respective incomes and liabilities,

including mortgage, credit-card, medi-

cal and student-loan debts. It might be

tempting to exclude small debts from

these discussions, but it isn’t advisable,

says John Hill, president and chief ex-

ecutive of Gateway Retirement in Rock

Hill, S.C. “Even a little bit of debt can

chip away at your financial situation.”

Sometimes people keep debt secret

because they believe they can manage

it on their own and like to feel in con-

trol. But as a couple’s expenses grow, it

can be hard to keep on top of things,

making common goals such as saving

for a house or a child’s education more

difficult, says Norm Champ, a partner

in the Investment Funds Group at Kirk-

land & Ellis LLP in New York. “It re-

When Marrying Couples
Keep Debt Hidden

S
ome couples enter marriage
with a big secret: their debt. But
that secret can create major
problems for the relationship.
It isn’t surprising that people

feel uncomfortable discussing
debt going into marriage. One,

or both, may be embarrassed by it, fear the
other person will end the relationship over it,
or think it is something they can manage
without involving their partner.
However, keeping debts hidden can be a

precursor to money and marital issues.
Financial incompatibility is often a big

reason for divorce, and “when you have out-
side pressure of debt and money issues com-
ing into a marriage, it makes it even harder,”
says Aviva Pinto, managing director of
Wealthspire Advisors, an investment adviser
based in New York.
There is, however, a three-step approach

couples can take to prevent debt problems
from derailing a marriage, say financial ad-
visers who help clients with debt issues.
First, communicate. Second, create a game
plan. Three, execute.

BY CHERYL WINOKUR MUNK

Here’s a three-step approach to making sure
debt doesn’t derail a marriage

.
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X forms” in separate envelopes for

each of the other years, he says.

Time limits
Generally, to claim a refund, you must

file Form 1040-X “within three years

after the date you filed your original

return or within two years after the

date you paid the tax, whichever is

later,” regardless of how you file, the

IRS says. “Returns filed before the due

date (without regard to extensions)

are considered filed on the due date,

and withholding is deemed to be tax

paid on the due date.”

But there are special rules for “re-

fund claims relating to net operating

losses, foreign tax credits, bad debts,

and other issues.” For example, the IRS

says a Form 1040-X based on a “bad

debt or worthless security” generally

must be filed “within seven years after

cally or on paper. Here are a few

points to consider:

Limited scope
At this stage, the e-filing option for

amended returns applies only for

Forms 1040 and 1040-SR for the

2019 tax year. “Additional improve-

ments are planned for the future,”

the IRS said. Also, only taxpayers

who e-filed their original Form 1040

or 1040-SR for 2019 can e-file an

amended return, notes Ms. Flores of

H&R Block.

Taxpayers who want to amend

returns for more than one tax year

must file for each year separately,

says Eric Smith, an IRS spokesman.

“So, for example, if you are amend-

ing multiple years and one of them

is 2019, we urge you to e-file for

2019 and then send separate 1040-JO
N
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M
uch to their chagrin,
millions of taxpayers

each year discover signifi-

cant errors, omissions and

other miscues on returns

they already have filed.

Mastering all the details of knowing

how to handle problems such as these

can be surprisingly tricky. But the Inter-

nal Revenue Service recently took an

important step toward making the pro-

cess of filing an amended federal in-

come-tax return easier.

Until recently, taxpayers who wanted

to amend their federal income-tax return

had to file Form 1040-X the old-fash-

ioned paper way—even if they had filed

their original return electronically. Then,

in August, the IRS reversed course and

said taxpayers generally can file amended

returns electronically for last year with

tax-preparation software.

“This is a significant and a very wel-

come development,” says Stephen W.

DeFilippis, owner of DeFilippis Financial

Group, a wealth-management and tax

firm in Wheaton, Ill., and an enrolled

agent (a tax specialist authorized to rep-

resent taxpayers at all levels of the IRS).

This will make the amending process

“easier for everyone: taxpayers, practitio-

ners and the IRS,” he says.

“E-filed returns are generally pro-

cessed faster, more efficiently and con-

tain fewer errors than paper-filed re-

turns,” says Alison Flores, principal tax

research analyst at the Tax Institute at

H&R Block Inc. “Similar results are likely

to extend to Form 1040-X.” She says

H&R Block has started e-filing amended returns for customers.

The e-filing option is also a timely change. Because of the coro-

navirus pandemic and other issues, IRS workers have been strug-

gling to open and process unusually large mountains of mail. But

it remains to be seen how much this new e-filing option will affect

how long it takes for the IRS to respond to amended returns. The

waiting time can vary significantly based on the facts, circum-

stances and complexity of each taxpayer’s situation.

As with so many tax issues, there are important exceptions and

other fine print to consider for amended returns, filed electroni-

Lots of people make
mistakes on their taxes.
The good news: Fixing
themistake has gotten
a lot easier

the due date of the return for the tax

year in which the debt or security be-

came worthless.”

Common flubs
Among the classic reasons for

amending: You forgot to include tax-

able income. You didn’t realize you

were eligible for various breaks. You

claimed breaks you now realize you

weren’t entitled to. You need to cor-

rect your tax-filing status, or perhaps

you received new information from a

partnership or a financial institution.

Another possible reason is a natu-

ral disaster in a place later designated

as a federally declared disaster area. In

such cases, victims have the option of

claiming unreimbursed casualty losses

for the year in which the disaster oc-

curred—or on the previous year’s re-

turn (which typically would mean

amending the return for that year).

Some people also may benefit

from several tax laws enacted near

the end of 2019 that could affect

their returns for prior tax years.

Other considerations
Some errors don’t require an amended

return. The IRS says it may correct

math or clerical errors on a return and

even accept returns filed “without cer-

tain required forms or schedules.”

There are other circumstances when

you shouldn’t file Form 1040-X. For ex-

ample, the IRS says you shouldn’t

amend to ask for “a refund of penalties

and interest that you have already

paid.” Instead, file Form 843.

In certain other cases, such as where

criminal issues might be involved, con-

sider consulting a skilled tax pro.

Lastly, if you amend your federal re-

turn, check to see whether you also

may need to amend state tax returns

and how to do so.

For more on this general subject, see

the IRS’s “Tax Tip 2020-114.”
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If YouWant to File an Amended Tax Form

3.5
million
Amended
federal tax
returns
received by
the IRS in 2018
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Spousesmay disagree
on how it should be
spent, putting pressure
on even a healthy
partnership

Natalie Slagle, a certified finan-
cial planner, offers the example of a
husband in his 50s who inherited
$100,000 from his parents and
wanted to set it aside for his chil-
dren from a previous marriage.
His wife felt hurt because, in

her mind, she had every intention
of giving the funds to the children
if her husband died, and she didn’t
see the need to keep the funds
separate, says Ms. Slagle, who with
her husband, Daniel Slagle, owns
Fyooz Financial Planning in Roch-
ester, Minn.
The advisers ran projections

showing the wife that she would be
sufficiently provided for in the
event of her husband’s death, since
the majority of his roughly $1 mil-
lion estate was earmarked for her.
They also explained that by co-min-
gling the funds, the inheritance
could be at risk if, for example, she
racked up significant medical bills
later in life or creditors went after
her estate. “It’s not just a matter of
trust,” Ms. Slagle says they told the
wife. “It’s how do we protect this
money from other people?”
There can be valid reasons to co-

mingle an inheritance but couples
should understand the risks.
Storey Jones, founder of

dtour.life, a divorce-management
platform based in New York, offers
the example of a couple who ex-
pected to receive a sizable inheri-
tance from the husband’s family.
They planned to use that for their
retirement, so they were lax about
retirement savings, and used up the
wife’s inheritance to pay for their
children’s college educations. When
the husband filed for divorce, the
wife was left without access to his
expected inheritance and without a
comfortable retirement nest egg.
These can be uncomfortable con-

versations to have, but couples need
to look past the emotions. “Because
it’s difficult is not a reason to avoid
the conversation,” Ms. Jones says.

Ms. Winokur Munk is a writer in
West Orange, N.J. She can be
reached at reports@wsj.com. PR
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I
t can be a blessing for a
couple when one partner
receives an inheritance. But
it can also be a curse.
While there often is an

emotional high that comes
with being given money, prop-
erty or some other valuable
asset, inheritances also are as-
sociated with legal issues,
emotions and life-altering de-
cisions that can put pressure
on even a healthy partnership.
Spouses, for instance, may dis-
agree on how an inheritance
should be used or whether it
should be set aside for chil-
dren from a previous mar-
riage. There also is the ques-
tion of what might happen to
the inheritance in the event of
a death or divorce.
Couples are advised—per-

haps with the help of financial
advisers, trust-and-estate at-
torneys and other experts—to
start formulating a plan as
soon as they know an inheri-
tance is coming their way.

Cleaner and simpler
Most states, even community-property states,
typically recognize inheritances as separate
property. However, if a married couple co-
mingles an inheritance—say, by putting it in a
joint account or putting both of their names
on a deed—it will become much harder (per-
haps impossible) to separate it out again.
That doesn’t mean inherited funds can’t—

or shouldn’t—be used for the family’s benefit.
Allison Kade, age 33, and her husband, Bo-

ris Kerzner, age 37, had been married for
about two years when Mr. Kerzner’s grand-
mother died, leaving him an individual retire-
ment account, which can only be in one per-
son’s name. They spoke about what was

important to him, what felt like an ap-
propriate use of the funds and what
his grandmother would likely have
wanted. Together, they decided the
funds should be used to allow Mr. Ker-
zner to attend graduate school, which
he did full-time until June.
It was a good solution for both

spouses, says Ms. Kade, editorial direc-
tor and millennial money expert at
Fabric Technologies Inc., which offers
life insurance, wills and tools to orga-
nize a family’s finances. “It would have
affected my finances if we had to take
on student loans,” she says, “yet it still
allowed the use of the money to feel
special to him.”

One Spouse Gets an Inheritance. It Can Be Tricky.

�
Allison
Kade

and Boris
Kerzner
used Mr.
Kerzner’s

inheritance
to pay his
graduate-

school
tuition.

Couples who decide to use part of
an inheritance to make a big pur-
chase—say, a vacation home—should
be careful about how that purchase
is structured and recorded. Experts
advise writing a check directly from
an account designated for the inher-
ited funds, and keeping records to
show the withdrawal.
If a check for such a purchase

needs to be drawn from a joint ac-
count, the inherited funds should
only be placed in that account for a
short period, close in time to the
purchase, so it is clear that the

funds were transferred for “conve-
nience purposes,” says Adam D. Cit-
ron, partner at Davidoff Hutcher &
Citron LLP. He also suggests having
a written agreement, signed or ac-
knowledged by the other spouse,
that the money was contributed
with the understanding that upon a
sale (or divorce), the inherited funds
and any appreciation would be cred-
ited back to the contributing spouse.

Addressing the emotions
Even when there are legal reasons
for spouses to keep inherited funds
separate, digesting this emotionally
can be a sticking point for partners.
“Even when rational, educated

people say, ‘I get it, it is not my
money, it is his/hers and it is a
law…there is still an acknowledged
feeling of ‘but why wouldn’t he/she
see it as ours,’ ” says Lynn Zakeri, a
licensed clinical social worker and
private practice therapist with of-
fices in Skokie and Northfield, Ill.
Instead of ignoring these emo-

tions, couples should talk them
through, Ms. Zakeri says.

Taking a fact-based
approach can help
ease the resentment
one spouse may feel.
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